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ABSTRACT 
Evolutionary and Customer-oriented Building Design Process 
The management and control of the evolution of the building design process is mainly 
reliant on a project manager's experience and intuition, without a comprehensive and 
analytical appreciation of its inner workings. Moreover, most process development 
methods in building design lack a mechanism of directly addressing the customer's 
satisfaction. More recently there has been a growing understanding of the importance 
of effective design planning and management to overall project performance, and 
hence ensure the smooth running of a project within the time schedule and the budget. 
Furthermore, the current shift in industry thinking towards the value of a construction 
product to all stakeholders requires an alignment of each element of the design and 
construction process to the requirements of customers. 
A Staged Evolving Analysis Technique (SEAT) has been developed in this research, 
comprising two hierarchically structured design product models and two information 
flow-based design process models to cover conceptual and scheme design stages. This 
staged design product and process modelling technique and the subsequent analysis 
and representation of the design process evolution can provide a better appreciation 
and analytical understanding of the building design process, and hence assist in the 
planning and management of complex, multi-disciplinary building design problems. 
Additionally, Customer-oriented (CoD) Method has also been developed to integrate 
customer requirements with building design process. The synthesis of two elements, 
i.e. a Customer Requirement Matrix (CRM) and Customer-oriented DSM analysis, 
produces a powerful but easily understood method to keep track of the design progress 
compliant with customer's requirements and improve the management and the quality 
of design. 
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Chapter One 
INTRODUCTION 
_---l~rBAC-KGROUND TO RESEARCH 
Over last two or three decades, the construction industry and its clients have been 
learning and adopting management philosophies from manufacturing and other 
industries, such as Value Engineering, Lean Theory, and Concurrent Engineering. 
However, how these techniques can be most effectively adopted and their 
implications have not been fully understood and readily conducted (Waskett, 1999). 
The design and development of any technically complex product involves large 
numbers of design personnel making thousands of decisions, sometimes over a 
period of years. The successful performance of large multi-disciplinary building 
projects therefore requires enormous co-ordination to ensure all parties are aware of 
the ever changing status of the project. This demands information to be exchanged 
timely and effectively between professions in order to eliminate design errors and 
minimise unnecessary design changes. 
Coordinating the flow of information in the design process is further complicated 
when the design schedule is compressed (fast-tracking) within procurement routes 
such as design and build. Therefore, to a certain extent, the management of modem 
building design is the management of information flow. However, it is not 
straightforward, as a lack of understanding of the process of design not on! y makes 
the planning and co-ordination of each disciplines' work more difficult but also 
makes the control of variations onerous. The characteristics of the information flow 
changes through the project life cycle. As Sidwell (1990) summarised, in the 
conception stages the information flow is "outward looking", through design it is 
more "iterative", on site it is "sequential", while at commissioning it is "focused" on 
problem solving. 
Research has indicated that about one third of public and private 
architect/engineering projects exceed their budgets and fail to keep to their target 
schedules because of design-related problems (Glavan and Tucker, 1991). Moreover, 
1 
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a survey has showed that a successful design process is a key to the success of 
projects in the UK (Nicholson and Naamani, 1992). Thus, the industry has begun to 
recognise the need for an improved understanding of the overall project process and 
the potential benefits to be gained from reengineering this process and effectively ___ _ 
-applying-newlecliiilques, while research in the construction industry has 
traditionally focused on the improvement of performance on site because of the 
scope to reduce construction costs (Austin et aI., 1993). Phased construction and 
fast-tracking methods which overlap design with construction are increasingly 
common and have been introduced to reduce project duration and overheads; 
although generally successful, these techniques have placed added pressures on the 
whole building process, especially the design phase. An overlapping strategy and 
decision algorithm are recently proposed by Bogus et al., (2006) to improve the 
performance of fast-tracking the design process, which considers the evolution and 
sensitivity characteristics of activity pairs to suggest appropriate overlapping 
strategies to reduce risks. However, although the theory has been represented in 
detail in their research, the validity of this new method for the real project has not 
been demonstrated. Research undertaken by Wang et aI., (2006) devised a 
simulation-based model that incorporates the DSM algorithm to identify design 
iterations for generating the schedule of a design project. Additionally, the model 
can be used to assess the effects of various iterations on the overall design duration. 
But, this new attempt has only been demonstrated through a small example, which 
has not been validated or applied on any live design projects. 
The Analytical Design Planning Technique (ADePT) has been developed and 
validated over the last ten years through the endeavours of Newton (1995), Austin et 
al., (1999; 2000a; 2000b) and Waskett (1999), and it has since been applied 
commercially on many live projects to overcome design and construction 
difficulties, particularly for dealing with the interdisciplinary and iterative nature of 
the building design process. However, although information flows have been 
successfully modelled under the ADePT methodology to plan and manage detailed 
design, using software applications such as PlanWeaver and ADePT tool, the 
technique has not been linked into customer needs or been applied to design 
development through the earlier stages. Steele (2000) and Pendlebury (2000) have 
2 
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investigated the conceptual and scheme design individually, and tried to create 
models for the corresponding design stage, but these were not tested through the 
early stages of design process in real projects. 
As the current shift in industry thinking towards the value of a construction product 
to all stakeholders (Egan, 2002; Saxon, 2005), this requires a better alignment of 
each stage of the design and construction process with the requirements of 
customers. Major design decisions that have the greatest influence on buildability of 
a project are taken during the early stage of a building design. Designers need a 
greater customer focus and help in better integrating the customer requirements into 
the early design stages. More importantly, the evolution of the design process needs 
to be planned and controlled in order to track the progress of the design compliant 
with customer's requirements and improve the overall performance of design 
activity. 
This research started with a review of the building design and design management 
theories and methods, and then moved into the central proposition on solving the 
problems defmed and achieving the research aim and objectives. It has developed an 
analytical understanding of building design evolution and a method of directly 
addressing customer requirements in the building design process through the 
development of the Stage Evolving Analysis Technique (SEAT) and Customer-
oriented Design (CoD). 
1.2 AIM AND OBJECTIVES 
The initial aim at the start of this research was to enhance the efficiency and 
effectiveness of design process across different stages and improve the integration 
of customer requirements with the early stage of building design. This arose from a 
detailed study of the factors that have a detrimental influence on a smooth 
progression through the design process. Solutions to the problems were initially 
sought from the existing design management theories and methods. However, after 
a comprehensive literature review and relevant discussion, it was concluded that 
gaps and inadequacies existed in those theories/methods in terms of the application 
to address the main problems identified. Therefore, new methods or models needed 
3 
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development to address some of the inadequacies in the existing knowledge, which 
formed the basis of the aim and objectives of this research. 
Against the background discussed in this chapter and detailed problems defmed in 
the following chapter, the aim of this research was evolved and fmally stated as 
follows: 
To develop customer-oriented and evolving information flow based models for 
planning and controlling multi-disciplinary building design through different 
design stages, so that the configuration of the evolving design solution can reflect 
the customer requirements and enhance the effectiveness of the design process. 
More specifically, the aim was to be achieved through the development of four 
objectives, listed below. 
Objective one 
To investigate whether the pre-existing generic model of the detail design process 
can be adapted to represent scheme design and concept design, and test via a 
detailed case study of the CCCR building project. 
Objective two 
To create evolving information flow based hierarchical model(s) of the design 
process to represent the growth of the design through a staged/phased approach 
(RIBA stage C and D) and identify its potential for industrial application. 
Objective three 
To examine whether customer needs can be linked to a model of the building design 
process in order to achieve an integration of the design process with the 
requirements of clients. 
4 
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Objective four 
To develop a customer-oriented Dependency Structural Matrix (DSM) analysis 
technique including customer requirements as an important complement to technical 
design information in controlling de-classification and tearing in an activity-based 
DSM analysis. 
1.3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
The objectives and overall aim of the research were achieved by employing the 
following six research methods. 
i) A comprehensive literature review to provide a synthesis of existing 
knowledge in building design and general design management and in turn to 
identify the problems and gaps in the existing knowledge. 
ii) A detailed case study of the Centre for Collaborative Construction Research 
(CCCR) building project to investigate the evolution of the building design 
process and to test the design models built for the project. 
iii) Archival Analysis of various types of documents for two building projects 
and generic models of the detailed design process to gather the data and to 
assist the design modelling and verification of the models. 
iv) Qualitative interviews with project clients and design professionals to collect 
the requirements of clients and to verify and validate the design models built 
for the CCCR project. 
v) Project-specific modelling to build design product/process models of the 
conceptual and scheme design of the CCCR project and to construct the 
conceptual design product/process model for a lecture theatre project. 
vi) Experiment strategy to examine the relationship between customer 
requirements and design tasks in the lecture theatre project, and to assist the 
Customer-oriented DSM analysis. 
The individual research methods applied to achieve the associated objectives of the 
research are summarised in Table 1.1. A more detailed description of research 
methods employed in the course of this research is given in Chapter Three. 
5 
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Research Methodology Objectives 
1 2 3 4 
Literature Review • • 
Case Study • • 
Archival Analysis • • 
Interview Survey • • • • 
Modelling • • • 
Experiment • • 
Table 1.1: Summary of Research Methodology 
1.4 RESULTS OF RESEARCH 
I.,.' 
1.4.1 Main Findings 
The root causes of the problems in building design process were identified during 
the initial stage of this research and these provide the drivers of this research to 
progress toward resolving the problems. They can be categorised as: 
i) unmanageable building complexity; 
ii) ineffective communication with clients and unclear understanding of clients 
requirements; 
iii) insufficient infonnation management and communication; and 
iv) design planning problems. 
These problems are inter-related, particularly the latter two. The problem i) is very 
difficult to be addressed directly, but the building complexity would become more 
manageable, if the rest of the problems were minimised. 
Five professional design management theories/methods addressing customer related 
and design related problems were reviewed in detail. The relevance of these design 
management theories/methods to the problems identified was justified; amongst 
them, Quality Function Deployment (QFD), Design Modelling techniques and 
Dependency Structure Matrix (DSM) were concluded as the three 
methods/techniques closest to the central problems. However, inadequacies still 
existed in these key design management theories/methods to directly tackle the 
building design problems, which can be highlighted as: 
6 
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i) QFD: 
• Improvement was needed to enhance the effectiveness of directly 
translating customer requirements into the building design process. 
• Simplification was demanded to balance the complexity of the 4-stage 
process of the QFD. 
• Adaptation was required to make it suit for construction projects and enable 
to deal with the complexity of building design. 
ii) Design Modelling techniques 
• A nnmber of existing design product and process models were reviewed, 
but they could not be adapted to represent the evolution of design process 
because they lacked of sufficient detail. 
• A generic model of the detailed design process applied in ADePT 
methodology can represent the detailed design activities and information 
requirements, but it was devised with specific focus on the detailed design 
stage only. 
• An assessment was required of the adaptability of the generic model of the 
detailed design process to represent the conceptual design and scheme 
design and a associated research hypothesis was derived and needed to be 
proven. 
iii) DSM 
• Although the DSM analysis technique has been applied in many industries, 
classification of information within a DSM is still a highly subjective 
exercise; the customer requirements have not been taken into account when 
declassifying and tearing within a DSM. 
• The capacity and efficacy of DSM would be enhanced if it can be combined 
with another design method/technique, such as Axiomatic Design (AD), 
Change Management, Design Modelling technique or QFD. 
1.4.2 Research Output and Achievements 
The overall aim of this research was approached by splitting the research in two 
distinct phases, namely i) the development of SEAT and ii) the development of CoD, 
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which resulted in some key contributions to knowledge. They can be summarized as 
follows. 
Phase I: The Development of SEAT to achieve research objectives 1 and 2 
During the development of SEAT (Staged Evolving Analysis Technique), two 
hierarchically structured design product models and two infonnation flow-based 
design process models, four validated models in total, were adapted from the pre-
existing generic model of the detailed design process to cover two design stages: 
• A design product model for conceptual design 
• A design process model for conceptual design 
• A design product model for scheme design 
• A design process model for scheme design. 
Subsequently, the associated DSMs for each design stage were produced and 
analysed through the application of the ADePT software (Version 7.1.3.4, Adept 
Management ltd). 
Along with the adaptation of the generic model of the detailed design process to 
produce the design models for the conceptual and scheme design stages, the 
associated research hypothesis was fonnulated, tested and demonstrated, namely 
that What makes a concept design component/task different from its counterpart in 
the scheme design or detail design is the level of detail of the design tasks, the 
information dependencies and its accuracy. 
Furthennore, in SEAT the development of the design process through the 
conceptual design to scheme design were represented and analyzed in detail from 
three angles: 
i) the evolution of the building spaces and elements; 
ii) the incremental representation of the hierarchy of the design product model; 
and 
iii) the expansion of the scale of the design process model and infonnation flows 
involved. 
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Additionally, the implications and applications of SEAT were revealed in terms of 
improving the general learning and understand of building design process and 
introducing new perspectives for DSM analysis. 
Phase 11: The Development of CoD to achieve research objectives 3 and 4 
A prototype CoD (Customer-oriented) Methodology was developed to enhance the 
customer's voice through the building design process and improve the management 
and the quality of design. The two central parts of the CoD methodology are i) 
Building the Customer Requirement Matrix (CRM), and ii) Customer-oriented 
DSM analysis. The establishment of CRM was achieved to encapsulate the 
customer requirements into the design, process, while Customer-oriented DSM 
analysis was realised to introduce the customer requirements in controlling the 
declassification and tearing of information dependencies in an activity-based DSM 
analysis. 
In short, the benefits of applying the CoD method have been demonstrated in the 
course of this research as: 
i) clarifying the defmition of the customer requirements; 
ii) facilitating the traceability and management of customer requirements; 
iii) improving the collaborating work; 
iv) enhancing the communication between the customer with design tearn; 
v) increasing the possibility for customer satisfaction; 
vi) enhancing the management of clients. 
1.5 GUIDE TO THESIS 
This thesis is in four major parts (plus appendices) and divided into eight chapters 
covering the topics shown in Figure 1.1. A summary of the content and purpose of 
each of the following seven chapters is given below. 
Chapter Two: A Review of Building Design and the Problem Domain 
This chapter discusses the study of building design process and its related issues. It 
then goes on to examine a number of causes of problems afflicting the design of 
modem buildings. 
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Chapter Three: Research Methodology 
This chapter defmes the methodology applied during this research to ensure that the 
fmdings of the research can be substantiated under the scrutiny of examination. 
Chapter Four: Design Management Theories, Methods and Techniques 
Five design management theories and methods addressing the customer related and 
design process related issues are investigated and assessed in Chapter 4. The gaps 
and inadequacies of each method/technique in solving building design problems are 
highlighted, some of which are justified relevant to the central problems of this 
research. 
Chapter Five: Development of Staged Evolving Analysis Technique (SEAT) 
This chapter explains the initial development of a new method (SEAT) to represent 
and analyze the evolution of building design process across stages. It illustrates the 
concept of staged design product and process modelling and elaborates the 
methodology of creating the staged design models through a detailed case study of 
the CCCR building project. Analyses of the staged models to represent and predict 
the evolution of building design process are then revealed. 
Chapter Six: The Implications and Applications of the SEAT 
Besides the further validation of SEAT, this chapter embodies the implications and 
applications of SEAT in terms of improving a better understanding of design 
process and supplying new perspectives for DSM analysis. 
Chapter Seven: Customer-oriented Design Planning and Management 
This chapter describes a new prototype Customer-oriented Design methodology to 
enhance the integration of customer requirements with building design process. The 
core parts of the methodology are demonstrated through an experimental project, 
followed by discussions of the broader applications of this new method. 
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Chapter Eight: Conclusions and Future Work 
This chapter concludes the work undertaken in the three years of research and looks 
forward to the possible ways in which this project can be further refined and 
developed. 
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Chapter Two 
A REVIEW OF BUILDING DESIGN AND THE PROBLEM 
DOMAIN 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter describes the work undertaken during the early stages of this research, 
which is a part of the literature review, covering a detailed examination of a number 
of issues concerning building design and its problems related. The aim of this study 
was to investigate and appreciate design more fully, and to gain a greater 
understanding of the challenges and difficulties encountered when managing _ a 
modem building design process. This facilitated definition of the aim and objectives 
of the research. 
2.2 CONTEXT OF BUILDING DESIGN 
Before looking at the building design process, the broad context of it, the 
construction project management, needs to be looked at first to get a rounded view. 
Construction project management is a specialised branch of management which has 
evolved in order to co-ordinate and control some of the most complex activities of 
modem industry. Many projects are not necessarily large scale but economic 
pressures, increasingly competitive environments and the rapid development of 
technology along with the increasingly complex needs of the clients all make a 
project in today's world far more complicated (Usmani and Winch, 1993; Winch, 
2002) 
Various management philosophies have been developed to aid the design process 
and improve the fmal product. There are two basic approaches to the analysis of 
construction project management: structural and technique-based approach. The 
Structural approach is concerned with how the projects are structured. It deals with 
the allocation of responsibilities to individual finns within the project organisation. 
Because of the fragmented nature of the construction industry, the structure of any 
project is extremely important for its effective management. Mastennan (2001) 
investigated the impact of various procurement systems on project management. 
Although there is no standard system which could be used for all types of 
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construction project which could guarantee project success, the fonnation and 
development of new procurement methods, such as PFI, and PPP, have improved 
the effectiveness of project management to a certain extent (Mema and Dubey, 
1998; Smith, 2002; Saxon, 2005). The Technique-based approach deals with the 
management and control techniques for ensuring the successful completion of the 
project. For example, common techniques for controlling costs are value 
management/value engineering and life-cycle costing, whilst the scheduling is 
largely based on bar charts and network analysis. 
While useful, Winch (2002; 2006) argued that such approaches tend to give a 
fragmented view of the project process, and that a total project approach based upon .. 
viewing the project process as a flow of infonnation which then stimulates a flow of 
materials is more helpful. This opinion is partly supported by Austin et al (1994; 
2000), as they claim that "design is driven by infonnation. Therefore, it is 
fundamentally important to effectively manage the flow of design infonnation 
around a project". Similarly, Koskela et al (2002) also emphasize that Flow is an 
important aspect for production management in his transfonnation-flow-value 
generation (TFV) concept of production. He argued that production can be 
conceptualized in three complementary ways: as transfonnation, as flow and as 
value generation, and that in production management, each of these three aspects 
should be simultaneously tackled. The crucial contribution of the TFV theory of 
production is in extending its attention to modelling, designing, controlling and 
improving production in an integrated viewpoint from these three aspects. In 
contrast to the study of Austin et ai, the flow concept in Koskela's work is focused 
on the flow of material rather than infonnation, as he emphasised that flow view is a 
flow of material, composed of transfonnation, inspection, moving and waiting. 
Therefore projects need to be regarded as a flow of infonnation and materials. 
However, this research was focused on the flow of infonnation, as infonnation is 
crucial to the building design, particular at the early stages of the design, when the 
material resource has not been brought into the project. It is the infonnation that is 
produced, evaluated and transferred in a project that needs to be managed, and 
moreover, it needs to be managed during all stages of a project, particularly the 
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initial stages of the design process. Additionally, projects not only create and use 
their own infonuation but also help in creating a wide base of infonuation to be 
exploited by the participants. This includes organisational knowledge from lessons 
learnt regarding the product, the process and the people involved. 
2.3 THE NATURE OF THE BUILDING DESIGN 
2.3.1 Definition of Building Design 
DefInitions of design are wide-ranging but mostly vague. This point was made by 
both Baynes (1976) and Newton (1995), and it was highlighted by Waskett (1999) 
through a review of multifarious defmitions on design. Authors such as Crane (1977) 
and Lawson (1997) noted'that there is a vast variety and endless complexity of the 
fonus which the design covers. Cooper and Press (1995) reinforced this view 
through a discussion of the differing fonus of design, stating that it can be 
considered as art, problem solving, creation, a group of professions, an industry or a 
process. 
Newton (1995) distinguished the verb "design" and the noun "design", and also 
sununarised a range of definitions of the design process across different industries. 
He argued there was no a single universally accepted defmition of a design process, 
and no single defmition was truly appropriate to building design. He gave the 
following defmition of the design process for building projects based on Pugh's 
concept of total design: 
"The building design process is a multi-disciplinary process, performed in a 
series of iterative steps, to conceive, describe and justify increasingly 
detailed solutions and costing to meet the needs of the client. " 
Correspondingly, there are many defmitions of building design, which however do 
not have the vagueness of those previously mentioned for the definition of design. 
"A building design is the ideas and philosophies of the building designer 
produced at any time during the building design process. This may take the 
form of an option sketch produced during a feasibility study, a set of 
calculations, specifications or construction drawings." (Newton, 1995) 
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"A process which maps an explicit set of client's and end users' requirements 
to produce, based on knowledge and experience, a set of documents that 
describe and justify a project which would satisfy these requirements plus 
other statutory and implicit requirements imposed by the domain and/or the 
environment. " (Has san, 1996) 
"Building design is an information-driven, recursive process of developing, 
with increasing detail and cost certainty, a solution to satisfy the requirements 
of a client and regulating authorities, that can be successfully interpreted by a 
building contractor. " (Waskett, 1999) 
All of the above defmitions mirrored the building design process from slight! y 
different perspectives, and the defmition defmed by Hassan was considered as the 
most compatible one for the scenario of this research, as it had a particular concern 
for the relationship between customer satisfaction and the effectiveness of the 
building design process. 
2.3.2 Characteristics of Building Design 
There are two basic views regarding the differences between various design 
processes. The fIrst group (Evans, 1959; Pugh, 1991; French, 1999; Pahl and Beitz, 
2001), the integrators, consider the nature and characteristics of the design problem 
and argue that the design processes and their management is the same, irrespective 
of the industry or product. These tend to develop one basic model for explaining the 
design process to be used by all designers crossing boundaries between products 
and industries. The second view form the separators (Andreasen and Hein, 1987; 
Roozenberg and Eekels, 1995), which suggest that design processes are 
fundamentally different between industries, and therefore need to be managed 
separately. Here, the author agrees with the argument of Usmani and Winch (1993): 
"the basis of the design process might be the same in all the design fIelds, such as: 
engineering design, urban design, industrial design and architectural design, but it is 
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the quantity, source, transmission and use of that infonnation which makes them 
different from one another". 
Rittel and Webber (1984) argue science has been developed to deal with ''tame'' 
problems, whereas planning as well as architectural problems are "wicked" 
problems, and therefore claim that attempts to solve design problems in a scientific 
manner will fail. This is because problems in science or engineering are relatively 
well-defmed, with clear goals and criteria for testing solution. However, for wicked 
problems, there is no defmitive problem fonnulation or difficult identification of 
relevant infonnation. Some researchers argue that architectural design problems are 
inherently ill-defmed or as they call it "wicked" problems and point to the 
limitations of the systems engineering approach for them. The result of these 
criticisms and refonnulations of the design process means that architects and 
industrial designers reject any linear, sequential or analysis-synthesis-evaluation 
scheme. A suitable model seems to require emphasis on the iterative and problem-
solving dimension of the design process. 
Medland (1992) highlighted the fact that the true nature of design is not of a 
sequential process, but of one that contains false routes, iterations, and alternatives. 
Cross and Roozenburg (1992) reinforced this point by giving a conclusion drawn 
from a variety of research on design models and design process undertaken by a 
rang of authors (Maver, 1970; Archer, 1984; March, 1984; Cross, 1992; 
Roozenburg, 1992) as follows: 
"There has emerged a 'type-model' with the following features: it has a spiral 
structure and it recognises the importance of prestructures, presuppositions or 
protomodels as the origins of solution concepts; it emphasises a conjecture-analysis 
cycle in which the designer refines the understanding of both the solution and the 
problem in parallel; and it assumes design problems, by definition, to be ill-
defined. " 
On the contrary, Suh (1990; 2003) argues the design problems can be managed in a 
scientific manner based on Axiomatic Design which can reduce the complexity of 
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engineered systems and design process. Axiomatic Design is the study of how 
human designers can generate designs or design concepts that are superior to those 
currently possible in terms of performance, process, reliability and cost, and it can 
fmally contribute to a scientific foundation and logic structure to systematically 
consider design issues. A more detailed discussion of this concept is given in 
Section 4.2. 
Cleland and King (1993) describe the characteristic of building design from another 
perspective, as they claim that original design work is not generally performed in 
the building industry, and the majority of designers call upon a range of precedents, 
adapting or varying them to suit the new requirements. 
From the viewpoint of the author, the building design process is technologically and 
manageably complex because it is composed of a variety of interdependent 
disciplines, such as architecture, structural, civil, mechanical and electrical 
engineering. Moreover, practitioners often overlap the engineering design, 
procurement, and construction phases in an attempt to compress the project delivery 
duration. Such overlap forces practitioners to make downstream design decisions 
based on incomplete and possibly unreliable upstream information. In the 
meantime, designing often requires the production of incomplete or provisional 
outputs in order to develop understanding of both design problems and alternative 
solutions (Chapman, 1997). These make building design an iterative process, where 
initially completed design often points to improvements that could have been made 
at some earlier stage of the process (Jewell, 1986). 
Arguably, the process of design is the translation of information in the form of 
requirements, constraints and experience into potential solutions which are 
considered by the designer to meet required performance characteristics. To identify 
and defme individual design processes the characteristics of the specific design 
process must be clarified by defining user needs (Suh, 1990) and the nature of the 
information produced (Waskett, 1999). 
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According to a wide range of reference literature, the most important characteristics 
of building design can be concluded as iteration, complexity and information-
driven. The first two natures are the reasons why building design is not well 
understood and is difficult to plan, and the magnitude of information involved, 
combined with the complexity of the information flows, worsen the situation to 
contribute to the difficulties in designing efficiently and effectively. 
2.3.3 Work Stages of Building Design 
The researchers in the field of design have not yet agreed upon a single set of 
axioms or even terminology in their models of the design process. Some ground that 
is common, however, is that the design process can be -described in terms of a 
number of stages. John Luckman (1984) used three stages, namely: Analysis, 
Synthesis and Evaluation, for his study of design process. In contrast, March (1984) 
believed not all designers follow the analysis, synthesis and evaluation route to 
evolve a solution. He argued that a rational design process has three different tasks: 
productive reasoning, deduction, and induction. 
However, Hiller et al (1984) argue strongly that the models working for 
manufacturing are inherently incorrect if applied to the architectural design process. 
They believe architects develop a solution first, and then subject the solution to 
analysis and evaluation rather than problem analysis preceding development of a 
solution synthesis. These comments highlight the practical difficulties of 
transferring a model for the design process from one engineering field to another. 
Although there is no universally accepted model of the building design process, the 
most commonly recognized and accepted prescriptive model for a building project 
in the UK is the RIBA Plan of Work (RIBA, 1973), which represents the logical 
sequence of design work. It was updated in 2000 (RIB A, 2000) where some new 
terminology and phases are identified. In the new version of RIB A, all the design 
work and management tasks within a project programme from appraisal to after 
practical completion are described, as it is a framework of phases from A to L. The 
three main stages of design formalized by RIBA 2000 are: Stage C (outline 
proposals); Stage D (detailed proposals); and Stage E (fmal proposals). These stages 
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overlap with the earlier Stage B (strategic brief), and the subsequent Stage F 
(production infonnation). Similarly, researchers at University of Salford (Kagioglou 
et al., 1998) have created a generic design and construction process protocol, which 
defmes the entire design, construction, operation and maintenance procedure. It has 
been received with interest by both industry and academia. The Process Protocol 
breaks down the design and construction process into ten discrete phases. Among 
them, Phase 3 (substantive feasibility study & outline fmancial authority), Phase 4 
(outline conceptual design), Phase 5 (full conceptual design) and Phase 6 
(production design, procurement & full fmancial authority) cover the stages of 
building design. A comparison of the different process stages is given by Austin 
(2003) including a table comparing different stage defInitions. However, according 
to Baldwin et aI., (1999), in practical tenns, design professionals commonly are 
more comfortable with the tenns, 'conceptual design', 'scheme design', and 
'detailed design' instead of others, to refer to the stages of the building design 
process. Therefore these three tenns are used to mirror the design process for this 
research. The design stages referred to in this research were compared with the 
stages in the publications mentioned above, which is represented in Table 2.1. 
Stages referred to in Stages in the Stages in the 
This Research RIBA Plan of Work Process Protocol 
Conceptual Design (Stage Cl 
Strategic Brief Substantive Feasibility 
Outline Proposals Study & OFA 
Scheme Design (Stage D) Detailed Proposal 
Outline Conceptual Design 
Full Conceptual Design 
Detailed Design (Stage E) Final Proposal Production Design, Procurement & FF A 
Table 2.1: Comparison of Stages of the Building Design 
2.4 PROBLEMS IN BllLDING DESIGN 
2.4.1 Statement of Problems 
According to the survey of Eldin (1991), researchers focused their attention on 
addressing the management of the construction phase more than the management of 
the design phase of a project. However, although the design phase takes only 3-10% 
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of the total project cost, its impact on the project as a whole is much greater. On the 
other hand, design-related problems are often not found until the construction phase 
of the project, which can lead to serious adverse consequence such as stoppages of 
work, the need for rework, the increased project costs and the schedule extensions 
(Glavan and Tucker, 1991; Saxon, 2002). Therefore, in recent times there has been a 
growing tendency for improving the performance during the design phase in order 
to facilitate a coordinated design within budget, and to ensure the smooth running of 
the whole project (Austin et aI., 1994). 
A growing number of researchers (Austin et al., 1994; Cooper et al., 1998; Baldwin 
et· aI., 1999; Suh, 2003; Earl et aI., 2005; Wynn and Clarkson, 2005) have 
dedicated time and effort to understanding the design problems and improving the 
design performance. According to Newton (1995), there are five main factors that 
lead to the problems experienced during the design process, namely: 1) increasing 
building complexity, 2) fast-tracking pressures on design; 3) insufficient 
infonnation management; 4) increasingly sophisticated client or employer; and 5) 
poor or non-existent planning of design work. Gil (2001) reinforced the first two 
factors stated in Newton's work, and additionally he identified some other issues 
causing the design problems as: lack of interaction between designers and builders 
during early design and inability of client or project owner to give a clear definition 
of the perfonnance requirements. Waskett (1999) highlighted the primary difficulty 
in building design as the inefficient handling of design infonnation by citing a wide 
range of publications (Slusher et aI., 1989; Seabom, 1992; Gray et al., 1994) to 
support this point 
According to a variety of literature references and interviews with the design 
professionals and the clients in the J ames France project at Loughborough 
University, the author believes the root causes of the problems in the design process 
can be summarised as: 
(i) Unmanageable building complexity, 
(ii) Ineffective communication with clients and unclear understanding of clients 
requirements, 
(iii) Information management and communication problems, and 
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(iv) Design planning problems, 
Which are discussed in the following sub-sections. 
2.4.2 Unmanageable Building Complexity 
The continued growth within the construction sector is putting considerable strain 
on design and construction management to cope with the ever-increasing building 
methods, skills and performance demands (Kimmance, 2002). In the building 
design and construction world, complexity is one of the most challenging 
intellectual, scientific, and technological topics of the 21 st century, which demands a 
clear insight of what users require and a greater understanding of the science of 
building components. Apart from the inherent complexity of building design, the " 
increasing complexity mainly comes from: 
• the rising requirements for project functionality through growing competition, 
• the new attempt and emergence of various procurement systems, 
• the rapid developments in communication and information technologies, and 
• the involvement of fast-tracking to compress the project delivery duration. 
Design problems are now of such magnitude and complexity so that no individual is 
capable of addressing all aspects of building design. The result has been the gradual 
crystallisation of individual disciplines, each responsible for certain parts of the 
design work (Newton, 1995). Specialisation has obvious benefits, but if the many 
individual groups are not co-ordinated properly the design work remains 
fragmented, resulting in errors and inefficiency. 
2.4.3 Ineffective Communication with Clients and Unclear Understanding of 
Clients Requirements 
As the initiators and fmanciers of projects, clients are central to the design and 
construction process, and are considered to be the driving force in the construction 
industry (NEDC, 1970; Egan, 1998, 2002; Saxon, 2005; Thompson, 2005) 
Therefore, the ultimate goal of all parties in a project is to satisfy fully the 
requirements of the client. However, the construction industry has a reputation for 
producing buildings which overrun on time and cost and have not met the 
requirements of the client (Newton, 1995; Saxon, 2002). 
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Delivering a satisfactory end building product within the time and cost budget is not 
an easy mission, and requires the efforts of all parties involved, A variety of 
research (Latham, 1994; Hassan, 1996; Zultner, 2000; Kelly et al., 2004) have 
shown that clear communication between the designers and client is vital to the 
success of a project. However, ineffective communication and relationships between 
the two parties remain as a common problem and lead to the unsatisfactory 
completion of the project mission (Kamara et aI., 2002; Winch, 2002; Ahmed et al., 
2003). As a result, designer teams often blame clients for frequent changes with a 
lack of appreciation of their impacts or fmd that clients only communicate what 
they think important, whilst the clients complain that the designers are not able to . ,. 
translate their requirements into the fmal design. 
The early stage of a project is crucial in ensuring client related problems are kept to 
a minimum (Has san, 1996). At the early stage of the design process, the heart of the 
problem is the dynamic between the client's desire for a constructed asset to achieve 
its broader objectives, and the set of possible realisations of that desire, given 
technical and regulatory constraints. The difficulties in addressing this problem 
revolve around the fact that the client may not have fully articulated the project 
mission for itself, and will not be fully aware of the range of options open to it, 
while the designers may have difficulty in understanding what the client actually 
desires (Winch, 2002). On the other hand, design professionals often design with 
the needs of the environment, aesthetics and posterity in mind, not so much that of 
the clients (Latham, 1994), the effect being that the resulting facilities fall short of 
the expectations of clients. 
2.4.4 Information Management and Communication Problems 
Information in this context concerns both product and process information. Product 
information relates to the building itself and usually is expressed in terms of 
drawings, calculations or specifications, whilst process information relates to the 
process of design rather than the design itself and could be a progress report or a 
programme. Building design is getting more and more complex, involving multi-
disciplinary design and inter-disciplinary information exchange. Therefore 
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infonnation sharing and communication play increasingly important role in 
improving the perfonnance of design and construction (Waskett, 1999; Winch, 2002; 
Kong et al., 2004). However, a study by Noble (1989) emphasized design engineers 
spent between 20% and 30% of their time searching for and handling infonnation, 
thus reducing the time available for actual • engineering' or problem solving. In 
Latham's report (1994), the results revealed that 30% of the total building costs 
could be saved when infonnation problems such as reducing variations and 
confrontation (e.g. rework, overlapping work, false infonnation, etc.) are solved. 
These points are reinforced in Egan' s reports (Egan, 2002) from the angle of 
accelerating integrated teams . 
. ,' 
The primary difficulty in infonnation handling is that of managing exchanges 
between members of the design team, namely: communication issues. Seabom 
(1992) cited the case of an engineering company who had experienced problems 
due to a lack of communication between designers in two respects: fIrstly, there was 
a lack of interpretation, and secondly. a lack of initiating the communication 
necessary to gather infonnation. Eckert and Maier (2005) attributed the 
communication breakdown during design to ambiguity in representations and 
interpretations. Hassan (1996) identifIed other key problems as being a lack of 
quality and poor timing of infonnation exchange, as well as a failure to determine 
the most appropriate means of transferring the infonnation. 
Poor infonnation management can lead to missing, incorrect or unclear documents 
which will contain insufficient details and conflicting and uncoordinated 
infonnation. These defIciencies contribute signifIcantly to major problems 
associated with the building industry, such as: technical defects, quality of fmished 
work, the frequency of variations and claims, and the late completion and overspend 
on projects (Newton, 1995; Gray and Hughes, 200l).lmproved communication and 
the overall management of the infonnation will be a key solution to these, and 
thereby improving the perfonnance of the design and construction delivery process. 
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2.4.5 Design Planning Problems 
Traditional design planning is usually based on the deliverables for which the 
design team is contractually obliged, namely drawings and specifications. 'Design 
Management' consists of monitoring drawing completion against a planned release 
timescale, which is generally scheduled using either a network analysis technique or 
a Gantt chart. However, over recent years, Gantt chart and network analysis 
techniques have been criticized on the grounds that they are unable to properly deal 
with the dynamic nature of the building design or a construction project (Alkayyli et 
aI., 1993; Waskett, 1999). Hassan (1996) and Austin et aI., (2000) concluded that 
the techniques are not suitable to plan and control design work due their inability to 
analyse the iteration within the design process. Additionally, Winch (2002) state 
that Critical Path Method (CPM) has tended to become a historically orientated 
control tool, rather than a future orientated management tool, partly because of the 
technical and organisational difficulties in updating the network. 
Beside those, Rizzo (1991) and Cole (1992) even argued that in the majority of 
projects little or no design planning takes place, as the common belief amongst both 
designer and manager is that design does not lend itself to being planned, because it 
is a creative and iterative process. In addition, Winch (2002) pointed out that project 
managers actually have remarkably little time to plan on most construction project, 
and the overall project programme is formed during tender and becomes enshrined 
in the master prograrmne. These comments together with criticism of the traditional 
design planning tools (i.e. Gantt charts and Network analysis/CPM) have not only 
highlighted the difficulties in planning the building design, but also justified the 
need for an improved method of design planning. 
2.5 CONCLUSIONS 
This chapter has described the context of building design and the nature of it, which 
has led to the discussion of the issues contributing to the difficulties in design 
efficiency and effectiveness. The main problems in the building design can be 
drawn as: 1) unmanageable building complexity, 2) ineffective communication with 
clients and unclear understanding of clients' requirements, 3) information 
management and communication problems, and 4) design planning problems. These 
are acknowledged but still being major challenges for the industry, as emphasised in 
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Accelerating Change (Egan, 2002) and Be Valuable(Saxon, 2005). As such they 
represent significant gaps in knowledge, some of which were addressed by this 
research. 
If the last three problems (identified above) were addressed and solved, the building 
complexity would become more manageable, and hence the overall performance of 
the building design process could be improved. To solve the client related problems, 
a focus on clients' satisfaction and an integration of the design process with the 
clients' requirements is required. A better appreciation of the design process and the 
information requirements of the participants together with the development of an 
improved design planning and management technique are practicable solutions to 
the information, communication and planning problems encountered in the modem 
building design. The work undertaken to achieve these objectives formed the basis 
of this research and is described in detail in the remaining chapters of this thesis. 
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Chapter Three 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
An academic discipline or profession is established by developing a body of 
knowledge which is produced through research. Building design draws on a wide 
variety of established subjects, including natural sciences, engineering, social 
sciences and management, and applies them to its particular context and 
requirements. Only by use of appropriate methodologies and methods of research, 
applied with rigour, can the body of knowledge for this research be established and 
advanced with confidence, and additionally can the findings of the research work be 
valid. However, this does not imply that the methods are preordained to enable the 
delivery of a predetermined output. This chapter identifies and defmes the 
methodology that was developed and applied throughout the research period. The 
research investigation and the methodology with which it was undertaken were 
defmed concurrently as an ongoing exercise. 
The main priority whilst undertaking the research design was to maximise the chance 
of realising the four objectives outlined in the previous chapter and hence achieving 
the overall aim. A discussion of the methodology at the beginning of the thesis is 
intended to ensure that readers have a full and detailed understanding of the applied 
methodology prior to a description of the fmdings that resulted from its application. 
According to Yin (1994) and Steele (2000), there are several strategies for project 
management and social science research, consisting of experiment, survey, history, 
case study, archival analysis, modelling and action research. Each strategy has 
particular advantages and disadvantages, depending upon three conditions: 
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1. the type of research question; 
2. the control an investigator has over actual behavioural events; and 
3. the focus on contemporary as opposed to historical phenomena. 
Here, the author considered the literature review should be a separate search strategy 
from the seven strategies mentioned in Yin (1994) and Steele's (2000) work. 
Therefore it is added into the Table 3.1 that displays how each of the eight strategies 
is related to the three conditions. 
Strategy Form of Research Requires Control over Focuses on 
Question Behavioural Events Contemporary Events 
Experiment How, Why YES 
Literature Review Who, What, Where, NO 
How ManylMuch 
Survey Who, What, Where, NO 
How ManylMuch 
Archival Analysis Who, What, Where, NO 
How ManylMuch 
History How, Why NO 
Case Study How, Why NO 
Modelling Who, What, NO 
How ManylMuch 
Action Research Who, What, Why, YESINO 
How ManylMuch 
Table 3.1: Relevant Situations for Research Strategies 
(Adapted/ram Yin, 1999 and Steele, 2000) 
YES 
YESINO 
YES 
YESINO 
NO 
YES 
YESINO 
NO 
Considering the situation and context of this research, the methods were chosen to 
address the specific research objectives, which associated with the research problems 
defmed in the previous chapter are summarised in Table 3.2. A research design 
strategy flow chart (shown in Figure 3.1) summarises the triangulate research 
methodology used to combine the strength of the six selected research methods. Each 
of the research methods chosen in this research is described in detail in the following 
sections. 
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Drivers Objectives Methods 
(Problems identified in the Chapter 2) 
1 2 3 4 
Design process is now of such 
magnitude and complexity so that Literature Review, 
no individual is capable of • • Interview Survey, Case Study, 
addressing all aspects of building Experiment, Modelling, 
design. 
Designers do not have clear insight 
of users' requirements and are not 
able to undertake effective Literature Review, 
communication with clients, 
whereas clients do not be fully • • 
Interview Survey, Experiment, 
aware of the range of design options Archival Analysis, Modelling 
and the impact of their required 
changes. 
The building design involves 
multi-disciplinary design and 
requires inter-disciplinary Literature Review, 
information exchange, and 
• 
Interview Survey, Case Study, 
however, designers tend to be less Modelling 
aware of the needs of those outside 
their own discipline. 
Poor understanding of the science 
of building configuration and Literature Review, 
process evolution, together with the Interview Survey, ineffective and inefficient planning • • 
and management on building design Archival Analysis, 
to deal with the creative and Case Study, Modelling 
iterative process. 
Table 3.2: Summary of Research Methodology 
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Literature Review: Building Design Problems Literature Review: Design Management Theories 
Design Problem Identification 
Research Aim and Objectives 
Case Study: CCCR building project 
Modelling (detailed diagram in Figure 3.2) 
Verification and Validation 
Results of Research and Outputs 
Figure 3.1: Research Design Strategy Flow Chat 
3.2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
A review of the literature and existing studies is commonly part of the 
ground-clearing and preparatory work undertaken in the initial stages of empirical 
research. Without undertaking a detailed review of the existing material on the 
subject it would be impossible to ensure that the research was not duplicating work 
that had been previously undertaken. Additionally, another main purpose of a 
comprehensive literature review was to fmd the 'gaps in knowledge' that a research 
can then focus on. 
The literature review was undertaken to provide a synthesis of existing knowledge 
on building design and general design management, which is included in chapter 2 
and 4. Good literature reviews are multi-disciplinary, in that relevant studies from a 
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wide context are referred. Therefore, the information gathering for the design 
management theory and methods did not aim to concentrate merely on design within 
the building and construction industry, which also covered manufacturing design and 
general design engineering. 
The outcome of the literature review was 
1) to identify the problems in the building design, 
2) to justify the relevance of those design management methods to the central 
problems identified, and more importantly, 
3) to highlight the gaps in existing knowledge and such, direct and focus the 
research to progress toward addressing those inadequacies. 
3.3 CASE STUDY: INVESTIGATION OF CCCR BUILDING DESIGN 
EVOLUTION 
Case studies are probably the most flexible and comprehensive research strategy of 
the eight ones mentioned previously. Case study is a good way of obtaining a clear 
contextual insight into the complexities of processes, even if the investigator has 
little control over events (Fellows and Liu, 2003). Selective case studies can focus on 
particular aspects, or issues, to refme knowledge, and they are typically based on two 
or more methods of data collection. 
The case study of the Centre for Collaborative Construction Research (CCCR) 
building project enabled an in-depth investigation of the evolution of the building 
design process. It was a longitudinal study carried out from the briefing stage of the 
building design until the detailed design stage, although the major data collection and 
stage modelling were focused on conceptual and scheme design stages. The CCCR 
case study incorporated analyses of archives, project documents and in depth 
interviews as means for collecting different types of evidence that are relevant and 
available. The use of multiple sources of evidence allowed the case study to present 
more rounded and complete accounts of the building design process. 
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The main purpose of this research strategy was to capture the design information at 
design stages C, D and E (i.e. conceptual design, scheme design and detailed design) 
for the CCCR building and hence investigate how the design process evolved and 
whether information flow based models can be used as a representation. The case 
study not only overlapped with other research methods (i.e. archival analysis and 
interviews) for data collection, but also was undertaken concurrently with modelling 
(details are shown in section 3.6 and section 5.3), offering their combined and 
complementary strengths. 
3.4 ARCmVAL ANALYSIS 
To initiate the staged design product and process modelling and to support the 
information gathered during the interview sessions, the author also had access to 
archived data. This data comprises two levels of a generic building design process 
model for the detailed design (system level and detailed level) and various types of 
documentation for the CCCR project and James France building project, such as 
project briefmgs, stage reports, design drawings and specifications. The two levels of 
the generic model had been developed through previous research and development 
by Waskett (1999). The collection and subsequent analysis of the documentation 
together with the information gathered during the interview sessions, allowed the 
elements of design activity to be recorded in reasonable detail and also allowed the 
relevant systems and elements of the building, and their relationship, to be 
established, which facilitated the conceptual and scheme design product/process 
models to be produced and verified. Additionally, the documentation accumulated a 
source of evidence to represent the evolution of the CCCR building design process, 
which was observed, sorted and analysed. Besides that, this research strategy was 
also undertaken to initially explore how the customer requirements can be inputted 
into the design process. 
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When reviewing documentation, inaccuracies in the research fmdings can be 
introduced because the researcher is required to make an interpretation of the 
infonnation on the documents. However, as the analyses in this research were 
verifying infonnation through interviews, and the models that were produced would 
be further verified in discussions with the architects and designers, this risk was 
considered to be small, and the approach regarded as appropriate. 
3.5 INTERVIEW SURVEY 
The research interview is a recognised means of qualitative data collection in the 
field of social science. To try and ensure that the required data was obtained from the 
interviews, they were designed to achieve a high level of co-operation from all 
respondents, and gather relevant data that related directly to the research objectives. 
The interviews allowed data to be gathered into a number of topics, to satisfy part of 
each of the four main research objectives. Several interviews were conducted to 
assist the investigation of two projects, i.e. the CCCR building project and James 
France building project. Interviews undertaken during the CCCR investigation were 
fonnal, highly structured encounters, and interviewees were requested to answer the 
questions prepared and undertake pre-designed exercises. Three separate structured 
interviews with two architects, one civil & structural engineer and one mechanical & 
electrical engineer (two engineers were interviewed individually, and two architects 
were interviewed in pair) were conducted after the conceptual design of the CCCR 
building to obtain an improved understanding of conceptual design process and to 
verify the project-specific (CCCR) based conceptual design product and process 
models. Correspondingly, two separate structured interviews with the architects and 
engineers (two architects and two engineers were interviewed in pair separately) 
were undertaken following the completion of the scheme design of the CCCR 
building to collect the data for scheme design process and verify the scheme design 
models proposed. Telephone interviews and infonnal discussions were involved as 
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necessary to clarify confusions or contradicted/unclear infonnation. 
During the J ames France project investigation, a series of individual, infonnal and 
unstructured interviews with two senior client representatives were conducted to 
gather data for the following three purpose: 1) to gain views on the problems in the 
alignment of design components with customers' needs; 2) to gather the clients' 
requirements for the J ames France project in order to initiate the pilot study on 
customer-oriented design; and 3) to assign the weights and the strengths of the 
relationships represented in the Customer/Client Requirement Matrix (details shown 
in Chapter 7). 
3.6 MODELLING 
An appropriate modelling approach needed to be utilised in developing the 
preliminary design models for each of the design stages in order to improve the 
understanding of design process evolution. Two modelling approaches, project 
specific and generic, were considered, although both present advantages and 
disadvantages in modelling building design. 
• Project Specific 
A project specific approach would require the collection and archiving of models 
from individual project(s), which would then be referenced and examined as a means 
of predicting and defining the tasks involved in a project of the same type. The 
advantages of this type of approach are: 1) True and accurate representations of 
previous projects can be generated; and 2) a store of these projects could be chosen 
as a basis for predicting design activity in future projects of a similar nature. The 
apparent disadvantage of project specific modelling approach is that projects evolve 
from the unique environments in which they are developed and are a result of the 
personalities of the participants and the social conditions. Therefore, applying a 
specific model of a successful project to a new environment would not guarantee a 
successful result in general. 
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• Generic 
A generic approach would involve representing all possible design occurrences on all 
types of building projects in a universal model. The major advantage of using this 
approach is that a specific project could be represented by simply removing those 
elements of the model that are not applicable to the particular project at hand. 
However, the disadvantages of this approach can not be ignored: 1) it would be 
impossible to represent all possible eventualities that could occur during the course 
of different stages of all projects; and 2) the model would be awkward and 
unmanageable, possibly with large parts being redundant for each proposed project. 
Considering the above factors, the project specific approach was chosen as the 
suitable means of developing the models to improve the understanding of how the 
building design process evolves through each stage. The CCCR project was chosen 
to be investigated in-depth to gain the necessary data and information for building 
the models through each design stage and eventually represent the evolution of the 
building design process. Additionally, to compensate for the disadvantage of the 
project-specific approach, the archival analysis on the generic detailed building 
design process model was undertaken to reflect the generic activities in the project 
specific models. 
Through a wide range of review in design modelling techniques (detailed described 
in diction 4.5), the pre-existing generic model of detailed building design process 
devised in ADePT was concluded that it had potential to represent the detailed design 
activities and the interdependencies between them. However, the model was built 
and tested through the detailed design stage only, and its suitability to represent the 
conceptual design and scheme design was unproven. Therefore, to adapted the 
generic model to represent the conceptual design and scheme design process, a 
research hypothesis was brought forward as follows: 
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the difference between a concept design component/task and its counterpart in 
scheme or detail design is the level of detail of the design tasks, the information 
dependencies and their accuracy. 
The details of the staged modelling technique undertaken through the CCCR 
building project investigation are described in Chapter 5. A step by step procedure 
and method for modelling and testing the staged design can be simplified and 
summarized in a flow chart (Figure 3.2) The modelling approach was also applied to . 
assist the development of the customer-oriented Dependency Structural Matrix 
(DSM) analysis, which is illustrated in Chapter 7. 
Review Stage CID Report 
Figure 3.2: Staged Design ProductlProcess Modelling Method 
3.7 EXPERIMENT 
In scientific contexts, experiments are devised and conducted as tests to investigate 
any relationship(s) between the activities carried out and the resultant outcomes. In 
social investigations, including construction management and construction 
project-based research, the usual approach to experimental design is to devise a study 
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in which the main independent variables, except the one of interest, are held 
approximately constant and the consequences for the major dependent variable are 
measured (Fellows and Liu, 2003). The sole purpose of experimental research is to 
study causal links: to ascertain whether or not there is a direct link between the two 
factors, or whether changes in one variable produce changes in another. More 
complex studies seek, in addition, to assess the magnitude or importance of the effect 
produced, and even the relative importance of the effect. Experimental social 
research is thus relative narrow, or focused, in the type of information it produces, 
but it can provide more defmitive answers to questions about causal links than do 
other type of study, and is hence essential for the development of soundly based 
explanations of social events, behaviour and attitude (Hakim, 1987). 
The strength of the experimental strategy can be taken to facilitate the realisation of 
the last two objectives of the research. A study examining the links and relationships 
between customer requirements and design components/tasks was therefore devised, 
which was underpinned by experimental strategy. It in turn led to the development of 
the prototype Customer-oriented Design approach through the experimental research 
on the lecture theatre project (a part of J ames France building project described in 
Chapter 7). 
The fundamental difference between experimental research and case study research 
lies in the fact that an experimental strategy allows the investigator to have control 
over the behavioural events involved (Steele, 2000). Additionally, experimental 
research allows the investigator to focus on a particular area of interest, as a 
phenomenon is divorced from its context and the investigator can manipulate the 
environment to some extent. To achieve the third and fourth objectives of this 
research, it needed to particularly focus on the relationships between customer needs 
and design components/tasks without the distraction of the specific project context, 
and thus the experimental strategy was considered more suitable to be applied rather 
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than a case study. 
3.8 CONCLUSIONS 
Flaws in research methodology can lead to ambiguous and unsupported conclusions. 
It is only by developing an integrated research strategy encompassing robust and 
well grounded methods that the making of dogmatic statements can be avoided 
(Steele, 2000). This chapter has firstly outlined the research methods available for 
the social science research and project management, and then represented each 
research method chosen for this research. The six research methods selected are 
complementary and minimised the inadequacies of each other as a triangulated 
methodology to ensure the realisation of the research objectives. It is believed that 
the time and effort involved in selecting research methods and compiling them into a 
systematic research strategy can assure that the details elaborated in the remainder of 
this thesis are both valid and verifiable under the scrutiny of examination. 
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Chapter Four 
DESIGN MANAGEMENT THEORIES, METHODS AND 
TECHNIQUES 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
The design problems identified in Chapter Two have provided a driver to undertake 
this research, and the research methodology represented in Chapter Three has 
formed the basis of the research in order to achieve the objectives and the overall 
aim defined in Chapter One. To tackle these problems highlighted in the previous 
chapters, a comprehensive literature review on the existing theories and methods for 
design quality and process management was required. A variety of theories and 
approaches in the domain were available, and therefore there is no lack of literature 
on the subject. However, a mass of different fields of interest are all classified under 
the category of this subject, which makes the undertaking of a comprehensive 
literature review in relation to the specific interest of this research a difficult task. 
After a wide range of preliminary reading, the author chose to focus on five design 
management theories, methods and techniques, namely: Axiomatic Design (AD), 
Configuration Management and Change Management (CM), Quality Function 
Deployment (QFD), Design Modelling Techniques and Dependency Structure 
Matrix (DSM) Techniques, since they were considered as the professional and 
mature theories/techniques addressing the customer related and design process 
related problems. This chapter discusses the existing literature on each of these five 
design management theories/methods. 
4.2 AXIOMATIC DESIGN 
4.2.1 Overall Statement 
To deal with creative processes, the early stage of the design process must be 
systematized, since the most critical decisions are made at this stage, which will 
profoundly affect product quality, productivity and cost. For example, the U.S. 
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manufacturing industry found that up to 85% of a product's manufacturing costs 
were determined before their manufacturing department became involved with a 
new product design (Funk, 1989). Therefore, it is sensible to motivate designers to 
be "manufacturing conscious" during the design stages. 
To improve design process and product quality, Axiomatic Design theory was 
systemized fIrstly by Suh (1990) and has been developed further in the last decade 
(Jung and Billatos, 1993; Mann, 1999; Su et al., 2003; Suh, 2003). It is an 
innovative theory to study how human designers can generate designs or design 
concepts that are superior to those currently possible in terms of performance, 
process, reliability and cost (Sekimoto and Ukai, 1994). It can help designers and 
project planners to establish a scientifIc foundation and logic structure to 
systematically consider design and manufacture issues at the early stage of the 
design process (Suh, 1990; Yang and Zhang, 2000). 
Axioms, which are truths that cannot be derived but for which there are no 
counterexamples or exceptions, have played a major role in developing natural 
science, which includes fIelds such as physics, chemistry, and biology. In the fIeld 
of design, axioms are presumed to be valid if they lead to better designs that satisfy 
the functional requirements and result in more reliable and robust products at low 
cost (Suh, 2003). The axiomatic approach to design is based on the abstraction of 
good design decisions and processes. The design axioms were created by 
identifying common elements that are present in all good designs. 
The core of axiomatic design is to defme a set of functional requirements that 
satisfy the customer needs for the product, and then create design parameters in the 
physical domain that satisfIes the stated functional requirements. It eliminates the 
need for an exhaustive search of a variety of possibilities by focusing on principles 
available for qualitative decision making in design (Jung and Billatos, 1993). This 
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systematic approach of making rational decisions based on the synthesis of various 
pieces of information is very helpful in the conceptual phase of a design. There are 
several key concepts that are fundamental to axiomatic design, namely: the 
existence and mapping of domains, axioms and theorems, and decomposition by 
zigzagging between the domains, which are described in detail in the following 
sections. 
4.2.2 The Four Domains and Their Interactions in the Design World 
Design involves interplay between a problem and the solution, i.e. "what needs to be 
achieved?" and "how is the need satisfied?". This logical relationship is also 
rev~aled in the concept of the information-based Design Chain (Austin et al., 2001) 
and in the theory of the Function Analysis System Technique (Bytheway, 1965; 
Wixson, 1987; Kaufman, 1990). According to Suh (2003), the world of design is 
made up of four sequential domains: the Customer domain, the Functional domain, 
the Physical domain, and the Process domain (Figure 4.1), which systematize the 
thought process involved in the interaction between a problem and the solution. 
Similarly, there are two domains (Marketing domain and Engineering domain) 
represented in the conceptual map of House of Quality (Hauser and Clausing, 
1988), which can be compared with Customer domain and Functional domain 
respectively in the Axiomatic Design. The two domains in the House of Quality are 
normally specified by using Customer Attributes, Engineering Characteristics, 
Objective Measures and Target Values in a breakdown chart to establish clear 
relations between manufacturing functions and customer satisfaction (see Section 
4.4). 
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HOW WHAT 
is the design goal to be satisfied? is the design trying to achieve? 
• 
.------------1 r - - - - - - - - - -I r------- .. r-------, 
1 Customer 1 1 Functional 1 1 Design 1 1 Process 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 Attributes 1 1 Requirements 1 1 Parameters 1 1 Variables 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 (Product, Process, 1 1 (Engineering 1 1 1 1 1 
1 System, Materials) 1 1 Specifications & 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 Constraints) 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
-----------_ .. -----------
1 -- ______ 01 -- ______ 01 
Figure 4.1: Four Domains in the Axiomatic Design 
(Adaptedfrom Suh, 2003) 
In the design world of Axiomatic Design, the customer domain is characterized by 
the needs or attributes that a customer is looking for in a product, process, system or 
service. In the functional domain, the customer needs are specified in terms of 
functional requirements (FRs) and constraints (Cs). In order to satisfy the specified 
FRs, designers conceive design parameters (DPs) in the physical domain. Finally, to 
produce the product specified in terms of DPs, planners develop a process that is 
characterized by process variables (PVs) in the process domain. The domain on the 
left relative to the domain on the right represents "what we want to achieve," 
whereas the domain on the right represents the design solution, "how we propose to 
satisfy the requirements specified in the left domain." Solution alternatives are 
created by mapping the requirements specified in one domain to a set of 
characteristic parameters in an adjacent domain. The mapping between the customer 
and functional domains is defmed as Concept Design; the mapping between 
functional and physical domain is Product Design; the mapping between the 
physical and process domains corresponds to Process Design (Yang and Zhang, 
2000; Suh, 2003). 
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In concept design, FRs are defmed in the functional domain in order to satisfy the 
original needs given in the customer domain, while DPs are created in the physical 
domain to satisfy the FRs during the product design. In the case of process design, 
the process variables (pV s) are designed in the process domain to satisfy the defmed 
OPs. ~uring the design process it moves from the domain on the left to the domain 
on the right. The process is iterative in the sense that the designer can go back to the 
domain on the left based on the ideas generated in the right domain. Suh (2003) 
concludes that all design activities can be generalized in terms of the same 
principles. Because of this logical structure of the design world, the generalized 
design principles can be applied to all design applications and designers can 
consider all design issues that arise in the four domains systematically. 
4.2.3 Fundamental Axioms and Theorems 
According to Suh (2003), the mapping between the FRs in the functional domain 
and the OPs in the physical domain can be expressed as: 
{FRs} = [OM] lOPs} 
where {FRs} represents the vector of FRs, 
[OM] is the design matrix, 
All A12 AI. 
A21 A22 A2. 
[DM]= 
AmI AmI Amn 
[OM] represents the relationship between FRs and OPs. An element of the [OM], 
Aij, represents the relation between each FRi and OPj. If the FRi is affected by the 
OPj, then Aij has a fmite value, and if FRi is not affected by the OPj. then Aij is zero. 
{OPs} is the vector of the design parameters. 
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The mapping process from the functional domain to the physical domain is not 
unique. There can be an infInite number of plausible design solutions. However, not 
all proposed solutions are good solutions. Therefore, as Sun (2003) states the basic 
postulate of the axiomatic approach to design is that there are two fundamental 
axioms that govern the design process. He gave the analysis and summary for these 
two design axioms: Axiom 1 deals with the relationship between functions and 
physical variables, and Axiom 2 deals with the complexity of design. The Axioms 
and key theorems are stated as follows: 
4.2.3.1 Axiom 1: The independence axiom-maintain the independence of the 
functional requirements (FRs) 
This axiom states that the independence of FRs must always be maintained, where 
FRs are defmed as the minimum set of independent requirements that characterize 
the design goals. In other words, the Independence Axiom states that when there are 
two or more FRs, the design solution must be such that each one of the FRs can be 
satisfIed without affecting the other FRs. That means a correctly chosen set of DPs 
should be able to satisfy the FRs and maintain their independence. If [DM] is a 
diagonal matrix, the proposed design solution satisfIes Axiom 1, since each DPj 
satisfIes its corresponding FRj without affecting any other FRs. This kind of design 
is an uncoupled design. When the Independence Axiom is violated by the design 
decisions made, designers should go back and re-design rather than proceeding with 
a flawed design. 
4.2.3.2 Axiom 2: the information axiom-minimize the information content of the 
design. 
The second axiom states that among those designs that satisfy the Independence 
Axiom, the design that has the smallest information content is the best design. A 
design is called complex when its probability of success is low; that is, when the 
information content required to satisfy the FRs is high. The Information Axiom 
provides the theoretical basis for design optimization and robust design. For a 
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robust design, the design must be able to accommodate large variations in design 
parameters and process variables and yet still satisfy the functional requirements. In 
a multi-FR design, the pre-requisite for variance reduction is the satisfaction of the 
Independence Axiom. However, the clear definition of 'information content' was 
not given in the AD, which make this Axiom difficult to be applied into practices. 
4.2.3.3 Key Theorems 
The key theorems are concerned with the number of DPs in relation to the number 
of FRs. The three conditions are identified in the AD as follows: 
i) number of DPs = number of FRs: Ideal Design 
ii) number of DPs < number of FRs: Coupled/Decoupled Design 
iii) number of DPs > number of FRs: Redundant Design 
In an ideal design, the number of DPs is equal to the number of FRs and the FRs are 
always kept independent from each other. When a design meets this condition, it is 
an uncoupled and optimum design. The individual components not only can always 
be produced, but also can be controlled in any sequence. 
When the number of DPs is less than the number of FRs, either a coupled design 
results or the FRs cannot be satisfied. The coupled design matrix consists of mostly 
non-zero elements. In a coupled design, one FR can not be controlled simply by 
changing its corresponding DP, since this will affect other FRs. In this case, the 
design solution clearly violates Axiom 1. A coupled design may be decoupled, as 
designers may accomplish the design by adding extra components, which increases 
the number of DPs, when the coupling is due to an insufficient number of DPs in 
comparison with the number of FRs that must be kept independent. The decoupled 
design matrix is composed of a triangular matrix by selecting new DPs. A 
decoupled design may be inferior to an uncoupled design in the sense that it may 
require additional information content. However, a triangular matrix does fully 
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satisfy Axiom 1 provided that the independence of the FRs can be assured by 
adjusting the DPs in a particular order. 
When there are more DPs than FRs, the design is either a redundant design or a 
coupled design. When the design is a redundant design, it may be possible to 
combine some of the DPs that affect a given FR to form a "dimensionless" group. In 
certain circumstances, redundancy may be required for increased reliability of 
particular sub-systems, and thereby increased safety of the entire system. In other 
cases, redundancy can be used to minimize the information content and improve 
manufacturability of a design. 
Figure 4.2 reveals a clearer picture regarding the relationships between the FRs and 
DPs in the uncoupled design, decoupled design and coupled design. 
Uncoupled design Decoupled design 
Figure 4.2: The Different Design Solutions 
(Yang and Zhang, 2000) 
Coupled design . 
Under the conditions of Axioms and Theorems in AD, to produce a good design 
solution, it implies the design matrix should be of the special form as follows: 
(i) It is desirable to have a square matrix, i.e. n=m; 
(ii) The matrix should be either diagonal or triangular. 
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4.2.4 Zigzagging Decomposition 
As a high-level design needs to be decomposed into design details to be 
implemented, the lower-level design decisions must be consistent with the highest-
level design intent. FRs and DPs (as well as PVs) must be decomposed in a 
hierarchical format. However, contrary to conventional wisdom, the decomposition 
in AD is not allowed to be undertaken in one domain independently of the others. It 
must zigzag between the domains to be able to decompose the FRs, DPs and PVs. 
By using this zigzagging method the hierarchies can be created for FRs, DPs and 
PVs in each design domain. This can be illustrated in an example to decompose FR 
and DP characteristic vectors (Figure 4.3). From an FR in the functional domain, it 
goes to the physical domain to conceptualize a design and determine its 
corresponding DP. Then, it comes back to the functional domain to create FRl and 
FR2 at the next level that collectively satisfies the highest-level FR. FRl and FR2 
are the FRs for the highest level DP. Then it goes to the physical domain to fmd 
DPl and DP2 by conceptualizing a design at this level, which satisfies FRl and FR2 
respectively. This process of decomposition is continued until the FR can be 
satisfied without further decomposition when all of the branches reach the fmal 
state. The fmal state is indicated by the thick boxes in Figure 4.3, which are called a 
"leaf' or "leaves" that do not require further decomposition. Zigzagging to 
decompose FRs, DPs and PVs to create their hierarchies is an important part of 
Axiomatic Design. 
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F",,,:t/,,,,Ill Do ... llla 
Figure 4.3: Zigzag Decomposition to Create the FR and DP Hierarchies 
(Suh,2003) 
4.2.4 Comments on Axiomatic Design 
The goal of Axiomatic Design (AD) is to establish a scientific foundation for design 
so as to provide a fundamental basis for the creation of optimal products and 
efficient processes. The mapping of four domains in AD has revealed a logical 
relationship between a problem and a solution, which is at a high level of 
abstraction that can be applied in many industries to assist in solving design related 
problem and improving the design process. However, although the Axioms and 
Theorems stated in the AD might represent important conditions to contribute to an 
optimum design solution, the ideal conditions (such as an uncoupled design and 
decoupled design) might not always be able to be achieved in the practical design 
world, particularly when a design is under the pressure of time and cost. Through 
the design decomposition process, the designer can transform design intent into 
realisable design details. However, the strict constraints of the Zigzagging 
Decomposition across 4 domains (i.e. Customer, Functional. Physical and Process 
domains) might dramatically increase the design period of a new product, and it is 
also not very workable for building design. The strengths of AD are the structuring 
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of the design procedure, the possibility to evaluate and compare alternative design 
solutions, and the documentation of the design history. It has been successfully 
applied in software development and automation system design (Harutunian et al., 
1996; Cochran et aI., 2000; Lee, 2005), manufacturing design (Funk, 1989; Jung 
and BiIIatos, 1993) and decision support systems (Bras and Mistree, 1995; 
Lindholm et al., 1999; Mann, 1999; Cochran et aI., 2000). However, according to 
the available literature, no successful application of AD in building design has been 
found. 
4.3 CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT AND CHANGE MANAGEMENT 
4.3.1 Definition of Configuration Management 
The Configuration Management discipline was born in the 1950s with the US 
government-sponsored Space Program and military weapons programs which 
involved development, operation, and maintenance of high-perfonnance hazardous 
systems. Management of such systems required stringent controls and extensive 
precautionary measures, primarily for safety reasons. As systems became more 
complex and expensive, Configuration Management proved to be an effective tool 
for proactive lifecycle management replacing reactionary troubleshooting with 
preventative maintenance. 
The definition of Configuration Management varies for different organisations and 
projects, since frequently the application of the full scope may not be required. 
According to the following authoritative organisations and professionals, 
Configuration Management can be dermed as follows: 
i) The discipline of identifying the conflguration of a system at discrete points in 
time for purposes of systematically controlling changes to this configuration 
and maintaining the integrity and traceability of this configuration throughout 
the system life cycle (Bersoff and Siegal, 1980). 
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ii) The application of systematic administrative and technical direction and 
controls during the life cycle of a project to completely derme functional and 
physical characteristics of items, control changes, and maintain a continuous 
and accurate accounting of the precise identity of the design and its equipment 
(Hajek, 1984). 
iii) A simple, fast, accurate, systematic and well understood approach to planning, 
identifying, controlling, and tracking a product's configuration from its 
inception throughout its life (Watts, 2000). 
iv) The discipline of identifying the components of a continuously evolving system 
(taking into account relevant system interfaces) for the purposes of controlling 
changes to these components and maintaining integrity and traceability 
throughout the system life cycle (British Standard 10007, 2003). 
v) Configuration Management is the coordinated activities to direct and control 
configuration. Configuration management generally concentrates on technical 
and organizational activities that establish and maintain control of a product and 
its product configuration information throughout the life cycle of the product 
(ISO 10006,2003). 
vi) Configuration Management is a discipline that has two major objectives 
(European Standard, 2004): 
• To identify and document the functional and physical characteristics of a 
product, control changes to those characteristics, record and report change 
processing and implementation status and verify compliance with business 
agreement and other applicable documents; 
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• To enable all the actors in the project, at any given time during the life 
cycle, to use identical data, in the same controlled status. 
All the defmitions are general enough to be used in any industry, while every 
industry and project has its own specific characteristics. In this construction context, 
Configuration Management can be defined as design and construction activities that 
identify and document the configuration items within a breakdown structure, and 
monitor and control changes to deliverables from different disciplines, particularly 
for those relevant to the design interfaces, to maintain integrity and traceability 
throughout the project life cycle. 
Besides these defmitions, Watts (2000) also points out that "Configuration 
Management is the communication bridge between Design Engineering and the rest 
of the world; and the total CM system is made up of four major processes, namely: 
ProductIBill Of Material Process, Product and Documentation Release Process, 
Change Request Process, and Design Change Process". Although the slight 
distinction exists in the identification of the elements for Configuration 
Management between organisations, most of the authoritative organisations accept 
that there are four main elements, i.e. Configuration Identification, Configuration 
Control, Configuration Status Accounting and Configuration Auditing. 
4.3.2 The Definition of Change Management 
Across a variety of literature, it is difficult to fmd a clear standard defmition of 
Change Management, although the phrase is used frequently. Change Management 
can be explained as follows: 
i) Change Management uses process skills to develop competence and improve 
performance in changing roles and structures. Organisation leaders must fmd 
effective ways to deal with the profound changes that are redesigning work, 
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changing relationship, transforming cultures, and creating new roles for boards, 
managers, staff professionals, team members, and employees. Leaders must 
take on more facilitative roles, as competencies in Change Management 
become critical to creating and sustaining effective organisations (Felkins et al., 
1993). 
ii) Change Management is crafting a more fluid, focused and adaptive 
organization so that, no matter what the next big change looks like, your people 
and processes will continually adjust. And your company will fmd new and 
better ways to work for its customers (Ransom and Knighton, 1996). 
iii) Change Management must take account of each of these three components, 
which are (Rye, 1996): 
• the historical and political evolution of the company, 
• the management and organisation of the company, 
• the people who work for the company. 
iv) The goal of Change Management is to dupe slow-witted employees into 
thinking change is good for them by appealing to their sense of adventure and 
love of challenge. This is like convincing a trout to leap out of a stream to 
experience the adventure of getting deboned (penfold, 1999). 
v) The hotchpotch of ideas and principles which turned into modem Change 
Management only began to cohere around the emerging discipline of 
Organisation Development in the 1970s, although much of what is called 
Change Management (Pugh, 2000). 
vi) Change management is the process, tools and techniques to manage the people-
side of business change to achieve the required business outcome, and to realize 
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that business change effectively within the social infrastructure of the 
workplace (Hiatt and Creasey, 2004). 
vii) Change Management is a systematic approach to dealing with change, both 
from the perspective of an organisation and on the individual level. Change 
Management has at least three different aspects, including: adapting to change, 
controlling change, and effecting change. A pro active approach to dealing with 
change is at the core of all three aspects. For an organization, Change 
Management means defming and implementing procedures and/or technologies 
to deal with changes in the business environment and to profit from changing 
opportunities (SearchCIO.com, 2004). 
Change management, a somewhat ambiguous term, is not well defined like 
Configuration Management Change management can be defmed as managing any 
change both from the perspective of an organisational or technological domain, 
although some authors are inclined to focus it on organisation development or 
human resource issues. 
Here, the author has defined Change Management as an organised and systematic 
application of the mowledge, tools and resources of change that provides 
organisations with a key process to achieve their business strategy. In the context of 
this research, Change Management means defming and implementing procedures 
and technologies to predict the propagation of changes through the configuration of 
an evolving design solution, and hence cope with the negative impacts of design 
change. 
4.3.3 The Relationship between the Configuration Management and Change 
Management 
Compared with Change Management, the defmition of Configuration Management 
is fairly clear: 'the discipline of identifying the components of a continuously 
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evolving system (taking into account relevant system interfaces) for the purposes of 
controlling changes to these components and maintaining integrity and traceability 
throughout the system life cycle' (British Standard 10007,2003). 
As it can be seen from the defmitions, there is a strong relationship between 
Configuration Management and Change Management. The Central Computer and 
Telecommunications Agency (CCTA, 1989) argue that 'Change Management can 
be integrated with configuration management as a single function: this is the 
preferred approach'. Gates (2004) reinforced that 'Change Management can be 
integrated with Configuration Management, and all change requests should 
therefore be entered in the Configuration Management Database (CMDB) and the 
records updated as the change request progresses through to implementation'. 
Obviously, the changes mentioned above are mainly focused on those technical and 
physical design changes, which can be integrated with Configuration Management. 
But the people-side of business changes or the human resource issues encompassed 
in Change Management may not be able to be integrated with Configuration 
Management. 
4.3.4 Configuration Management in the Construction Industry 
The definition of any construction project evolves as a function of time. In order to 
evolve from a general project brief to specific deliverables for a construction 
component, the project must go through certain phases. Although these phases take 
on various names according to different process defmitions it can generally be 
concluded that before the project enters into the construction phases, three phases 
are crucial to the design process: Outline Proposals/Conceptual Design, Detailed 
Proposals/Scheme Design, and Final ProposalslDetailed Design. Configuration 
management recognises this fact by regulating the progression of the project 
through baselines. A baseline is a defmitive document(s) which identifies the 
complete characteristics of the project at a certain point in the development-
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usually at major milestones in the system life-cycle (Figure 4.4). As a reference 
point, baselines provide a means of making orderly project progress and 
maintaining adequate control of the project. In essence, a project cannot achieve a 
baseline and move into the next project phase until all baseline requirements of the 
previous project phase have been satisfied. Consequently, in accordance with 
overall project objectives, each project phase must possess its own inherent scopes 
and objectives. 
Baselines 
~ 
-. -. 
Conceptual design Scheme design Detailed design Construction 
Time 
Figure 4.4: Baseline for the Design and Construction Process 
Using baselines as reference points can provide a basis for change control. At each 
baseline, information and knowledge concerning the project is progressively 
documented. This information and knowledge, in turn, brings the overall project 
definition into clearer focus, and subsequently increases the degree of control placed 
upon proposed changes (Schenk, 1985). These baselines can be compared with the 
softJhard gates proposed by Salford University (Cooper et aI., 1998) in an EPSRC 
(Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council) funded project to develop 
the "Generic Design and Construction Process Protocol". The process protocol 
maps the design and construction process in terms of the various phases of 
development, the main participants enacting the process, the deliverables of the 
process and the way in which the process is managed through the phase review 
process. It adopts a Stage Gate approach from the manufacturing industry and 
defmes deIiverables at the end of each stage. Those deIiverables can be standardised 
documents or designs which include all the information necessary for a successful 
project completion. 
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Configuration management interfaces quite extensively with all major project 
disciplines. To fully implement a configuration management programme and 
provide the required depth necessary to complement the basic configuration 
techniques, all interfaces must be carefully managed. The primary purpose of 
interface management is to identify, control, and maintain compatibility between 
interfacing project elements. The interface may take on a variety of forms. They 
may be characterized as being physical, functional, contractual, procedural or any 
combination thereof. As a rule, interface management would commence by 
selecting the "interface areas" to be controlled. These areas would be junction points 
of two or more design elements as depicted in the work breakdown structure 
hierarchy. The interfaces described are primarily of a technical nature; however, 
there are extensive administrative interfaces within the project itself. Consequently, 
interdisciplinary coordination and communication is mandatory in order to 
implement a successful process. 
4.3.5 Comments on Configuration Management and Change Management 
It should be understood that during the design process, designing often requires the 
production of incomplete or provisional outputs in order to develop understanding 
of both design problems and alternative solutions. These stimulate the product 
development, and also in turn tend to result in an ever-accelerating rate of change. 
Properly planned and executed design changes help an organisation to maintain a 
competitive advantage, whereas, poor management of design changes leads to 
premium purchases, unnecessary rework, high wastage, design and construction 
delay, and other disadvantages. Surveys of design teams revealed that as high as 
50% of all design time is spent on needless or negative design iteration (Ballard, 
2000). Thus, not all design change generates value. Design change that can be 
eliminated without value loss or causing a failure to complete the project is a waste, 
and it needs to be minimized in order to improve the design process. The 
implementation of a change-control system, sometimes termed 'trend forecasting', 
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'deviation control' or 'configuration control', is essential to control any unnecessary 
design changes and to evaluate possible design options. Such systems must 
emphasize weekly or monthly reviews during the formative design and procurement 
stages of a project. Furthermore, a seemingly small change from a viewpoint of one 
discipline can turn into a major impact on another discipline or disciplines. 
Therefore, effective design change management, which depends on the assessment 
of change impact, requires visibility and communication among all affected 
designers and disciplines. 
Compared with several decades ago, information can be processed, distributed, and 
queried more quickly by using networked desktops, IT tools and intranetJextranets. 
"This does not eliminate the need for dedicated Configuration Management staff 
and procedures, but it dramatically reduces cumbersome paper trails, large fIle 
warehouses, and lengthy information processing and query procedures - making 
Configuration Management cost-effective and more practical in the commercial 
marketplace" (Tamir et al., 1998). However, most computer-based tools for change 
management are mainly used to record and track changes, and not to support the 
analysis of change impact. Although dramatic advances have been made and more 
companies are embracing software packages for Project Collaboration tool 
(Extranets), Product Lifecycie Management (PLM), Enterprise Resource Planning 
(ERP) and Product Data Management (PDM), modem PDM systems still mainly 
provide support for workflow and help automate the paper flow. Engineering 
change information relative to the product is still not modelled in current PDM 
systems (Riviere et al., 2003). 
More importantly, change management for building design must support the 
requirements of individual designers, as well as the integration of designs from each 
discipline to describe the whole project. Therefore, the data management system 
must manage the independent evolution of multiple design altematives that may be 
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typically generated for a design situation. Integrating designs from different 
disciplines must take into account the interactions among the disciplines. To do so, 
the design team needs to evaluate a project design and notify any detected 
inconsistencies to any affected parties. 
4.4 QUALITY FUNCTION DEPLOYMENT (QFD) 
4.4.1 Definition of Quality Function Deployment (QFD) 
QFD was originally developed in Japan in the late 1960s to design quality into a 
product. According to a number of literature resources, QFD is defined as: 
i) A technique to convert user quality requirements into counterpart 
characteristics in order to determine design quality for the [mished product 
(Akao, 1990). 
ii) A planning process that helps a company take the 'voice of the customer' into 
the company's product and manufacturing plauning (Day, 1993). 
iii) A matrix-based methodology for translating the customers' required quality 
characteristics into appropriate product or service features (Ranky, 1994). 
iv) A systematic method of collecting input from all sources of significance to a 
project and integrating these into a coherent plan for the whole organisation to 
follow in fulfilling the need (Davis, 1995). 
v) A market-driven technique to aid the design and development of products, 
processes and supporting services to meet or extend customers' need and 
expectations (Johnston and Burrows, 1995). 
vi) A product development process that encourages all stakeholders to play an 
active role in the design process and requires their ongoing agreement and 
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commitment for the process to move forward to the fmal design concept (Smith, 
1999). 
vii) QFD is a customer driven tool in implementing total quality management. It 
provides an overall concept of translating customer requirements into the 
appropriate technical requirements for each stage of product development and 
production (Tan and Shen, 2000). 
viii)The basic rationale of QFD is to systematically take the customers desires down 
to the level of detailed operations (Yang et aI., 2003). .. 
Although the emphases in the defmitions listed above various, they all commonly 
point out that QFD as a technique can help to achieve processing the customer 
requirements into product design. 
4.4.2 The Process of QFD 
The QFD process involves constructing one or more matrices. Generally, the overall 
QFD process comprises four phases (Hauser and Clausing, 1988; Cohen, 1995; 
Kamara et al., 2002; Eldin and Hikle, 2003) namely: product planning, parts 
deployment, process planning and production planning. The first phase, product 
planning, is also referred to as the House of Quality (HOQ). 
4.4.2.1 House of Quality 
The House of Quality matrix deals with the translation of customer requirements 
into product measures by representing what the customers require (i.e. 'Whats') 
against how those requirements would be met (i.e. 'Hows'). The House of Quality 
matrix provides a structure to systematically evaluate the relationships between the 
customers' requirements ('Whats') and the related design requirements ('Hows'). 
Figure 4.5 shows the basic features of the House of Quality. It encompasses nine 
main blocks, which represent different planning activities. 
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The House of Quality starts with a structured list of customer wants and needs 
('Whats'), which is shown in block 1 (in Figure 4.5). A relative degree of 
importance is then assigned to each of the customer's needs, shown in block 2. The 
planning matrix section (block 3) is a competitive analysis of a product or service 
performance against the performance of competitors' products or services with 
respect to each individual customer need. The design/technical response section 
('Hows') shown in block 4 formulates a structured set of design/technical responses 
that are directly related to the customer needs outlined in the 'What' section. The 
relationship matrix (block 5) displays the strength of the relationships between 
'Whats' and the related 'Hows'. Symbols or numbers placed in the cells of the 
relationship matrix indicate the strength of the relationships between each 'What' 
row and the related 'How' columns. The correlation matrix section (block 6) 
measures the interaction between the design/technical responses and provides an 
early recognition of whether any design/technical response is positively or 
negatively correlated with any other design/technical responses. The rest of the 
blocks (namely, block 7, 8, 9) are commonly referred to as the technical matrix 
section, where the design team may plot their design/technical responses in terms of 
priorities, benchmarks and targets. 
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6. 'Hows' vs. 'Hows' 
Correlation matrix 
4. 'Hows' 
Design/technical response 
5. 'Wbats' vs. 'Hows' 
Relationship matrix 
7. Priorities of design/technical 
8. Competitive design/technical 
9. Design/technical targets 
Figure 4.5: Main Elements of the House of Quality 
4.4.2.2 Interrelated matrices 
Beyond the House of Quality, QFD optionally involves constructing additional 
matrices which further guide the detailed decisions that must be made throughout 
the product or service development process. In the commonly known 'Four Phase' 
model of QFD (Figure 4.6), the parts deployment matrix, process planning matrix 
and production planning matrix are applied in the phase H, III and IV after the 
House of Quality (also referred to as product planning) in phase I. Each matrix in 
QFD provides a formal linkage between objectives ('Whats') and response 
(,Hows'). The most important 'Hows' or those most difficult to accomplish are 
selected from the matrix and brought into the next matrix as the 'Whats' for that 
phase. This continues until each objective is refmed to an actionable level. Each 
matrix in the chain represents a more specific or more technical expression of the 
product or service. It assists practitioners in developing or deploying the 'Hows' 
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from the 'Whats'. It can represent a systematic method of setting priorities and 
provides a convenient repository of the information. However, because of the 
complexity of using the full set of matrices, many development teams do not apply 
matrices after the House of Quality (Product Planning phase) (Cohen, 1995). 
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Figure 4.6: The Four Phases of QFD Process 
4.4.3 Demand of Developing the QFD Technique for Building Design 
At the early stage of building design, the heart of the problem is the dynamic 
between the client's desire for a constructed asset to achieve its broader objectives, 
and the set of possible realisations of that desire, given teclmical and regulatory 
constraints. In practice, many clients have found it difficult to fully articulate what 
they want in business process terms. The output is much more easily defmed in 
terms of a facility. This is both a result of the deeply ingrained culture of the 
construction industry and its clients in terms of thinking of artefacts rather than 
assets, and of facilities rather than service (Winch, 2002). Therefore, the difficulties 
in addressing these problems revolve around the fact that the client may not have 
fully articulated the project mission for itself, and will not be fully aware of the 
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range of options open to it, while the designers may have difficulty in understanding 
what the client actually wants. As a result, it is difficult to specify the client 
requirements and convert them into documented solutions in terms of specifications, 
calculations and drawings. 
On the one hand, the construction industry can improve its ability by accurately 
determining client's requirements and transforming these requirements into plans 
and specifications (Gargione, 1999). On the other hand, due to the complexity of the 
building design process, and after going through several rounds of development 
evolution, the basic and original customer's requirements may be easily sidetracked 
or may deviate from the client's objectives. As a result, customer requirements and 
functional requirements may remain unfulfilled (Syed et al., 2003). 
QFD, as part of the implementation of the total quality management system, has 
been successfully applied and proved in the manufacturing and automotive 
industries to help identify and specify the customers' needs in terms that the 
designer can use for communicating with the customers or other design 
professionals. However, for building design, there are limited literature sources 
(Gargione, 1999; Smith, 1999; Eldin and Hikle, 2003) on QFD, and those that are 
available are generally theoretical studies or administered on a small scale. 
Moreover, the main issues identified in these encompass most of the barriers to 
major QFD implementation in building design or construction. 
4.4.4 Comments on QFD for the Building Design 
From the author's viewpoint, QFD provides a standardized method of representing 
customer needs that could be translated into a design solution. It is an approach that 
systematically lists the customer needs and then evaluates the relationship between 
them with proposed design parameters. But, QFD is not a means to acquire the 
'voice of customer', although it can improve the focus of the 'voice of customer' in 
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the design process. This standard representation can be used as a basis for itemizing 
differences of opinion, which can be analyzed further to provide a good grounding 
for building design. There are three main issues, however, that may cause 
difficulties in directly using QFD technique in building design. 
The fIrst problem comes from the limitation of the QFD technique itself, as the 
effectiveness of the QFD diminishes downstream, from stage 2 (parts deployment) 
to stage 4 (production planning) in the product development process (Kamara et al., 
2002; Syed et al., 2003). Although the idea of QFD is to translate the customer's 
needs into the design and the end product, most practitioners are stuck in the fIrst 
stage of the QFD due to the apparent complexity of the 4-stage QFD, and therefore 
they are not able to deliver the customers requirements into the fmal production 
planning stage. 
The second issue is the general suitability of using QFD for the construction 
industry. QFD was originally conceived for improving new product development in 
manufacturing, and therefore the calculation of the importance ratings for customer 
requirements is based on the product competition and sales advantage. On the 
contrary, in building design most of products are made-to-order and factors such as 
"sales advantage" and "required improvements because of competition" do not 
usually apply (Kamara et al., 1999). In other words, the manufacturing product 
development is focused on the engineering changes to improve the existing products 
to beat the competitors, which is different from the purpose of general building 
design. Moreover, a building design project normally has its specifIc characteristic 
and individual purpose, and thus it is impossible and mmecessary to compare all the 
design attributes of one project to the design attributes in the other projects, when 
QFD technique is used to improve the quality plan in building design. 
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The third challenge comes from the complexity of building design, which generally 
involves a wide rage of clients' requirements and a huge amount of design 
parameters, which makes the size of the core matrix in the QFD enormous, and 
hence it is difficult to be produced and managed. 
Therefore, to use QFD in building design, the technique needs to be tailored to fit 
the features of the construction industry and it also has to be developed to manage 
the complexity involved in building design. 
4.5 DESIGN MODELLING TECHNIQUES 
4.5.1 Building Design Product Models 
Bjork (1989) stated that a product model should contain all the data needed to 
construct and maintain a specific building and should describe parameters such as 
shape, location, relationships, physical properties, materials used and cost. He 
proposed the RA TAS model which is an abstraction hierarchy with five levels based 
on compositions and/or decompositions relationships of building components, as 
illustrated in Figure 4.7. Hannus (1990) discussed CAD-systems based on product 
modelling and pre-cast concrete structures. Karhu (1997) proposed a product model 
based design of pre-cast facades. Cutting-Decelle et al (1997) defined the product 
data model as a conceptual description of a product, capable of structuring all the 
information necessary for the design, manufacturing and use of that product. He 
also claimed that a product data model should be able to serve as an information 
framework during the entire life cycle of the product. Kimmance (2002) described a 
product model as a representation of the totality of the data elements that defme a 
product over its expected life cycle, and it should facilitate the unambiguous 
exchange of such data between project participants. 
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Figure 4.7: RATAS Model (Bjork, 1989) 
At present there is no universally accepted building product model, nor method of 
producing one. However, a large international effort was made in producing a 
product model standard STEP (STandard for the Exchange of Product model data) 
throughout numerous industries, which is now a common exchange format for all 
the relevant engineering data relating to a product. The principal goal of the STEP 
initiative was the creation of a standard that enables the capture of information for a 
computerised product model in a neutral form. This allows many existing Computer 
Aided Design and Engineering (CAD and CAE) packages to communicate with 
each other, or be used directly as a database to access information without the loss 
of the completeness or integrity of the data. An impressive amount of the work that 
has been done pertinent to product modelling is on the development of a 
standardised approach for modelling industrial information. Apart from STEP (ISO 
10303), there are another two standards developed within ISO TC184/SC4, which 
are ISO 13584 P-LIB and ISO 15531 MANDATE (Cutting-Decelle et al., 1997). 
However, the computerised product model standard (STEP), or any of the design 
product models mentioned above, are not suitable for the purpose of this research, 
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because none of them concerns any detailed building design activities or provides a 
decomposition of a building into detailed levels of components in order to improve 
the understanding of the building design evolution. 
4.5.2 Building Design Process Models 
Kartam et al. (1997) described the process model as an abstract description of an 
actual or proposed process that represents selected process elements; i.e. a 
representation of a set of consecutive steps or activities with an end product or 
service being delivered. Based on ADePT principles, a Scheme Design Process 
Model (SDPM) was compiled by Pendlebury (2000) to combine the three elements: 
design, cost and risk, all to gather. However, the accuracy and consistency of the 
model were not fully verified. To support computer-integrated construction and 
defme the critical success factors for construction projects, an Integrated Building 
Process Model (ffiPM) was developed by Sanvido, et al.(1990). The model itself 
was represented in IDEFO (Integration Defmition for Function Modelling) notation, 
and divided into five main hierarchical activities: manage facility, plan facility, 
design facility, construct facility, and operate facility. Another model, defmed used 
the IDEFO methods, was developed by Svensson (1998). The purpose of this high-
level model was to achieve a basic structure on which a particular system, together 
with its applications, could be built as a layered architecture from a facility 
manager's point of view. Steele (2000) proposed a generic framework of design 
phases to guide an interdisciplinary design team through the conceptual stage of the 
building design process. Rather than prescribing a systematic procedure, this 
preliminary conceptual model was intended to be a contingency model that can be 
adapted to suit the team and the project. Each of the models reviewed so far has its 
specific focus, individual requirements and the desired application for different 
purposes of their research. However, all of them are either in an abstract level or 
lack of generality, which can not be adapted to represent the design process in terms 
of the detailed design activities undertaken and their information required. 
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Some design process models present design as a series of stages. A typical example 
of the stage-based model was proposed by French (1999), as illustrated in Figure 
4.8. Researchers at the University of Salford (Cooper et al., 1998; Kagioglou et al., 
1998) have created a Generic Design and Construction Process Protocol, which 
breaks down the design and construction process into ten discrete phases (Figure 
4.9). The most commonly accepted model for a building project is the RIBA Plan of 
Work (RIBA, 2000), which provides an accurate representation of the design 
process by splitting it into a number of design stages and responsibilities. However, 
the focus of this research is on the design process in terms of information exchanges 
through the interfaces between disciplines and members of the design team, and as 
such any stage-based model has its limitations to represent interactions between 
individuals and interdependencies between tasks. 
Figure 4.8: The Design Process Model (French, 1999) 
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Figure 4.9: Generic Design and Construction Process Protocol 
Chttp://www.processprotocol.comlprocessmap.htm) 
4.5.3 The Design Process Model in ADePT 
So far, all 'of the models discussed above were neither adaptable, nor sufficiently 
detailed to represent building design in a manner required to gain a clear 
understanding of the whole building design with the necessary details to represent 
the interrelationship between design tasks and their information requirements, and 
in turn to reflect the evolution of the design process. 
The Analytical Design Planning Technique (ADePT) has been developed over the 
last ten years at Loughborough University (Newton, 1995; Austin et al., 1996; 
Austin et al., 1999b; Waskett, 1999) to overcome the limitations in current building 
design practice. It can facilitate effective design planning based on information flow, 
and also identify coordination requirements and changes to the design process 
needed to achieve the effective process management. A generic model of detailed 
building design process applied in the ADePT methodology was compiled based on 
the design activities and their information requirements, and it was tested through 
four building projects, with positive feedback from industry. The generic model was 
developed through the production of a revised IDEFO process modelling notation 
termed IDEFOv (Figure 4.10), the implementation of a three-point information 
classification system and the formulation of an information location matrix and 
deliverables definitions (Austin et al., 1999b) 
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Figure 4.10: IDEFO Notation (Austin et al., 1999b) 
It seemed that the model of detailed building design process devised in ADePT 
satisfied the requirements of representing detailed design activities and information 
flows between them. But the model was built to improve building design planning 
and management with a specific focus on the detailed design stage. This raises the 
question whether the model can be adapted to represent the design tasks and their 
information requirements in earlier design stages (i.e. conceptual design stage and 
scheme design stage) and in turn to mirror the evolution of the design process 
through the evolving design stages? Newton (1995) argued although the same 
design task was performed in two different ways at different stages of the design, 
the categories of information required to allow that task to proceed for both stages 
were the same. This led to a research hypothesis: What makes a concept design 
component/task different from its counterpart in the scheme design or detail design 
is the level of detail of the design tasks, the infonnation dependencies and its 
accuracy. Under this hypothesis, the design process model for the detailed design 
stage could be investigated and an attempt made to adapt to model the conceptual 
design and scheme design as required for this research. If the model can be adapted 
to represent the conceptual design and scheme design, the hypothesis can then be 
proven. The relevant investigation and research work undertaken is elaborated in 
Chapter 5. 
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4.5.4 Comments on Building Design Product Modelling and Process Modelling 
As each design model has different priorities and idealisations and because a 
universal definition for the term 'model' did not exist, it was necessary to defme the 
required properties of building design product and process models. For this research, 
the most important requirement for a product model of building design was the 
necessity to decompose the entire building design into elemental and manageable 
components with a hierarchical representation. Therefore, such a building product 
model can provide an in-depth understanding of a building and its parts, their 
properties and relationships. The design process model in this context then needs to 
, .. 
reflect the characteristics of building design as identified in Section 2.3 (Le. 
iteration, complexity and information-driven). Thus, an evolving information-flow 
based hierarchical design process model was desired to represent the information 
interdependencies between design tasks. According to these requirements, the 
model of detailed building design process devised in ADePT was considered as the 
most suitable model among the models discussed in this section, to represent the 
building design with required details. However, the model was built and tested 
through the detailed design stage only, and its suitability to represent the conceptual 
design and scheme design was unproven. Therefore, a research hypothesis was 
brought forward accordingly to be tested through the adaptation of the design 
product and process model for the conceptual design and scheme design stage. The 
relevant work undertaken is explained in detail in Sections 5.2 and 5.3. 
4.6 DEPENDENCY STRUCTURE MATRIX TECHNIQUES 
4.6.1 Development of the Dependency Structure Matrix (DSM) 
In the early 1960s, Steward (1962) initially developed a technique, based on 
Boolean algebra, to solve large sets of simultaneous equations within engineering 
systems, which was evolved into the Design Structure Matrix Analysis (DSMA) 
technique. However, not until the early 1980s did any other researchers study the 
technique. The Design Structure Matrix (DSM), a representation and analysis tool 
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for system modelling, especially for purposes of decomposition and integration, was 
then systemized by Steward (1981). During the 1980s and 1990s, the DSM analysis 
teclmique was examined and further developed by a number of researchers 
including: i) a team from the Langley Research Centre at NASA produced a 
software tool based around their own early theories on problem decomposition 
(Sobieski, 1982), generic algorithms and extensions to Steward's theories (Rogers 
and Padula, 1989); ii) research at the University of Iowa has investigated the 
theoretical use of matrix analysis to decompose design into sub-problems to 
facilitate concurrency in the process (Kusiak and Park, 1990; Kusiak and Wang, 
1993); iii) a development of the DSM method through ADePT created at 
Loughborough University (Newton, 1995; Austin et al., 1996; Austin et aI., 1999a; 
Waskett, 1999; Austin et aI., 2000) has been successfully cormnercialised as the 
Planweaver software and ADePT software tools to solve problems in building 
design and construction; and iv) the DSM group at Massachusetts Institute of 
Teclmology (MIT) have been expanding and enhancing Steward's theories 
(Eppinger et aI., 1994; Smith and Eppinger, 1997; Browning, 2001). In the late 
1990s, the teclmique has been referred to as Dependency Structure Matrix (DSM) 
by Stephen Denker at the Project Management Institute in the US, reflecting its 
potential application outside design problems. The DSM approach has now been 
applied in a wide spectrum of industry sectors, such as aerospace, automotive and 
AEC. 
4.6.2 Basic Form of a DSM 
A DSM displays the interrelationships between components/activities of a 
system/process in a compact, visual, and analytically advantageous format. It is a 
square matrix with identical row and column labels. Shown in Figure 4.11, is a 
matrix for a simple design problem that contains 20 activities. It lists the activities 
down the left-hand side of the matrix, while the same activity order is also listed 
across the top of the matrix. A mark in the matrix indicates that the activity on the 
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left-hand side row is dependent on the activity in the column at the top of the 
matrix. 
Figure 4.11: A Simple Example of a DSM 
According to Browning (2001), there are two main categories of DSMs: static and 
time-based. Static DSMs represent system elements existing simultaneously, such 
as components of a product architecture or groups in an organisation. Static DSMs 
are usually analysed with clustering algorithms. In time-based DSMs, the ordering 
of the rows and columns indicates a flow through time: upstream activities in a 
process precede downstream activities. Time-based DSMs are typically analysed 
using sequencing algorithms. These two categories can be broken down into four 
DSM applications as shown in Figure 4.12, which can be useful to product 
designers, project planners, project managers, system engineers and organisational 
designers. 
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Figure 4.12: DSM Taxonomy (Browning, 2001) 
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i) Component-Based or Architecture DSM: for modelling system architectures 
based on components and/or subsystems and their relationships. 
ii) Team-Based or Organization DSM: for modelling organisation structures 
based on people and/or groups and their interactions. 
iii) Activity-Based or Schedule DSM: for modelling processes and activity 
networks based on activities and their information flow and other dependencies. 
iv) Parameter-Based (or Low-Level Schedule) DSM: for modelling low-level 
relationships between design decisions and parameters, systems of equations, 
subroutine parameter exchanges etc. 
In the context of this research, the activity-based DSM was applied and developed. 
Using the same example as shown in Figure 4.11, the activity-based DSM can be 
illustrated in more detail to highlight the sequence and interrelationships between 
the activities. In any time-based matrix, an assumption is made that the 
activities/parameters are undertaken in the order listed within the matrix. There are 
two conventions: one using the order of rows (i.e. top to bottom); the other using the 
order of the colunms (i.e. left to right), which inverts the shape of the matrix. This 
research, like most others, adopts the former convention: starting from the top left 
corner and proceeding to the bottom right. Therefore, in the example (Figure 4.11), 
the activities are carried out in alphabetical order of the rows. In the matrix a mark 
below the diagonal means that an activity is dependent on information which has 
been produced by a previous activity. Conversely, a mark above the diagonal 
indicates that an activity is dependent on information that has not been produced. 
Reading across the row of an activity (consistent with figure 4.11), all the input 
activities of its can be seen, whilst scanning down a colunm of an activity, all the 
output activities of its can be sought. For instance, as shown in Figure 4.11, activity 
K depends on some information from two activities H and N, and at the time 
activity H has been produced, whereas activity N at the time has not been produced. 
If the information from activity N is estimated, activity K can be carried out and 
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then activity N, following which the estimate can be verified. It may be that the 
activity dependent on the estimated infonnation (activity K) has to be redone if the 
original estimate was incorrect, resulting in an iterative loop of design activities. 
The DSM conveniently highlights iteration and rework (the shaded block in this 
case), especially when it stems from activities working with potentially flawed 
inputs. 
The need to estimate infonnation and then carry out activities more than once could 
have a detrimental impact on the cost and schedule of project. It is desirable to 
, . 
reduce the need for estimates and therefore iteration within the process. This is 
achieved by rearranging the activity sequence so that the marks can be brought 
below the diagonal or closer to the diagonal thereby reducing the adverse impact. 
The process of reordering the matrix is called 'partitioning' and is explained in the 
following section. 
4.6.3 Optirnisation of Activity-based DSM 
There are three key elements applied to optimise an activity-based DSM, namely: 
classification, partitioning, de-classification/tearing, which can be presented as 
follows: 
i) Classification: infonnation dependencies between activities can be classified 
by accounting for different strengths of dependency. Depending on the 
classification of infonnation in a matrix, declassification/tearing and 
subsequent re-partition can be perfonned to ensure the most important 
infonnation flows are below, or closer to, the diagonal than the weaker 
dependencies in order to make a complex design process more manageable. 
Classifying an infonnation dependency within a matrix is a subjective 
exercise. A number of scales aimed at the classification of infonnation in a 
DSM were proposed, such as seven-point scale advocated by Rogers and 
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Bloebaum (1994), three-pointed scale devised by McCord and Eppinger 
(1993). The three-pointed scale developed by Austin et aI., (1996) was 
intended specifically as a means of rating information within the building 
design process, and it was therefore adopted for this research. There are three 
key factors identified to classify the dependency: strength of information 
dependence, sensitivity of change of information, and ease of estimating 
information. According to it, the dependency can be rated as "A", "B" or "C", 
which means "Strong", "Medium" or "Weak" respectively (Figure 4.13). 
Infonnation .. Task Is Task Is Infonnatlon la 
Ilow ... 
A A r-Class A ~ffi ~ .. ii "'!!! Class B ;:;0 I !~ , .I . 7 "'m ... ~& eilfi 
ClassC ~o ~'" '" V.·. 
.... L... L... 
.. . 
Figure 4.13: The Basis for Allocating Information Classifications 
(Austin et al., 2000) 
. 
ii) Partitioning: The process of re-ordering the matrix to optimise the 
task/activity order is called partitioning. It tries to confme all information 
dependencies below the leading diagonal by simply swapping rows and the 
corresponding columns. The partitioning process also tries to manipulate any 
iterative cycles to reduce their number and size, thus making the process 
manageable. Partitioning is a systematic process and can be conveniently 
performed by software such as Planweaver and ADePT tool, using established 
algorithms. 
iii) DeclassijicationlTearing: This process tries to reduce the size of the iteration 
by minimizing feedback and identifying estimates that can be made with some 
confidence and that therefore do not need to be revisited as part of iterative 
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process (Austin et al., 2000). Tearing involves eliminating or de-classifying 
dependencies from the matrix so that the reduced block can be re-partitioned, 
making it lower triangular. This facilitates a quick solution to reduce the size 
of iteration. However, declassifying/tearing a block is a relatively arbitrary 
procedure done by considering a combination of the re-partition of tasks to 
minimise the number of estimates and choosing the dependencies that can 
most be suitablely estimated. 
4.6.4 Comments on DSM 
Experience in academia and industry has demonstrated that the DSM approach can 
be applied in a variety of fields (Browning, 2001) with significant advantages in 
representing and analysing process models, product models and organisation models 
(Eppinger and Salminen, 2001). The ADePT methodology is probably the most 
successful example of the combination of the design process modelling and the 
DSM analysis technique, to deal with the iterative design problems in the building 
design planning and management. Apart from the combination with modelling 
techniques, DSM could be linked with the other design management methods (AD, 
CM and QFD) reviewed in this chapter to complement and minimise the 
inadequacies of each other, as illustrated below. 
In Axiomatic Design (AD), the design process is considered as a series of mapping 
processes amongst the customer, functional, physical and process domains, and only 
uncoupled and decoupled designs are considered to be good designs. In other words, 
if the mapping process results in a coupled design with interacting design 
parameters, the design is not acceptable. However, many engineering designs do 
involve couplings, particularly for the design of large and complex systems and 
projects, such as building design, although these couplings may have various levels 
of strength. In light of this situation, methods for measuring function dependency 
and sequencing of coupled tasks are required to improve the design process. In this 
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case, the DSM can be a powerful tool to analyse and manipulate coupled design 
tasks and then ordering them based on the optimal flow of information. 
Controlling unnecessary design changes and evaluating possible change options are 
essential to the implementation of Change Management or Configuration 
Management (CM). However, along with the development of customer 
requirements, ICT technology and procurement systems, building design is getting 
more and more sophisticated and complex, and thereby no single designer can 
completely understand the entire design. To be effective, change control must be a 
cooperative endeavour, since no single person can identify all the changes that can 
occur in a multi-disciplinary project. In this case, the dependencies displayed in the 
DSM could be exploited as a method to assist individual designers to develop a 
better understanding of how hislher area of design change impacts on others, and 
how hislher own parts could be fitted into the design as a whole. A DSM can 
generate visibility between tasks charged by different designers and groups, and 
also provide a basis of effective communication between different disciplines of the 
design teams. Moreover, DSM can be applied as the basis to predict and simulate 
the changes spread within the design process (Clarkson et aI., 2001). It can also 
underpin the analysis of the impact of design changes in terms of cost and schedule 
risk (Browning and Eppinger, 2002). 
As an analytical tool, DSM is not flawless. Several researchers (Newton, 1995; 
Waskett, 1999; Austin et al., 2000) have pointed out that the classification of 
information within a matrix is a highly subjective exercise. A number of researchers 
have endeavoured to devise scales aimed at the classification of information in a 
DSM. For example, Rogers and Bloebaum (1994) advocate the development of a 
seven-point scale of design information dependence strengths which can be either 
determined subjectively by a design manager or calculated by an algorithm. 
McCord & Eppinger (1993) described a three-point classification scale based on the 
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frequency of information exchange within the process. Austin et al. (1996) 
described a further three-pointed scale of classification which was intended 
specifically as a means of rating information within the building design process as 
explained in the previous section. However, no matter of the three-point rating or 
the seven-point rating proposed for the classification of information within a matrix, 
neither of them has considered the customer requirement as a scale. As a result, the 
'optimum' design activity sequence (or design component relationship) can only 
reflect the engineer/manager's judgement or algorithmic result, without reflection of 
the customer requirements that are the driving force for the industry. Quality 
Function Deployment (QFD) has been demonstrated as a powerful technique to 
achieve processing the customer requirements into product design. It was believed 
that a combination of the two techniques (QFD and DSM) could raise the 
effectiveness of the design process in terms of improving the customer focus and 
hence customer satisfaction. This belief led to the development of the Customer-
Oriented Design methodology, which is illustrated in detail in Chapter 7. 
4.7 CONCLUSION 
In this chapter five design management theories, methods and techniques, namely, 
Axiomatic Design, Configuration Management and Change Management, Quality 
Function Deployment, Design Modelling Techniques (product modelling and 
process modelling) and Dependency Structure Matrix Techniques have been 
reviewed. Each theory/technique has been described and discussed in detail, and 
more importantly, the comments at the end of each section have highlighted the 
gaps and inadequacies of the method/technique in solving building design problems, 
some of which were within the scope of this research. 
The QFD, Design Modelling techniques and DSM were deemed as 
methods/techniques more relevant to the central problems identified in this research 
than another two theories/methods (AD and CM), and therefore the inadequacies of 
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these three methods/techniques were addressed further. The remainder of this thesis 
describes the progress toward addressing those inadequacies. The research 
hypothesis deduced from the existing modelling techniques was tested through the 
development of a Staged Evolving Analysis Technique, which is illustrated in 
Chapter 5, and the further application of the technique is represented in Chapter 6. 
The inadequacy of customer focus in building design and in DSM analysis 
techniques was complemented by the creation of a Customer-oriented Design 
Methodology-an effective combination of QFD and DSM-elaborated in Chapter 
7. 
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Chapter Five 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE STAGED EVOLVING ANALYSIS 
TECHNIQUE 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter provides a description of the design product model and design process 
model with a comparison of the two types of model in the context of this research. A 
staged evolving modelling technique developed through the detailed case study of 
the Centrdor Collaborative Construction Research (CCCR) building project is then· 
presented .. A description is given of the ways in which data was collected and' 
verified to allow the staged models of the conceptual design and the scheme design 
to be built and initially validated. The design hypothesis, i.e. that what makes a 
concept design component/task different from its counterpart in the scheme design or 
detail design is the level of detail of the design tasks, the infonnation dependencies 
and its accuracy, is corresponding tested along with the creation and completion of 
the staged modelling. Following the compilation, verification and preliminary 
validation of the staged models for the two design stages, the representation of the 
design process evolution is deployed from three different angles, namely the angle of 
the floor plan layouts evolution, the angle of the design product model evolution, and 
the angle of the design process model and Dependency Structural Matrix (DSM) 
evolution. 
5.2 DESIGN PRODUCT MODEL Vs DESIGN PROCESS MODEL 
5.2.1 General Outline 
A model, by defmition, is a simple description of a system or structure that is used to 
help people to understand a similar system or structure (Longman Dictionary, 2001). 
The basis of all of the design modelling techniques is that they provide a means of 
decomposing relatively complex systems into interrelated sub-elements that can be 
represented in the fonn of diagrams and text, thus making them simpler to assimilate 
(Steele, 2000). Although all the modelling techniques are intended to provide a 
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means of undertaking structured analysis and design of complex processes, there can 
be a wide range of differences in terms of their appearance, application and use. In 
the building and construction field, most of the existing models of design give an 
overview of the process and do not identify the activities involved in any detail, such 
as RIBA Plan of Work (RIBA, 2000), the most commonly recognised model for a 
building project. 
As reviewed in section 4.5, many studies have concentrated either on product 
modelling (Bjork, 1989; Cutting-Decelle et ai., 1997; Karhu, 1997) or on process 
modelling (Sanvido et al., 1990; Austin et al., 1996; Kartam et al., 1997; Cooper et 
al., 1998). However no modelling technique has been found that provides enough 
information to allow comparison between a product and process view of design or 
that gives clear definitions to distingnish between the two types of models. In fact, 
some researchers even consider there is no distinguishable boundary between the 
design product model and design process model, and both types of the models have 
been applied to achieve a similar purpose. As the wide contextual discussion on the 
product modelling and process modelling has been given in section 4.5 through a 
detailed literature review, this section concentrates on the two types of models for the 
purpose of this research. 
In the context of this research, two types of model have been examined in turn to 
understand the difference between the product and process model perspectives to the 
building design. Also it should be emphasised that, for the purpose of this research, 
what have been captured and represented in the design product model and design 
process model are the pure design components or tasks rather than management 
tasks. 
5.2.2 Design Product Model 
The literature on product modelling is comprehensive and multifarious. As discussed 
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in section 4.5, different attempts and approaches have been exploited in developing 
product models for various purposes by different researchers and practitioners (Bjork, 
1989; Karhu, 1997; Eastman and Augenbroe, 1998; Kimmance, 2002). There is no 
universal defmition for the scope and nature of a product model. Therefore, to fit the 
purpose of this research, the architecture of a product model was defmed by the 
decomposition of a complete building into system, component and elemental design 
tasks that produce design·related deliverables. The design product model built for the 
CCCR project can also be regarded as a product database which contains the design 
components/tasks needed in order to complete the design and meet the clients' 
requirements. The clearest way to explain the structure of the design product model 
is via an example as follow. 
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Figure 5.1: A Section of the Conceptual Design Product Model Hierarchy 
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Figure 5.1 shows a section (architectural discipline) of the conceptual design product 
model for the CCCR buildingl . This is one of the five disciplines (architectural, civil 
engineering, structural engineering, mechanical engineering and electrical 
engineering design) within the overall hierarchy for the conceptual design. Several 
researchers (Newton, 1995; Austin et al., 1999; Waskett, 1999; Steele, 2000) have 
demonstrated that building design occurs on an individual discipline basis, no matter 
whether a project was designed by a multi-disciplinary organisation or a group of 
separated practices. The author accepted this realistic view and used the 5-discipline 
fashion for the decomposition of the CCCR building. The detailed methodology of 
the conceptual design product modelling for the CCCR building is explained in 
Section 5.3.2.2. 
The CCCR building design product model was represented in a hierarchical manner. 
The top of the model represented the design in the most general fashion, while 
descending the model revealed an increasing level of detail until each individual 
design component was shown at the lowest level for the specific design stage. To 
make the complex and extended hierarchy of the design product model fit an A4 
page, it is displayed in a tabular format rather than a traditionally hierarchical tree 
diagram. Each design component in the design product model is referenced with a 
unique number that indicates the location and level of the design component within 
the product hierarchy, and each bottom-level design component is classified as H (for 
High), M (for Medium) or L (for Low) level to indicate its importance in relation to 
the entire building design as a whole at each design stage. As shown in the Figure 5.1, 
the reference number of each design component and the classification of each 
bottom-level design component/task occupy the 1 sI and 3,d columns to match with 
the name of each design component listed in the middle column of the tabular design 
product model. For example, bottom-level design component 'Roof Setting Out 
General Arrangements' is numbered as A. 1.3. 1.4 with classification H, which is one 
1 The CCCR Project is discussed in more detail in Section 5.3. 
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of the children of design components of Al.3.l, 'Architectural Setting Out General 
Arrangement', in the hierarchy which is in turn below Al.3, 'Primary Architectural 
Elements Design', and AI, 'Architectural Design'. 
The full conceptual design product model is included in Appendix I, which 
represents the decomposition of the conceptual design into 5 main parts/disciplines, 
main design components, sub-design components, with a total of 87 bottom-level 
design components/tasks. The scheme design and detailed design product models for 
the CCCR building are also presented in Appendix I. 
5.2.3 Design Process Model 
The literature on process modelling is even more comprehensive and far-reaching 
than the product modelling (see Section 4.5 for more details). The most commonly 
accepted prescriptive model for a building project is the RmAPlan of Work (2000), 
which provides an accurate representation of the design process by splitting it into a 
number of design stages and responsibilities. However, the design process requires 
the fusion of individuals' creativity and ideas through a number of interactions and 
exchanges, and as such any prescriptive model has its limitations. 
A design process model can capture and represent the information transfers in an 
easily understood form, which is essential to successfully programme the design of a 
building and to study the design process evolution. Several building design process 
models have been reviewed in Section 4.5, where the generic model of detailed 
building design process devised in the ADePT (Austin et aI., 1999) has been 
examined as the most appropriate model to fit the definition of the process modelling 
in the context of this research. As the generic model developed in ADePT through 
the production of the IDEFOv process modelling notation, the building design 
process model represented in this research were also underpinned by IDEFOv 
approach to map the processes and information flows involved in the building design, 
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and it was structured hierarchically on a discipline basis. However, the models are 
presented here in a tabular format and not the graphical format because of the 
constraint of the A4 page space as mentioned previously. 
The building design process can be considered as two separate functions (Austin et 
aI., 1994): design work and management work. However, the management functions 
were not modelled as part of the design process model, as this research was focused 
on the pure design activities and its evolution. In other words, the design process 
model here only represents the design functions, and represents information flows 
between and within each discipline's design tasks. However, analysis of such a 
model can clearly inform how such a process should be planned and managed. 
The design process model for the CCCR building was constructed using the design 
product model described in the previous section as a starting point. Figure 5.2 shows 
a section of the conceptual design process model for the CCCR building. Comparing 
Figure 5.2 (process model) with Figure 5.1 (product model), it can be seen that four 
columns were added to make the design process model, which are information 
dependencies of each bottom-level design task, together with the type, source and 
classification of each item of information listed. How these information 
dependencies were determined and verified is elaborated through a detailed 
explanation of design process modelling method represented in section 5.3.2.3 and 
section 5.3.3. In the process model, each piece of information required for producing 
a bottom-level design task was represented, regardless of whether it would normally 
have been available at the time the design occurred. This means that all the 
information required to allow the design to proceed was considered. 
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Figure 5.2: A Section of the Conceptual Design Process Model Hierarchy 
The full set of the conceptual design and scheme design process models are included 
in Appendix II, which can indicate different scales of the design for both of the 
design stages. 87 bottom-level design tasks and 708 information requirements were 
deemed necessary at the conceptual design stage, compared to 176 tasks and 1261 
dependencies at the scheme design stage. 
5.2.4 Distinction Between Desigu Product Model and Desigu Process Model 
As two types of the models have been clearly illustrated in the previous sections, it is 
not difficult to distinguish them in the context of this research. The product model is 
a static model to represent the hierarchical structure of the building design and 
decompose the entire design into the elemental design components. In contrast, the 
process model highlights the flows of information between the design tasks, although 
the hierarchy of the design structure are kept as same as that in the design product 
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model. Therefore, in this research, the main distinction between the design product 
model and design process model is whether the information flows and dependencies 
between the design components/tasks are captured and represented or not. 
It seems that the design process model is more sophisticated than the product model, 
and the product model can be encompassed by the process model. However, arguably, 
the design product model can represent the design in a more concise marmer and 
keep the hierarchical format of the design more distinguishable and readable than 
those indicated in the design process model, considering the complexity of a building 
design and numerous design components and tasks involved in the building design. 
The illustrations of the product and process model proposed here provide a simple 
defmition of the two and their relationship that could help both industrialists 
(designers and contractors) and researchers wishing to understand one view (e.g. 
product) in terms of the other (e.g. process). 
5.3 MODELLING STAGED BUILDING DESIGN 
5.3.1 Case Study of the CCCR Building Project 
The Centre for Collaborative Construction Research (CCCR) project aimed to 
achieve the co-location of the research teams in Civil and Building Engineering 
department at Loughborough University and to create a unique collaborative 
working environment bringing together more than 160 researchers. It involved the 
refurbishment of the RT building (existing departmental main building) to create a 
research hub comprising of an 860 m2 open-plan space for all researchers, together 
with a linked new three storey 1212 m2 combi-office to accommodate and reunite 
staff displaced from the RT and Annex buildings. The existing Ove Amp designed 
structure has been fully refurbished and a new three story wing added around two 
sides (See Figure 5.3 & 5.4 below, and floor plan, typical elevation and cross-section 
drawings are included in Appendix VI ). 
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Figure 5.3: CCCR Site Location Figure 5.4: CCCR Concept Design 
Following a small design competition, the architectural and engineering consultants 
Swanke Hayden Connell and Buro Happold were appointed as the design team of the 
project along with EC Harris as external project manager and Marriott construction 
as construction advisor and subsequently the main contractor. The total cost to of the 
project was £4.7M, with a construction and fit-out cost of £3.1M. The design of the 
CCCR building was undertaken from January 2004 (preliminary conceptual design) 
until December 2004 (detailed design finished) followed by the construction of the 
new building (CCCR building) and refurbishment of the RT building starting in 
January 2005 completed by April 2006. 
The CCCR project was organised in phases, beginning with the new building and 
continuing with the redevelopment of the existing building (RT building). The 
project was in conceptual design between January 2004 and June 2004, in scheme 
design from June 2004 to August 2004, and detailed design lasted four months from 
August 2004. Production information continued to be produced after the Guaranteed 
Maximum Price (GMP) during construction. It was an ongoing project that happened 
concurrently with this research. Therefore it provided a great opportunity for a 
detailed study of a live project to deal with a full variety of evidence such as 
documents, drawings, specifications and interviews for the purpose of this research. 
The detailed case study of the CCCR building project was focused on the design 
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phases only (from the conceptual design stage to the detailed design stage), and it 
was undertaken to obtain the necessary materials and data to achieve two main 
research objectives: 1) to investigate and test the suitability of the adaptation of the 
pre-existing generic detailed design process model to represent the scheme design 
and the conceptual design respectively, and 2) to collect data and evidence for 
building and testing the evolving information flow based hierarchical model to 
represent the staged design and design evolution. 
As this research was focused on the building design process rather than construction 
or refurbishment process, all the data collection and model testing were concentrated 
on the part of the new CCCR building. Additionally, the cost of the CCCR building 
accounted for 84% of the overall project budget, and was therefore the major part of 
the project. 
5.3.2 Modelling and Testing the Conceptual Design Models 
5.3.2.1 Difficulties in modelling conceptual design 
In the conceptual design stage, there was evidence that the architects drive the initial 
designs. Within the architectural discipline, most of the creation of ideas and 
decision making processes involved intangible information transfer and iteration 
occurred in the minds of the architects. According to Steele (2000), designers do not 
appear to follow any rigid sequence of design decision-making procedure at the 
conceptual design phase. Therefore the challenge was how to model the mass 
information flow and iteration undertaken during the conceptual stage into a 
structured manner, as most of the flow of information between designers during the 
early stages of design process was unstructured. 
During the conceptual design, ideas, thoughts and assumptions were externalised 
rapidly, resulting in mass information flow, and doubtless loss and changes of 
concepts. This is compliant with the experience of Newton (1995) and Steele (2000) 
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who found it was almost impossible to track the flow of verbal and informal 
information transfer during the real-time design activity. To gather the relevant 
information during the early design stages, an effective methodology had to be 
applied. The design process modelling (DPM) technique was described by Austin et 
al.(1999) and well tested by Waskett (1999) to gather data during investigations of 
the detailed design stage of building projects. However, this technique has not yet 
been applied and tested at the conceptual design phase, nor had there been any 
investigation of the potential linkage of models of different stages. 
A distinguishing feature of conceptual design is that designers tend to work either 
individually or as co-ordinators of the work of a single designer within their own 
discipline during the early design stage. Given this scenario, it was difficult to fmd 
tangible intra-disciplinary transfer of one piece of information in order for another 
element of the design to be produced. This matched the observation of Steele (2000), 
as he found some information transfers, during the conceptual design stage, were not 
referred too owing to the fact that it takes place within the mind of the designer in 
question and is thus intangible. Many conceptual design activities were in effect an 
iterative decision making processes that were undertaken rapidly, sometimes 
instantaneously, in the mind of the designers. Therefore, even though the information 
flows depicted in the conceptual design process model proposed (in section 5.3.2.3) 
are already vast, they might not represent the totality of the actual information 
transfer that occurred. All that is represented in the model are the processes involved 
once the concepts of the individual designers have been filtered internally and then 
externalised. 
5.3.2.2 Modelling and verification of the conceptual design product model 
As the differences between the design product model and design process model have 
been defmed in Section 5.2.4, it is apparent that the product model can represent the 
hierarchical structure of the design in a more concise manner than the process model. 
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Therefore, to model the conceptual design, it started from building the design 
product model fust, since the design hierarchy and elemental components can be 
identified without detailing the information flows. 
To prove whether the model of the detailed design process can be adapted to 
represent conceptual design, the first draft of the conceptual design product model 
for the CCCR building was initially elicited from two sources. The first source was 
the design hierarchy represented in the generic design process model for the detailed 
design stage (system level) built and tested by Waskett (1999), and the second source 
was the CCCR stage C (conceptual design) report including drawings, programmes, 
descriptions and specifications. 
Relevant design components for the CCCR conceptual design were identified by 
reviewing of the conceptual design report together with the generic detailed design 
process model. This review allowed complete systems or individual design 
components to be omitted, added or moved to another discipline/section as necessary 
in order to create a product model for the CCCR conceptual design. Where 
appropriate, lowest level design components were rolled up to higher levels (1 layer 
or more) or expanded down to more detailed level to reflect the proper level of the 
detail of the design in the conceptual stage. 
When the 1 SI draft of the design product model was complete, its correctness and 
integrity was verified through the archival analysis. The project documents, such as 
site investigation and analysis, design philosophy and design drawings, design 
assumptions and criteria, specifications and loading information, were reviewed and 
analyzed in-depth to check whether all of these important design activities and 
information were reflected in the design product model. If necessary, the further 
changes were applied to the conceptual design product model. Then, the conceptual 
design product model was compared with the generic model again to check its 
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consistency and differences between them. By doing so, a hierarchy of design 
components involved in the conceptual stage of the CCCR building design was 
identified and verified. The summary of the adaptation of the generic model (i.e. 
changes and differences such as deletions, additions, moves and collapses) for the 
conceptual design product model (after the validation of the model) together with the 
information flows included in the process model are represented in Table 5.1 in the 
following section. 
The structure of the hierarchy can be represented in a hierarchically graphical format 
(as Figure 5.5) or a tabular format (as Figure 5.6). Figure 5.5 and 5.6 both illustrate a 
partition of an individual discipline down into a main design component, A.1.3.! 
Architectural Setting Out General Arrangements, and then sub-components. 
, . . 
I;? A.1.3·.· '-. 
~~~ PrimalY Arch . 
~I Elements Design ~ 
A 1 3 1 
Arch GAs 
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Figure 5.5: A Section of the Conceptual Design Product Model Hierarchy 
(hierarchical graph) 
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Figure 5.6: A Section of the Conceptual Design Product Model Hierarchy 
( tabular format) 
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5.3.2.3 Preliminary validation of the conceptual design product model 
Following the completion of the verification of the conceptual design product model, 
three structured interviews with 2 project architects, the lead civil and structural 
engineer and the lead mechanical and electrical engineer were undertaken. Each one 
was asked to validate the design product model by checking it for internal 
consistency, the model's structure and components. Meanwhile, each of them was 
requested to make comments on the suitability of the model to show the reality of the 
project. Overall, the architects and engineers were impressed by the clarity with that 
the design product model sununarised the design components, and represented them 
in an organised manner, and additionally, they gave constructive suggestions for the 
modification and correction of the model. 
Besides that, the interviewees were also asked to classify each of the bottom-level 
design component into High (H), Medium (M) or Low (L) level. Here, high level 
means that the design task has the fundamental impact on the form of the building; 
medium level means there is an identifiable implication in terms of cost or space; the 
low level represents the minimum but necessarily identifiable need. Then the design 
product model was modified and information was added or deleted to comply with 
designers' feedback. The full conceptual design product model after the preliminary 
validation is shown in the Appendix 1. 
5.3.2.4 Modelling, verification and preliminary validation of the conceptual 
design process model 
Once the product model was validated through the interview with engineers, the 
information dependencies of each functional primitive (i.e. bottom-level) 
component/task were added to create the design process model. First of all, the 
design report was reviewed to track the flow of formal information transferred 
between design activities. However, although the available documentations have 
shown certain detailed level of the design tasks, the information flows were not 
cleared recorded in details. Therefore design information dependencies represented 
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in the generic detailed design process model were reviewed in-depth, combined with 
the author's civil engineering background knowledge, to examine their suitability of 
the adaptation for representing the information flows between the conceptual design 
tasks. Where appropriate, the information dependencies of design tasks were omitted 
or added as necessary to reflect the proper information flows that occurred during the 
conceptual design. 
When the conceptual design process model was produced, it was split by disciplines 
to be allocated to two architects, the lead civil and structural engineer and the lead 
mechanical and electrical engineer. The two architects were interviewed in pair, and 
two engineers were interviewed individually to obtain an improved understanding of 
conceptual design undertaken within each discipline and to verify the details of 
design tasks, the information required to allow them to undertake the respective 
tasks. 
Slightly different from the verification of the design product model, the design 
process model was fully verified by the architects and engineers through the 
interview sessions, because the available archives are not detailed enough to support 
the internal verification of the design process model. The preliminary validation of 
the design process model was undertaken by the designers as what was conducted for 
the design product model. Additionally, the architects and engineers were asked to 
classify the importance of each information flow into A, B or C level. According to 
the three-point scale classification described by (Austin et al., 1996), information 
classified 'N is absolutely essential to a task and it is not unestimatable; information 
classified 'B' is important to a task but estimatable; information classified 'c' is 
considered non-critical and is assumed not to contribute to interdependent loops of 
design work. A section of the design process model has been shown in Figure 5.2 (in 
Section 5.3.2) as an example. The entire design process model (after preliminary 
validation) for the conceptual design of CCCR building is shown in the Appendix 11. 
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It should be pointed out that the generic model of the detailed design process 
(referred as generic model in the rest of text) was available at two levels. The 
generic model at a Detailed Level includes 582 functional primitive design tasks, 
with a combined total of 4665 information requirements. If most of the functional 
primitive tasks in the detailed-level generic model are rolled up into their parents or 
grandparents level, the model can be displayed as a generic model at a System Level 
that encompasses 154 individual tasks with 1669 information dependencies. The 
CCCR conceptual design process model was initially adapted from the System-level 
generic model, and the relevant indicators are summarized in the Table 5.1. As 
shown in the table, it is evident that the model of the detail design process can be 
adapted to represent conceptual design with a relatively small number of additions, 
rolling-downs and moves of the design tasks together with a certain number of 
deletions and rolling-ups. In total, 93% of the conceptual design tasks were 
encompassed in the system level of the generic model for the detailed design. 
CCCR Building Project The Adaptation for the Conceptual Design 
Deleted 50 
No. of functional Added 3 
primitive Moved 2 
(Le. bottom-level) RoBed-up 20 
components/tasks RoBed-down 3 
Total 87 
Proportion of the conceptual design tasks present in 93% 
generic detailed design process model (system level) 
No. of information flows 708 
Table 5.1: Summary of Adaptation of the CCCR Conceptual Design Process Model 
from the Generic Model (system level) 
After the conceptual design process model was built, verified and preliminary 
validated with the designers, the design tasks and their information dependencies 
were imported into the Analytical Design Planner software to undertake the DSM 
analysis in order to identify the design iterative blocks and the optimised design 
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activity sequence. The two DSM views (before and after the DSM partitioning) of 
the conceptual design are shown in the Appendix HI. The implications of the 
conceptual design DSM analysis in the context of the design process evolution are 
analyzed in the succeeding Section 5.4.3 and Chapter 6. 
5.3.3 Modelling and Testing the Scheme Design 
Following similar procedures and methods of the conceptual design modelling, the 
scheme design product model and process model for the CCCR building were built 
and verified. The step by step procedure and method for modelling the staged design 
can be summarized and illustrated in a flow chart shown in the Figure 5.7. The full 
set of scheme design product model and process model for the CCCR building are 
included in the Appendix I and Appendix H respectively. 
Review Generic Detailed Design Process 
Model (system level andlor detailed level) Review Stage CID Report 
Create Inlllal Design Product Model 
for ConcepluaVScheme Design 
Verify the Product Model though 
I Archival Analysis 
Staged DSM Analysis 
Figure 5.7: Staged Design ProductlProcess Modelling Method 
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Following the hypothesis that what makes a concept design component/task different 
from its counterpart in the scheme design or detail design is the level of detail of the 
design tasks, the information dependencies and its accuracy, the scheme design 
model was considered to reflect a more detailed design structure and accommodate 
more information flows than the concept design model. Therefore, the creation of 
scheme design product/process model had taken both levels (system level and 
detailed level) of the generic detailed design process models into account in order to 
depict a more detailed hierarchy, since conceptual design product/process model was 
adapted from the system-level generic detail design process model only. 
CCCR Building Project Compared with generic Compared with generic 
Scheme Design (stage D) detailed design process detail design process 
model in System level model in Detailed level 
Deleted 43 159 
No. of functional Added 12 2 
primitive Moved 2 0 
(i.e. bottom-level) Rolled-up 9 345 
components/tasks Rolled-down 95 0 
Total 176 176 
Proportion of the scheme design tasks 39% N/A 
present in generic detailed design 
process model (system level) 
Proportion of the scheme design tasks N/A 99% 
present in generic detailed design 
process model (detailed level) 
No. of information flows 1261 1261 
Table 5.2: Summary of Adaptation for the CCCR Scheme Design Process Model 
from the Generic Model (system-level and detailed-level) 
As it can be seen from the Table 5.2, the level of the detail and accuracy of the 
scheme design model for the CCCR building is in between that of the system-level 
generic model and the detail-level generic model for detailed design. Although the 
detailed-level generic model can accommodate 99% of the scheme design model for 
the CCCR building, 345 tasks had to be roIled up together with 159 tasks deleted in 
the generic model in order to represent the CCCR scheme design. In contrast, the 
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adaptation of the system-level generic model can be done without numerous 
collapses and deletions, and however, the system-level generic model can only 
encompass 39% of the CCCR scheme design tasks, as design tasks had to be either 
added or expanded into more detailed level to represent the scheme design for the 
CCCR building project. Nevertheless, the CCCR scheme design process model was 
initially adapted from the generic model, and it had been verified, preliminary 
validated by the industry as a model that can mirror the scheme design process and 
related design tasks appropriately. 
Following the validation of the staged design process model, the DSM of the scheme 
design was built subsequently. The two DSM views (before and after the DSM 
partitioning) of the CCCR scheme design are represented in the Appendix IV, which 
is interpreted in the subsequent Section 5.4.3 and Chapter 6. 
5.4 REPRESENTATION OF DESIGN PROCESS EVOLUTION 
5.4.1 Evolution of Building Spaces 
The evolution of the CCCR building design was investigated firstly from the angle of 
the growth and changes of the building spaces. According to the in-depth review of 
the design drawings, specifications and reports and the discussion with the related 
designers, the main spaces in each floor of the new CCCR building were identilled. 
The growth and changes of each area identified through the conceptual design to the 
detailed design are summarised in the Figure 5.8. The major design changes through 
the design stages in terms of the increase or decrease of the number of the main space, 
and/or major location change are highlighted in red, while the minor design changes 
are highlighted in yellow. It can be seen from the figure, all of the major and minor 
design changes happened during the conceptual design and scheme design stages. 
After the scheme design, namely in the detailed design stage, there were no major 
design changes related to the location or number of the main design space, and the 
design was focused on increasing the details of each component. This point can also 
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be reinforced in the investigation of the evolution of the foundation design solution 
through the three design stages, shown in the Table 5.3. The design evolution of the 
Staff Offices in the CCCR building, happened during the conceptual design and 
scheme design stages, was analysed in-depth across five design disciplines (i.e. 
Architectural, Civil Eng., Structural Eng., Mechanical Eng. and Electrical Eng.), 
which is included in the Appendix V. 
Design Concept Design Scheme Design Stage E: Detailed Design 
Discipline 
Civil Eng. Shallow spread The preferred Pad foundations. excavation to pads 2.5m to 
foundations (pads) foundation option is bearing level filled with un-reinforced CIO lean 
and pile foundations pad foundations and mix concrete to underside of 450mm thick 
have been considered a ground bearing reinforced C35 concrete for fixing of base plates. 
to be the alternative slab. Alternative (SKVE08) 
foundation options. solutions are piled 
After discussion, the foundations and The ideal solution would be to suspend the 
Pile foundations are suspended ground floors over a suitable void, which for a precast 
recommended. floor slabs. (9.1, D concrete floor should be around 175mm. 
report) Ground bearing slab, 150nun thick reinforced 
A suspended slab is ground bearing concrete slab on 1200g 
preferred, although polythene d.p.m. on l00mm insulation, 50 
ground bearing slab blinding on a suitable sub-base. (SKYE 07) 
system was 
considered. (p55, C Continuous 600,900 reinforced mass concrete 
report) footing for anchoring of Brise Soliel mesh cable. 
(Proposals. E specification) 
Table 5.3: Foundation Design Evolution in the CCCR Building Project 
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CCCR Bulldlng Conceptna1 Design Scheme Design Detailed Design 
GroUlld Floor 
MalnSp ... No. of ~ort No. of LocatioJl ~or1 No. of LocatfOJl. Dw; Soac •• I Spac •• Clwo!; •• ISo .... Clwo!;. 
~inlt. (ac.demic) offico. 15 pl2 Cnporl 17 N 3.2 0 nport 17 N AOlOO 
Sh .... d(.~ office I (fot4 pl2 Creporl I (forl y 3.20nport I (for3 N AOlOO 
staff,) stoft') staff,) 
Lar.,. meetiruzroom I 1'12 Creporl I Y 3.2 0 r.port I N AOIOO 
Inform61 meetin« MU. I 1'12 C report I N 320 report I N AOIOO 
Copy/print are. I 1>12 C re!>ort I Y 3.2 0 .. !>ort I N AOIOO 
kichenttelvend erea. I pl2 C r.1>ort I Y 3.2 0 report I N AOIOO 
Stmca.se 2 1'12 C report 2 N 3.2 0 report 2 N AOIOO 
Lift I 1'12 Creport I Y 320roport I N AOIOO 
I(with 
Enttonc.lobby I pl2 C r.port recepetion N 320 report I N AOlOO 
area) 
!-,MlI.n1 filing N/A pl2 Creport I Y 3.2 0 report I N AOIOO 
IstFloar 
~f academic) office. 19 1'13 Creport 19 N 3.30 report 19 N AOIOI 
Standard Wotkstoliona 8 pl3 C report N/A Y 3.3 0 report NfA N AOIOl for admin otolf 
Larg:e meeting: room I 1'13 Creport I Y 3.3 0 report I N AOIOI 
mee~area. I pl3 Croport 2 Y 3.3 0 report 2 N AOIOI 
ore. a 1'13 Creporl I Y 3.3 0 report I N AOIOI 
kichenttefTmd ..... NfA pl3 Creporl I Y 3.3 0 report I N AOIOI 
Store room I pl3 Croport N/A 3.3 0 report NfA N AOIOI 
Staircue 2 1'13 C report 2 N 3.3 0 report 2 N AOIOI 
Lift I pl2 Creport I Y 3.3 0 report I N AOIOI 
Atrium I 1'13 C report I N 3.3 0 report I N AOIOI 
i2MFloar 
1Sina1e (academic) office. 24 '1'14 C reporl 18 N 3.40raport 18 N AOI02 
He.d ofOeol office I pl4Croport I Y 3.40report I N AOI02 
2 admin 2 admin 
Standard Workstolion. 2 pl4C report stolfin Y 3.40 .. port stolfin N AOI02 for .dmin stolf doubl. doubl. 
office office 
3.dmin 3.dmin 
Admin office N/A pl4C .. port stolfin y 3.40 report stolfin N AOI02 double double 
offic. office 
Im'ounalm .. tiruz ..... I !pl4Creport 2 Y 3.40 report 2 N AOI02 
Co are. a 'pl4C report I Y 3.40 report I N AOI02 
ldchenttelvend area NfA 1'13 Creport I Y 3.3 0 report I N AOIOI 
Stairca.se 2 ,1'14 C reporl 2 N 3.40 report 2 N AOID2 
Toilat I 11'14 C report I Y 3.40 report I N AOI02 
Lift I Ipl4Creporl I Y 3.40roport I N AOI02 
Atrium I Ipl4C report I N 3.40report I N AOI02 
Figure 5.8: Evolution of the Main Building Spaces o Major change 
Minor change 
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5.4.2 Evolution of Design Product Model 
The design evolution can also be represented and analysed from the perspective of 
the growth of the design product model, following the completion and verification of 
the product models. It is illustrated using the example shown in the Figure 5.9. The 
Figure 5.9 (a) shows a section of the conceptual design product model, and 
correspondingly Figure 5.9 (b) displays the hierarchy of the same design component, 
A.1.3 Primary Architectural Elements Design, in the scheme design product model. 
From the comparison between these two sections, it can be seen that the hierarchy of 
the design component A. 1.3 was extended wider and grew deeper into more detailed 
level along with the development of the design stage. 
Figure 5.9 (a): Section of Conceptual Design Product Model 
A 132 
Pnmary Elements 
Lavouts 
A133 
Pnmary Elements 
Assembl Details 
Figure 5.9 (b): Section of Scheme Design Product Model 
Figure 5.9: An Example of the Design Product Model Evolution 
A 135 
Primary 
Elements S ec 
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As the design stage evolved, the design components of the CCCR building were 
represented in a more detailed way. This point can be reflected through the evolution 
of the Design Product Model (DPM) hierarchy. The entire conceptual design product 
model was compared with the scheme design product model, and five emerging 
trends, in terms of the scope, detail and classification of a design component/task in 
the DPM hierarchy, were found (a design component can be a high-level node 
component or a bottom-level component). These are summarised in the Table 5.4. 
No. Scope of a Design Detail of. a Design Classification of a Design 
Component in the DPM Component in the DPM Component in the DPM 
1 Extended Increased N/A 
2 Extended Unchanged N/A 
3 Unchanged Increased N/A 
4 N/A Unchanged Increased 
5 N/A Unchanged Decreased 
Table 5.4: Five Trends of the Design Component Evolution 
Since only the bottom-level design components in the DPM were classified into H, 
M or L level, regarding their importance to the design, the classification evolution 
was not applicable to the node component (i.e. high-level design components). It is 
easier to explain the identification of the scope or detail evolution of a design 
component via an example. For instance, from the conceptual design to the scheme 
design stage, the bottom-level design component, Al.3.l.2 shown in the Figure 5.9 
(a) evolved with two children components shown in the Figure 5.9 (b), namely, 
A1.3.l.2.! and AI.3.1.2.2, which is called a detail increased. In this case, the detail 
of design component AI.3.!, the parent component of A1.3.1.2, was increased 
correspondingly, as grandchildren components were added. For the design 
component Al.3, more than the detail increasing, its children were increased from 
one (i.e. A.1.3.! in the Figure 5.9a) to four (i.e. A1.3.!, A1.3.2, A.1.3.3, A1.3.4 in 
the Figure 5.9b), and therefore its scope was extended at the same time. Through the 
explanation of this example, it can be realised that the detail of a high-level design 
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component could be increased with or without its scope extension and vice versa, 
while the detail of a bottom-level design component could be increased with or 
without a change of its classification, along with the growth of the design. A more 
detailed analysis of the evolutions of all of the design components included in the 
conceptual design product model is displayed in the Table 5.5. 
As shown in Table 5.5, the 3rd trend (i.e. increase of component's detail) was the 
most common (52%), of these five trends. It was followed by the priority increase of 
the bottom-level design component (21 %), then the classification decrease of the 
bottom-level design component (11 %). It is not too difficult to understand that trends 
3, 4 and 5 accounted for higher percentages than the trend 1 and 2, because there 
were 87 bottom-level design components against 32 high-level design components, 
and trends 1 and 2 were only applicable to the non-bottom level components. 
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No. of the trends 1 2 3 4 5 
Property ofa High-level component High-level or Bottom-level Bottom-level component 
component component 
Scope ofa Extended Extended Unchanged N/A N/A 
component 
Detailofa Increased Unchanged Increased Unchanged Unchanged 
component 
Classification of a N/A N/A N/A Increased Decreased 
component 
The A.I. A1.2. Bottom-level components: AI.4.1. A2.2.1.2. 
components/tasks A1.3. AlA. AI.3.1.2. AI.3.1.3. AI.4.3. A2.2.2. 
evolved in the A2. A3.2. AI.3.IA. AI.3.I.S. AI.S.2. A2.2.3. 
conceptual DPM A3. AI.3.1.6. A 1.6. A1.8. A.I.S.3. A4.3.1. 
A3.3.I. A1.12. A1.13 •• A2.3.1.1. A2.2.1.1. AAA.I. 
A3.3.2. A2.3.1.4. A.3.3.1.2. A2.2.1.3. AA.5.I. 
AA. A4.2.2. A4.3.2. A4A.2. A2.3.2.1. AA.9.3. 
AA.3 A4.S.2. A4.5.4. A4.9.2. A2.3.2.2. A4.11.1 
A4.IO. A4.11.2. A4.11.3. A3.2.2. 
AS.2.3. AS.3. A.S.S. A3.4.2. 
High-level components: A.3A.3. 
AI.3.1. A 1.5. A.2.3. A4.2A. 
A2.3.I, A3.3. A.3.3.2.1. A.5.2.2.2. 
A3.3.2.2. A4.4. A4.5. A5.2.2.3 
A4.9, AA.II. A5. A5.2 A.5.6.3 
Sum of the 8 3 24 IS 8 
components 13 
The proportion of 11% 4% 52% 21 % 11% 
the trend in 5 trends 
The evolved 25% 9% N/A N/A N/A 
components against 
all of the high-level 41 % 
components 
The evolved N/A N/A 28% 17% 9% 
components against 
all of the 
bottom-level 
N/A 
components 
Notes There were 87 bottom-level design components against 32 non-bottom level 
components in the conceptual Design Product Model shown in Appendix I. 
Table 5.5: Design Component Growth in the Evolution of the Design Product Model 
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To make it clearer, the high-level components can be distinguished from the 
bottom-level components to calculate their proportion in their own categories, which 
is shown in the bottom two rows of Table 5.5. It can be seen that for the high-level 
design components, 41 % of them were evolved with a detail increase, and 25% of 
them were grown in terms of detail increase and scope extension, in addition, 9% of 
the components with purely scope extension. In total, 75% of the high-level design 
components were directly involved with a positive design growth from the 
conceptual design to the scheme design. Correspondingly, 28% of the bottom-level 
design components were evolved with detail increase, and additionally, 17% and 9% 
of the bottom-level components were involved with an increase and decrease of their 
design priority respectively. 
No matter the increase of the detail, the extension of the scope or the upgrade of the 
priority, these developments might be expected to happen during the design process 
evolution. However, the decrease of the importance for the bottom-level design 
components' classification was not anticipated, and therefore those 8 design 
components causing a classification downgrade were examined in more details. 
It is noted that those 8 design components came from two disciplines, Civil 
Engineering and Mechanical Engineering. Those in the civil engineering discipline 
were under the category of A.2.2 Survey Work Design, which were A.2.2.1.2 
Drainage Survey Drawing, A.2.2.2 Enabling Work Design and A.2.2.3 Earthworks 
Design and their classifications were degraded from Medium (M) level into the Low 
(L) level. Following scrutiny, the downgrade of these design components' priority 
can be explained from three aspects. Firstly, some of the major survey works had 
high priority and were undertaken at the beginning of the conceptual design to gather 
the necessary data in order to determine the foundation system and other design 
concepts, and along with the development of the design those finished survey works 
were not necessary to be given high priority anymore in the subsequent stage. 
Secondly, the new building in the CCCR project was designed to link with the 
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existing RT building, and some of the site and site service information were fmally 
obtained from original geotechnical reports of the exiting building without the need 
for doing the investigation. Thirdly, the completion and the progressing of the design 
component A.2.2.2 (Enabling work design) and A.2.2.3 (Earthworks design) were 
highly dependent on the design information from the design component A.2.2.1.3 
(Ground investigation reports), however, due to the delayed completion of the 
ground investigation reports (A.2.2.1.3), it led to the downgrade of the design 
priority for the design components A,2.2.2 and A,2.2.3 together with the failure of 
progressing the evolution of these two components. 
For the rest of five design components belonging to the mechanical engineering, four 
of them were 'Load Analysis' related design components, and one of them is A,4.9.3, 
'Boiler Plant Layout Design'. In the CCCR project, the detailed load analyses were 
undertaken and completed in the conceptual design stage, and therefore the priority 
of those related design components did not need to stay at the high level in the 
scheme design stage. Moreover, as the design evolved and more design components 
were introduced, the designer's design priority may have to be moved into the new 
emerging design components, so that some of the original design components may 
not have the high design classification as they had in the precious design stage. In 
addition, the mechanical engineer planned to design a boiler plant for the new 
building in the early stage of the conceptual design until he found out that the 
existing boiler plant for the RT building was big enough to work for the both the new 
building and existing building in the later stage of the design, and therefore it led to 
the priority decrease of the component A.4.9.3, 'Boiler Plant Layout Design'. 
To sum up, the evolution of the CCCR building design can be reflected from the 
growth of the design product model in terms of the detail increase, scope extension 
and priority upgrade of the design components, although a few of the components' 
classification were degraded because of the specific project scenarios explained 
above. 
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5.4.3 Evolution of the Design Process Model and DSM 
The evolution of the design process over time can be revealed from the explosion of 
the scale of the design process model. There were 87 bottom-level design tasks and 
708 information dependencies in the conceptual design process model, which 
increased to 176 tasks with 1261 dependencies when the design progressed into the 
scheme design stage. Both design process models are included in Appendix II. 
As mentioned in Section 5.2.4, under the defInition of this research, the design 
process model encompassed a whole of the hierarchically structured design 
components/tasks represented in the design product model, and additionally together 
with information flows and dependencies between the bottom-level design 
components/tasks. It means that the detailed analysis of the design product model 
evolution in terms of the development of the design components/tasks was also 
applicable to reflect part of the design process model evolution. In addition, the 
growth of the design information flows and dependencies added more evidence to 
mirror the evolution of the design process model. 
The analysis of the design product model evolution was undertaken through the 
investigation of changes of design tasks using detailed calculation and classifIcation 
(such as additions, deletions, rolling-ups, rolling downs). But, the growth of the 
information flows can not be illustrated by using the similar mathematical 
calculation and classifIcation because of the following reason. 
In the design process model, an information flow was captured to provide a link from 
a lowest-level design task to another. The information flows showed the relationships 
and dependencies between the bottom-level design tasks, and they only existed 
between the lowest-level design tasks in the tabular format of the design process 
model. Furthermore, a relationship between two bottom-level design tasks was not 
necessarily linked by only one piece of information flow, which could be linked by 2, 
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3 or even more pieces of information flows. Therefore, the distribution of 
information flows did not have a hierarchical format as the structure of design tasks. 
The existence of the information flows depended on the reality of the dependences 
between design activities happened during the design, and the distribution of the 
information flows was in a random and chaotic pattern. Thus, although the detailed 
changes of information flows through two design stages might be able to be counted 
(ignoring the time issues on counting the numerous information flows), the results of 
those figures can not show a clear picture of the design evolution rather than 
confusion. 
However, this does not mean that the changes and evolutions of the information 
flows should not be represented and analysed. It is just a matter of how the growth of 
the information flows should be displayed to mirror the design process evolution 
without introducing vague figures that can not be interpreted. 
The Dependency Structure Matrix (DSM) is not only an analysis tool for system and 
process modelling, but also _ a powerful visualisation tool. It can clearly display the 
interrelationships between design components/task in a compact, visual and 
analytically advantageous format (more details explained in Section 4.6). Therefore, 
the DSM analysis was used to explain the design process evolution and to show the 
growth of the information dependencies. 
After the validation of the conceptual design process modelling and scheme design 
process modelling, the data in the two models were inputted into the Analytical 
Design Planning Technique program to undertake Dependency Structural Matrix 
(DSM) analysis. The two matrices (before and after the partitioning) of the 
conceptual design and two matrices of the scheme design are included in the 
Appendix III and IV respectively. The two DSMs (for the conceptual design and the 
scheme design) after the partitioning shown in Figure 5.10 and 5.11 can be analysed 
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to give a further demonstration of the design process evolution. 
Figure 5.10: Conceptual Design DSM after Partitioning2 
Figure 5.11: Scheme Design DSM after Partitioning 
The Stage of Total number of the Total number of Number of 
the Design information design tasks in design tasks in 
dependencies in the theDSM the iterative 
design process loops after 
model partitioning 
Conceptual 708 87 46 
Design 
Scheme 1261 176 89 
Design 
Evolution 553 Increase 89 Increase 43 Increase 
overtime 78% Increased 102% Increased 95% Increased 
Proportion of 
tasks in loops 
after 
partitioning 
53% 
51% 
2% Decrease 
Table 5.6: Design Tasks Growth in the Evolution of the Design Process Model and 
DSM 
1 In all the DSM diagrams included in this thesis: each yellow cell represents a weak interdependency 
(class C) between two design tasks; each green cell represents a medium interdependency (class B); 
and each red cell represents a strong interdependency (class A). 
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The evolution of the design process represented in the design process model and 
DSM is summarised in the Table 5.6. As shown, the number of information 
dependencies and the number of design tasks through the conceptual design to the 
scheme design increased by 553 and 89 respectively, along with the raise of the 
number of tasks in the iterative loop of the DSM from 46 to 89. In total, 53% and 
51 % of the design tasks in each matrix was within in a single iterative loop of design 
work. Comparing the partitioned DSM of the conceptual design (Figure 5.10) with 
the partitioned DSM of the scheme design (Figure 5.11), it was found the pattern of 
the DSMs and iterative loops grew over time, not in a random or unplanned manner, 
but foIlowing a similar tendency. The design tasks involved in the iterative loops 
grew as fast as the DSM grew over the evolution of the design, and therefore the 
proportion of the tasks in the loop had no dramatic changes (from 53% to 51%, a 
slight decrease). The more DSM analysis is represented in Section 6.3.3 along with 
the description of its potential application of the Staged Evolving Analysis 
Technique. 
5.5 CONCLUSIONS 
This chapter started with the discussion and comparison of two types of the design 
models, i.e. design product model and design process model. Then, the compilation 
of the design product models and design process models for the conceptual and the 
scheme design of the CCCR building has been illustrated, along with a 
demonstration of the adaptation of the generic model of the detail design process. 
From the verification and preliminary validation process, we can conclude that the 
generic model of the detail design process was suitable to be adapted to represent the 
conceptual design and scheme design, since many categories of the tasks and 
information dependencies are inherent! y the same in each phase, and the difference 
was the level of details and accuracy. 
FoIlowing the completion of the staged modeIling, the design process evolution has 
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been analyzed from three perspectives. In short, the evolution of the design process 
can be reflected as: 
i) the growth and changes of the building spaces or elements (such as foundations); 
ii) the increased representation of the hierarchy of the design product model; and 
iii) the explosion of the scale of the design process model and the enlarged iterative 
loops depicted in the DSM. 
The objective of this phase of the work was. to investigate whether the model of the 
detail design process can be adapted to represent scheme design and concept design 
and to create an evolving information flow based hierarchical model of the design 
process to represent the growth of the design through a staged/phased approach, 
which has been achieved. To explore the generality of the Staged Evolving Analysis 
Technique (SEAT) and its industrial applications, the relevant research work is 
elaborated in the following Chapter. 
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THE IMPLICATIONS AND APPLICATIONS OF THE STAGED 
EVOLVING ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE (SEAT) 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
The previous chapter elaborated the development of ~taged Evolving Analysis 
Teclmiques (SEAT), which encompassed design product and process modelling to 
cover two design stages and sequent evolving analysis across the stages. The 
verification and preliminary validation of this new technique was also discussed in 
the last chapter. 
This chapter starts from the description of the further validation of SEAT, and then 
moves into illustration of the implications and applications of SEAT. Apart from the 
contribution to the design modelling and DSM analysis, SEAT can also improve 
learning and providing a better understanding of the building design process not only 
from the conventional insight of design process evolution, but also from the novel 
insight of reversing the design process. 
6.2 VALIDATION OF SEAT 
The design product and process modelling stages of the Staged Evolving Analysis 
. - Technique (SEAT) established the scope, complexity and logic of the design process 
and allows information to be input into the matriX analysis tool, the ADePf software 
(version 7.1.3.4, developed by Adept Management ltd.). The consistency of the 
design product and process model has been confIrmed through the detailed case 
study and test with the leading architects and engineers in the industry. SEAT is 
largely dependent on the validity of the Design Product Model and Design Process 
Model, and the resultant staged evolution analysis and DSM analysis will only be as 
accurate as the data it is based upon. Great efforts were made to ensure the data in the 
Design Product Model and Deign Process Model for each design stage were 
. stringently tested through the internal verifications and external validation. 
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Additionally, the ADePT software can not only help the DSM analysis, but also 
provide further validation of the integrity and correctness of the data included in the 
design process models. SEAT, the technique/method itself, can be applied from one 
building design project to another, which have a generic nature. However, as 
mentioned in the research methodology chapter (Section 3.6), the staged design 
product and process model applied in the SEAT has to be project-specific based so 
that the analysis of the design process evolution can accommodate the specific 
features of a project. 
The staged product model and process model were adapted from the generic model 
of the detailed building design process (referred to as the generic model here on in). 
The effectiveness and the generic nature of the generic model has been well validated 
and confmned by Waskett (1999) that over 90% of the design activities/tasks in 
building design projects are included in the generic model. Also as tested in the 
previous chapter (Section 5.3.2.4 and 5.3.3), the system level of the generic model 
can be adapted to represent the conceptual design where 93% of the design tasks in 
the conceptual design model were included in the generic model, and likewise, the 
detailed level of the generic model accommodated 99% of the design tasks in the 
scheme design model, although the adaptation had involved numerous deletions and 
category roll-ups. Furthermore, the staged design process model does not model the 
way in which each task is performed, it only shows the information required and 
produced by each task. This black-box approach allows the same tasks, performed in 
a variety of ways by different designers, to be modelled in a unified manner. 
Therefore, most of the design tasks and information dependencies represented in the 
staged design product model and design process model should be valid from one 
project to the next. For example, a pad foundation, however it is designed, will 
always need appreciation of the site survey information, primary frame loads and 
underground service design information. These information dependencies do not 
vary from building to building or from project to project, although the content of 
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information might vary, and therefore a design process model representing this 
process, if verified, will be valid for most of projects. Additionally, management 
influences on the design process were excluded in the staged models, making the 
model less specific to individual projects and easier to validate in a wide context. 
This exclusion of management functions was part of a deliberated ploy to focus on 
modelling pure design activities rather than the activity of planning and directing. 
SEAT was further validated through the development of its application (shown in the 
following section), which confIrmed that the design models and the technique 
produced were not only representative but workable. Validation of any new 
technique or model is an ongoing process and can be performed by using the 
technique/model produced from a previous project to predict the likely design 
process for another. When SEAT is used for the next building project to predict and 
analysed the design process evolution through different stages, the feedback from the 
researchers and industry would be the best way to continue the validation of this new 
technique. 
6.3 IMPLICATIONS OF SEAT 
6.3.1 Contribution to the Design Modelling 
As argued in section 5.3.2.1, the major difficulty in attempting to describe rationally 
the process of early stage(s) of design, such as conceptual design, lies within the very 
nature of this intuitive, creative, heuristic, cognitive and inspiration driven stage of 
the design process (Steele, 2000). All of these are intangible, and hence trying to 
create a structured model of conceptual design process involves making the 
intangible, tangible, which is very tough work! Therefore all of the existing models 
for early stages of design are broad, abstract and ambiguous without detailed 
breakdowns. This research used a "Reverse process" strategy to take the high level 
design components/tasks in the generic model of detailed building design process to 
structure the conceptual design. It presents the conceptual design with detailed 
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decompositions and infonnation requirements; a level of definition not seen in 
previous research has achieved. The validity of the model was also tested through 
structured interviews with architects and leading engineers of the disciplines. 
Therefore it has fonned a basis of structuring the early stage of the design process 
(such as conceptual design and scheme design) based on detailed decomposition and 
infonnation-flow for future projects. 
In trying to structure the building design, a search of the literature reveals vagueness 
and ambiguity between design product modelling and design process modelling. The 
distinction between two types of models was clarified in the course of this research 
(see Section 5.2.4). In SEAT, the design product model was defmed as a pre-cursor to 
design process modelling; this presented the design in a compact manner and kept 
the hierarchical fonnat of design components distinguishable. This model consisted 
solely of tasks associated with the design of the components and elements of the 
building, aggregated in a hierarchy into sub-systems and systems. The information 
interdependencies between design components/tasks were then captured in the 
design process modelling stage, which enabled the loops of the coupled design tasks 
to be highlighted in the subsequent stage of DSM analysis. 
As reviewed in Section 4.5, most of existing design models stay at a high level of 
abstraction; they neither provide a detailed description of the decomposition of a 
building, nor represent detailed infonnation exchange between the design activities. 
Moreover, those models lack synchronisation across the phases of design activity, 
with each model defIning the discrete phases in different ways. Whilst the design 
process model devised in ADePT (Waskett, 1999; Austin et al., 2000b) defmes the 
design activities and their infonnation requirements in detail, it was focused on only 
the detailed design stage of a project. In SEAT methodology, two hierarchically 
structured design product models and two infonnation flow based design process 
models, four validated models in total, were produced to cover two design stages 
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(conceptual design stage and scheme design stage) from a multi-disciplinary 
viewpoint, which enabled the evolution of the building design process to be 
visualised and anal ysed. 
6.3.2 Understanding of Design Process Progression 
The conventional perspective of design process evolution follows the sequence that 
design develops. Accordingly, most of the traditional design process development 
methodologies to describe design development as a forward phase-wise process in 
order to represent the expansion of design solutions. The RmA Plan of Work (RmA, 
2000) is one of the typical prescriptive process models to represent the design work 
based on a number of sequential stages. 
In SEAT, the design process evolution can be revealed in a sequential process 
progression as described in Section 5.4. Here, it was shown that the development of 
the design process of the CCCR building project through the conceptual design stage 
to scheme design stage has been represented in detail from three different angles, 
namely: i) the evolution of the building spaces and elements, ii) the incremental 
representation of the hierarchy of the design product model, and iii) the explosion of 
the scale of the design process model and information flows involved. These provide 
a better appreciation of the development of building design process through time. 
Furthermore, any uncommon growth (e.g. negative growth) of the design process 
represented in the design product/process model should be given extra attention to 
avoid any potential problems in the project. For example, a decrease in the 
classification of the design components through the development of design stages as 
described in Section 5.4.2, due to the delayed completion of the ground investigation 
reports (A.2.2.1.3), led to a downgrade of the design priority and design progression 
of Enabling work design (A.2.2.2) and Earthwork design (A.2.2.3). If the delay of 
the completion of the individual design components can not be monitored and 
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remedied, it can spread to other design components, and might in turn cause adverse 
impact on the completion and budget of the overall project. In this case, SEAT can be 
developed further to improve the management and monitoring of the process 
progression for design and construction. It can also help to identify the responsibility 
of project delay and provide a detailed analysis of causes of the delay. However, 
these are out of the scope of this research, and it is recommended as future work for 
the development of the further application of SEAT. 
6.3.3 Thinking Design in Reverse 
The development of the SEAT methodology was an inverted process of design 
evolution. It started from the investigation of the detailed-level of the generic model 
of detailed design process, then to the system-level of the generic model, followed by 
the adaptation of the generic model for the conceptual design and scheme design. 
The study of the early stage of the building design inspired the examination of the 
possibility of processing customer requirements into the early stage of design, and 
fmally led to the development of the Customer-oriented Design methodology 
(elaborated in chapter 7). Hence, the mind mapping was originally a reverse of the 
design process development 
Along with the successful development of SEAT (described in chapter 5) and 
Customer-oriented Design, it revealed to the author that the "Design Process 
Reverse" method could be applied in a wider context in order to solve certain design 
problems and improve the general learning and understanding of the design process. 
Design activity during the conceptual phase of building projects is dynamic and 
vibrant and as a result, is chaotic and nebulous in appearance. Many researchers 
therefore believe that conceptual design does not lend itself to being plarmed and 
managed. Thus, no models exist which are aimed at providing detailed breakdowns 
of the conceptual design. As mentioned before, conceptual design involves making 
the intangible tangible. At the beginning of the design, there are very limited tangible 
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sources available to support the dynamic and creative design activities. In addition, if 
the design modelling only relies on the chaotic reality of a discrete design stage (i.e. 
the conceptual design stage) and those immature design activities and design 
solutions, the resultant model can not provide a structured decomposition of the 
conceptual design or be a robust tool to direct the design activities in the early stage 
of the design. In this case, the "Design Process Reverse" method could be used to 
''borrow'' part of the structured hierarchy of the design in the later stage (i.e. detailed 
design stage) to "predict" the "unpredictable" design activities and improve 
understanding of its complexities in the early stage of the design. The "Design 
Process Reverse" method was proven as an effective way to structure the nebulous 
conceptual design into a structured manner in the CCCR project, as the validity of 
the resultant conceptual design product model and design process model was tested 
with the architects and engineers. 
Unlike a mathematical problem that has a single correct solution, there is no stringent 
way to think of design, and a design problem can be solved in a number of alternative 
ways, of which one or all may prove feasible (Steele, 2000). Sometimes, however, 
following the conventional way can only provide limited solutions, or might even 
lead the design into a dead end, whilst considering it from the novel "Reverse" way, 
the designer might gain a broader vision and in turn bring a new insight to the 
solution. Using the "Design Process Reverse" method, the design product and 
process models were built to hierarchically decompose the conceptual/scheme 
design and represent the inter-relationships between design components in the CCCR 
project. This has formed the basis for structuring the 'disorganised' phases of the 
design in detail, and the "Reverse" method and the models themselves can be used or 
adapted for future building projects. 
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6.4 APPLICATIONS TO DSMANALYSIS 
6.4.1 Reducing the Size of Unmanageable Iterative Blocks 
As reviewed in Section 4.6.3, there are three ways to optimise a DSM and reduce the 
size of the umnanageable iterative block within a DSM, namely partitioning, 
declassification and tearing. However, the DSM of a large project might involve 
hundreds of coupled design tasks in an iterative block. Particularly when design 
moves into the later stages, such as detailed design stage, these three ways of DSM 
optimisation might still not be able to reduce the size of the iterative loop to a 
manageable level. Moreover, when designers or project managers deal with the DSM 
analysis, they might not know where to start the declassification and tearing of a 
massive iterative block. In this case, SEAT can provide a new perspective and 
grounding for directing the optimisation (such as declassification and tearing) of a 
DSM. 
From the preceding explanation of the rationale of SEAT's and staged design product 
and process modelling, it is clear that most of the design components/tasks are 
expanded into more detailed level (in terms of scope extension, detail increase and 
priority upgrade) along with the evolution of the design stage. Therefore, it is not 
difficult to understand the logic of that the iterative block within the DSM grows 
along with the expansion of design components/tasks and corresponding information 
flows. The evolution of the design process model and related DSM has been clearly 
revealed in Section 5.4.3. As shown in Table 5.6, from the conceptual design to 
scheme design, the absolute number of design tasks within the iterative loop of the 
DSM was nearly doubled, although the relative proportion of design tasks in the loop 
hardly had any obvious changes. As the 'Design Process Reverse' method has been 
successfully used to initiate the design modelling, it can likewise give a new insight 
for DSM analysis to improve the reduction of umnanageable iterative loops. 
Following the same logic of the design process reversing and evolving, it is 
understandable that the size of iterative block within the scheme design DSM would 
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be dramatically reduced, if the hierarchy of the scheme design process model is 
collapsed into the level of the hierarchy of the conceptual design process model. 
However, as illustrated in Section 5.4.2 and 5.4.3, the hierarchy of design models 
(from conceptual design to scheme design) not only grew deeper into more detailed 
level (children and grandchildren tasks addition) but also extended wider 
(brother/sister tasks additions). In the following example on the conduct of scheme 
design DSM optimisation (Figure 6.1, 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4), the detailed branches of 
design tasks in the scheme design process model were collapsed into a higher level, 
aiming at to reach the level of the hierarchy of the conceptual design process model. 
However, to avoid the information loss from the deletion, no individual design tasks 
in the scheme design process model were deleted. Therefore, the scheme design 
process model hierarchy (or DSM) can not be collapsed as exactly same as the 
conceptual design process model hierarchy (or DSM), because the extended tasks 
(brother/sister tasks) were not deleted. 
As represented in the previous chapter, the partitioned DSM of the scheme design of 
the CCCR building project is shown in Figure 6.1. It is referred as the detailed-level 
DSM 1, which includes 176 design tasks (excluding B.1, external input) and 89 tasks 
in its major iterative block. The hierarchy of its design process model was collapsed 
into a higher-level, aiming at the level of the conceptual design model hierarchy, and 
the rolled-up DSM 2 (after partitioning) was then drawn, which encompassed 101 
design tasks (excluding B1) with 58 design tasks in the central block shown in Figure 
6.2. It is apparently that the size of the iterative block was reduced by 31 tasks. In a 
further optimisation of DSM 2, three declassifications and related tears (referred to 
as just tears here on in) were undertaken, namely information from A.4.3.3 to 
A.3.3.1.2 (row 48, column 21), information from A.5.2.5 to A.3.3.1.2 (row 48, 
column 26) and information from A.4.9.3 to A.3.3.1.2 (row 48, column 72). DSM 3 
was consequently produced with an 8-task reduction of the central iterative block 
(shown in Figure 6.3). 
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Arguabl y, the size of the iterative block is reduced along with the loss of the details 
of the design tasks and information requirements in the high-level DSM 2 and DSM 
3. Therefore, it was necessary to roll the high-level design process model back to the 
original deta iled-level in order to keep the track of the reality of the design. If the 
DSM 3 (after 3 tears) is expanded back to the original hierarchical level, it appears as 
DSM 4 in Figure 6.4. Along with the expansion of process model hierarchy and 
corresponding DSM (from high-level DSM 3 to detailed-level DSM 4), the three 
tears have grown into six tears in the DSM 4, and accordingly the size of the major 
block in the DSM 1 is reduced by 13 tasks in DSM 4. The rolling-up and rolling-back 
of the design process model and corresponding DSM together with the consequent 
expansion of the tears and the reduction of the iterative blocks in the DSMs can be 
summarized in Table 6.1. 
Declassificatiollsl Tears in tlt e In the Rolled-up (High-level) In the Original (Detailed-level) 
DSMs of the Scheme Design, Scheme Design Process Model Scheme Design Process Model 
CCCR Building Project (From DSM 2 to DSM 3) (From DSM 1 to DSM 4) 
Info Dependencies Been Info from A.4.3 .3 to A. 3.3.1.2 Info from A.4.3.3 to A.3.3. 1.2. 1.2 
Declassified (from B-Ievel to Info from A.5.2.5 to A.3.3 .1 .2 Info from A.5 .2.5 to A.3.3. 1.2. 1.2 
C level) and Sequently Tore Info fro m A.4.9.3 to A.3.3. 1.2 Info from A.4.9.3 to A.3.3. 1.2.1 .2 
from the Itera tive block Info from A.4 .3.3 to A.3.3. 1.2. 1.4 
Info from A.5.2.5 to A.3.3 .1.2.1.4 
Info from A.4.9.3 to A.3.3. 1.2.1 .4 
No. of Tears between tasks 3 6 
Block's Size before the Tears 58 tasks in the block 89 tasks in the block 
Block's Size after the Tears 50 task in the block 76 tasks in the block 
Reduction By Tasks 8 tasks 13 tasks 
of the Size 
of the Block 
By Proportion 14% 15% 
Table 6.1 Optimisation of DSM under the SEAT Methodology 
From the Table 6. 1, it can be seen that the size of the iterative loop was reduced from 
89 tasks to 58 tasks (by 31 tasks, 53%), along with the rolling-up of the design 
process model and DSM into the higher level. Thus, the designers or the project 
managers might be able to make a quicker tearing recommendation, when they face a 
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smaller iterative block in the DSM analys is. Then the loss of the deta iled information 
on the des ign tasks and dependencies during the collapse of the DSM can be 
immediately compensated by expanding the collapsed design process model and 
DSM back to the original level. Then the tears undertaken in the high-level DSM can 
be brought back to the detailed-level DSM with expansion. In this case, as shown in 
Table 6.1 , the six tears (in the detailed-level DSM) expanded from three tears (in the 
high-level DSM) can make the size of the iterative loop reduced by 13 tasks in the 
detailed-level DSM against 8 tasks in the high-level DSM. Considering the different 
scales of the high-level DSM and detailed-level DSM, the reduction of the iterative 
loop can be counted by the relative proportion, which is 14% for the high-level DSM 
and 15% for the detailed-level DSM as shown in the Table 6.1. This means that doing 
three tears between the coupled design tasks in the high-level DSM can gain the 
same resultant reduction of the iterative block which has to be done by six tears in 
the detailed-level DSM optimisation. In short, by using the design process reversing 
and evolving method, we can conduct fewer tears to get the same result of the DSM 
optimisation. 
6.4.2 Providing a Multi-stage View 
Chapter 2 discussed the problems of poor comImmication and poor design planning 
that seriously affect building design performance. Project managers, common place 
on building projects, have the responsibility of overcoming these problems by 
ensuring information transfer within the des ign team occurs in an efficient and 
co-ordinated manner. However, this is mostly achieved by a reliance on intuition and 
experience rather than analytical techniques (Newton, 1995). Through the 
development of ADePT (Austin et aI. , 1999, 2000a), DSM has been successfully 
exploited to ass ist a project manager to programme and manage the building design 
process. However, in the ADePT Methodology, the DSM analysis was only focused 
on one design stage, while SEAT endows a DSM with greater power to visualise and 
plan the design process across different design stages. 
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As described in Chapter 5, after the completion of the staged design product and 
process modelling, the staged DSM (before and after the partitioning) for the 
conceptual design and scheme design of the CCCR project were produced, which are 
included in Appendices III and IV. Following the rationale of SEAT, it is evident that 
most bottom-level design components/tasks in the scheme design product/process 
model were evolved from the bottom-level design components/tasks in the 
conceptual design product/process model. Therefore, it is implicit that there are 
inherent links between the design components/tasks across the two design stages. It 
reflects the reality that the design of an element in the later design stages (such as 
scheme design stage) normally needs the design information of the same element in 
the early design stage (such as conceptual design stage) as an external input to the 
des ign. Therefore, if those links across the design stages are identified and input into 
the DSM, the multi-stage DSM can then be built, which would improve the analysis 
of design process across design stages. To demonstrate how the multi-stage DSM to 
be built and applied, the following investigation was undertaken. 
After the validation of the conceptual and scheme des ign process models, the two 
models were merged together. The dependencies between the design tasks in the 
conceptual design and the equivalent design tasks in the scheme design were added, 
and the multi-stage Design Process Model was then produced, which is shown in 
Appendix VII. Following the completion of the multi-stage Design Process Model, 
the data were input into the ADePT software, and the multi-stage DSM were 
consequently created. The original view of the DSM before the partitioning is shown 
in Figure 6.5, and the DSM after the partitioning is displayed in Figure 6.6. 
Comparing the multi-stage DSM (Figure 6.6) with two separate DSMs for the 
conceptual design (Figure 5.10) and the scheme design (Figure 5.11), it can be seen 
that the two major iterative blocks displayed in the multi-stage DSM are kept same 
as the central blocks in the staged DSMs. 
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In the reality of building design, design changes might happen for various reasons, 
and therefore designer might have to repeat the design of certain component 
completed in an earlier stage. This is a common difficult problem in building design, 
either duo to changes in the problem (i.e. the brief from the client) or the solution (by 
the designer), or simply because the earlier design was not undertaken in the correct 
detail. The latter case is symptomatic of the uncertainty of many designers of 'how 
far to go' in early design. The impact of such design changes can then be simulated 
and visualised by manipulating the position of a design task within the multi-stage 
DSM. For example, during scheme design, when a civil engineer is undertaking the 
pile design (C.2.3.1.1.2), he fmds out a mistake in the pile foundation design 
(A.2.3.1.1) happened in the conceptual stage. The impact of changing or redoing the 
pile foundation design (A.2.3.1.1) at the time can be represented by moving the 
design task (A.2.3.1.1) to the point that the scheme design is happening, and in this 
scenario it is from row 54 to row 206. Consequently, another DSM can be produced 
to reflect the impact of this change (Figure 6.7). It can be seen that because of this 
design change, the two separate iterative blocks are merged into one bigger central 
block, which involves 171 coupled design tasks from both conceptual design stage 
and scheme design stage. Scanning down the colunm that pile foundation design 
(A.2.3.1.1) is located, all its successors can be found, which are those design tasks 
would be effect by this design change. By visualising the dependencies of design 
tasks across stages, a designer can get a broader vision of the potential influence of 
hislher design change of one task upon the others and upon the whole design process 
as whole. In this circumstance, the DSM can not only provide a basis of effective 
communication between different disciplines of the design team, but also facilitate 
the evaluation of the design change impact across stages. 
6.S CONCLUSION 
Along with the further validation and application of SEAT, the research work 
presented in this thesis has achieved the fIrst two research objectives proposed in 
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Chapter One. More importantly, this research has made some innovative progress in 
the areas that have not been touched by any other researchers, such as: modelling 
building design across stages; structuring the nebulous early design stage in a 
hierarchically structured manner; providing an explicit description of the nature of 
the design process evolution; the "Design Process Reverse' method; and the 
applications derived from these new attempts. Because of the limitations of time and 
resource, this research could not expand these new attempts and their applications 
further than that proposed to date, some of which are recommended for future work 
in the fmal chapter. Furthermore, the author expects this research to be able to draw 
other researchers' attention into these untouched areas to refme (or even challenge) 
the technique and method proposed in this thesis. 
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Chapter Seven 
CUSTOMER-ORIENTED DESIGN PLANNING AND 
MANAGEMENT 
7.1 INTRODUCTION 
As described in the previous chapters, the development of SEAT and its 
applications were accomplished to satisfy the first two research objectives. To 
achieve the other research objectives and aim defmed at the begiruring of this 
research, it required the development of an irmovative and practical approach-
Customer-oriented Design-to enable a better alignment of the design process with 
the requirements of customers. 
In the Customer-Qriented Design (CoD) methodology, certain principles of the 
Quality Function Deployment (QFD) method were combined with the design 
product/process modelling technique to produce a more practical tool - the 
Customer Requirement Matrix (CRM) - to improve the defmition of customer 
needs and integrate them into the early stage of the building design. The 
Dependency Structure Matrix (DSM) analysis technique was also developed to 
reflect the optimum design task sequences not only from the technicaVengineering 
viewpoint but also from the customers' perspective. This was achieved by 
considering the customer requirements as an important complement in controlling 
the de-classifying and tearing in the activity-based DSM analysis. The CoD method 
maps customer requirements within the building design process and keeps track of 
the design progress to be compliant with customer needs. It can also visualize the 
relationships between each customer requirement with the relevant design 
tasks/activities for the project planners, designers and customers. As a result, the 
customers' voice can be enhanced through the building design process to improve 
the management and the quality of the design. 
7.2 STATEMENT OF PROBLEMS 
The process of building design is organised within many different disciplines, and 
each of these focuses on different functionality or physical parts of the building. 
Due to the complexity of building, design in each discipline is carried out 
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concurrently or overlapped, which creates a huge demand for exchange of 
information between designers in each discipline and the customers. The DSM 
technique has been successfully applied, as part of the Analytical Design Planning 
Technique (ADePT) (Austin et al., 1999b, 2000), to represent the information 
dependencies and schedule the design activities/tasks in the optimum order within 
multi-disciplinary building design to improve the planning and managing of the 
design process for designers, engineers and project planners. However, most 
process development methods in building design lack a focus or aiming mechanism 
toward customer satisfaction. In many cases, there are often multiple changes across 
the evolution of the building design process, leading to the original customers' 
requirements being mislaid. As a result, tho'end building-product submitted reflects 
more the designers' preference rather than the customers' voice. 
Kamara et al. (2002) describe the sequential 'over the wall' syndrome in the 
construction industry (Figure 7.1), whereby professionals who are involved in 
'downstream' activities (e.g. contractors, facility owners) are usually not involved 
in 'upstream' decisions (design) that are passed on to them over the 'wall' of 
separation between those disciplines. For example, client requirements are generally 
elicited and interpreted by architects (based on their perspective/focus) who pass on 
their decisions to the next professional down the chain, i.e. structural engineers. 
After several rounds of 'passing-on', 'downstream' activities (e.g. contractors' 
activities) may be based on incomprehensive information and possibly unreliable 
upstream decisions. Thus, it is desirable that the upstream requirements can be 
visualized and communicated to the downstream professionals without being 
sidetracked, and in turn improve the quality of design and the efficiency of the 
collaborative working among the project participants. 
FacUItv 
owner7user 
Figure 7.1: Sequential 'over the wall' Syndrome for Building Projects 
(Kamara et aI., 2002) 
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Clients (or Customers) have an important impact on the project process in 
construction. Each client has distinct requirements and value systems, driven by 
their own organisational configurations, business and/or social needs for a project, 
the external environment to which they have to respond and the manner in which 
they approach and interface with the construction industry (Kelly et al., 2004). 
However, although the DSM technique has been exploited as a powerful 
representation and analysis tool to improve system modelling and process 
development for many years, it has not comprised any mechanism to mirror the 
customers' requirements that are considered to be the driving force in the 
construction industry. Thus, it requires not only a renewed focus on the voice of the 
customers, but also the effective reflection of customers' requirements in the 
modem project planning and analytical tool, such as DSM. 
7.3 FRAMEWORK OF CUSTOMER-ORIENTED DESIGN (CoD) 
METHODOLOGY 
The problems stated in the previous section are a detailed interpretation of the 
customer-related problem identified at the beginning of this thesis (Section 2.4.3). 
The CoD methodology described in this section responds to the need for more 
customer focused design process. The CoD process is shown diagrannnatically in 
Figure 7.2. It starts with building the Customer Requirement Hierarchy and Design 
Product and Process Model. These data are then transferred into the Customer 
Requirements Matrix (CRM), while information dependencies represented in the 
Design Process Model are transferred into a DSM. Once the order of design tasks in 
the CRM is shifted to match the design task order in the partitioned DSM, the CRM 
and DSM can then be mapped together. According to the interaction of the two 
matrixes in the map, the dependencies that can be declassified and tore are 
recommended, which reflects not only the algorithm and engineering viewpoints but 
also the customer requirements. This procedure is defmed as Customer-oriented 
DSM analysis (Tang and Austin, 2005), which can be nndertaken more than once to 
reduce the principal block in the DSM into a more manageable size. Finally the 
optimum design task sequence can be inputted into the design progrannne to 
schedule the design process. 
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Figure 7.2: Framework o[Customer-oriented Design (CoD) 
The core parts of the CoD methodology are I) build ing the CRM and 2) the 
Customer-Oriented DSM analysis, which can be broken down into detailed steps as 
follows: 
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1) Building the Customer Requirements Matrix (CRM) 
i) Structure the customer requirement hierarchy; 
ii) Calculate the weights for each bottom-level customer requirement; 
iii) Create the project-specific based conceptual design models; and 
iv) Evaluate weights of bottom-level design tasks in the DPM, depending on 
the customer requirements. 
2) Customer-Oriented DSM Analysis 
i) Partitioning the design tasks using traditional DSM analysis; 
ii) mapping CRM and DSM; and 
iii) interactions of CRM and DSM for optimizing the design process. 
To demonstrate the feasibility and applicability of the prototype CoD methodology 
in encapsulating the customers' voice into the design process, a pilot study based on 
a real teaching centre project was carried out as an experiment in the course of this 
research. As explained in the research methodology chapter (Section 3.7), the 
experimental research allows the investigation to focus on a particular area of 
interest, since a phenomenon is divorced from its context and the investigator can 
manipulate the environment to some extent. In this case, the particular focus on the 
relationships between customer needs and design components/tasks without the 
distraction of the specific project context were considered as essential to the 
development of the prototype CoD. The lecture theatre project were therefore taken 
from a part of the £3.SM building project, the James France postgraduate teaching 
centre, which simplified the complicated project context and limited the number of 
customer requirements and related design tasks. 
In short. the pilot study of CoD on the lecture theatre project was undertaken to 
develop and test this new approach, because the limited number of interdependent 
design tasks enabled the methodology to be assessed without becoming engrossed 
by detail while still requiring cross-disciplinary co-ordination and the delivery of 
customer requirements. This experimental project can also be referred as an 
example to demonstrate the main steps and the applications of CoD as follows. 
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7.4 DEVELOPMENT OF THE CUSTOMER-ORIENTED DESIGN (CoD) 
7.4.1 Background of the Lecture Theatre Project 
In the experimental research on the lecture theatre project, parts of the actual 
customer requirements for a postgraduate teaching centre project (J ames France 
Building) at the Loughborough University were used. The teaching centre project 
was an ongoing project with the cost budget of £3.8M and completion deadline of 
March 2006. It involved the redevelopment of an unused James France Foundry 
Building and the construction of additional teaching space, study areas, a computer 
laboratory and some other new facilities. In the development of the .additional 
teaching space, a range of sizes of rooms were constructed including one large 
lecture theatre, five medium teaching rooms and three small seminar rooms. This 
experiment focused on the lecture theatre space only, to demonstrate how the 
customer requirements can be inputted into the design process to affect and improve 
the delivery of stakeholder value. The weights of customer requirements and design 
tasks and the strengths of the relationships between them were assigned, based on 
four interviews with two client representatives (the director of media services and a 
civil engineer from LU Estates), data extracted from part of the VALiD research 
undertaken by Thompson (2005), the authors' experience with construction projects 
and familiarity with the project, and the review of the project documents, such as 
project briefs, minutes of various meetings, project drawings. 
7.4.2 Building the Customer/Client Requirement Matrix (CRM) 
The CRM presented below was modified from the House of Quality (HoQ) to suit 
the building design, since HoQ (or QFD) was originally conceived for improving 
new product development based on manufacturing and some features of HoQ are 
not appropriate to the construction industry as discussed in Section 4.4. 
Figure 7.3 shows the architecture of the CRM constructed for building design, 
which contains five main areas. Area 1 represents the voice of the customers, as 
these are the bottom-level customer requirements that were decomposed from the 
primary and secondary-level customer requirements (the full hierarchical format of 
the customer requirements can also be shown in this area, if it is necessary). Area 2 
displays the notation and the prioritization (relative weights, RWri) of the bottom-
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level customer requirements. Area 3 contains the building design components/tasks. 
Here the voice of customers was translated into the language of designers and 
engineers. Area 4 is the relationship matrix, which reveals the relationship between 
customer requirements and design tasks/components. The strength of the 
relationship between the two is expressed by colour (e.g. black and grey for strong 
and medium relationships respectively). During the weighting calculation, black-
cells were numbered as 10, while grey-cells were numbered as 5. Based on the 
strength of the relationship between customer requirements and design 
tasks/components, the importance (relative weights) of design tasks/components can 
be calculated, which are presented in the Area 5. 
IIIIIII~ IIIIIIII 
1 ~ 
1111111111111111 
Figure 7.3: Architecture of the CRM for the Building Design 
During the pilot study on the customer-oriented design, four main steps of building 
the CRM were undertaken to translate the customer requirements into the design 
process, which are represented as follows. 
7.4.2.1 Structure the customer requirement hierarchy 
The initial customer requirements for the lecture theatre project from key 
stakeholders were collected, and then they were structured and analyzed in a 
hierarchy table (Table 7.1). The hierarchical representation of customer 
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requirements was an efficient fonnat for analysis. Customers sometimes do not 
know all of their needs or can not articulate them clearly, while in a customer 
requirement hierarchy, the missing, unstated and implied requirements can be 
revealed and identified. The customer requirements (generally only bottom-level 
requirements from the hierarchy of customer requirements) were inputted into area 
1 of the CRM. The absolute score of each requirement was calculated with the pair-
wise comparison method (shown in Figure 7.4) before the relative weight of each 
bottom-level requirement was presented in area 2 of the CRM. 
Table 7.1: Hierarchy of Customer Requirements with Weights 
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7.4.2.2 Calculate the weights for each customer requirement 
The procedure of calculating weights for the bottom-level requirements can be 
summarized as follows: 
i) Assigning an abbreviation (or notation) to each bottom-level requirement, as 
shown in 3rd column in Table 7.1. For this project, the author used the first 2 
or 3 initial letters as the notation of the requirement to put in a cell of the 
criteria weighting matrix (Figure 7.4) in order to indicate which requirement 
was more important. 
ii) Using the pair-wise ·comparison method to compare each requirement with 
every other requirement in turn, the score of each requirement against the 
others was filled into the cell of the weighting matrix (Figure 7.4). There 
were 4 levels of assigned scores (Le. 4, 3, 2 and 1) for the preferences of 
major, medium, minor and no preference respectively, in the rating 
comparison between two customer requirements. For example, in Figure 7.4, 
because requirement GRI was considered to be of minor preference to 
requirement CPK, the comparison between GRI and CPK was shown as GRI-
2 in the intersection of row GRI and column CPK, and GRI got 2 points for 
this comparison, while CPK got nothing. Where there was no preference or 
slight preference between ISE and CPK, the score was written down in a 
letter-letter format (Le. ISE-CPK), and each requirement gained 1 point for 
the score. 
iii) With the matrix completed, the next step was to calculate the score (absolute 
weight, A Wr) for each requirement. This is given by 
AWri=LWi 
Where Wi is the weighting for the ith requirement (I = GRI, BW ... C in this 
case). The score for each requirement was calculated by adding the numbers 
following that requirement (in its row and its column) in the criteria weighting 
matrix (Figure 7.4). For example, the fmal score of requirement CPK = 1 + 1 
+ 1 + 1 + 1 + 2 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 2 = 15. This score is the absolute 
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weight of each requirement, and the full list of all the scores of requirements is 
represented in the Table 7.1 (4th column). 
iv) The relative weight (RWr) of each requirement was derived by setting the 
highest requirement weight as 10 and, using proportionality, calculating the 
weight for each of the remaining requirements. The equation is displayed as 
RWri = (A Wr;/ A Wrmax) x 10 
These values are given in the 5th column of Table 7.1. The relative weights 
(RWn) were entered in area 2 of the CRM (Figure 7.3), as it is shown in the 
4th column in Figure 7.5 for this case. 
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7.4.2.3 Create the project-specific based conceptual design model 
The "Design Process Reverse" method demonstrated, along with the development 
of Staged Evolving Analysis Technique (SEAT) in the last two chapters, was 
applied to assist in deciding the level of the hierarchy of the conceptual design 
product and process models for the lecture theatre project. However, the difference 
in this case was that the customer requirements were taken into a account in 
adapting the generic model of the detailed design process for this project in tenns of 
selecting, deleting, adding and rolling-up the individual design tasks. Also, as 
mentioned previously, the necessary simplification was undertaken in this 
experimental project to limit the number of 'aesign tasks and infonnation 
requirements. By doing so, the research can focus on examining the rationale of the 
methodology and the applicability of processing customer requirements into the 
early design stage without becoming engrossed by detail and specific project 
context. 
Thus, based on the customer requirements identified for the lecture theatre project 
and the generic model of detailed design process, the conceptual design product 
model was initially created, which is included in Appendix VIII. Accordingly, the 
infonnation dependencies were added into the conceptual design product model, 
and the conceptual design process model for this project was then produced. 
Avoiding presenting the duplicated infonnation in this thesis, the detailed method of 
structuring the conceptual design product and process models for the lecture theatre 
project has been omitted here, as the methods have been clearly illustrated within 
the development of SEAT in the last two chapters, and the main focus of this 
chapter is to demonstrate the CoD method. It should be noted that the design tasks 
listed in the conceptual design product and process models were constructed 
hierarchically on a discipline basis and referenced with task numbers, but only 
bottom-level tasks from the hierarchy of the conceptual design product/process 
model were displayed in the CRM. These design tasks with their original task 
numbers were entered into the area 3 of CRM (Figure 7.3) and shown in the top row 
of the Figure 7.5. 
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7.4.2.4 Evaluating Weights of Design Tasks 
After design tasks were entered in the CRM, the relationships between the bottom-
level customer requirements and the conceptual design tasks were assessed. The 
strength of the relationship between two elements can be described by colour or by 
number. Here, the author chose grey and black colours for medium and strong 
relationships, which were counted as 5 and 10 respectively for further calculation. 
The absolute weight of each design task (A Wdi) was assigned using the foiIowing 
equation: 
A Wdi = :E (RWri x Srdi) 
Where RWri = relative weight of each requirement (area 2 ill Figure 7.3; 5th column 
in Table 7.1; 4th column in Figure 7.5); Srdi represents the strength of the 
relationship between the customer requirement and the design task (in Figure 7.5, 
grey is numbered as 5; black is numbered as 10). For example, for the design task, 
A. 1.9 Door & Ironmongery Design, its absolute value was given as the sum of 
(10 x 5) + (2.7 x 5) + (6.6 x 5) + (3.9 x 10) + (8.6 x 10) + (6.1 x 5) + (3.8 x 5) = 
271 
This procedure was repeated for all the design tasks and their absolute weights are 
represented in Figure 7.5 (rounded to the nearest number). The relative weight of 
each design task (RWdi) was calculated by taking the highest absolute value (1134) 
as equal to 10, and proportionally calculating the values for the others, using the 
equation 
RWdi= (AWdil AWdmax) x 10 
Where A Wdi= absolute weight of the design task; A Wdmax= highest absolute value 
of all the design tasks. For example, the relative weight of 'Door & Ironmongery 
Design' was given as: 27111134 x 10 = 2.4. In this way, all the customer 
requirements were inputted into the design process, as the relative weights of design 
tasks mirror the customer requirements and expectations. Thus, in the design 
process, the design task of 'Ground Floor General Arrangement' should be given 
higher priority than the design task of 'Door & Ironmongery Design' or any other 
design task from the viewpoint of customers, since the former design task has a 
higher relative weight than the latter. In other words, these relative ratings can be 
used as a guide to improve the customer satisfaction, because design tasks with 
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hi gher ratings reflect higher need or expectation of customers and tbey are likely to 
give more satisfaction to customers than those with low ratings. 
Foll owing the completion of the CRM, the sequence of design tasks were optimised 
from the algorithm and engineering perspectives in a traditional DSM analysis, and 
then the information from these two matrixes (i.e. CRM & DSM) were exchanged 
to undertake Costluner-oriented DSM analysis, which is explained in detail in the 
following sections. 
IUJ IHll ll nU ll1I 
Figure 7.5: Customer Requirement Matrix (CRM) for the Lecture Theatre Project 
7.4.3 Customer-Oriented DSM Analysis 
The first step in the Customer-oriented DSM analysis was to partition the design 
tasks using the traditional DSM analysis to highlight the iterative blocks. And then 
the CRM and DSM were mapped horizonta lly to examine interactions of CRM-
DSM for optimizing the design process in terms of tbe declassification and tearing 
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of dependencies within the iterative block considering the impact of customer 
requirements. 
7.4.3.1 Traditional DSM analysis 
The 36 design tasks represented in Figure 7.5 were fIrstly converted into a DSM. 
The traditional DSM analysis was applied to identify the optimal sequence of tasks 
and highlight the iterative blocks based upon the dependency and availability of 
design information from the engineering/technical perspective. 
The order of design tasks represented in the DSM 1 (Figure 7.6) is in a numerical 
order of hierarchy based on fIve building design disciplines, i.e. architectural design, 
civil engineering design, structural engineering design, mechanical engineering 
design and electrical engineering design. The DSM 1 has a shaded iterative loop of 
design tasks, with the inherent assumption of an activity-based DSM that the 
activities (or tasks) are undertaken in the order listed within the task rows of the 
matrix, starting from the top and fInishing at the bottom. Here, the strength of the 
information dependency was classifIed either A, B or C, namely, strong, medium or 
weak. It should be noted that in the DSM analysis all the class C information above 
the diagonal are ignored in the definition of the iterative loops, as it is not essential 
to a task that class C information is made available prior to its commencement. In 
the case of the lecture theatre project, it involved 36 tasks in the loop initially, 
which meant to carry out every task within the loop, it required information that had 
not be produced, and therefore an estimate of the information items (above the 
diagonal) had to be made. However, if the estimate is not accurate, the tasks 
dependent on the estimated information may have to be redone. Obviously the need 
to estimate information and then repeat tasks results in the process being inefficient, 
although some degree of iteration is inevitable (and desirable) in solving design 
problems. It was desirable to reduce the need for estimates and the size of iterative 
loop, and therefore the partitioning (reordering the sequence of the tasks) of the 
matrix was undertaken. This can be done manually or much more conveniently by 
suitable software, such as Analytical Design Planner (ADP, version 5). 
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Figure 7.6: DSM 1 Lecture Theatre Project (before partitioning) 
Figure 7.7: DSM 2 Lecture Theatre Project (after partitioning) 
DSM 2 (Figure 7.7) shows tbe partitioned view of DSM 1 (Figure 7.6) for the 
lecture theatre project. It can be seen that the sequence of the tasks is altered and 
that the size of tbe principal loop is reduced from 36 tasks into 23 tasks that 
contribute to 2 nested loops. However, in the process represented in Figure 7.7, the 
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partitioning has not resulted in confining all the dependencies below the diagonal 
and hence some information estimates still have to be made. Moreover after that, 
partitioning can not contribute to the iterative loops further or sequence those tasks 
within the loops either. This is because the tasks that contribute to a loop are all 
illten'elated and any of them can be the first task undertaken in the completion of the 
loop. Therefore this was necessary to reduce the number of estimates within the 
loop by tearing. 
Tearing a loop tries to reduce the size of the iteration by minimizing feedback and 
identifying estimates that can be made with come confidence and that therefore do 
not need to be revisited as pan of iterative process (Austin et aI., 2000). To carry '. 
out the tearing of a loop, the strength of information dependencies needs to be 
classified and then de-class ified, as the less important dependencies are generally 
tom from the loop to leave only the essential ones. However, although a number of 
scales, aiming at the classification of information in a DSM, have been devi ed, the 
procedure is still a very subjective exercise (Austin et aI., 2000). FLUthermore, no 
matter the three-point rating (McCord and Eppinger, 1993; Austin et aI., 1996) or 
the seven-point rating (Rogers and Bloebaum, 1994) proposed for the classification 
of information within a matrix, none of them has considered the customer 
requirements. This research proposes the Customer-oriented DSM analysis method, 
where the customer requirement was supplied as a scale to control the process of 
declass ifying and tearing. It has been partly introduced in the previous sections and 
a demonstration and discuss ion are given in the following sections. 
7.4.3.2 Traditional DSM declassification and tearing 
To demonstrate the difference between the traditional DSM analysis and the 
Customer-oriented DSM analysis, the author fustly tried to use the traditional way 
to declassify the following information dependencies from B-level to C-level for 
minimising the size of the block in the partitioned DSM (Figure 7.7). After the four 
declassifications (shown in Table 7.2), the size of the principal block were reduced 
from 23 tasks (in a loop) to 19 ta ks (in Figure 8). But, it has to be realized that the 
reliability of the design related to these four tasks (i .e. A1.3.1.2, Al.S, Al.7 and 
A4.2) was also reduced, since the information dependencies required to finish the 
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design tasks were arbitrarily removed. Then, the size of the block can not be 
reduced further, even if all of the remaining B-Ievel dependencies (in the block) are 
declassified into C-Ievel. Thus, the size of the block can only be reduced further, 
when some A-level dependencies (in the block) are declassified to C-Ievel and torn 
from the block. 
No. Declassification of tbe Information Dependencies Tbe Si7..e of tbe Block 
0 Without declassification 23 tasks (original size) 
1 the infonnation from AS.2.2 to A1.3.1.2 22 tasks 
2 the infonnation from A\.9 to A1.5 21 tasks 
3 the infonnation from A4. 12 to A1.7 20 tasks 
4 the infonnation from A I. 10 to A4.2 19 tasks 
Table 7.2: Declassi fication of the Infonnation Dependencies 
Figure 7.8: The Matrix with Traditional Declassification and Tear 
10 a traditional DMS analysis for the building design process, declassifying and 
tearing a block are highly subjective procedures done by considering a combination 
of the re-ordering of tasks to minimise the number of estimates and choosing the 
dependencies that can most be suitably estimated (Newton, 1995; Austin et al. , 
1996; Austin et al., 1999a), which are either from the algorithmic or 
engineering/technical perspective. For example, in the above declassifications, no 
matter which dependency of those four is declassified from B-Ievel to C-Ievel and 
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tom individually from the loop, the size of the block can only be reduced by one. 
Therefore, from the engineering or algorithmic viewpoint, there is no difference in 
declassifying each of these four dependencies, as it will produce the same result for 
optimi ing the design process. However, if customers' requirements are taken into 
account, it can be seen (in Figures 7.9 and 7.10) that each of the four 
declass ifications can lead to different impacts on the customer's satisfaction, 
although the size of the reduced block is the same. 
7.4.3.3 1" interaction of CRM and DSM in the Customer-oriented DSM Analysis 
To match with the partitioned DSM (Figure 7.7), the order of design tasks in the 
CRM (Figure 7.S) was shifted correspondingly shown in Figure 7.9 1• As the two 
matrixes-CRM and DSM-are displayed horizontally in Figure 7.10, the 
information input of a design task and its relative weight (RWdi) against customer 
requirements can be seen and traced along with the line from the right to the left. 
If the required information of task AS.2.2 on A1.3 .1.2, task Al.9 on AI.S, task 
A4.12 on Al.7 and task Al.I0 on A4.2 are estimated, those four dependencies can 
be omitted from the iterative loop as proposed in a traditional DSM declass ification, 
and the size of the loop can be reduced from 23 tasks to 19 tasks in the block 
(Figure 7.8). However, if the estimates are not accurate, the quality of the outputs of 
these four design tasks (i.e. A1.3 .1.2, AI.S, Al.7 and A4.2) is lessened, which could 
directly affect customer satisfaction, particularly for design tasks with a high RWdi. 
In this case, the relative weights (RWd;) of these four design tasks, i.e. Ground Floor 
General Arrangements (A1.3.1.2), Intemal Wall Design (A I.5), Ceiling Design 
(Al.7) and Air Conditioning System Design (A4.2) are 10.0, 6.0, 2.6 and 4.5 
respectively. The range of RWdi is from 0- 10 and the higher RWdi the stronger 
impact on the client's satisfaction, as explained previously. It is therefore argued 
that the declassifying and tearing of the dependencies between design tasks should 
not be undertaken arbitrarily without thinking of the customer requirements. 
Considering the situation of this case, it would be sensible to declass ify the last two 
dependencies (i.e. task A4.12 on Al.7 & task Al.lO on A4.2) rather than all of the 
four dependencies, so that the higher RWdi de ign tasks (i.e. A1.3 .1.2 & A1.5) 
I For mapping CRM and DSM. Figure 7.9 was produced by rotating Figure 7.5 90°, and al l the in formation 
within the CRM kepI the same. 
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would not be placed at the risk of reduced quality. Thereby, the lower RWdi design 
tasks (i.e. A 1.7 & A4.2) were tom and compromised to improve the efficiency of 
the design process, while the higher RWdi design tasks (i.e. A 1.3.1.2 & A 1.5) were 
kept in the block to ensure the effectiveness of the design process and the quality of 
end product. To date, the demonstration of the I SI interaction of CRM and DSM 
within the Customer-oriented DSM has been accomplished, and the corresponding 
DSM includes an iterative loop with 21 tasks as shown in Figure 7.11 . 
~ ::~ JiEEE ~-I=I= ~ m~ ~-
Figure 7.9: CRM with Re-sequenced Design Tasks (for I [= 
1"'1 
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Figure 7.11: The DSM after 151 CRM-DSM Interaction 
7.4.3.4 2nd interaction ojCRM and DSM in the Customer-oriented DSM Analysis 
After the 1 SI interaction of CRM and DSM mentioned above, the Custom er-oriented 
DSM analysis can be continued until the principal block in the DSM is reduced to a 
manageable size. In other words, a 2nd and 3rd interaction of CRM and DSM may be 
needed in many cases. For the next interaction of CRM and DSM, the order of 
design tasks in the current CRM (Figures 7.9 and 7. 10) were correspondingly 
shifted again to match the order of design tasks in the latest DSM (Figure 7. 11), and 
then the two matrixes were displayed widthways to compose the mapping of CRM 
and DSM for the 2nd interaction (Figures 7.12 and 7.13). The relative weights (RWd;) 
of the design tasks within the loop shown in the CRM (Figures 7.12 and 7. 13) were 
compared, and further declassification and tearing started with those des ign tasks 
with a low RWd;. In th is case, the design tasks with the values of RWd; less than 1 
were highl ighted in red in the CRM (Figures 7.12 and 7.13) and their input 
dependencies were considered as possibly suitable places to be tom from the loop in 
the DSM (Figure 7.13), in order to make the design process more compact. The 
va lues of the relative weights (RWd;) for those 5 highlighted design tasks were 0.4 
(for A2.2 . I), 0.5 (for A2A!), 0.5 (for A2.4.2) 0.6 (for A3.3. 1) and 0.8 (for A4ll) 
respectively. Reading across the row of each of those 5 design tasks from left to 
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right (in Figure 7.13) indicates not only the RWdi of a design task and the related 
customer requirements (in the CRM) but also the input sources of the dependencies 
for the design task (in the DSM) that can be considered as suitable places for further 
declass ification. For instance, according to Figure 7. 13, the input sources for the 
des ign task of 'Underground Co-ordinated Services Design' (A2.4.I) are the 
information from design tasks A2.2. 1 A2.4.2 , A4.2, A4.S, A4.11 and AS.2.1 , which 
could be potentially suitable places for the declassification. 
All the predecessor tasks of those design tasks with low RWdi (<1) within the loop 
have been identified in Figure 7.13, and those dependencies should be discussed 
with designers and engineers to decide which one(s) would be more suitable to be 
tom or estimated with the consideration of engineering design requirements and the 
impact on customer satisfaction. Therefore, under the Customer-oriented DSM 
analysis, the declassification and tearing of information dependencies within the 
iterative loops are supplied with a complement of customer requirements. 
As mentioned earlier, the size of the block can not be reduced further by only 
declassifying tasks from B-Ievel to C-Ievel. Some A-level dependencies (in the 
block) had to be declassified to C-Ievel and tom in order to reduce the iterative loop 
further. Therefore, incorporating what has been anal yzed above, the information 
inputs on the S highlighted (in red) design tasks with low RWdi were declassified 
and tom from the loop for the further DSM optirnisation (shown in Figure 7.14), 
where the size of the iterative loop was reduced further from 21 tasks to 16 tasks. 
In the same way, a 3rd and a 4th interaction of CRM and DSM can be implemented if 
it is necessary. This is not done here, as the Customer-oriented DSM analysis 
method has been clearly explained through the demonstration of the ISl and 2nd 
interaction of CRM and DSM using the example of the lecture theatre project. 
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Figure 7.12: CRM with Re-sequenced Design Tasks (for 2nd lnteraction) 
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Figure 7.13: Horizontal Mapping of the CRM and DSM (2nd Interaction) 
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Figure 7.14: The DSM after 2nd CRM-DSM Interaction 
7.S DISCUSSIO 
The pilot study described in this chapter has illustrated how a prototype Customer-
oriented Design methodology was applied to enhance the focus on customer 
requirements and improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the building design. 
However, some useful applications derived from the CoD method are not revealed 
through the demonstration of the lecture theatre project, which are discussed below. 
7.S.1 The Applications of CRM 
Traditional DSM analysis for optimising the design process focuses on 
dependencies and information flow within the physical domain from an engineering 
perspective. Within the CoD methodology, the creation of the CRM enables the 
Customer-oriented DSM analysis to be undertaken. The Customer-oriented DSM 
analysis widens the vision of interaction and relationship between two domains ( i.e. 
customer domain and physical domain) so that the information can be exchanged 
not only between design tasks/components but also between design 
tasks/components and customer requirements. The visualisation of the interaction of 
two domains can effectively facilitate the communication between the collaborators 
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and project participants and in turn reduce lmexpected changes and unceltainties in 
the design process. 
Although the CRM was constructed as an integral part of the CoD to translate the 
customers' voice into the building design process, it was found to have more 
immediate and realisable applications: 
(i) a clear representation tool to capture customers' requirements; 
(ii) an indicator to exhibit the weights of customer requirements and design 
tasks; 
(iii) a visualisation tool to display the relationship between the design tasks and 
customer requirements; and 
(iv) a immediate aid for collaborating work. 
7.5.2 Vertical Mapping of CRM and DSM 
In the demonstration of the Customer-oriented DSM analysis in the lecture theatre 
project, the mapping of CRM and DSM was laid horizontally to present the RWdi of 
a design task and its information input (predecessor tasks), as they can be read 
across the row. A lengthways (vertical) layout of the mapping of CRM and DSM 
can provide a view of the information needed to improve the des ign process and 
appropriate customer management from another angle, although it may not be read 
as straightforwardly as the widthways layout. 
If two matrixes are laid vertically as shown in Figure 7.15, the information can be 
read in two ways: 
i) scanning down a column can reveal the customer requirements related to a 
specific design task (in CRM) and all the information outputs (successor 
tasks) of this design task (in DSM); and 
ii) reading across a row in the CRM can capture the design tasks linked to a 
specific customer requirements, and then scarming down the columns in 
which those design tasks are allocated can display all the information 
outputs (successor tasks) of those de ign tasks (following the direction of 
the arrows in Figure 7. 15). 
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Figure7.15: Second Way to Read the Vertical Map of CRM-DSM 
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Using the first way to read the map not only helps designers/engineers to understand 
the dependencies between one design task and its successor tasks within the process 
domain, but also enables them to discover the interrelationships between one design 
task and the relevant customer requirements in the customer domain. Therefore a 
designer/engineer can consider the impact of his/her design or decision within a 
broader context, since the two domains are represented at the same time. 
The second way to read the map can enable a client/customer to perceive the design 
tasks being undertaking relevant to achieving one of his/her requirements. More 
importantly, it can also improve the client's' understanding that the relevant design 
tasks and their successor tasks can be affected by his/her decis ion or change 
requirements. For example, if the customer requirement of 'Noise/acoustic control' 
is changed, not only the 13 design tasks will be affected directly (shown in CRM in 
Figure 7.1 5), but all the successor tasks of those 13 design tasks will be influenced 
indirectly, because the completion of these successor tasks need the input 
information from those 13 design tasks . As a result, it can make clients/customers 
more reflective when they consider changing their requirements that have been 
agreed and integrated into the design process, as the impact of changes can be 
visualised across two domains. 
Therefore, apart from the contributions of CoD to the design process discussed 
previously, it is arguable that CoD can also be applied to improve the evaluation of 
design change impacts and the management of clients/customers. 
7.6 CONCLUSION 
This chapter started with the interpretation of the customer related problems in 
building design. The prototype Customer-oriented Design (CoD) methodology was 
developed to address the problems identified. The main parts of the CoD method are 
the establishment of the CRM and the Customer· oriented DSM analysis, which has 
been elaborated through the example of the lecture t11eatre project. This elicited 
further discussion on broader applications of this new method. 
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The development of CoD has nOI onl y achieved the integration of the building 
des ign process with clients needs, but also improved the DSM analysis technique by 
supplying customer requirements as an extra dimension. It is evident that the vo ice 
of customer can be enhanced through the application of CoD method. Furthermore, 
the CoD makes the management of Lmcertainty and des ign process become a shared 
responsibility for all participants (including clients) to improve the efficiency of the 
collaborative working, since it helps the project participants to understand and 
visualise the impact of their decisions across the two domains (i.e. customer domain 
and physicaUprocess domain). 
To sum up, the benefits of applying the CoD method can be listed as fo llows: 
(i) Clarifying the definition of the customer requirements; 
(ii) Facilitating the traceability and management of customer requirements; 
(iii) Improving the collaborating work; 
(iv) Enhancing the communication between the customer with des ign team; 
(v) increasing the possibility for customer satisfaction; 
(vi) Enhancing the management of clients. 
As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, the development of CoD was aimed 
at achieving the last two research objectives identified in Chapter one, which has 
been accomplished. Therefore, the overall research aim has been met, along with the 
development of the CoD methodology and SEAT. It is appreciated that although the 
CoD method and SEAT have displayed their potential to improve building design 
process, they still have some flaws that can be refined further. Thus the following 
chapter covers those issues and gives recommendations for future work. 
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Chapter Eight 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
8.1 INTRODUCTION 
This fmal chapter completes this thesis by reviewing the main research activities 
and comparing the outcomes with the objectives set out in the fIrst chapter. These 
conclusions signify that the aim and the associated objectives of this research have 
been achieved. A description of future work required to refme and further validate 
the Staged Evolving Analysis Technique (SEAT) and Customer-oriented Design 
(CoD) method is then provided. 
8.2 CONCLUSIONS 
8.2.1 Overview and Problem Formulation 
This research set out to examine the building design process and to address some of 
the problems and difficulties in multi-disciplinary building design. This aspiration 
was refmed by making a detailed study of the factors that have a detrimental 
influence on a smooth progression through the design process. The challenges 
facing the management of the design of a modem building and their causes were 
identifIed, based on a review of contemporary literature together with discussions 
with design professionals and the author's own personal experience, which 
consequently helped to narrow the objectives and overall aim of the research. The 
root causes of the problems in the building design process can be categorised into 
one of four groups: 
(i) unmanageable building complexity; 
(ii) ineffective communication with clients and unclear understanding of clients 
requirements; 
(iii) information management and communication problems; and 
(iv) design planning problems. 
To a certain extent, these problems are inter-related. If the last three problems can 
be addressed and solved, the building complexity would become more manageable, 
and hence the overall performance of the building design process could be 
improved. Poor information communication and design planning are inextricably 
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linked and it was argued that an improvement in infonnation management and 
communication would facilitate design planning. Therefore, to improve the 
perfonnance of building design, the key issues were narrowed down to tackling 
problems (ii) and (iii). 
Thus, the driver of this research was to develop potential solutions to the key 
problems that make multi-disciplinary building design such a problematic and 
difficult process to manage. Hence the research aim and objectives that emerged 
were deduced as follows: 
Research Aim 
To develop customer-oriented and evolving information flow-based models for 
planning and controlling multi-disciplinary building design through different design 
stages, so that the configuration of the evolving design solution can reflect the 
customer requirements and enhance the effectiveness of the design process. 
Research objectives 
i) To investigate whether the model of the detail design process can be adapted to 
represent scheme design and concept design, and test via a detailed case study 
of the CCCR building project. 
ii) To create evolving information flow-based hierarchical models of the design 
process to represent the growth of the design through a staged/phased 
approach (RlEA stages C and D) and identify its potential for industrial 
application. 
iii) To examine whether customer needs can be linked to a model of the building 
design process in order to achieve an integration of the design process with the 
requirements of clients. 
ivY To develop a customer-oriented Dependency Structural Matrix (DSM) analysis 
technique to supply customer requirements as an important complement to 
technical design iriformation in controlling de-classification and tearing in an 
activity-based DSM analysis. 
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8.2.2 Review of Design Management Theories, Methods and Techniques 
To achieve the aim and associated objectives, the research commenced from a 
comprehensive literature review on the existing design management theories, 
methods and techniques addressing the design process related and customer related 
problems. Five approaches were reviewed in detail, namely: Axiomatic Design 
(AD), Configuration Management and Change Management (CM), Quality 
Function Deployment (QFD), Design Modelling techniques and Dependency 
Structure Matrix (DSM). Amongst these, QFD, the Design Process Modelling 
technique devised in the ADePT methodology and DSM were concluded as the 
methods/techniques closest to the central problems identified. Apart from the 
relative inappropriateness to tackle the central problems, the gaps and inadequacies", 
of AD and CM contributed to them not being employed in this research, which can 
be surmnarised as: 
• AD 
i) The lack of a clear definition of 'information content' in the Information Axiom 
makes the Axiom difficult to be applied into practice. No experimental or 
practical examples have been provided to demonstrate this Axiom. 
ii) Some theorems in the AD such as uncoupled design, decoupled design and 
Zigzagging decomposition across 4 domains provide very stringent constraints 
for design, which might be achievable in a ideal theoretical world but not in the 
building design practice, particularly when a complex design under the pressure 
oftime and cost. 
• CM 
i) There is no universally accepted defmition and scope for Change Management. 
In practice, managing any change from the perspective of an organisational or 
technological domain can be categorised into Change Management, which 
makes the application of CM difficult to be examined. 
ii) An Effective Configuration Management or Change management strongly 
depends on the assessment of change impact and requires visibility and 
communication among all affected designers and disciplines. Therefore, how to 
achieve the effective CM relies on the successful combination and application of 
communication or visualisation tools, such as a DSM. 
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Although QFD, Design Process Modelling and DSM were identified as the 
methods/techniques closer to the central problems of this research than AD and CM, 
they still can not be applied directly to solve the building design problems defmed 
because of their inadequacies or unsuitability as concluded below . 
• QFD 
i) The effectiveness of QFD to deliver the customer requirements into the fmal 
product diminishes from the stage 2 (parts deployment) to the stage 4 
(production planning), because of the limitation of the technique itself and the 
complexity of the 4-stage QFD. 
ii) QFD was origmallY conceived for improving new product development based 
on manufacturing, and some of the calculations and layouts of the House of 
Quality (or other related matrices) are not suitable for construction projects. 
iii) Due to the complexity of building design, it could make the size of the core 
matrix in QFD enormous and unmanageable. 
• Design Process Model (DPM) in ADePT 
Except for the generic model of the detailed building design process devised in 
ADePT methodology, all of the design product models and design process 
models reviewed in section 4.5 were neither adaptable, nor sufficiently detailed 
to represent a complete, staged building design process in a suitable manner. 
Although the DPM satisfied the requirements of representing detailed design 
activities and information flows between them, the model was built with specific 
concentration on the detailed design stage only. 
Therefore, the question was whether the model could be adapted to represent the 
design tasks and their information requirements in its counterpart design stages 
(i.e. conceptual design stage and scheme design stage) and in turn to mirror the 
evolution of the design process. It was believed that, although the same design 
task was performed in two different ways at different stages of the design, the 
categories of information required to allow that task to proceed for both stages 
were the same. Accordingly, a hypothesis was derived, which is - the difference 
between a concept design component/task and its counterpart in scheme or 
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detail design is the level of detail of the design tasks, the irifonnation 
dependencies and their accuracy. This was tested through the adaptation of 
DPM for the design product and process model of the conceptual design and 
scheme design stage. 
DSM 
Experience in academia and industry has shown that the DSM approach can be 
applied in a variety of fields with a number of advantages in representing and 
analysing the relationships between components/activities of a system/process. 
The combination of DSM with another design method/technique, such as AD, 
CM, QFD or design modelling technique, can endow the technique with more 
advantageous features that can improve the performance of the building design. 
As an analytical tool, DSM is not flawless. Several researchers have stated that 
the classification of information within a DSM is a highly subjective exercise. 
Despite the three-point or seven-point ratings proposed by various researchers 
for the classification of information within a matrix, neither of them considered 
the customer's requirements as a scale. As a result, the 'optimum' design activity 
sequence (or design component relationship) can only reflect the 
engineer/manager's judgement and algorithmic result, with no reflection of the 
customer requirements that is identified as a driving force for the industry. 
The identification of gaps and inadequacies within the existing knowledge led to the 
development of the Staged Evolving Analysis Technique (SEAT) and Customer-
oriented Design (CoD) methodology, which are summarised in the following 
sections. 
8.2.3 Development of the Staged Evolving Analysis Technique (SEAT) 
Along with the detailed case study of the Centre of Collaborative Construction 
Research (CCCR) building project, the hierarchically structured design product 
models and information flow-based process models for the conceptual design and 
scheme design were produced by the adaptation of the pre-existing generic model of 
the detailed building design process. The verification and validation of the models 
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have demonstrated that the detailed design process model can be adapted to 
represent its counterpart design stage, i.e. conceptual design and scheme design, and 
hence the hypothesis was proven and research Objective 1 was achieved. 
Following the completion of the staged modelling, to accomplish research Objective 
2, the design process evolution was observed and analysed from three perspectives: 
i) the growth and changes of the building spaces and elements; 
ii) the increased representation of the hierarchy of the design product model; and 
iii) the expansion of the scale of the design process model and the enlarged 
iterative loops depicted in the DSM. 
As the core part of SEAT, the Staged Modelling technique has improved the 
understanding of building design progression and also provided an insight into 
thinking design in reverse. The application of SEAT can contribute to DSM analysis 
in terms of reducing the size of the unmanageable iterative blocks and providing a 
multi-stage view of the design process. More importantly, the development of SEAT 
has made some innovative progress in the areas that have not been touched by any 
other researchers, such as: modelling building design across stages; structuring the 
nebulous early design stage in a hierarchically structured manner from a multi-
disciplinary viewpoint; providing an explicit description of the nature of the design 
process evolution; the "Design Process Reverse' method; and the applications 
derived from these new attempts. 
8.2.4 Development of the Customer-oriented Design (CoD) Method 
The central parts of the CoD method are the building of a Customer Requirement 
Matrix (CRM) and Customer-oriented DSM analysis. CRM, a combination of part 
of the QFD method and a Design ProductlProcess Modelling technique, is a 
practical tool to improve the definition of customer needs and integrate them into 
the early stage of the building design. A Customer-oriented DSM analysis can 
reflect the optimum design task sequence not only from the technical/engineering 
viewpoint but also from the customer's perspective, since customer requirements 
were included as an important complement in controlling the de-classification and 
tearing of information dependencies in the DSM analysis. Thus, the CoD method 
can map customer requirements with the building design process and keep track of 
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the design process to be compliant with customer needs. 
Although the CRM was constructed as an integral part of the CoD methodology to 
translate the customers' voice into the building design process, it has been found to 
have useful applications in its own right as: 
(i) a clear representation tool to capture customers' requirements; 
(ii) an indicator to exhibit the weights of customer requirements and design 
tasks; 
(iii) a visualisation tool to display the relationship between the design tasks and 
customer requirements; and 
(iv) an immediate aid for collaborating work. 
In the CoD method, the horizontal mapping of CRM and DSM were applied in the 
Customer-oriented DSM analysis to integrate of the client's requirements with the 
early stage of building design in order to enhance the customer's voice and improve 
the management and quality of the design. Additionally, the vertical mapping of 
CRM and DSM has demonstrated that the CoD method can widen the vision of the 
interaction and relationship between two domains (i.e. customer domain and 
physical domain) to help the management of clients. It makes the management of 
uncertainty and the design process become a shared responsibility for all 
participants (including clients) in order to improve the efficiency and effectiveness 
of the collaborative working, since it helps the project participants to understand 
and visualise the impact of their decisions across the two domains (i.e. customer 
domain and physical domain). 
To summarise, the benefits of applying the CoD method can be listed as follows: 
i) Clarifying the defmition of the customer requirements; 
ii) Facilitating the traceability and management of customer requirements; 
iii) Improving the collaborating work; 
iv) Enhancing the communication between the customer with design team; 
v) Increasing the possibility for customer satisfaction; 
vi) Enhancing the management of clients. 
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CoD however, is not a panacea for all customer-related design problems; the work 
performed during this research has only produced a prototype method that exhibits 
some potential. Some of the procedures within the CoD could be automated by 
computer, but the linking in this research has been performed manually. However, 
this is a software development issue rather than a research problem. 
To sum up, the overall aim of this research was achieved by splitting the research in 
two distinct phases, namely i) the development of SEAT to achieve research 
Objectives 1 and 2; and ii) the development of CoD method to achieve research 
Objectives 3 and 4. Whilst the aim and associated objectives of this research have 
been achieved, it is appropriate to reflect on the work performed and consider how, 
with hindsight, any of it could have been performed differently and then look to the 
possible future of these two methods. This is done in the following section. 
8.3 REFLECTIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
The development of SEAT and CoD were neither a smooth nor sequential process 
and, as with most research work, many dead ends were encountered and time spent 
examining ideas that had little or no bearing on the fmal outline. Reflection on the 
work undertaken provides an overview of certain areas of the research that require 
further work. 
8.3.1 Reflection and Future Work for SEAT 
The most important outputs from the development of SEAT are the two 
hierarchically structured design product models and two information flow-based 
design process models covering the conceptual design and scheme design stages 
from a multi-disciplinary viewpoint. These models not only provide detailed 
individual design activities and information requirements, but also afford a clearly 
structured view of the design process across the two design stages. Whilst the 
detailed case study on the CCCR building project was adequate to derive the 
concepts of the Staged Design Product Model and Design Process Model, it was 
insufficient to be confident of representing all the tasks and dependencies performed 
in the course of the conceptual design and scheme design process for any project. It 
was always recognised that the model produced would not be totally comprehensive 
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nor universally accepted, as design is an individual activity, with different designers 
possessing different philosophies and adopting differing approaches to achieve the 
same goal. Also, as explained in Section 3.6, the staged design product and process 
model applied in SEAT has to be project-specific based so that the analysis of the 
design process evolution can accommodate the specific features of a project. 
Producing the project-specific based product and process models is a time-
consuming work. This raises the question to exploit the necessity and applicability 
of producing the generic based design product and process models for conceptual 
design and scheme design stages. Although the individual design tasks, information 
requirements and their classifications may vary from project to project, the author 
has a strong confidence that most of the design task categories and information 
categories should be the same in the same design stage for different projects. 
Therefore, the staged design product/process model produced for the CCCR project 
in this research has provided a grounding for the creation of the generic staged 
design product/process model in terms of the categories of design tasks and 
information, and the detailed level of hierarchy for each design stage. 
It should be noted that the manual application of staged evolving analysis in terms 
of the comparison of growths and changes between stages is potentially time 
consuming. Although there is no doubt that the approach can provide a better 
appreciation of the building design process, it would be more efficient if it was 
automated. The future work in the refmement of SEAT should therefore include its 
computer implementation. 
As mentioned in Section 6.3.2, along with the completion of staged design models 
and their sequential analysis, some of the observations from the comparison of the 
design models between two stages can be utilised to attempt the development of 
other applications of SEAT, such as: 
i) monitoring of the progress of design process; 
ii) reporting the potential delay of the completion of the individual design tasks 
and impacts of it; 
iii) identifying the individual responsibility of project delay; and 
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iv) providing a detailed analysis of the causes of the delay. 
Although these are not associated with the objectives of this research, they are of 
interest and form useful applications that could be derived from SEAT. 
The research on SEAT is still at the prototype stage and further validation is 
required to turn SEAT into a more usable tool and make this technique widely 
applicable. As discussed in chapters 5 and 6, only limited attempts have been made 
to validate the SEAT throughout this research. The best way of validating SEAT is 
to use it to predict or monitor the progress of building design on live projects and 
the co-ordination of the design work. 
8.3.2 Reflection and Future Work for CoD 
The prototype Customer-oriented Design (CoD) method was developed and 
demonstrated through an experimental project. The design tasks and customer 
requirements involved in the project were simplified to concentrate on examining 
the feasibility and suitability of processing the customer-requirements into the 
design process. The weighting of the design tasks and customer requirements, and 
sequential Customer-oriented DSM analysis were conducted manually. Therefore 
the further development of the CoD methodology needs to be refmed by considering 
the following two main points: 
i) the methodology needs to be validated on larger matrices (CRM and DSM) 
for a complete real building project; and 
ii) methods for automating the methodology need to be considered. 
In the development of CoD, the customer requirements were input into the 
conceptual design stage to improve the effectiveness of the design process and the 
quality of the design. It is likely that this approach can also be applied in the later 
design stages and the construction phase to track the progress of the design to 
ensure compliancy with customer's requirements, thereby enhancing the customer 
satisfaction with the end product. The detailed demonstration of the application of 
this approach for the later design stages needs to be undertaken in future research. 
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8.3.3 Reflection and Future Work for the Combination of SEAT and CoD 
As described in Section 6.3.3, the procedure of the development of this research was 
an inverted process of design evolution. It started from an investigation of the 
generic model of the detailed design process. The model was then adapted to 
represent the conceptual design and scheme design. The study of the early stage of 
the building design inspired an examination of the possibility of processing 
customer requirements into the early stage of design, and fmally led to the 
development of the Customer-oriented Design methodology. Thus, this research not 
only led to the development of SEAT and CoD in turn, but also simulated the 
"Design Process Reverse" method. To demonstrate the latter's effectiveness, the two 
resultant research products, i.e. SEAT and CoD, need to be applied following the 
sequence of the development of design process in future projects. In other words, 
the CoD should be applied at the beginning of the building design to translate the 
customer requirements into the conceptual design stage, and then SEAT are used to 
predict the design process progression and improve the effectiveness of the building 
design process. 
In the course of this research, two prototype methodologies, SEAT and CoD, were 
developed and applied separately. Although the benefits of applying these two 
individual methods to the building design have been demonstrated in the main body 
of this thesis, it is believed that the integration of these two methods could bring 
more potential advantages in planning and controlling the multi-disciplinary 
building design throughout the main design stages. However, the implementation of 
these two methods individually is complicated, and hence the combination of the 
two would not be a straightforward work. As a result, detailed analysis and 
experiments may be needed to demonstrate the feasibility and practicability of the 
alignment of SEAT and CoD. 
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A.4.1L~_ Abov~5!round DrainaJ!!!. Specificati9!1_________ L 
A.5 «, ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DESIGN· ... ... . .. 
e-"~!~______________ ~9~~!_~~JPJ!~~_~!~1!1~~1~!'_P..~2~q~________________________________________ _ __________ _ 
~!~~~·L __________ t!yf.~~_~_~.!lp.P..~_~_~~yj~~ip_IlP.~~!9.L____________________________________ _ __________ _ 
~gJ"L ________ t!yB..~gyj~~I!'_~~!.S_!I!l~Iy!lj~ ___________________________________________________ Ij __________ _ 
~!~~~J"?___________ ~y!?j[i!.1.e_f!1_!?!!lJ!~J!~________________________________________________________ ~ __________ _ 
~!~~~~1.:9 ___________ t!y§.l!.ee!:l.~Q~1!ip.!!!!Q~_~y2!~~~.P..~9~!<:.~~Q!I________________________________ ~ __________ _ 
~g . .? _____________ ~y_~PJ!~!_~~epl~_~_gL~~!?.l!.~Q~_g!l_~9!L______________________________________ _ __________ _ 
~~~~2. . .?"j ___________ ~y_~_~q':!~!l!'.!~_nl~_~_~Iy~!L________________________________________________ _Ij __________ _ 
~!~~2._.?"? ___________ ~y_§y!l.!~!'.!_~!~~j~il!l________________________________________________________ ~ __________ _ 
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~~~"~:~"L ________ ~Y_§!iP.E~_~_~l~!!l~~!i.9..nJ;1.~t.e_I!l_§p_I!.~!~~li~~ _________________________________ ~ __________ _ 
~~J..c~ ____________ Q.9_l!q~~_~J~~~~il).ag!!~l9£l___________________________________________________ _ __________ _ 
~~g.?:L ________ Q.9..n_q~~_~~~.9!i1~_~_g!!1~~~ ____________________________________________________ ~ __________ _ 
~~~"~:!l"? ___________ T~~~~il).gJ~y.9_u.~_~_~_l!.till~ ____________________________________________________ ~ __________ _ 
~~~"~~il___________ ~~I!.~trL~~LQ_~l).q~Lt~_T~~~~1~9_§P!l_~~2il1~_I).~___________________________________ ~ __________ _ 
~~~"~:I.. ____________ ~!.'!.e~E9Y!~~§~t.e_I!l_~_I!.~g..n_________________________________________________ ~ __________ _ 
~g§. ____________ ~!~~£IP1.Q~~!l!il19~.Q~~~ ___________________________________________________ ~ __________ _ 
~~~"~:lI _____________ ~P..~_~~!~!.'!..Q~~!slI). _________________________________________________________ ~ __________ _ 
~~~~ ______________ ~~Q~!~l).g_~y~)!!_I!l!'."_~!LQ~___________________________________________________ _ __________ _ 
~~~"~"~____________ ~!.'!.~!9!!..n2j1_~!9~~..nJt~~~!slI!__________________________________________________ ~ __________ _ 
~~~"~:?:. ____________ ~!l_I).~~~L~!sl~~~g_~_I!.~9.!1_____________________________________________________ ~ __________ _ 
~~"~.L __________ ~~!~e~~lg~!~Jt.Q~~!slI). ____________________________________________________ ~ __________ _ 
~~~"~i ____________ ~p.!iS:!~Y~!_J9b1Ll!g_~~~lg~ ____________________________________________________ ~ __________ _ 
~~~~1 ______________ ~.9_'!1~.!!.~L~!~.9_'!_~~~!!!1.!~_~.!!!.iJt'!__________________________________________ ~ __________ _ 
~"~~L ___________ g.£c:~p.I!.'!!§.~~!!IJ..§1.!!~!.'!.!.E!~J9.!!. ________________________________________ ~ __________ _ 
~~~"~J _____________ ~22.!i~_s_£~~!!9L~y!!~!.'!..Q~!!sl~______________________________________________ ~ __________ _ 
,~~~"~:? _____________ 1..n_f!.~2!!!.g!lJ~2!!?.I).§1.~11!.'!l_9_~~ii1.I!___________________________________________ ~ __________ _ 
~~~"5.:.?. ____________ Q£!Y_§1s.!!!~_g!!..sJ9..n _______________________________________________________ h __________ _ 
,~,~~t _____________ ~!iJ!~!1).9_~!!.£~r!!Y_§y!'.I,!I!'_I!."_~!!g..n_________________________________________ _ __________ _ 
~,~"~"~ ____________ .E~.!i_!\Je!!!1_§l~t.e_I!l_~_e_~i9.!1___________________________________________________ _~ __________ _ 
~,~&~ _____________ ~~!!b.i..n.ll.~!!~~2iI).9_~~~!~!.'!..Q~~!sl~__________________________________________ ~ __________ _ 
~~~&il _____________ ~!sl~~J~g_~!.9!~2!i9.!!.§J..~t.e_I!'_~!~g..n__________________________________________ ~ __________ _ 
~,~"I ______________ !re!1..s.E9~~9_1!~~!~!.'!.!_~.!i_sJSLI).___________________________________________ _ __________ _ 
~~~~~_____________ ~~~~!!sll).________________________________________________________________ ~ __________ _ 
A,S.S Central Monitoring System Design L 
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Detailed Design Product Model (CCCR Project) 
I1 A;)I\ 
Number Name 
A.1.4.3 External Walls Finishes 
~_1..:~~~ _______________ ~~~~~~~~!I~_~p'e_~~:~~~~~ __________________________________________________________ _ 
~~'!:~ _________________ 1!1_~_I'!l_l!.~~~!I~_?.~~~Q~ _________________________________________________________________ _ 
~~'!:?L _____________ ~~~~~l!~!~~~~T..~'Y..p_~~~s _________________________________________________________ _ 
A.1.S.2 Internal Walls Details 
---------------.----- -----------------------------------------------------------------.----.--------.----.--A.1.S.3 Internal Walls Finishes 
~_1..:?~~ _______________ 1!1~~!~~!!~~s..~P..~~~~~~~~~~ ____________________________________________________________ _ 
~~!.~ _________________ ~~~!!_~~lQ!1 _________________________________________________________________________ _ 
A.1.6.1 Roof Details 
A.1.6.2 Roof Finishes 
----------.----.----. -----------------.---------.--------.----.----.--------------------------------.----.--~_1..:~~~ _______________ .~??!~9~~~_~:~~~~ ______________________________________________________________________ _ 
~_1..:~~~ _______________ ~~9~_~~~~~~~_~T~~~~!~ ___________________________________________________________ _ 
A,1.6.5 Facade Access Details 
~~1..:~~~ _______________ ~??!.~:_sJ~~_~p.~~~~~l~~~ _____________________________________________________________ _ 
~_!:!.. ________________ ~~!~!1_Q~_~!~!~E. ______________________________________________________________________ _ 
A.1.7.1 Ceilings General Arrangements 
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Drawings 
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~~·?~1L ___________ ~!~~~~g~_~_u..~~.Y..p!_~'::'~~~~ _____________________________________________________________ _ 
~:~:?~1~~ _____________ ~!~~~_q!~y~.:>!~!!~~~~_~_EP_~~.:> ___________________________________________________________ _ 
~:?~?~g--------------- ~~~~~~~-~-~-~!'-:~~-~------------------------------------------------------------------~:~·?~g~L __________ ~!:!~_~~.!!!~§t2~~P!!:.'::'~~~~ _____________________________________________________________ _ 
~~?~gL ___________ ~~~_~.:>~~P!~h.T~_I!~~!~!~_~~ ___________________________________________________________ _ 
~~:?~?~~_____________ ~~il~~~~~_~_~!'J:~~~~~~~~~2 __________________________________________________________ _ 
~_~?~~ _______________ ~~~~'::'9!!<2_~_~~9!1 ____________________________________________________________________ _ 
~:?::?~~L ___________ ~~~_~!~P!..f!~~9_~~~~_~~2!!!~ _______________________________________________________ _ 
~~?~!l~g_____________ ~il~~'::'!l!~2_§.~~~!~!~!!~~§t:T_~~~ _____________________________________________________ _ 
A.2.2.3.3 Earthworks Sections 
--------------.----.. -----------.----.. ---.---.----.----.----.----.---.------------------.-----------------~:?::?~~~~ _____________ ~~~~'::'9!~2_~P_~~!~~!~l?~~ ______________________________________________________________ _ 
~:~~ ________________ ~~~:~~~~~~~~_~~!~!1 _________________________________________________________________ _ 
~_~!l~~_______________ ~9~~_q~~9~!l_!'_~~~_~ ___________________________________________________________________ _ 
~:~·!l~~L ___________ ~~~_f9_':~~~!i?_~~Q~~~!!~ _______________________________________________________________ _ 
~:~!l~1~~:~ ___________ ~9!~~~_~~!l!~g_~~_~9~ _________________________________________________________________ _ 
~~·!l~1~~:~ ___________ ~~~_!'_~~~_~ ___________________________________________________________________________ _ 
A2.3.1.4.2.1 Pad Calculations 
----------.----.----- --------------------------.----.----.----.----.---.---------------------------------.--~:~:!l~1~~:~:? __________ ~~~_~il.Y~~~ ___________________________________________________________________________ _ 
~:~!l~1~~:~·!l __________ ~~~_§.~~~!~!~!!~~.ll.~T_~~~P..~~~L ____________________________________________________ _ 
A.2.3.1.4.2.4 Pad RC Details 
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---------------.----. ------------.----------------------------------------------------.---.----.----.-------~~ig~! _____________ ~~1~~§L~~~9_~?,!l!.~~~~~~~~_~:_sJ9!l ____________________________________________________ _ 
~~~·ig~!~~ ___________ ~~1~!I_!:'!.?.l!.~~_~?,!l1_~~~~_~2:g!ll£~!~~9~~ _______________________________________________ _ 
~~~ig~!~~ ___________ ~:!~!I_!:'!.?_l!.~~_~?,!lll~!:T.~!~!IJ..~~~ ____________________________________________________ _ 
~:?~~~g~!~~ ___________ ~:1~!I_!:'!.?.l!.~~_~?,!l11~!:~~~.!.~:~~~2g~!E~~!lJ~9~ ________________________________________ _ 
~~ig~!~~ ___________ ~~l~!I_~~~l!.~~_~?,!ll_~~:_~~y?_l!.t~ ________________________________________________________ _ 
~~~ig~~ _____________ ~:!~!I_!:'!.?_l!.~~_§!~~'!l_~!!I1~~9_:P..:~~f!~ __________________________________________________ _ 
~:?:~~g~~~~ ___________ §!~~'!l_~!!I1~~9_:£~~~~!~_~~ ___________________________________________________________ _ 
~~~·ig~~~~ ___________ §!~~_~!~1~~9:_§!!:_~~~9~!_~~~!ll~9~ ___________________________________________________ _ 
~~ig~~ _____________ ~~1~!I_~~~l!.~9_~!~!~~9:_~_:~!~P..:~!9_~ _________________________________________________ _ 
A.2.4.2.3.1 Manhole Schedule 
----------.---------. ------------.--------.-------------------------------------------.-------------.----.--~~~ig~~:?. ___________ 1~!:~~1P..~~~_<:f!:_~~!~~_~~~!'!!~9_s _______________________________________________________ _ 
~!.:ig~~~~___________ ~~~~~!!l!~~~jl_~P..:!~~P..~~~!~9~ ______________________________________________________ _ 
~_~ig~~_____________ ~~19!1_~~~l!.~9_~!~!~~9:_:?J:~£~~c_~~~~ ___________________________________________________ _ 
~:2.~ _________________ ~~:!~!I1_~~~~~J.?:_~9_~ _______________________________________________________________ _ 
~!.:~~!_______________ ~:T.~!~?!~~_~~¥?~_~~:12~ __________________________________________________________ _ 
~~2~~~!L ___________ ~?~~~£~~.E~~~P..:~!f!~ _______________________________________________________________ _ 
~_~~~1L ___________ §~:T.~!~?!~~_~:~:~~!~~~9:_'!l:_~~~!~~i~Jl_~ _________________________________________ _ 
~~2~~~!~~ _____________ §~:~~~!~?!~~_§:~1~9_9_l!!_~!~!!~.f!~ ___________________________________________________ _ 
~~~~~!L ___________ ~:~~~!~?!~~_~~!~~_~!~!"J~5I.~ ________________________________________________________ _ 
A.2.5.1.5 External Works Specifications 
A.3.2.1 
--------------------- ----------------------------------------------.--------------------------------.-_ ..... A.3.2.1.1 Roof Load Calculations 
...•...•. _--------_.. ---------------_._---------------------------------------------------------------------A3.2.1.2 Wind Load Calculations 
--------------------- --------------~-----------------~------------------------------------------------------A.3.2.1.3 Non-Plant Floor Load Calculations 
A.3.2.1.4 Column Load Calculations 
--------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~~~g~g _______________ §~!!.~~!~1!:~~~_~!~!'!!~5J_~ ______________________________________________________________ _ 
~_~~g~!_____________ §~!'_~~~~9_~!!I!N.~f!~ __________________________________________________________________ _ 
~~~·.?~gL ___________ ~~9_~!'_<:~~.f!P..~<:~!~2~ ________________________________________________________________ _ 
~~.?~~ _______________ ~J!l!!I1!§!~p!~~_~~:£~ _________________________________________________________________ _ 
~~~~ _________________ ~~!'!l!l_ry_:?}!~~_~:r~_~!~~:_~~~~ _____________________________________________________ _ 
~~~1 _______________ §!r!!.~,!l!!I1_~~:~~~~Q:~!q~ ____________________________________________________________ _ 
A.3.3.1.1 Structural Steel Frame Calculations 
--------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.--~~~~~1~!~~ ___________ ~~~~!¥_~~,!l_~~!~lf!~'!l!l_~~~:1~ ______________________________________________________ _ 
A.3.3.1.1.2 Structural Steel Frame Section Calculations 
--------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.--A3.3.1.1.2.1 Roof Section Calculations 
A.3.3.1.1.2.2 Non-Plant Floor Section Calculations 
--------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------A.3.3.1.1.2.3 Plant Room Floor Section Calculations 
~~~~~!~!~~~_________ ~~~£~~f!_~:~E?!l_~~~_~~!~!:~ ___________________________________________________________ _ 
A3.3.1.1.2.5 Column & Base Plate Section Calculations 
--------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~~~~~1~g _____________ ~!~-~~!~1~~-~~~~~~J[~~!~~~~£E?~~--______________________________________________ _ 
~~3~~~1~~~~ ___________ §~,!l_~~!~1~~_:1~~~~~_<lJ..~~P..~~!!!2~ ___________________________________________________ _ 
~~~~~1~~~~·) __________ ~!?~!l_~£!?.?!_§!~~!~?!~_~¥?~~ ________________________________________________________ _ 
~~~~1~g._L~ _________ E!~~!!!~~~_~~:~~~~~_~~~9~!~ _________________________________________________________ _ 
A.3.3.1.2.1.3 Non-Plant Floor Steelwork Layouts 
----------------------eo--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~~~~~l~~~1.:i _________ ~?.?!.§!::!~?!~_~~¥?,!l~~ ________________________________________________________________ _ 
~~~~~1~~~~___________ ~~~~!¥_~!::~9:~_~~~~~9~_~!~~~_f!~ __________________________________________________ _ 
~~~~1~g~~ ___________ E~~~~!¥_§!~:!~?!~_~:~!i?_~P..~~!~2~ ____________________________________________________ _ 
A.3.3.1.2.4 Steelwork Specification 
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---------------.----. ---------------------------------------------.----.----.----.----.---._---._---._---._-~~~:!l~~L ___________ ~~_'!.~t;J!2L~~e..~~~~~p.~!~~_~~~~l~g2 ____________________________________________________ _ 
~_~?~!~~~! ___________ ~~~?_~~~~E.!i?_~p.~~~l~g2 _____________________________________________________________ _ 
~~~?~~~~~~___________ ~~2!l_!'1~!~_~~!~~_~~~~!~9~ _____________________________________________________________ _ 
~~~?~!~~~~ ___________ ~?,!1_-~~~~~~El~?!_~Y.!!:.~~~_<:~~§.t:_~~~~~P!_i!.'!!l~2~ ____________________________________ _ 
~~~·?~~~~~L _________ ~?_oJ_~!~~!'!!?!~_~,!l~~~_~!~~!:9_~ ________________________________________________________ _ 
A.3.3.2 Structural Concrete Design 
.(:i.3~2~i'------------- Con-creie-Friiiii;;-Cilicuiatlons------------------------------------------------------------
------------_.-._---. --------------------------------------------------.------------------------------------~~?~g~!~! ___________ ~,!1_C!!l_t~_E!~~~!.!:~¥~!~ ______________________________________________________________ _ 
A.3.3.2.1.2 Concrete Frame Section Calculations 
----------.-.--.-.--. .-----------._---._---._--._---._.--._---._---._--._---------------------------.----.--A.3.3.2.1.2.1 Roof Member Section Calculations 
---------------.----. ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------A.3.3.2.1.2.2 Plant Floor Member Section Calculations 
A.3.3.2.1.2.3 Non-Plant Floor Section Calculations 
--------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------A.3.3.2.1.2.4 Column Member Section Calculations 
--------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------A.3.3.2.1.2.5 Shear Wall Section Calculations 
--------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------A.3.3.2.1.3 Concrete Frame RC Calculations 
--------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------A.3.3.2.1.3.1 Roof Member RC Calculations 
--------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------A.3.3.2.1.3.2 Plant Floor Member RC Calculations 
--------------------- -----------------.---------------------------------------------------------------------A.3.3.2.1.3.3 Non-Plant Floor Member RC Calculations 
--------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------A.3.3.2.1.3.4 Column Member RC Calculations 
-----------------------------.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------A.3.3.2.1.3.5 Shear Wall RC Calculations 
--------------------- -------------------------------------------------------.-------------------------------~~3.:?;g~~~!:?. _________ ~?!~~ip_!'!~~!.!:I?.?!_~_~~!~~~!!~!:~te..~_~~~_~!ly~~~ ______________________________________ _ 
~~~?~g~~~!:?. _________ ~?!~~E_!'!~~!£I?.?!_~.?J~_~yg_'!.~ ________________________________________________________ _ 
A.3.3.2.4.1.4 Holorib Plant Floor Details 
--------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------A.3.3.2.4.1.5 Holorib Non-Plant Floor Calculations 
--------------------- ---------------------------------------------------.-----------------------------------~~3~?;g~~~!~~ __________ ~?!~~ip_~_<:~f!!:.~~E!~~!_~~,!I_~~~_~~~~g~~~!:L~_~~¥?~L _________________________________ _ 
A.3.3.2.4.1.7 Holorib Non-Plant Floor Details 
--------------------- --------------.------------------------------------------------------------------------~~?;?~~~L~ _________ ~?l~!ip_~.P..~~~~_i!.~~~ ___________________________________________________________________ _ 
~~~?~?;~~~ ___________ ~~~~~~!£1?~_§!~~~_~!l_~9!: _____________________________________________________________ _ 
A.3.3.2.4.2.1 Precast Plant Room Floor Calculations 
--------------------- -----------------.---------------------------------------------------------------------~~?~g~~~~ . .?. _________ ~~~~~2!~!!:.~~~!~~~~~!:!l!~L~!!~2~~~!:!_~_~~~~! ______________________________________ _ 
~_~?;~~~~~~ _________ ~!~~~~!Y.~i!.~~~!~~!_f!~!~!O~~~~! ________________________________________________________ _ 
A.3.3.2.4.2.4 Precast Plant Floor Details 
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A.3.3.2.4.2.S Precast Non-Plant Floor Calculations 
~-------------------- ------------.----.----.---.----.----.----.----.---------------------------.----.-------~~3~~~g;~~~~~ _________ ~~~~~~!_~~~;~1~~!£'?_oL§.:~~!~~[I!I~~.lI_:1!I_:~~~_~.Y..~~~ _________________________________ _ 
A.3.3.2.4.2.7 Precast Non-Plant Floor Details 
---------------.----. ------------.----.------------------.----.----.-------------------------------------.--~~3~~~g:~~~~_________ ~!~~~~!_<2~~~!~J~_~p_e_~~9~J~~ _________________________________________________________ _ 
~:~~~---------------- ~~-~~~-~~!'-~~~~~!'-~~~~~-----------------------------------------------------------~l~1 _______________ ~~~_':.~~~_~~::~~~~P.~~l~~ ___________________________________________________________ _ 
~~3~~~1;1 _____________ <2~~~9l~2_~~P~~~_~~~!2~ _______________________________________________________________ _ 
~~~~1;!~1 ___________ ~!~~9l~2_~~P~~~_~~~~!~~9~~ __________________________________________________________ _ 
~~~~1;!;~ ___________ ~!~~9l~2_~~P~~_~!~~~.lI_~ ____________________________________________________________ _ 
~~~~1;~ _____________ 1:~~~~~!'_~~~~~ _______________________________________________________________________ _ 
A.3.4.1.2.1 Trimmer Calculations 
--------------------. -------------------------------.----.----.----------------------------.-------------.--A.3.4.1.2.1.1 Roof Trimmer Calculations 
---------------. __ .-. .-----------._---._---._---------------------------------------------------------------A.3.4.1.2.1.2 Plant Room Floor Trimmer Calculations 
--------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------A.3.4.1.2.1.3 Non-Plant Floor Trimmer Calculations 
~l~1;~~~ ___________ 1:~~~~~£~~'!!!~2~ _____________________________________________________________________ _ 
~l~1;~~~~~ _________ ~E.?n:!!!!~~~_~~e_~::'!~~~P.~~'::'!~2~ ______________________________________________________ _ 
~~~·~1;~:~~~ _________ ~~~~~!!~~!!.!£.IE.?L1:!~I'!!~~~P_~~'::'l~~~ ____________________________________________________ _ 
~~~~~1;~~~:?. _________ ~E.!'.:f!~~J£~~~!!l1!l_~~L~!~~~.lI_~ _____________________________________________________ _ 
~l~1;~_____________ ~EE!_~~!~~~g~iP.~:~~£~~~~ _________________________________________________________ _ 
~~~~1;~~~ ___________ ~E.?!_~!I!~~_~9~iP.~~~~~~~~~~~!:~ ____________________________________________________ _ 
~~~~1;~:~___________ ~E~_~!I!~~~9~iP.~~~~!'.:!l.'!!!~2~ _______________________________________________________ _ 
~~3~~1;~ _____________ ~~9E_':.~~~~~::~~~~§.E~~~l~~~~.!' ______________________________________________________ _ 
~~~~g _______________ ~i!!.~_~~~_~~,!J_<:.~!~_~_e:.~~~ ______________________________________________________________ _ 
A.3.4.2.1 Lift Shaft Structure Calculations 
--------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~~~~~~~ ___ • __ • _____ • ~i!!.:>.~~~_~~~<:.~~~_~!!I::'!~_~~ ___________________________________________________________ _ 
~~~~g;~ _____________ ~i!!.~_~~~_~~,!J_~~!~_~p_:~!~!I~l~~ _______________________________________________________ _ 
~~~~~ _______________ ~~,!J_<:.t~I~!~~~~~~~~_~..e:.~~.!' _____________________________________________________________ _ 
A.3.4.3.1 Structural Staircase Calculations 
--------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~~~~;~ _____________ ~!~~,!J!!I!~~~:~~~~_~!~!.:~_~~ __________________________________________________________ _ 
~~3~~~~;L ___________ ~~,!J_C}~!~!~~~~:~~~_~P..e:.~~9!1~!~~ _______________________________________________________ _ 
~~~~~ _______________ ~~~9;~_e:.~~~.lI_~!l.':.~~£~~~_':. ___________________________________ ~ _______________________ _ 
~~~~~;1_____________ ~!l.~~~~~~~~l_~~!~~~~tl~~~ ____________________________________________________________ _ 
~~~~~;~_____________ ~_~~~~~~~~~11?~~'::'J~9~ _______________________________________________________________ _ 
A.3.4.4.3 Studwork Panel Calculations 
"'A.;.;.3:-.4~.4"..4~~~.__+Studwork Panel Drawings 
A.4' . MEcHANICALENGINEERING"iiEs'iGN.\ ('F 
~:~~~ ________________ ~!~~~~!!~!~~!~9_~J[~!e:.~£~~!~~ ______________________________________________________ _ 
~~'!:?~1 _______________ ~£~y~~E!~~9~_~~~~~_~~~~_~_~¥~l~ __________________________________________________ _ 
A.4.2.1.1 AC I Ventilation Sensible Heat Calculations 
--------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------.-------A.4.2.1.2 AC I Ventilation Latent Heat Calculations 
--------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~_'!:?~1;L ___________ ~!~~~~!l.I}'_~£Ly~~~~~!~_':.!!~9~~~~~~~!~~ ____________________________________________ _ 
A.4.2.1.4 AC I Ventilation Air Flow Calculations 
-------------------- .--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~~'!:?~1;L __________ ~£~y~~!i~~~9~_~;;Y~_~2..~~:~_~_~9~1~EE~!.. _____________________________________________ _ 
~~?~g _______________ ~£~y~~!~~~9~_~Y;;J~~_~~~~_~!lJ~:£~~~~~ ______________________________________________ _ 
~_'!:?~g;~ _____________ ~!~~~~_<:.I}'_~£Ly~~J~~!~_':.£~~~?!~J3E_~l':.L ________________________________________ _ 
A.4.2.2.3 AC I Ventilation Room Pressure Checks 
~~?~gL ___________ ~~~~!!1J~!l.I}'_~fl_Y~~~~~!i?~_E.q~!P_~~_':.~~~1~9!~_':. ________________________________________ _ 
A.4.2.2.S AC I Ventilation Schematics 
--------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~'!:?~~ _______________ .~£~y~~!~~~9~_~IsJ~~_~~¥9,!JL9:~J2~ __________________________________________________ _ 
A.4.2.3.1 AC I Ventilation Duct Routes & Sizes 
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~-~~~~g------------- ~~!~~~!~~~~~-~-~~~~!~~-~~------------------------------------------------------------A.4.2.3.3 AC I Ventilation Pressure Loss Calculation 
----------.----.----- ------------.----.---.----.----.----.----.. --.----.---------------------------------.--M.2.3.4 AC I Ventilation Plant Selection 
--------------------- ------------.----.--------.----.-.--.----.---.--------------.-------------.----.-------~_~?~~~~ _____________ ~~!_'{~~~!~~~~_§J.:l!:~_g!~~~.lts.. ______________________________________________________ _ 
~_~?~~ _______________ ~~L'{~~!~~~~~_§p_~~~~_a.!!~~~ __________________________________________________________ _ 
A._~~ _________________ ~~!!~_~¥~!:~J?~:sJ~_'! ________________________________________________________________ _ 
~~~!l~!_______________ ~~!!~~~~~~~_~~_~q~~!Y_~i2 ___________________________________________________________ _ 
~:!!l~!~! _____________ ~~!!~_~91~!,O!_§y:s_t:~_g;!!¥_~~~~!~~~~ ________________________________________________ _ 
~_~~!~g _____________ ~~!!~f.~!i~~!~!!!.~~!~Jl.£~~_~~!!9_'! ___________________________________________________ _ 
A.4.3.1.3 Total LPHW Load Calculation 
A.4.3.1.4 LPHW Flowrate Calculation 
--------------------. .-----------._---._---._--._---._---._---._--._----------------------.----.------------~:!!l~g _______________ ~~!!~_~~~~~~_§_c..~~!!!.~~~_g~!l~~ _______________________________________________________ _ 
~_~~?L ___________ ~~!!.~1:!~~!~~f..~~~2_~.!:.~9,!1 ___________________________________________________________ _ 
A~~!l~?:2._____________ ~!~~~J~~ry_~!'1:!~~~:~!l!!I_~_~~~~~ ____________________________________________________ _ 
~:!!l~?~~ _____________ ~!:~~~~ry_~!'_~~_~9~!e~~~!~~~~~~~~ _________________________________________________ _ 
~~9~?~~ _____________ ~~!!~f.ip_e_~~!~_~~_~~~92:!l_~~~!.c.!!!~!!?.'! _______________________________________________ _ 
~-~~?~~------------- ~~!!.~-~~~~~~!~-~!~~~~~-------------------------------------------------------------A.~!l~~ _______________ ~~!!.~~~~~~_~~y_~~_~:~~_'! __________________________________________________________ _ 
~~~!l~~L ___________ ~~!!.~f.ip_~~~!~_~!l..u_t::_~_§J~~: ________________________________________________________ _ 
~~!l~~~~_____________ ~~!!.~f.ip.!:.~9!~_~~~~9_~ _______________________________________________________________ _ 
~_~!l~~~~_____________ ~~!!~f.ip_:~~!~_~~y~!:t: _______________________________________________________________ _ 
~~~·!l~~L ___________ ~~!!.~f.ip_~9!~_~P~'!~i?.!!.~~~_uJ~~!9_'! _________________________________________________ _ 
A.4.3.3.S LPHW Pressure Loss Calculation 
---------------.----. .-----------._---._---._--._--------._---._---._--._-----------------.----.------------~~~!l~~~~_____________ ~~!!~~~~~~_~~!!lJ~~~'!~~:~~_'! ____________________________________________________ _ 
~ . .'!:~~~~~~! ___________ ~~!!~~~~~~~_£~e~:!tY_~_l!.~~!~~9,!1 _____________________________________________________ _ 
~~~.!l~~;~:~ ___________ ~~!!.~!'!_~~~~~:_~~!1..~_~~p_l!.~~!?.'!~~~~~!~~~~~~~~ ______________________________________ _ 
~~~!l~~~~~~ ___________ ~~!!.~!!.~~!_~~~~!I,!11:~~~~~_~!~~ ______________________________________________________ _ 
~~~!l~~~~L _________ ~~!!.~f.~~.E~_~~!:~~~~ ________________________________________________________________ _ 
~~!l~~~~~~ ___________ ~~!!.~~9~!e!!!.:~~~~~9~J~~ ___________________________________________________________ _ 
~~9~~ _______________ ~~!!.~~~~~!~~~9~J ___________________________________________________________________ _ 
~~~.~ ________________ ~~_~~~~_~J[~!~!!!.!!~~!~~ _______________________________________________________________ _ 
~~~~~! _______________ ~9.?J~'!~_~~~~:~_~.?_~q_~~!Y_~~ __________________________________________________________ _ 
~~~!~! _____________ ~~!~~~_~~~:~~~~~~9_9_~~~~!Y..£~~_~~!i?_'!~ ____________________________________________ _ 
~~~:!~L ___________ ~~!~:~_~~~:r_~~'!£~~_~~!~~_l!.ty_~~~~!~~9!l:s ___________________________________________ _ 
M.4.1.3 Total Chilled Water Load Calculation 
M.4.1.4 Chilled Water Flowrate Calculations 
--------------------. ------------.----.----.---.---------.----.----.----------------------.----.------------~~~?_______________ ~~_oJ~~~_~~~!~~~~~~~~~:_~~_~~~ _____________________________________________________ _ 
~_~·~?L__________ ~!~~~J~~ry_~_~~~~~~!P..:~_O!_k_~_~~~~ ___________________________________________________ _ 
~:!~?~L __________ ~!~~~~~ryS;:~!~2_~~!e!.f.!~~!_~~~:~~~~ ________________________________________________ _ 
~~~~?~~ _____________ ~~~~'!~f.~_~~~!~_H.~_~~~_~~J_S?:~~_~~~,!1 ________________________________________________ _ 
~~~?~~_____________ S'.?!lJ!n.~_~~~~~~!~_~!~~!n.~~ ___________________________________________________________ _ 
~~~.~!l _______________ C~_oJ~'!~_~~~~:~_!_!I.Y..~~~:~~_'! _________________________________________________________ _ 
~:!~~L ___________ ~~!lJ~~f.ip_:~~!~_~!l!:t:_~!§J~~2 _______________________________________________________ _ 
~~~~~~~ _____________ ~~!lJ~'!~f.~_~~~!~_~~~i!l.lt~ ______________________________________________________________ _ 
~~~~~~ _____________ ~~_oJ~~~_~~~~_~!~~!~9J _______________________________________________________________ _ 
~:~.~~~~ _____________ C9!lJ~~~f.~:~~~!~_~~~~_~!I!~~~~~~~: _____________________________________________________ _ 
~~~~~~~~ _____________ ~9!lJ~'!~_~~~~:~_£:~!~~~~~~~_:~~_'! ___________________________________________________ _ 
~~~~~~~~! ___________ ~~!lJ~'!~_~~~~_~~e~~lty_9_~~~!~~9!l _____________________________________________________ _ 
~~~~~~~~ ___________ ~.?_oJl~~~!~::_l!!'~_~_~~_~~~e~,!1_s!~~_y!l_~~:~§!lJ~~!!9_'! _____________________________________ _ 
A.4.4.3.S.3 Cooler Selection 
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-------------.------- -------------.----.----.-----.----.----.----.-----.---------------.----.----.----.-----A.4.4.3.S.4 Chilled Water Treatment Plant 
-------------.-----.- ------------------.----------.----.----.----------.---------------.----.----.-----.----~~~~;~~~~~ ___________ g~i~~9_~~~~~~_~~~~~~~_~~~~ _________________________________________________________ _ 
~_~~~~~~~ ___________ g~i~~9_~~~~_~_CJ.~ip_~:_~t_~::~_~q~~~~ ____________________________________________________ _ 
~~~~;~ _______________ g??J~~~_~~~~~~_~~~~~~~~~~~2 __________________________________________________________ _ 
~~~~----------------- ~?-~!:~~?-~~!~~!q-~-~!~-~y-~!~~~~~!~~-------------------------------------------A.4.S. t Domestic Hot & Cold Water Load Calculations 
-------------.-----.- ----------------------------------.----.----------.---------------.----.----.----------A.4.S.1.1 Domestic Hot & Cold Water Load Calculation 
-------------.------- .------------._---._---._.---._---._---._---------._.-------------.----.----.----------
M.S.l.2 Total Cold Water Load Calculation 
--------.----.------- -------.. -.. _-_._ .. -._. __ ._--_ .. _._ .. _-.-----_ .. _ .... ---_._-.. _. __ ._._-_._-_ .. _-_._----
M.S.l.3 Total Hot Water Load Calculation 
_.-_ ... __ .. _--_ .. --.. --.. _--._--_._--_._-_ .. _-_ ... _------_._--_._---_ .. _---._-_._---------_._ .... _ .. _.-..... 
A.4.S.1.4 Hot & Cold Water Flowrate Calculations 
-----_ ... -_ .. _------- ---_._-_ ... _-.. _--------_._--_. __ ._._--._-_ .. _--_._._-------.. _---.. _--_._--_._-_._-_.-
~~?;1~L ___________ g?l~_~~~~_§!~!~~~_~_~q~~~_~~_n_~g!l:.~~~~~~~ ___________________________________________ _ 
~_~?;1;~_____________ ~?~_~~~~_~!~!~~:_~_~q~~~~:~~g!iJ~~!~~~~ _____________________________________________ _ 
~~?;g _______________ ~?!_~~t:!.~y:!~~_~~~:~~!~_P..~~i.ll.~ ___________________________________________________ _ 
~~?;gL ___________ ~~~~~J~~_ry_~.?~~~~~~~.9.~ip_~~_~~~:1~9!i?.!1 ______________________________________________ _ 
~_'!:?;g~g _____________ ~~~~~i!t!l:.ry_~_c:~~~~~~~Jp:~~~~_~~~!~2 _________________________________________________ _ 
~~?;g~~ _____________ ~?!_~~t:!.~!E~~c:~~!!~~!!:.c:~~.£~!~~I~!~c:~~ _____________________________________________ _ 
~~~?;g~~ _____________ ~?!_~~t:!.§::~_~~_~t!~.Q~~~i~~~ _________________________________________________________ _ 
~_'!:?;~_______________ ~!'~_~~t:!_~yJ~:~_~~~~~_~:Ji2~ _______________________________________________________ _ 
~~~?;~L ___________ ~?!_~~t:!_~!E~~c:r_~!!~~~~~_~_~~~~ ____________________________________________________ _ 
~~~?;~~g _____________ ~?!_~!l:.t:!_~!E~~c:~~!'l~!~~~ ____________________________________________________________ _ 
~_'!:?;~~~_____________ ~!'!_~~t:!_~ie:~~~~~J[~~!~ ___________________________________________________________ _ 
~~~?;~L ___________ ~?!_~~t:!.~!E~~c:~~~£~~2!c:~_g!il~~!~~~~2 _____________________________________________ _ 
A.4.S.3.S Hot Water Pressure Loss Calculations 
-_._-_._-_.-.. _--_._- _ .. _._ .. _.-._--_._-_._--_ .. _--_ .. _-_ .. _-_._._-_._---_ .. __ ._--------_ ... _-_._--_._-_ .. _-
~_~?;~~~ _____________ ~?!_~~t:!_~_~~!~_~~_~J?_~J~~~~ _________________________________________________________ _ 
A.4.S.3.7 Central Hot Water Plant Selection 
~~~?;~ _______________ g?!~_~~t:!.~yJ!:!:I2_~~~~~~!!9..P..~~!lI_~ __________________________________________________ _ 
~~~?;~~! _____________ ~~~~~i!t!l:.ry_~_~9_~~!~~~q~!P..~..e_'!~~..eJ:::!!?.~ ____________________________________________ _ 
~~~:?;~~g _____________ ~~~~~J~!l:.ry_g!lJ~_~~!~~~p:~~~~J3~~~2 ________________________________________________ _ 
~~~?;~~~ _____________ g?!~_~~t:!_~::~_~I!1_~~~_~~~~i~~2 ________________________________________________________ _ 
~~~?;L ____________ ~!~_~~!~_~yJ!:E!)_~¥9~L~:2J2~ ______________________________________________________ _ 
~_~:?~?~! _____________ ~!~_~~t:!.~!E:~~~~.!!~~~~_~_~~z_~~ ___________________________________________________ _ 
~~~?;?~g _____________ g?1~_~~t..e!_~!e~~c:~~!'J~!!:.2~ ___________________________________________________________ _ 
~~'!:?;?~~ _____________ ~!9_~~t..e!.~ie:!~~~~.Y.~~!~ __________________________________________________________ _ 
A.4.S.S.4 Cold Water Pressure Loss Calculations 
-_._----.. _--_ .. _---- --------------_.-----._-_ .. _-_._-_._._--_ .. _-------_ .. _ .. -._---._--_._--_._-_._--_._-
A.4.S.S.S Central Cold Water Plant Selection 
_._--_ .. _-_. __ ._ .. _-- ._-_ .. __ ._._-._ .. _ .. _--------._---.. _--._----._---.. _-_ .. _--_._---._ .. -------_._--.. _--
~~~?;~ _______________ ~?!_~_g~lq_~~t..e!_~p;'.~~::~~c:~~ ________________________________________________________ _ 
~~~~________________ ~!?J!~~~~a_~!P..~~!Q~ ___________________________________________________________________ _ 
M.9.1 BOiler Load Calculation 
~~'!:~;g _______________ ~~~:!..~~~~~~!:l~~!~~~_~~!~~ _________________________________________________________ _ 
~~~·~~gL ___________ ~!~~~i~_~ry_~!lJ~~_~1~~!_~9~!P..~_~~~ _____________________________________________________ _ 
~~~~;g~g _____________ f!~~~J~!l:.ry_~?J~e!_~~~_~:.9.~~:!:I2~~!~ ___________________________________________________ _ 
~~~~;g~~_____________ ~!~~~J~!l_ry_~!'J~!_~.?.~~~_~~¥9~! ________________________________________________________ _ 
~_~~;gL ___________ ~?~:!.~?~~~_~~~:E!)~!~_!?!!l~~~IJ.~ ______________________________________________________ _ 
~~~~;~ _______________ ~9~:!?~~~~~!l.Y..c:~~P..~~!lI_~ _____________________________________________________________ _ 
~~~~;~~! _____________ ~~~:!£::~_~~!~~_~~g:JJ!~~~~~~ _______________________________________________________ _ 
A.4.9.3.2 Boiler Water Treatment Plant 
._--_ .. _-_._--_ .. _-_. --_ .. _--_._------------_._-_ ... __ .. _------------_._----._-----------------_ ..... -. __ .. -
~~~~;~~~ _____________ ~~~:!?~~~!~Je:~~!~_~~~!~~_~_~!~~~ ___________________________________________________ _ 
A.4.9.3.4 Boiler Flue Route & Size 
-_. __ ._._-_ .. _-_ .. _-- ._--_._--_._------_ ..... _._--------_._-... _--.. _.-._--------._--_ .... --_._--_._--_._-_. 
A.4.9.3.S Boiler Fuel Selection 
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~~'!:~~~~~ _____________ ~9!1:!.!:!?_l!.~~_~~~9~!.Q~~~!~~ ___________________________________________________________ _ 
A.4.9.3.8 Boiler Plant Selection 
---------------.----.- ------------------.----.------------------------------------------.----.---------------~~~:!l~~ _______________ ~?1~L~!~~~~.P..~~~~c..~~9~ _______________________________________________________________ _ 
~_~~~~_______________ ~~~_'_~~~!~!~_~=;;19!! _______________________________________________________________ _ 
~~'!::~:______________ ~~~.!_~_~~~?_~_~:9L~:~~~~!~_~~!~~~9~ _________________________________________________ _ 
~~~~_qL ____________ ~~~_'_~~~?1~_~~El~_~_~~Je~~~!_~~!~~~9~_~_~~y?_~~ __________________________________ _ 
~~'!::~~ ______________ ~~~.!_~_~~~?1~_~e:.91~~~!i?,!1_~ __________________________________________________________ _ 
~~~~_~ _______________ ~E_'?~=_!.i!?.~~~p..r!~I!'.!~=_~_~~_I!I_P..~~!!!.~ ______________________________________________ _ 
~;'!::_1.:: ______________ ~?_'!.~.§~~~~9_p!~~~.lt~.!_?.~~_~~1~~~ __________________________________________________ _ 
~±:_1.:? ______________ ~?.Y_~.§~~~~9_P!.?_1~~lt~~~~~~~:_~:_sl~,!1 ______________________________________________ _ 
~;'!::_1.:?~! ____________ ~:~~!!lJ~.?:.ry_~'!.~_~:9~,!1_C!.Qr_~~.?:.!l.~_~P..~~.?!~_~_~~~~~ ___________________________________ _ 
~;'!::_~.?~? ____________ ~:~~~~_~ry_~~Y~_~!9~,!1_C!.Q~~~_~!l.~_~9~!e~~~!~~~_~!~~ ________________________________ _ 
~±:_1.:?~~ ____________ ~.Y_~.§~~~~9_P!.?_1~~1t~~~~~~~~:~ ____________________________________________________ _ 
!.:~'!::_1.:~ ______________ ~?.Y_~.§~~~~9_P!~1~~1l_~.!__ax~~£~~!!l.~ _________________________________________________ _ 
~_'!::_~·~~1 ____________ .~p.?_'!.~.§:~~~9_P!~1~~1l_~f.iP!~?!~_~?_l!.t:~_~_~1~~~ _______________________________________ _ 
~;'!::_1.:~~g ____________ ~?.Y_~.§~~~~9_P!.?_J~~1l_~f.iP:_~9!~£i!!!~1l~ _______________________________________________ _ 
~±:_1.:~~~ ____________ ~?.Y..~.§~~~~9_P!~1~~1l_~£'Jp:~9:~_~~Y9~!~ ______________________________________________ _ 
A.4.11.4 
A.S 
Above Ground Draina,ile s"'p~e""ci""fic".:a:_=tio"'n=_---­
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DESIGN ---------.-
~;~~ ________________ ~~~=!_~~jlJe!Y-~_~!~~!~~!~!'_P..~~!!!.~ __________________________________________________ _ 
~_~?~1 _______________ ~y.f.~~~!_~~.P.E~_~_PJ~~l~~i?_n_£~~!!l.~ _________________________________________________ _ 
~:?~?~1~! _____________ ~Y.!!~9~~_~I!I_~~~_~_~~~i~ _____________________________________________________________ _ 
A.5.2.1.1.1 HV Maximum Demand Calculation 
--------------.------ -------------.----.-----------------------------------------------------~~~~-~----~---~ ~_~~1~!;~ ___________ ~y.s:~~!~_~~!'_~Jr~~_~~!~~!~l~~ ______________________________________________________ _ 
~:?~?~!~!~~ ___________ ~y.§.~~_~~~~~~_~9LU2P~~,!1~_~_~~~~!i?~~~I:.9!l~~ _________________________________________ _ 
~;~?~1~!~~ ___________ ~y.~~~9~_~~~:J:~~_§~l~~~9,!1 _________________________________________________________ _ 
~gl~!;~ ___________ ~Y.J!.?:.~~t.o!~~!_~~!~_!l.~J:~~_§~!~~9,!1 ________________________________________________ _ 
~;~:!U;!;~ ___________ ~y.~!?!~9!i?_~Q~~l~~_~~!i,!1_g_~ __________________________________________________________ _ 
~~5~?~!~~ _____________ ~y.~J[~~~_P!~~~Sl~ __________________________________________________________________ _ 
~~?~1~~;~___________ ~y.!:~~!l!_~1~2l~!!~:_!?!.?_~~~~ _________________________________________________________ _ 
~_~:?~!;g;~ ___________ ~!'_s:~~l~!:aJl~~£~~~l~2~ _____________________________________________________________ _ 
~~5~?~!~~;~ ___________ ~!'_~~~_~~~~~~_~_~~~~~~!I!:~9!l_I!I!l_~t!?!~~~_!l. __________________________________________ _ 
~~~?~1~~;~ ___________ ~y.~lt:~_~~~:_~~,!1_':!'.!!!_~:r_~~2~~~,!1!_~:~~1~l _________________________________________ _ 
!.:;~:?~1~~;~ ___________ ~y.I!.?_,!1_s.!?!~~:.§~,!1_e!.!!!_~:r_~~2~~~,!1!_~:~~1~9 __________________________________________ _ 
~:?~?~1~~;~ ___________ ~y.~!?!~9!!?_~~.§:~~l~~_~:~~1~9 _______________________________________________________ _ 
A.5.2.1.2.7 HV External Services Co·ordination 
~-------------------- ------------------------.-------------------------------------_.-----------------------~;~:?~1~~ _____________ ~y.~~ep!'t~.Q~!~p~!l~_~~!~~~.E~~~l~~~~~ ___________________________________________ _ 
~~5~?~g _______________ ~~_~?~~:~~epl~_~_~l~1!~_~l~~_~!l_sJ~~ _________________________________________________ _ 
~~~?~g~! _____________ ~~_~:_q~~~~~,!1!~_~~_~~l~ _____________________________________________________________ _ 
A.S.2.2.1.1 LV Maximum Demand Calculation 
--------------------- -------------------------------------------~-------------------------------------------~~5~?~g~!;~ ___________ ~~_~.?:.':!!l_~1~~nyp:_~_~9~1~E?~ ______________________________________________________ _ 
~~?~g~!;~ ___________ ~~_~~E.~l.?_!l~~_~9~!e~~~!~.!_.?_:~~~~_~:1~:E?_~ _________________________________________ _ 
~;~:?~?~!~~___________ ~~_~~~~~_~_~~~JryP..~~~!~~~~~ _________________________________________________________ _ 
~;S~?~g~!;~ ___________ ~~_~!9!~~~9,!1_P_~y~!l_!!~~~~~ ___________________________________________________________ _ 
~~?~g~~ _____________ ~~_~y~!~~_~:~~1~9~ ___________________________________________________________________ _ 
~_~.?~?~g:~ ___________ ~~_~.?_~~:_~~!l.~_~l~~E:~~l~ll __________________________________________________________ _ 
~~5~?~g~~;~ ___________ .~~_~.?:.~:_~~y?~~P!.?_~~_!l.~ _____________________________________________________________ _ 
~~?~g~~;~ ___________ ~~_~~_~~t~!l~~.§~,!1_':!'.!!!_~:~~~2~~~,!1!_~:~~J~l __________________________________________ _ 
~_~?~?~~L _________ ~~_~~~~~_~_~~~~~~:!~!fI!!~!l_!l.~!!l_~~!p!_~~!~2 __________________________________________ _ 
A.S.2.2.2.5 LV Protection & Grading Drawing 
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--------------------- -----------------.----.------------------------------------------.-------------.----.--AS.2.2.2.6 LV External Services Co-ordination 
----------.---------. ------------.-------------.----.----.----.---.----.------------------.-------------.---~~~~~~~ _____________ ~y_§~p.E~_~_~1~~1~~~.!1_~J..~~_'!l_§p_~~!~!l1~~~ ___________________________________________ _ 
~~~~~~ _______________ ~9.!1_~~~_~_I~~~~~~q_~~~lq~ _____________________________________________________________ _ 
~~~~~~! _____________ ~.!1_~~~_~~9~1~_~_~.:1~~~ ______________________________________________________________ _ 
~~~~~~~~ _____________ !~~~~!~~J~y.?.I!.l~_~_~_~~al~ ______________________________________________________________ _ 
~g~~~ _____________ ~~~I!.~~c..~~~.?_~~~~~~_!~~~~!~~_~P.!l_cl~~~1i?_~~ _____________________________________________ _ 
~~~~~ _______________ ~~~~~~~~~~J..~~_'!l_~_e_~9.!1 ____________________________________________________________ _ 
~~S~~~~~!_____________ Sl.:_~~~~~§~~l~~9~~!_~~~~~1~ __________________________________________________________ _ 
~~~~~~~~_____________ ~~lp~~~1_~~~~!:~~~_~!ly.?.~~ ________________________________________________________ _ 
~;;~~~~~~ _____________ ~!c..~~!1!.~~§_~'::'11!.~~_§~~~Y.9~~~!;.aJ..~~!~ ______________________________________________ _ 
AS.2.4.4 LV Electrical Panel Schedules 
----------.----.----. ------------.----.----.---.----.-----------------------.---------.-------------.----.--~~~~~~~~ _____________ ~~~Y.9~~~.?E.~~~!1!.~~9~~ _____________________________________________________________ _ 
~_~~~?_______________ ~!~~9!?J..~~~.:!~1~!!J.~~!~~ _____________________________________________________________ _ 
~~~~?L ___________ ~!~~~!?J..~~~~!~!~~~.?.~~_~~ll!.~~~~~~ ____________________________________________________ _ 
~~~~?~~ _____________ ~!~9!?J..~~~~!~!~~~.Y_~i!J_~I.:_~!~~_~!~q~~~ _____________________________________________ _ 
~;;~~~?~~ _____________ ~~~9!!~~~.:!~1~~.§.i!J9J~_~!~~_~~~~1~9 _________________________________________________ _ 
~~~~~?~~_____________ ~!~~9!?J..~~~~!~1~~~~~!'!~_~~~~q~~~~!!J.~~~1~9 _______________________________________ _ 
~~~~?~~ _____________ ~!~~~!?J..§.~~~!~!~~~~l~l~!~_~h.~~~!!J.~!~~~ ___________________________________________ _ 
~;;~~~?~~ _____________ ~!~~~!?J..~~~~!~!~~~~~_~_~_~.E~~~~J..~t.:_'!l _____________________________________________ _ 
~~~~~?~~ _____________ ~~~9!?Y_~~~~!~!~~:s.E~~~!1!.~~9~ ________________________________________________________ _ 
~~.~~~ _______________ ~f~_~~!~~!J.~~~~~ ___________________________________________________________________ _ 
~:.5~~~~L ___________ ~f~~~~~~!!.~~~9_~_<:I9~1~~9~ __________________________________________________________ _ 
~~~~~~~~_____________ ~!'_~JB.~~!'_ry_~_~q~~.:~:.!1_~_~_~99!l1!~~_~~L~I!.~~~ _________________________________________ _ 
~~~~~~~ _____________ ~f~_~P~:1~9~1i?_~~ ____________________________________________________________________ _ 
~:~~~________________ ~~~~~~~~_~y~t!!_'!l!l_~~~~~~" ____________________________________________________________ _ 
A~S~!l~1_______________ ~~~~q~~:]I_~L~~~~9_~~~~_~ ____________________________________________________________ _ 
~~~!l~1L ___________ ~~~~q~~:L~!q~~~£L~L~~1~!l1~~~_~~~~~£~~.!l1~!i?_~~ ______________________________________ _ 
~~!l~1~~ _____________ ~~~~q~~:L!!.q~~~9_~J..~~!~ ___________________________________________________________ _ 
~~!l~1~~ _____________ ~~~~~~~:J..~Lq~!i~.lL~J..1!1~~I_§:~_~q~~~ __________________________________________________ _ 
A~S~!l~1~~_____________ ~~~~q~~:y_~Lq~~~9_~_~~~91_~~~~~~!~ __________________________________________________ _ 
~:.5~!l~1~~_____________ ~~~~q~~:y_~!~~~~9_£~~L~!!.~~!~~_~_~~_~~ ______________________________________________ _ 
~~!l~1~~ _____________ ~~~~q~~:L!!.q~E~£L~.P..~I!.~~~~~~~~ ______________________________________________________ _ 
~~!l~? _______________ Sl.:~~~~~~~~~~~9_~~~~~ _______________________________________________________________ _ 
~~~:.3~~~! _____________ Sl.:_~~~~I_~!~~~~9_~~~!'L~~!l!.ula~~~ _____________________________________________________ _ 
~~~!l~~~~ _____________ ~.:_~~~~1_~~1!~~~9_~~~~~~~~_~.:1~~!~_n.. ___________________________________________________ _ 
~~!l~~~~ _____________ Sl.:_~~~~~~!~~~~9_~Y.9_~~ _______________________________________________________________ _ 
AS.3.2.4 General Lighting Circuit & Switch Drawings 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~(~[i~~~9I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ii~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~~!l~~~~ _____________ Sl.:_~~~~~~LI!~~~9_~1~~l~~~9.!1_~_~~~~_~I!.~~9.!!!~ ____________________________________________ _ 
~~!l3~~ _____________ Sl.:_~~~<:I_~~~~~9_§Y~~J_~~b.:_~~I,: ______________________________________________________ _ 
~~.9.:~~~ _____________ ~~_~~~t~_~~~9!'_'!l.:_~~§:~_~~_~~I!. _______________________________________________________ _ 
~~~:.3~~~L __________ ~~_~~~~_~_~~~9.:~.:~_~~y.9_I!.l~ __________________________________________________________ _ 
~~~!l~~~!L _________ Sl.:_~~~~~~LI!~~~9_§P_~l!.i!~!l.!~~~~ _________________________________________________________ _ 
~~!l~~ _______________ ~~~~~~~lq~y~£L~~~_~ _______________________________________________________________ _ 
~~.9.:~~! _____________ ~~~~~~~1~~!i~_g_£~~_1!!~1i?_~~ __________________________________________________________ _ 
~~~:.3~~~~ _____________ ~~~~~~!~~y~9_~!lL~~~~ ______________________________________________________________ _ 
~:.53~~~~ _____________ ~~~~~~~Lq~y~9_~J!I!.~~_~_~~!I!.~_~~~~~9~ ______________________________________________ _ 
~~~!l~~L ___________ ~~~~~~~lq~y~£L£~~L~_~~~1~~_~_~~~~~ _________________________________________________ _ 
~_~!l~~~~ _____________ ~~~~~~~1~~!i~_I!£i~!~~~1~~~JB.~~!~_~~~..e_~~!:.. ___________________________________________ _ 
AS.3.3.6 External Lighting Symbol Schedule 
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--------------------. --------------------------------.------------------------------------------------------~_~~;?L ___________ ~~~~~~l~~!~St~.P.~~~~~~~~~~ _________________________________________________________ _ 
~~~~;~ _______________ ~p~::l~~~!!_lg~!~q~~~~q~ ______________________________________________________________ _ 
~~~?;~~! _____________ ~p~::l~~~!.!:!g~!!!1_q£~~~~~~~~~ _________________________________________________________ _ 
~~~?;~~~ _____________ ~p~::l~~~!_'_:!g~~.!1_q_~~~~!~ _____________________________________________________________ _ 
~~~;~~~ _____________ ~p~_~~!~!.!:!9~!~~q£~:~_~~_9_~~:~_~!~~~n_q~ ____________________________________________ _ 
~_~~;~~~ _____________ ~p~::1~~~!.!:!g~!~~q£~~!~_~9~!~~J_~l:~~ ________________________________________________ _ 
~~S~?;~~~ _____________ ~p~::1~~~!.!:!g~!~q~~!~~..u!l~~_~9~!~_9::~_~~~!~ __________________________________________ _ 
~~~?;~L ___________ ~P~::1~~~!!_lg~!~q_~~!!1_~~9_~~~~~!~ ____________________________________________________ _ 
~~~;~~? _____________ ~p~_~~~~!_'_:!9~!~~q_~p~:l~~~E9.!1 _________________________________________________________ _ 
A:~~ ________________ £9_1!I.!!l.!l.!!~c:.~~!l_I!~y~!~.!.1!~_~.:_~11'! _____________________________________________________ _ 
_____________________ 1!1~_~~~~q~~~_~t~:~1~~~~~9!12~~~:~:_~~.:_i~_~~~P..~~_~~~9~E.~~~~g~_~.!1~L _____________ _ 
~_~~ _________________ 9::_c:.~p~.!!~~_~~!~~_~J[~!~~~_~~19_~ __________________________________________________ _ 
~_~!?;J_______________ ~99~!'_~s:~~y!lJ_~¥~!~~~~~lq~ _________________________________________________________ _ 
~:~.!?;J~! _____________ ~~~:~!'_s:~~y!lJ_~¥~!~!!!.~_~~~!:I!~E: ______________________________________________________ _ 
~~~!?;J~~ _____________ .~~::!'!'_s:~~Y9J_~¥~!~!!!.5.q~!P..I!I_~~~~y.~~!.S ______________________________________________ _ 
A.S.5.1.3 Access Control Cable Routes & Sizes 
~_~!?;J~~_____________ ~::~!':s.s:~~y!lJ_~¥~~!~~~~9_uJ~ _______________________________________________________ _ 
~_~!?;J~§ _____________ ~~:!'!'_s:c:.~!9_1!I~~~_~~~!.~¥9.!l.! _______________________________________________________ _ 
~~!?;J~~ _____________ ~::!'!'_f:_c:.~y9J_~¥~!~!!!.!3.P.~~~1c:.~~~~ ____________________________________________________ _ 
~!?~!?;g_______________ 1~!~~9:!l?:!~:y9.!1_!3~~_I!I_!?_e:~9.!1 _______________________________________________________ _ 
~~!?;g~! _____________ ~~::_ll!lty_9.Y!'!:.!!l_~!:~~~_~_B~_q~~:~:.!1!~_I~_~~~~:~!i?_~ ____________________________________ _ 
~~~.!?;g~g _____________ .~~:.!l!lty_~.Y!'!~!12_~~~:_~~!~c:.~ ___________________________________________________________ _ 
~~~!?;g~~ _____________ ~~:~!lty_~.Y!'!~~_~9~lp!!!.~~!_~~~~!~ ____________________________________________________ _ 
~~!?;g~~ _____________ ~~:~!lty_~y!'!~!12_~~~J~_~9_~.:!'_§:~~~~ __________________________________________________ _ 
~_~!?;g~§_____________ ~~::_ll!!!Y_~.Y!'!:!12_~~~!~~~~~..u]: ______________________________________________________ _ 
~_~.!?~g;~_____________ ~~::..u!lty_~~!:!12_~!!!.~~~~~~~~~c:.~ ___________________________________________________ _ 
~:?~!?;g~?_____________ ~~:~!!!Y_~y!'!~!12_~p~::l~~~!i?_~~ _________________________________________________________ _ 
~:~2;? _______________ ~£IY_9.YE~!12_~:!'lg~ __________________________________________________________________ _ 
~_~!?;?~! _____________ ~£1:Y_!'_q~~.!!l~_~~~:~_e:~_~~~~ __________________________________________________________ _ 
~~~:?~?~g _____________ ~£IY_!'_q,~~_~:.!1_~~!.:!~~_~9:.:!~c:.~ _____________________________________________________ _ 
~:?:2;~~~ _____________ ~£1:Y_~~~_~_~_~9~~~~~~~ __________________________________________________________ _ 
~:?~2;?~~ _____________ ~£IY_~~!12~!!:~~_e:~~~.Y_c:.~_s __________________________________________________________ _ 
~~!?;?~~_____________ ~£IY_~:!~~_I?~~_~_~~~!~!!1_!?!_~~~~q~ ________________________________________________ _ 
A.5.5.3.6 CClV Cable Routes & Sizes 
--------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~:5~2;~~? _____________ g£1:Y_~J..l!:I~_~_~_~~lp!12~~!_~~~:.9_0: ___________________________________________________ _ 
~:~2;~L ___________ ~£1:Y_~Y..S!:~_~P!l_~~~~!i?_~ ____________________________________________________________ _ 
~~~~ ________________ ~.!lJ!~!~~_~~_c:.~~i!y.~y.~~~I!I_~£~~!~!1 ____________________________________________________ _ 
~:~.~;J _______________ ~~!l_~~~_?J:s.t:.!!l_~~..sJg~ ______________________________________________________________ _ 
~:~~;J~!_____________ ~~~_~~~1!I_9Y..S!:~_B.:_C[~~~!12~~!~_~~!~~~~~!12~~! _________________________________________ _ 
~:~~;J~!L __________ ~~~_~~!!!.1_9Y..~t:~_~!:~~!¥_~~!P9!'_e:5.~'!I_~l~!!1_~~! ______________________________________ _ 
~:?:~;J~!:~___________ ~~~_~~!!!.1_?Y..~t:_~_~~y~!_c:.t~!9!~~9.!1 ___________________________________________________ _ 
A.5.6.1.1.3 Evacuation Procedures Selection 
--------------------- -------------.. ------------------------------------------------------------------------~~5~~;!~!~~ ___________ ~~~_~!~~I!I_~~e~~Y..~l!!1J~Y_~~_~ _________________________________________________________ _ 
A.5.6.1.1.5 Fire Alarm Sound Level Calculations 
--------------------- --------.----.---_.--------.----.------------------.-----------------------------------~:?:~;!~!~~ ___________ ~~~_~~~!!1_!3~~_~_!Y.P_e:~~~::!~c:.~ ______________________________________________________ _ 
~~~~;~~!:?___________ ~~~_~!~~!!!.~J~~~]~~1~~!~~!!~9~1~~I!I_e:~!>_?_~:::!~~~ ______________________________________ _ 
~~5~~;!~g _____________ ~~:_~!~~I!I_?J[~t:_~_~~y:!!lJ_~!~!~~E9~_~~~~!i!~.:!~~~ ______________________________________ _ 
~:?:~;J~~ _____________ !:~:_~!~!!!.1_?J[~~_~_~9.ulp!12~~!_~~~9~!~ __________________________________________________ _ 
~:?:~;JL ___________ ~~:_~!~~!!1_!3Y..~~_~S!:.~~_~C!.~!~~!!~i~:_s ________________________________________________ _ 
A.5.6.1.S Fire Alarm System Symbol Schedule 
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~~~~6~E _____________ ~~~_~1~~~_~_~~~e_~~~~_~¥=!~~§.e~£~1~~~9~ _____________________________________________ _ 
~~~!'~L ____________ ~~!!.~i~9..!!l..~~~!!!t~¥~~~~~~~~!l.~ _____________________________________________________ _ 
~~~!'~g~! _____________ ~~!!.~~..9_!!l..<!~~!~2_~¥~~~~~~1~~~_~~~~§.~~_C!~~~ _____________________________________ _ 
~~.!'~g~g _____________ ~~.:!!:.~_!l.£~~9~_~t?IE_~~£~!~_~_~_~~~_~_~:::!~~~ __________________________________________ _ 
~~~:?~?~~ _____________ ~~!!.~i~9..!!l..~~~~~t~~~:_~~!~~ ________________________________________________________ _ 
~~~!'~g~1 _____________ ~~!!.'!i!1..9_!!l_~~!~2_<;:~!>!~_~.9~:,:;_~_~1~~,:; _______________________________________________ _ 
~~~!'~?~~_____________ ~~!!.~~9..!!l..~~~!~2_~~~~!!a.Y..~~~ ____________________________________________________ _ 
~~.?:?;L __________ ~~!!.~~_!l.~!l..<!~~1~2_~¥=!~~~..e~~~1~~~9!1 ________________________________________________ _ 
~~~.!'~~ _______________ ~~_~~1~9_~!9!~~~~!1_~J[s.!:_~_~~_~9~ _____________________________________________________ _ 
~~~!'~~~! _____________ ~~_~~1~9_~!9!~~~?!1_~J[~t:~_~:_q~~~~~~!~ ______________________________________________ _ 
~~~!'~~~L __________ ~~_~.9_~~~I.~~l~~!~_~I.~~E_~?£~~~~_~~~~~~~~ ________________________________________ _ 
A,5.6.3.3 Down Conductors Location & Size Selection 
A.S.6.3.4 Earth Termination Electrode Location Selection 
------------_.-._---. ------------.----.----.---.----.----.----.----.---.------------------.-----------------~_~!'~~~~ _____________ ~~_~~1~9_~E9!~~~9!1_~J[~t:~_~¥?_~ _____________________________________________________ _ 
~~~!'~~L ___________ ~~_~~1~9_~!9!~~~?!1_?Y..s.!:~_~p:_c.!!~~!~~~ _______________________________________________ _ 
~~:!.. ________________ !~~~,:;.P..~!!~~?_~.§.~~!:!1:!~_9,!!_~i.l!.~ ______________________________________________________ _ 
~~~:r~~_______________ ~~_~~~~~ ___________________________________________________________________________ _ 
~::g~L ___________ ~i!!.f!.~9~~:_'!1:_~1J_~:1~9!i?_~ ____________________________________________________________ _ 
~~S~:r~~~~_____________ ~~_r~~_~~~~~~~~ _____________________________________________________________________ _ 
~~:r~~~~_____________ ~i!!.!'J~!1_~_~!~~~!i?_~!!~~~1~9E __________________________________________________________ _ 
~_~:r~~L__________ ~i!!.£~~~~t~r.!1_~~~~_t.?ll_~!~~~_!l.~ ________________________________________________________ _ 
A,S.7.1.S Lift Power Distribution Schematic 
--------------------. ------------.----.----.-.--.---------------------------.------------------._---._------~~S~!~~~~_____________ ~~_~J[~t:~_s:~_~~_~_~~_~~~~~:,:; _______________________________________________________ _ 
~~:r~~~?_____________ ~i!!.!?.P..~~~~~~~~~E _________ ••••••••••••••••••••• ________________________________________ _ 
~~~~~________________ ~~!!~~!~~~~~!!~.l!.!'_~~!~~!!:~!~!1 ____________________________________________________ _ 
~~~~~1 _______________ s::!1!!~~~~~!~!1~2_~¥~!~~~~9~1~~~_~~t~ _______________________________________________ _ 
~.§:~L _____________ s::!1!!~~~~~~.9!!~2_~¥E!~~_~9~!P..r.!1_~~~!:.o_~~!~~,:; _________________________________________ _ 
~~.!l~L _____________ s:~_~~~~M9~1~O!1~2_~¥E!~~£~P!~~?~~_~_~1~~~ _________________________________________ _ 
~~~:!l~~ _______________ s::!1!!~~~~~!~!1~2_~¥~!~~§.~_~~.!:~~~!_~~y.9_~ _________________________________________ _ 
A.S.S.S Central Monitorin S stem S ecification 
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LPHW system layout design Information Cross-dsclplinary A,4.a3 C 
Chilled water system layout design Information Cross-<fisciplinary A.4.4.3 C 
Hot water system layout design Information Cross-disclplinary A.4.,3 C 
Cold water system layout design Information Cross-disclplinary A.4.5.5 C 
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Bullcling elevations GAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.1.6 B 
Internal wall cooceptual design Information Cross-disciplinary A.1.S.1 C 
Pile foundation design Information Cross-<!lsclplinary A.2.3.1.1 B 
Pad foundation design Information Cross-disclpllnary A.2.3.1.4 B 
Structural loading Information Inlra-disclpllnary A.32.1 A 
Primary steelwork layout design infonnation Cross-disclpUnary A.3.312 A 
Pr! mary concrete layout design information Intra-disclplinary A.3.3.2.2 A 
HoIorib floor slab conceptual design information Intra-disciplinary A.3.3.2.4.1 A 
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AQVentilation system conceptual design Information Cross-disclpHnary A.422 B 
LPHW system conceptual design infomlation Cross-disclp1inary A.4.32 C 
Chilled water system conceptual design Information Cross-cIlscipllnary A.4A.2 C 
Hot water system conceptual design informatlon CrOSS-disciplinary A.4.S.2 C 
Cold water system conceptual design Information Cross-dlsclpllnary A.4.S.4 C 
Boiler plant concepl1Jal design information Cross-disciplinary A,4.9.2 C 
IN system layout design Information Cross-disclpllnary A.S2.12 C 
Electrical conduit & trunklng layout design Information Cross-disciplinary A.S2.3 C 
Stand!?:i generator s~~ation information Cross-disci linarv A.S.2.S C 
A.3.3.2.~ Concrete Frame layouts & Sections (Option F:Prestressed Planks>=I01 H Roofconceptual design Information Cross-disciplinary MS B 
Pile foundation design Information Intra-dIsciplinary A,2.3.1.1 B 
Pad foundation design Information Intra-disciplinary A.2.3.1.4 B 
Slrucl1Jralloading Information Intra-d1sclpllnary A.3.2.1 A 
Primary concrete loads, sizes & locations Intra-dlscipllnary A.3.32.1 A 
HoIorib floor slab conceptual design Information Intra-dlsclplinary A.332.4.1 B 
Precast floor slab conceptual design information Intra-d1scipllnary A.3.32.42 B 
Claddng support system conceptual design Information Intra-discipllnary A.3.4.1 B 
Roof safely equipment conceptual design Information Intra-disciplinary A.3A,1 C 
Uft shaft structure conceptual design Information Intra-disciplinary A.3.42 B 
Structural staircase conceptual design Information Intra-disclpllnary A.3A.3 B 
A.tx::we ground drainage layout conceptual design Inform Cross-discipllnary A.4.11.3 C 
AC'ventilation system layout design information Cross-disclplinary A.4.23 B 
LPHW system layout design information Cross-d1sclplinary A.4.3.3 C 
ChUled water system layout design information Cross-disciplinary A.4.4.3 C 
Hot water system layout design information CrOSS-disciplinary A.4.S.3 C 
Cold water system layout deSign information Cross-discipllnary A,4.S.5 C 
Boiler plant layout design Information Cross-d'lsclplinary A.4.9.3 C 
HV system layout design information Cross-disclplinary A.S.2.12 C 
Electrical conduit & trunklng layout design Information Cross-disclplinary A.S2.3 C 
Standby generator specification information cross-diSCi~inarv A.S.2.5 C 
~&~ St~ctural Floor.§!!.bs D~~T1QP.tion F:Prestre~d Plank.s>=10m) A.O . 
A.3.3.2.4.1f foiorib Floor Slabs Design (Option F:Prestressed Planks>=IOm) M Extemal information requirements Extemal A.O C 
Pl1nth & plant bases Information Cross-disclpUnary A.1.13 C 
Primary strucl1Jra! loading Information Intra-disciplinary A.3.2.1 B 
Primary steelwork loads, sizes & locations Intra-disclpllnary A.3.3.1.1 A 
Primary steelwol1< layout design information Intra-d1sclplinary A.3.3.12 A 
Structural trimmer design information Intra-d1sclplinary A.3.4.1 B 
Above ground drainage layout design Information Cross-disclpllnary AA.11.3 B 
AC/venti1atlon system layout design Information CrOSS-disclplinary A.4.2.3 B 
LPHW system layout design information Cross-disclpl!nary A.4.3.3 C 
Ch!lled water system layout design information Cross-dlsclplinal)' A.4.4.3 C 
Hot water system layout design information Cross-disclpllnary A.4.S.3 C 
Cold water system layout design information Cross-dlsclplinary A.4.5.5 C 
Boiler plant layout design Information Cross-disclplinary A.4.9.3 C 
Electrical conduit & trunking layout de.sign Information Cross-d\sc!j;;na'l' A.5.2.3 C 
A.3.3.2.4.~ Precast Floor Stabs Design (Option F:Prestressed Planks>-10m) M External information requirements External A.O C 
Plinth & plant bases sizes Cross-disciplinary A.1.13 C 
Primary structural loading Information Intra-disciplinary A.32.1 B 
Primal)' steelwork loads, sizes & locations Intra-disclplinary A.3.3.U A 
Primary steelwol1< layout design Information Intra-Olsclplinary A.3.3.12 A 
Structural trimmer design information Intra-disciplinary A,3.4.1 B 
Above ground drainage layout design information Cross-dlsclplinary A.4.11.3 B 
AC/ventilation system layout design Information Cross-disciplinary A.42.3 B 
LPHW system layout design information Cross-disclpllnary A.4.3.3 C 
Chilled water system layout design information Cross-disciplinary A.4A.3 C 
Hot water system layout design information Cross-dlscipl\nary A.4.5.3 C 
Cold water system tayout design Information Cross-disciplinary A.4.S.S C 
Boiler plant layout design information Cross-disciplinary A.4.9.3 C 
Electrical conduit & trunkina lavoul des! n information Qoss-dsciolinarv A.5.2.3 C 
?fL- ~~..Il!.f:!~£tt!~~p!!.!g!l . A.O . A.3.4.1 Secondary Steelwork Design L Extemal informa~on requirements External A.O B 
Window, louvres & loading bay door design Information Cross-disciplinary A.1.4.1 B 
Building sect10ns GAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.1.S B 
Extemal wall design Information Cross-disclpllnal)' A.1.42 B 
Roof design Information Cross-disclplinary A.1.6 C 
Door, screen & Ironmongery design Information Cross-disciplinary A.1.9 C 
Strucl1Jral loading Information Intra-disciplinary A.32.1 B 
Primary steelwork tayout design Information Intra-disciplinary A.3.3.12 B 
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04..4.4.2 Chilled Waler System Conceptual Design H External inionnation requirements External M A 
Void & riserconceplual design Information Cross-disclplinal)' A.1.13 B 
RooIGAs Cross-disclplinary A.1.3.1.4 B 
Building sections GAs Cross-discipllnary A.1.3.1.5 B 
Building elevations GAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.1.6 A 
AClventilation system layout design inlonnation lnlra-discipllnary A.4.2.3 A 
LPHW system layout design Informal1on Intra-disciplinary A.4.3.3 C 
Chilled water system loadino Information Inlra-disclolinarv A.4.4.1 A 
A.4.4.3 Chilled Waler System layout Design L External information requirements External A.O B 
Ground floor GAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.1.2 B 
Upper floor GAs Cross-disclplinary A.1.3.1.3 B 
Bul1ding sections GAs Cross-disciplinary 04..1.3.1.5 B 
Cooling system loading Information Inlra-discipllnary A.4.4.1 B 
.-:7T"-
CooI~ystem schematic design information Intra-disclplinary A.4.4.2 B 
04..4.4.4 Chilled Water Specifications L Cooling system schemab'cs Intra-disciplinary A.4.4.2 B 
CooIin!! system layouts desi!!n Informallon Intra-disciplinary A.4.4.3 B 
~,5 __ ~_~_S)JP1!9!.~£~!d Wale!.-sj~~_I!'_~!!~_ - A.O 
A.4.5.1 Domestic Hot & Cold Water Load Calculations H E.~~mar i~g~~_on re9ui~ments ~~!.n:2.al A.O C 
A.4.5.2 Hot Water System-Conceptual DeSign-- H External information requirements External A.O C 
Building sections GAs Cross-disclplinary A.1.3.1.5 C 
Hot & cold water system loadlngJnformatlon tntra-dlsc!E!J!larv AA.5.l A 
M.5.3 Hot Water System Layout Design L Ground flOOf service co-ordination GAs O'oss-disclplinary A 1.3. 1.2 C 
Upper floor service co-ordination GAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.1.3 C 
Buildirg sections service co-ordination GAs Cross-disclplinary A.1.3.1.5 C 
Preliminary hot water equipment information Intra.<fisclplinary A.4.5.1 C 
Preliminary hot water system d~slgn information Intra-dis£!E!J!1!fL A.4.5.2 C 
A.4.5.4 Cold Water System Schematic Design L Manufacture~s data External A.O -;.-
Design guides Extemat A.O C 
Water company: location of mains External A.O C 
Cold water load Intra-disc!Q!!!\arv A.4.5.1 A 
AA.5.5 Cold Water System Layout Design L Design guides External A.O C 
Manufacture~s data External A.O C 
Ground floor GAs Cross-disclplinary A.1.3.1.2 C 
Upper floor GAs Cross-diSCiplinary A.1.3.1.3 C 
Building sections GAs Cross-disclp1inary A.1.3.1.5 A 
Cold water load tntra-dscip"nary A.4.5.1 A 
PrellminalV cold water eauioment details Intra-disclollnalV A.4.5.4 C 
A.4.5.6 Hot & Cold Water Specifications L Hot water schematics Intra.<fisciplinary A.4.5.2 B 
Hot water layouts Intra-disclpllnary A.4.5.3 B 
Cold water schematics Intra-discipllnary A.4.5.4 B 
~i8r Plant DesIgn Cold water layouts Intra-disci~inarv AA.5.5 B u:9- A.O 
-
A4.9.1 Boiler Load Calculation H External information requirements External A.O A 
AC/venlllatlon system layout design information Intra.<fisclplinary A.4.2.3 B 
LPHW systern loading Information Intra·disclpHnary A.4.3.1 A 
Hot water~~~~rmation Intra.<fiSCI~j~.ary _ AA.S.l A 
A.4.9.2 Bo~er Plant Preliminary Design H External information requirements External A.O A 
RooIGAs Cross·disclplinary A.1.3.1.4 A 
BuUding sections GAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.1.5 B 
!!oiler pla~t loadinQlnformation 1~!r.a-disclpUnalV A.4.9.1 .~-A.4.9.3 Boiler Plant Layout Design H External information requirements External A.O A 
Boller plant loadng Information Intra-disciplinary A.4.9.1 A 
Boiler olant conceotual desl n Information Intra-disclollnalV A.4.9.2 A 
A.4.9.4 BoIler Plant Specification L Boiler plant schemallcs lntra.<fisciplinary A.4.92 B 
A:"i10 
!!oJ!~rhol!~~..!!v~]l ____________ ~~i~2!P..!J~!rx_ A.4.9.3 -~-BMS J Controls DeSign M External information requirements External ;.:,,--- B 
Ground floor GAs Cross-disclplinary A.1.a 1.2 C 
Upper floor GAs Cross-dlsclplinary A.1.3.1.3 C 
ACJVentilation system layout design Information Intra.<fisclplinary A.42.3 C 
LPHW system layout design Information Intra-disclp1inary A.4.3.3 C 
Chilled water system layout design Information Intra-disciplinary A.4.4.3 C 
Hot water system layout design Information Intra.<fisclplinary AA.5.3 C 
Cold water system layout deSign information Intra-disciplinary A.4.5.5 C 
HV system layout design information Cross-disclplinary A.5.212 C 
LV system layout design information Cross-disclplinary A.5.222 C 
Small power distriootlon information Cross·dlsclplinary A.5.2.4 C 
Central monitorinQ system desiQn information Cross-diSCI~inalV A.5.S C 
~~jL- ~.!!. Ground.p..I!!!!9.!_~!..i!!!LD.!S..!9.!!... __________ -
--- ;;;------ A.O A.4.11.1 Above Ground Drainage Load AnalySis H- 'External Information requirernents External ;':0---- --A" 
RooIGAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.1.4 B 
Building sections GAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.1.5 B 
Building elevations GAs Cross-disclp]inary. A.1.3.1.6 C 
AA.11.2 Above Ground Drainage Schematic DeSign L Local authority requirements External A.O B 
Manufacture~s data External A.O C 
Water authority requirements External A.O B 
Above ground drainage flow rates Intra·disclplinary A.4.11.l B 
Foul drainaQe site lay-outs Cross-dls.£!p.linarv A.2.4.2 B 
A.4.11.3 Above Ground Drainage Layout Design L Internal landscape layouts Cross-disciplinary A.1.13 B 
Ground floor service co-ordinal1on GAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.1.2 B 
Upper floor service co-ortinalion GAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.1.3 B 
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Roof service co-ordination GAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.l.4 B 
Building sections selVlce co-ordination GAs Cross-dsc~linary A.1.a1.5 C 
Building elevations service co-ordination GAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.l.6 C 
Prellmlna~ above ground drainage egulpmenl select Intra-disclpllnary A..4.11.2 C 
A.4.11.4 AOOIe Ground Drainage Specification l Design gUides External A.O C 
Manufacturer's data External A.O C 
Above ground drainage schematics Inlra-disclpiinary A.4.ll.2 C 
Above ground drainage equipment details Intra-disciplinary A.4.l1.3 C 
AboYe around drainaoe lavouts Inlra-disclDlinarV A.4.11.3 C 
~~~L:" ~~~llI]!:Al E!!QI~ES~NG DESIGN ,,' .,.~, . . U . . ...:.~ ....... -
-~~~~-.. -- ~.~,!!,,~,!l'pp"1l!..~1!!!~~~1~_'! De!!9!.1 
-
. . 
. 
. 
-
. A.O F-A.S.2.1 HV P.£'!er ~!!pp'!y' & aslri~tion De3n 
--
A.O 
- --h A.S.2.1.1 HV Requirements Analysis H External information requirements External A.O A 
Ground Door GAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.12 A 
Upper floor GAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.l.3 A 
ReofGAs Cross-disclpllnary A.l.3.l.4 C 
Building sections GAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.l.5 C 
Site survey informatloo Cross-disclplinary A1.2.l.l A 
AQ'ventllation system loading information Cross-disciplinary A.4.2.1 A 
LPHW system loading Information Cross-disclplinary A.4.3.l B 
Chilled water system loadIng information Cross-disciplinary A.4.4.l A 
Hot water system loading information Cross-disciplinary A.4.5.l B 
Cold water system loading Information Cross-d5ciplinary A4.5.1 C 
Boiler plant loading Information Cross-di§:£lpJina!y A.4.9.1 C 
A.5.2.1.2 HV System Drawirgs H Extemal information requirements External A.O 
Ground floor GAs Cross·disclplinary A.1.3.l.2 A 
Upper floor GAs Cross-disclplinary A.1.3.1.3 A 
RooI GAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.1.4 A 
Bulldlng sections GAs Cross-disclplinary A.1.3.l.5 C 
S1te survey information Cross-disciplinary A1.2.1.l A 
Underground services design Information Cross-disciplinary A.2Al A 
AQ'ventilation system layout design information Cross-disclplinary A.4.2.3 B 
LPHW system layout design information Cross-disclplinary A.4.3.3 C 
ChUled water system layout design Information Cross-disclplinary A.4.4.3 A 
Hot water system layout deSign Information Cross-disciplinary M.5.3 B 
Cold water system layout design Information Cross-disclpllnary A4.5.5 C 
HV syStem loadinQ Information Intra-disciplinarv . A.5.2.1.1 A 
A.5.2.1.3 HV Supply & Distribution System Specification l HV sub station locatioo lntra-disciplinary A.5.2.1.1 C 
-
~V syslem 1~~!t£~!.Q~I.!!'P-"!I_~ _____ ~ntra-di~!EU~!ry_ A.5.2.1.2 .. 9... 
A.5.2.2 LV Power Supply & Distribution DeSign 
A:o ...... _-
A.5.21.1 LV ReqUirements Analysis H External information requirements External A.O A 
RooIGAs Cross-disclplinary A.1.3.1.4 A 
Building sections GAs Cross-disciplinary A.l.3.l.5 A 
Site survey Informallon Cross-disciplinary A.~~ 1.1 B 
AClventllatlon system loading information Cross-disclpllnary A.4.2.l A 
tpHW system loading information Cross-disclplinary A.4.3.l B 
Chilled water system loading information Cross-disclplinary A.4.4.l A 
Hol water system loading Informat1on Cross-disciplinary A.4.5.l B 
Cold water system loading information Cross-disciplinary A.4.5.l C 
Boiler plant loading Information Cross-disclplinarv A.4.9.l B 
A.5.~21 LV System Drawings l External information requirements External A.O C 
Ground floor GAs Cross-disciplinary A.l.3.1.2 C 
Upper floor GAs Cross-disclpl1nary A.1.3.1.3 C 
RooIGAs Cross-disciplinary A.l.3.1.4 C 
Building sections GAs Cross-disclplinary A.1.3.l.5 C 
Site survey information Cross-discipllnary A.2.2.1.1 C 
Underground services design Information Cross-disc~Vnary A.2.~l C 
AClventilatlon system layout design Information Cross-disclpllnary A.4.2.3 C 
LPHW system layout design information Cross-dlsclplinary A.4.3.3 C 
Chilled water system layout design Information Cross-disciplinary A.4.4.3 C 
Hot water system layout deSign information Cross-dlsciplinary A.4.5.3 C 
Cofd water system layout design Information Cross-discIplinary A.4.5.5 C 
LV sYStem loadil'lR.lnformation Inlra-disclolinarv A.5.2.2.1 C 
A.5.2.2.3 LV Supply & Distribution System Specification l LV cable schedule Intra-disciplinaIY A.5:22.1 C 
LV sub station schedule Intra-disclplinary A.511.l C 
LV cable layouts Intra-disciplinary A.5.2.2.2 C 
LV sub station GAs Intra-dls~~':Y... ~¥2.2 C 
A.5.2.3 ConduH & Trunking Design H External information requirements External A.O A 
Void & riser conceptual design information Cross-disciplinary A.l.13 A 
Ground floor GAs Cross-disciplinary Ata1.2 B 
Upper floor GAs Cross-disclplina!)' A.l.3.l.3 B 
Building sections GAs Cross-dlsclplinary A.l.3.1.5 C 
Building elevations GAs Cross-disclplinary A.l.3.1.6 C 
External wall conceptual deSign information Cross-disciplina!)' A.l.41 C 
Intemal wall conceptual design Information Cross-disciplinary A.l.5.l C 
Primary steelwork layout design Information Cross-disclplina!), A.3.3.1.2 B 
A'wIe ground drainage layout design informaUon Cross-disciplinary A.4.l1.3 C 
AQ'ventilat1on system layout design Information Cross-disclplinary A.4.2.3 B 
LPHW system layout design information Cross-dlsciplinary A.4.3.3 B 
Chllled water syslem layout design Information Cross-diSCiplinary A.4.4.3 B 
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Hot water system layout design information Cross-disciplinary A.4.5.3 B 
Cold water system layout design Information Cross-dlsclpllna!), A.4.5.S C 
HV system layout design information Inlra-disclpllnary A.5.2.1.2 A 
LV system layout design Inforrnation Intra-disclplinary A.5.222 A 
Small power dislributlon information Inlra-disciplinal)' A.52.4 C 
Rre alarm ~tem design information Intra-discl~inary A.5.6.1 B 
A.5.2.4 Small Power System Design M External information requirements External A.O B 
Ground floor GAs Cross·disclplinary A.1.3.12 A 
Upper floor GAs Cross-dlsclpllnary A.1.3.1.3 A 
External wall conceptual design Information Cross-disciplinary A.l.4.2 C 
Internal wall conceptual design infonnalion Cross-discipllnary A.1.5.1 B 
AC'ventilation system layout design information Cross-disciplinary A.4.2.3 B 
LPHW system layout design information Cross-disclplinary A.U3 B 
Chilled water system layout design Information Cross-disciplinary A.4.4.3 B 
Hot water system layout design information Cross--disclplinary A.4.5.3 B 
Cold water system layout design Information Cross-disciplinary A.4.5.5 B 
BoIler planllayout design information Cross-dlsclpllnary A.4.9.3 B 
LV system loading Information Intra-disciplinary A.5.2.2.1 A 
!-V ~stem la~0!'i desl!:!n information Intra-dil!.~~rv A.5.22.2 A 
A.52.5 Standby Generator Design M Extemal informa~on requirements External A.O 
Ground floor GAs Cross-disciplinary A.l.3.12 A 
Upper floor GAs Cross-disciplinary A.l.3.1.3 A 
Roof GAs Cross-discipllnary A.1.3.1.4 C 
Building sections GAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.1.5 A 
Building elevallons GAs Cross-disclpllnary A.l.3.1.6 A 
Site survey Informallon Cross-disciplinary A2.2.1.1 B 
ACJvenlllation system layout design Informallon Cross-disclpllnary A.42.3 A 
LPHW system layout design information Cross-disclpllnary A.4.3.3 C 
Chilled water system layoot design i1formalion Cross-dlsciplinary A.4_4.3 C 
Hot water system layout design information Cross-disclplinary A.4.5.3 C 
Cold water system layout design information Cross-disciplinary A.4.5.5 C 
Boiler plant layout design Information CrOSS-disciplinary A.4.9.3 C 
HV system loading Information Intra-dlsclpl1nary A.5.2.1.1 A 
LV system loading Information Intra-disciplinary A.5.2.2.1 A 
Sma~ J)OW!!! distribution information Intra-disci~ln_arv A.5.2.4 A 
A.5.2.6 UPS System Design M Extemal information requirements External A.O A 
Ground floor GAs Cross-disclpUnary A.1.3.12 A 
Upper floor GAs Cross-disclplinary A.1.3.1.3 A 
Roof GAs Cross-disciplinary A.l.3.1.4 C 
Building sections GAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.1.5 C 
HV system loadlng Information Intra-disciplinary A..52.1.1 A. 
LV s~stem loading Information Intra-dlscl Ilna.rv A.5.2.2.1 A 
A.5~ Ughting Systems Design L External information requirements External A.O B 
Rnishes Information Cross-disclplinary A.U2 B 
Building sections GAs Cross-disclpllnary A.1.3.1.5 B 
~uilding elevations GAs CrOSS-dis~i~inarv A.l.3.1.6 B 
A.5.4 Communlcatlon Systems Design L Extemallnformation requirements External A.O C 
Ground floor GAs Cross-tllsclpllnary A.1.3.1.2 C 
Upper floor GAs Cross-disciplinary A.l.3.1.3 C 
Building sections GAs Cross-disciplinary A. t.a 1.5 C 
Underground services design information Cross-disclplinary A.al C 
HV system layout design information Intra-dlsciplinary A.52.12 C 
LV system layout design Information Intra-dlsclplinary A.5222 C 
Sm~r dist~ion information Intra-gisciplinarv A.5.2.4 C 
A.S.S Occupant Security Systems Design L Extemallnformation requirements Extemal A.O B 
Ground floor GAs Cross-dlsclpllnary A.1.3.1.2 B 
Upper floor GAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.a 1.3 B 
Building sections GAs Cross-disclpllnary A.1.3.1.5 B 
External wall design information Cross-tllsclplinary A.1.4.2 C 
Intemal wall design Information Cross-discipllnary A.1.5.1 C 
Above ground drainage layout design Information Cross-dlsciplinary A.4.11.3 C 
AClvenfilatlon system layout design Information CrOSS-disciplinary A.42.3 C 
lPHW system layout design information Cross-dlsclplinary A.4.3.3 C 
Chilled water system layout design Informallon Cross-disciplinary A.4.4.3 C 
Hot water system layout design Infonnatlon Cross-tllsclplinary A.4.5.3 C 
Cold water system layout design Information Cross-disciplinary A.4.5.5 C 
l V system layout design information Inlra-disclp1inary A.5.22.2 C 
Small power distribution information rnlra-dlSCi~lnary A.5.2.4 C 
A.5.6 Bulldin9J..~~!YJystems Design - A..O -
~5.al Fire Alarm System Design M Extemalinformation requirements Extemal A.O A 
Ground floor GAs Cross-disciplinary Ha 12 A 
Upper floor GAs Cross-disciplinary A.l.3.1.3 A 
Bullcfng sections GAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.1.5 A 
Intemal wall conceptual design infonnation Cross-disciplinary A.1.5.1 B 
Door, screen & Ironmongery conceptual design informat Cross-disclplinary A.1.9 C 
Above ground drainage layout design Information Cross-disciplinary A.4.11.3 C 
AClventilation system layout design information Cross-disciplinary A.42.3 C 
LPHW system layout design informatlon Cross-disciplinary Ma3 C 
Chilled waler system layout design information CrOSS-disciplinary A.4.4.3 C 
Hot water system layout design Information Cross-disclpl1nary A.4.5.3 C 
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Cold water system layout design information Cross-disciplinary A.4.5.5 C 
LV system layout design Information Inlra·discipllnary A.5.2.2.2 C 
Small DOWer dislriMon information Intra-disciplin~JY_ A.S.2.4 C 
A.5.6.2 Earthil"{l & Bonding System Desig" L External information requirements External A.O C 
Site layout design Information Cross-dlsciplinary A.l.2.2 C 
Ground floor GAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.12 C 
Upper floor GAs Cross·disclpllnary A.l.3.lo3 C 
RooIGAs Cross-disciplinary A.l.3.1.4 C 
Building sections GAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.1.5 C 
Building elevations GAs Cross·disciplinary A.loat6 C 
Above ground drainage layout design information Cross-disciplinary A.4.llo3 C 
AClvenlilation system layout design Information Cross-disciplinary A.4.2.3 C 
LPHW system layout design infonnation Cross-disciplinary A.4.3.3 C 
Chilled water system layout design Information Cross-disciplinary A.4.4.3 C 
Hot water system layout design Information Cross-disciplinary A.4.5.3 C 
Cold water system layout design information Cross-disciplinary A.4.5.5 C 
HV syslem layout design InformaHon Intra-disciplinary A.5.2.l.2 C 
Ughlnlng Protection system design Information Intra-diSCiPrt'nary A.5.6.3 C 
A.5.6.3 lightning Protection System Design L Extemal information requirements Extemal A.O B 
Site layout design Information Cross-disclpllnary A.l.2 B 
Ground floor GAs Cross-discipUnary A.l.3.l2 B 
Upper floor GAs Cross-disciplinary A.l.3.l.3 B 
RooIGAs Qoss-discipllnary A.talo4 B 
Building elevations GAs Cross-disclplinary A.1.3.1.5 B 
Site survey Information Cross-disciplinary A.2.2.lol B 
Primary steelwork specification information Cross-disciplinary A.3.4.1 C 
Above ground drainage layout design Information Cross-disciplinary A.4.llo3 C 
AClventllation system I<ry'out design Information Cross-disciplinary A.4.2.3 C 
LPHW system layout design information Cross-disciplinary A.4.3.3 C 
Chltled water system layout design Information Cross-disciplinary A.4.4.3 C 
Hot water system layout design information Cross-disciplinary .0.4.5.3 C 
Cold water system layout design Information Cross-disciplinary A.4.5.5 C 
LV system layout design Information Intra-disciplinary A.5.2.2.2 C 
-~- -
Eartt1ing & bo:!l~9~tem des~lprmation Intra-diSCi~ina!y' A.5.6.2 C 
A.S.7 TranspQrtation ~ystem9 Design 
-
A.O 
-
A.S.7.1 Ufts Design M Extemallnformation requirements Extemal A.O A 
Ground floor GAs Cross-discipHnary A.l.3.lo2 A 
Upper floor GAs Cross-disciplinary A.l.3.lo3 A 
RooIGAs Cross-discipllnary A.l.3.lo4 A 
Building sections GAs CrOSS-disciplinary A.l.3.l.5 A 
Primal)' steelwork layout design Information Cross-discipllnary A.3.3.l2 B 
Uft shaft structure design Information Intra.clisclpllnary A.3.4.2 B 
LV system layout design Information Intra·discipllnary A.S.2.2.2 B 
A.5.8 Central Monitoring System Design L Extemal information requirements Extemal A.O C 
Ground floor GAs Cross-disciplinary A.l.3.lo2 C 
Upper floor GAs Cross-discipllnary A.l.at3 C 
RoolGAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.1.4 C 
Building sections GAs Cross-discipl!nary A.lo3.lo5 C 
BMS/controls system design information Cross-disclplinary A.4.l0 C 
Above ground drainage layout design Information Cross-disciplinary A.4,11.3 C 
AClventilation system layout design Information Cross-discipllnary A.42.3 C 
LPHW system layout design information Cross-disciplinary A.4.3.3 C 
Chilled water system layout design Information Cross-disclplinary A.4.4.3 C 
Ho! water system layout design Information Cross-disciplinary AA.S.3 C 
Cold water system layout deSign Information Cross-disclplinary A.4.5.5 C 
LV system layout design Information Intra-disciplinary A.5222 C 
Small power distnbutlon information Intra-dscipllnary A.5.2.4 C 
Fire alal11!svstem design Information Inlra-disci~lnary __ A.5.6.1 C 
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w1'3:"r-- upper Floor Planning General Arrangement Drawings --~ Upper floor scheme GAs 1:~lra.diSCiplina1)' • A.1.3.1.3~1- -T 
Ground floor planning GAs Intra-disciplinary _ A.1.3.1.2.2 A 
A.1.3.1.4 Roof General Arrangements A.O 
A,1.3.1.4.1 Roof Scheme General Arrangement Drawings H Architectural scheme design External A.O A 
Clienl's requirements External A.O A 
Structural scheme design grtd layouts External A.O A 
U~_e!!~! & el~ations ________ Q!Q~~.:~~~~L A.5.7.1 '---~ A,1.3.1.4.2 Roof Planning General Arrangement Drawings H ~~me GAs Intra-disciplinary A"IiW- A 
Town planning details Intra-disciplinary A.1.2.3 A 
Ground floor planning GAs Intra-disciplinary A,1.3.122 A 
Upper floor planning GAs Intra-disciplinaty A.1.3.1.3.2 A 
Facade access system details Intra-disciplinary A.l.6.5 8 
Roof primary members locations Cross-disciplinary A.3.3.1.1.1 A 
Above ground drainage schematics Cross-disciplinary AA.11.2.3 8 
AClventilatlon layouts Cross-disc~linalY _ A.4.2.3.S 8 
A.1.3.1.5 Building Sections General Arrangements A.O 
A.1.a 1.& 1 Building Sections Scheme General Arrangements Drawings H Architectural scheme design External A.O A 
Building regulations External A.O A 
Client's requirements External A.O A 
Structural scheme design grid layouts External A.O A 
CeUlngs GAs (LEVELS ONLy) Intra-disciplinary A.1.7.1 A 
Above ground drainage schematics Cross-clisciplinary A.4.11.2.3 8 
AC'venblation lavouts Cross-disciplinarv A4.2.3 8 
A1.3.1.52 Building Section Planning Deneral Arrangement Drawings H Building sections scheme GAs Intra-clisciplinary A.1.3.1.S.1 A 
Ground floor planning GAs Intra-disciplinary A.1.3.1.2.2 A 
Upper floor planning GAs I ntra-cliscipllnary A.1.3.1.3.2 8 
Roof planning GAs Intra-clisciplinalY A.1.3.1.4.2 B 
Braclno section calculations Cross-disciplinary A.3.3.1.1 
A.1.3.1.6 Buildin Elevations General Arran ements 
-
A.O 
A.1.3.1.6.1 Building Elevation Scheme General Arrangement Drawings H Architectural scheme design Extemal A.O A 
BUilding regulations External A.O 8 
Cllenrs requirements External A.O A 
To~ planning details Inl~-cI~~ A.1.2.3 A 
A.1.3.1.6.2 Building Elevation Planning General Arrangement Drawings H ~ .elevations scheme GAs Intra-discipllnalY AI3TsT- --A" 
Ground Hoor planning GAs Intra-clisciplinalY A.l.3.1.22 A 
UpperHoor planning GAs Intra-clisciplinalY A.1.3.1.32 A 
Roof planning GAs Intra-cllsciplinalY A1.3.1.42 A 
Building sections planning GAs Intra-disciplinary A.1.3.1.S.2 A 
External walls assembly details lnlra-ctiscip~nary A.1.4.1 A 
Above ground drainage schematics Cross-disciplinalY A.4.11.2.3 A 
AC'venlilation layouts Cross-disciplinary __ A.4.2.3 A 
A.1.3.2 Primary Elements Layouts (structural) H Manufacturer's information External A.O A 
Occupancy information External A.O A 
Security requirements External A.O C 
Ground floor planning GAs Intra-disciplinary A.1.3.1.2.2 A 
Upper floor planning GAs Inlra-cllsciplinary A.1.3.1.3.2 A 
Roof planning GAs Intra-disciplinary A l.a 1.4.2 A 
Building sections planning GAs Intra-disclplinary A.1.3.1.5.2 A 
Buildin!! elevations plannlnQ GAs Intra-clisciplinary A.1.3.1.6.2 8 
A.1.3.3 Primary Elements Assembly Details (structural) H Ground floor planning GAs Intra-clisciplinalY A1.3.1.2.2 A 
Upper floor planning GAs Intra-disciplinary A.1.3.1.3.2 A 
Roof planning GAs Intra-disciplinary A.1.3.1.4.2 A 
Building sections planning GAs Inlra-disclplinary A.1.3.1.5.2 A 
Building elevations planning GAs Intra-diSCiplinary A.1.3.1.6.2 B 
Primary elements lavouts Intra-clisclPiinarV A.1.3.2 A 
A.1.3.5 Primary Elements Speelfications (outline specification) H Ground floor planning GAs Intra-disciplinary A.1.3.1.22 A 
Upper floor planning GAs Intra-disciplinary A.1.3.1.3.2 A 
Roof planning GAs Intra-disciplinary A.1.3.1.42 A 
Building sections planning GAs Intra-clisciplinary A.1.3.1.S.2 A 
Building elevations planning GAs Intra-disciplinary A.1.3.1.6.2 A 
Primary elements layouts Intra-disciplinary A.1.32 A 
Prim_aTY_elements assembly_details Intra-disciolinary A.1.3.3 8 
A.1.4 ~mal Walls Ceslan 
-
-
A.O 
A.1.4.1 External Walls Assembly Details H Manufacturers information External A.O A 
Building elevations planning GAs Intra-diSCiplinary A.1.3.1.62 A 
Cladding details Intra-disciplinary A.1.4.2 A 
Roof details Intra-disciplinary A.1.6.1 A 
Retafnlnqwall GAs Cross-di~1p\ina'Y A,2.3.3 A 
A1.4.2 External Walls Details (F~ade DeSign) H Arthitectural scheme deslgn External A.O A 
Mesh Malerial information External A.O A 
Roof spatial co-ordination GAs Intra-disciplinary A.1.3.1.4.2 A 
Building sections spatial co-ordination GAs Intra-disciplinary A.1.3.1.5.2 A 
Building elevations spatial co-ordination GAs Intra-discipllnary A.1.3.1.6.2 A 
Extemal wall assembly details lntra-disciplinary A.1.4.1 A 
External wall finishes Intra-disciplinary A,1.4.3 8 
A.1.4.3 External Walls Finishes H Acoustics SUlVey I~xtemal A.O 8 Manufacturer's information External A.O A 
Cladding deta\ls Intra-disciplinary A.1.4.2 A 
r External wall details _ l~ra-d£~Jp~~~ A.1.4.2 A A1.4.4 External Walls Outline Specifications External wall assembly details Intra-disciplinalY A.U-l --- -,;:-
Cladding details Intra-diSCiplinary A.1.4.2 A 
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Extemal wall detwls Intra -disciplinary A1.42 A 
External walllinlshes Intra-dlsciplinarv A1A.3 A 
A.1A.5 Window & Louvre Scheme Design H ExtemaiiiiiOrmatlon requirements External A.a A 
Extent of Ground Floor Intra·dlsciplinary A.1.3.1.22 A 
Extent 01 Upper Floor Intra-disciplinary A.l.3.1.32 A 
Extent of Roof Inlra-dlscipl1nal)' A,1.3.1.42 A 
Building sections GAs Intra-disciplinary A.l.3.1.5.1 A 
BuildIng elevatioos GAs Intra-disciplinary Al.3.1.6.1 A 
r.:;;s-_. Cladding S~~!a!lJ!ll!l!"JlJi~ ___ ~.,j1~!e!!!2.<!.1Y A,3.4.1 B Internal Walla Design . AO 
A,1.5.1 Internal Walls Layout H Groundftoor planning-GAs Intra·d!sciplinary A.1.3.12.2 B 
Upper floor planning GAs Intra·discip1inalY A.l.3.1.32 B 
Door, screen, lronmon9.,!!ry sch~dule In!!!.~~~1V A.1.9 C 
A1.52 Internal Walls Details 
" 
Architectural scheme design External .<0 A 
Building regulaoons External A.a A 
Manufacturer's Inlormallon External .<0 A 
MovemenVexpanslon joint details Intra-disclplinary A.1.S.S B 
Intemal wall assembly details 1~r1tra-diSCIPlinary A.1.S.1 B 
Requirements for load bearing masonry Cross-disciplinary A.3.4.4 A 
A.1.S.S Intemal Wall Outline Specification 
" 
Internal walls assembly details 1~~tra-disciPlina!)' A,1.5.1 A 
Intemal walls details Intra-disclplinarY A.l.S.2 A 
£1.6 Roof8 De81 n AO 
A.l.6.1 Roof Details ;r- Architectural scheme design Extemal A.O A 
Manufacture(slnlormatlon Extemal A.O A 
Roof spatial co-ordination GAs I ntra-discfplinary A.1.S.l.4.2 A 
Building sections spatial co-ordination GAs Intra·disclplinary A.1.3.1.S.2 A 
Primary elements assembly Intra·(fsclplinary A,1.3.3 B 
-
Roof finishes Intra-dis..<:,l'p!!!!!!L.._ A.1.6.2 I-~ A.1.6.2 Roof Finishes H Manufactura(s information External AO----
Roof details Intra-disclplinarv A.1.6.l A 
A.1.6.S Rooflights Details H Manuiaciure(s information Extemal A.a A 
Roof details Intra·disciplinary A1.6.1 B 
Rooffinlshes Intra-disciplina!)' A.1.6.2 B 
AClve!!'~!'.!~~..!6_q,uirements Cross·d\sciolina/Y A.4.2.l A 
A.l.6.4 Facade Access Components 
" 
Manufacture(s Information External A.a B 
Roof service co-ordination GAs Intra-disclpfinary A.tS.1.4 A 
Roof details Intra-discipllnaty A.t6.1 B 
Loads from roof Cross-disclollnarv A.3.2.1 A 
A.l.B.S Facade Access Details M Rooiserv-ic9"Co-ordlnation GAs Intra·disciplina!)' A.1.3.1.4.2 A 
Prima!)' elements assembly Intra-disciplinary "'1.3.3 C 
Extemal wall assembly details Intra-disciplina!)' A1.4.1 B 
Facade access component details Intra-dlscipllnary A.1.6.4 B 
Hot water layouts Cross'disclplinary A.4.S.S C 
Cold water layouts Cross-cr!S£lE~~a!y_ ~J.S.5 c 
A.1.6.6 Roof Design Outline Specmcations H Roof details Intra-disciplinary A,1.6.1 A 
Roof finishes Intra-discipllnary A.1.6.2 A 
Rooflight detalls Intra·dlscipl1na!)' A.1.6.3 B 
Facade access component details Intra·dlsciplinary A.1.6.4 B 
Facade access sYstem deta~L-______ ~~~~SS!lina!L- A.l.6.S B 
A.l.7 Cellln Desl AO 
A.1.7.1 Cellings General Arrangements H ArchitecturBI scheme design External A.O A 
Finishes schedule Intra·disclplinary A,1.12.1 B 
Buildlna sections spatial co-ordination GAs 1~~:<.1Ls;£~ A.1.a 1.S.2 A ITu-- ceilings Layouts 
" 
Architectural scheme design ------- External AO A 
Finishes schedule Intra·disciplina!)' A.l.12.l B 
Ground floor service co-ordination GAs Intra·disciplinary A.1.S.t2.2 A 
upper floor service co-ordination GAs Intra-disciplinary A1.S.1.3.2 A 
Building sections service co-ordination GAs Intra-disclplinary A.l.S.t5.2 A 
External wall assembly details Intra·disclplinary A1.4.1 B 
Internal wall assembly delalls Intra -discipInary A 1.5.1 B 
Ceilings Gas (space allocation) Intra-disclplina!)' Al.7.1 A 
AClventilation layouts Cross-disclplinary .<.4.2.3 B 
Emergency lighting layouts CroSS·dlsclplina!)' A.S.3.1 B 
Generall\ghtlng layouts Cross-disclplinaty A.S.S.2 A 
r.,-,--
. Specialist lightina la~ouls <,:~-di~lE~~<!.1Y. A.S.3.4 B 
A,1.7.S Ceilings Details L Architectural scheme design External Aa B 
External wall assembly delalls Intra·disc~lina!)' A.1.4.l B 
Intemal wall assembly details Intra·disciplinary A.l.S.l B 
Ceilings GAs Intra-disciplinaty A.l.7.l A 
Cenlng layouts Intra-disclplinary A.1.7.2 A 
AClventilation equipment size CrosS-dlsciplinary A.4.2.3 B 
Emergency lighting layouts CroSS·disciplinary A.S.3.l B 
General lighting luminaire selection Cross-dlsciplinary A.S.3.2 B 
tIT.7:4 ~~~~~!i..n..9~_~uts 
CroSS-d\sci.olinarv A.S.3.4 B 
Ceilings Finishes L Architectural scheme design External A.O C 
External wall assembly details Intra·disciplinary A1.4.1 C 
Internal wan assembly details Intra-disciplinary A.t5.1 C 
Ceilings GAs Intra-discipllnary A1.7.1 A 
Ceiling layouts Intra-dlsciplinary A.t7.2 A 
Ceilings details lnlra·disciplinary A.1.7.S B 
AC/ventllation equipment details Cross-disciplina!)' A,4.2.3 C 
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Emergency lighting layouts Cross-disciplinary A5.3.l C 
General lighting lumlnaire selection Cross-dlsclpllnary A.5.3.2 C 
~clallst~ng layouts Cross-dl~~ary A.S.3.4 
.?-A.t.7.S Ceilings Outline Specifications M Ceilings GAs Intra-disciplinary A.t7.1 A 
Ceiling layouts lntra-disciplinary A,1.72 A 
Ceilings details Inlra-crlSCiplinary A.1.7.3 B 
Ceiling.finlshes Inlra-disci lineN A.1.7.4 B 
~M.,- ~!!!..I'!.!.!!!~_I!E!!Iin . AO A.1.B.l Stairs & Ramps Layouts M Architectural scheme deSign External A.O A 
Occupancy Infonnation External A.O A 
Regulations External A.O A 
Finishes schedule Intra-discipline!,! A,1.12.1 C 
A1.8.2 Stairs & Ramps Details L Architectural scheme design External AO A 
Stairs/ramps layouts Intra-disciplinary A.t.S.1 A 
Structural staircase ~ificalions Cross-disclplinary A,3.4.3 A 
A.1.8.3 Stair Finishes (OUTLINE) L Manufacturer's information External A.O B 
Regulations External A.O A 
Finishes schedule Intra-disciplinary A,1.12.1 B 
§.talfSlramps details Intra-discl nnary A.1.B.2 B 
A.1.8.4 Stair & Ramp Ou~ine Specifications L Stairs/ramps layouts Intra·discip~nary A1.a1 B 
Stairs/ramps details Intra-disciplinary A1.82 B 
Stair finishes details Intra-disci Unary A1.8.3 B 
A.1.9 Door & Ironmongery Design M Building regulations Extemal A.O A 
Extemal wall types and sizes Intra-disciplinary A.1.4,1 A 
Intemal wall !.'te!l!..a.!!2.!lzes Intra-disc!PJ!.r!!.L.. A.1.5.1 A 
-A.1.10-- WInd'OviiI'GiazedOoorlScreen Des.'in 
--:----- A.O :---A.1.10.1 wI'ndo'\;1"G'iaZe,i5OOriScreenCOmponents A-O------
A,1.10.1.1 Windows Components H Acoustics survey External AO B 
Architectural scheme design External AO A 
Building regulations Extemal A.O B 
Town planning details I ntra-disciplinary A1.2.3 A 
Extemal walls details I ntra-disclpllnary A1.42 A 
AClventilation schematics <;:~~J.e!!!!.ary A.4.2.2.5 A 
AT.fo':1.2 Glazed Door/Screen Components L Acoustics survey Extemal A.O B 
Town planning details Intra-dlsclpllnary A,1.2.3 A 
AClventilalion eoul ment details Cross·dlsclplinary A.4.2.3 C 
A1.10.2 Windows & Glazed DoorfScreen Details H Manufacturer's information Extemal A.O A 
Extemal wall assembly details Intra-disciplinary A,1.4.1 A 
Untel schedules 1ntra-disclpllnary A.1.9 C 
Elevation trimmer section details Cross.(jisclplinarv A.3.4.1 B 
A.1.10A Windows & Glazed Door/Screen Outline Specifications . M Windows componenls Intra·d~iplinary A.1.10.1.1 B 
Louvres components Intra-disciplinary A.l.10.1.2 B 
louvres detalls Intra·dlsclplinary A.1.10.2 B 
Windows details Intra-discl \lnary A.1.10.2 B 
A.1.11 Fixtures & Fittings Design 
- -
AO 
A.1.11.3 Sanitary Fillings Design L Building regulations External A.O B 
Ground RoorGAs Intra.(jisciplinary A.1.3.1.2 A 
Upper floor GAs Intra-disciplinary A,1.3.1.3 A 
~~~m_al.!'811 d,!slgn informallon Intra.(jlsclplina~ A.1.S.2 C 
A.1.11.4 Storage Fillings DeSign M Client's requirements External A.O A 
Ground floor GAs Intra-disciplinary A.1.3.1.2.2 A 
Upper floor GAs Intra-disci Unary A,1.3.1.3.2 A 
A.1.12 finishes Design A.O 
A,1.12.1 Finishes Schedule H Architectural scheme design Extemal AO A 
Extemal wall assernbly details lntra-disciplinary A.1.4.1 B 
Extemal wall details Intra-disciplinary A,lA.2 B 
Intemal wall assembly details Intra·dlsclplinary A.1.S.1 B 
Intemal wall details Intra-disciplinary A.1.S.2 B 
Roof finIshes Intra-disciplinary A.1.62 C 
Ce1l1flg finishes Intra-d'sclpllnary A.1.7.4 B 
Stair finIshes details Intra-disci linarv A.1.B.3 B 
A.1.122 Floor Finishes Layout H Architectural scheme design Extemal AO A 
Ground floor GAs Intra-disclplinary A.1.3.1.2.2 A 
UpperfloorGAs Intra-disclplinary A,1.3.1.3.2 A 
r.=--- RooLGAs Inlra-discl lin~'!y . A.1.3.1.4.2 C A.l.13 ~'!.1!!1~~;2~!.A~!!.~tQ!!!in ___________ 
--r--------- - -- AO ATi3.4- Lands~ D!'sign - ;<0 
-1-;(--A.1.13.4.1 Landscape General Arrangement H An::hitectural scheme design Extemal A.O 
Manufacturer's Information Extemal AO C 
Ground floor scheme Gas Intra-discipfinary A,1.3.1.2.1 A 
Upper floor scheme GAs Intra-disciplinary A,1.3.1.3.1 C 
Roof scheme GAs Intra·dlsclplinary A,1.3.1.4.1 C 
Bulldlng sections scheme GAs Intra-dlsciplinary A.1.3.1.S.1 B 
r.;-;o---- -- -- _ ~_~~9Jl_~!~~~~!,l1Jl G~ Int~~~~I£!l~ii.rL_ A.1.3.1.6.1 B A.1.13.4.2 Landscape Layout H An::hitectural scheme deSign External AO A 
Manufacture~s information Extemal A.O C 
landscape GAs lntra-disciplinary A.1.13.4.1 A 
Roof scheme Information GAs Intra.(jisclplinary A1.3.1.4.1 C 
BuildIng sections scheme information GAs Intra-discipnnary A.1.3.1.5.1 B 
Building elevations scheme information GAs Intra~isci~lina~ A1.3.l.6.1 B 
A.1.13A.4 Landscape Schedule H landscape GAs 1ntra-disciplinary A.U3A.l A 
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I:~:~:: ~;Ial' I I' ~~:~;:: ~ I i li 
A1.13.4.5 1I 
" 1:~:::~As I i li A.1134.1 A I 11 A~::!:! ~ C "., ;';i!i;, "","', 
"le Wor .. De"gn 
U , Design 
2.1.1 
"'. '"""""I'''Y'' I" I 
I In10onation on ". ~::~~ A.O ~ 
1A.2.2.1.2 I ..... I' Ilnfonnallon on s" ~::~~ A.O A I ~b~"". "' .... 
j I.vels I ~~2.1.1 A 
IA22.1.3 I I" I Inloona'on on ,'te ~::~~ ~: ~ '~"to'l'.Olsl" 1, design IExt.m~ 1~:2., B I , , B 
11 IA1 B 
,5" ~ett'n~ out ill 1~:~11 c 0'" W"""'''.' C 
levels I I~:::~:: : Ext'ma~runs I IA2.2.2 ..... , u •• ,'" IExt'm~ I II 1~:.22 ~ Site ,'"00' "",""".,1"" 
r Inlo;;",lIon I IA.2.2.1.1 B 
External' In!annallon I 1~::i:3 A A 
I~~:::: A ~ ',slzes&loca'ons i h C 
IA.2.2.3 ,oeSign I 1A.1.22 ~ r Inloonallon I IA2.2.1,1 
~ op~OIl ~e-~~ details I 1A.2.2.1. A 
1A2·2.1.3 A 
I IA2.2.1.3 A 
IA~~::.3 A Ext,m.I' llnloon,'on I I A 
I 
I I 
11 11 I 
t2 .1.1.1 ."gn M 
Column d;talls I~~'~~ '''.,, " ~ 
IA.2.3.1.1.2 IPIl'Deslgn M 
EXI,;;'; 
IExt'm~ I I 1~:23 ~ 
I I IA2,2,1.2 C 
I 1A.2213 A 
floor ground beam loads I I~~;;~ B B 
details I IA2.4.1 C 
m""' •. ":? POSlllon~ I IA3.3.1.1 B 
Number 0'-1 I p6rcolumn I I ''',1.'' A 
I 1 ".1.1' A 
I plI, cap DeSign , "".mGAs I I 1A.2.3.2.1 ~ I~;;~ , B 
floor ground beam I 1A.2.3.2.1 C 
floor ground I IA2,3.2.1 C 
floor/ground beam I IA.2.3.2.1 C 
I I I I~!;~ B B 
I~;~~ , B lo",caos A. 
IA2.3.1.1.4 IPII, Foundation ii I , ~acttyv, I ~;';, ;.; B I ~;;,;.; B I I A 
I ~;;'; ;: A 
1~;·:1.3 A Column, , , B 
1.2.3.1.4 , Design '.0 
IA2.3.1.4,1 I Design , ~:~~n ":~ I •. 3:3:1.1 ~ i i I 
1A2·3.1.U.1 , :",ti~~ , ~2.12 A I 1A.221.3 A 
~~ -p-~~-~~ - floor ground beam loads I . I IA221.3 A I A2.3.2.1 A 
floor ground beam loads I I I A2.3.22 ~ . ,""'ow, 11 I '.2.4.1 
,M Pad, I' ~ '3.3.1.1 ~ Cofumn ,'zes I Details ,M I I .. .. ~ Pad foundation layouts I i: I .. 
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Holding down bolt details Ittra-diSC1Pllnary A,2.3.2.2 B 
Column sizes Cross-disclplinary ,Ua1.1 B 
Base plate details Cross-disclplinarv A.3.3.1.3.2 B 
A.2.3.1.4.2.4 Pad RC Details L Pad calculations Intra-disciplinary A2.3.1.4.2.1 A 
Pad foundation layouts Intra-disclplinary A2.3.1.4.2.2 B 
Pad RC layouts Intra·disciplinary A.2.3.1.4.2.3 B 
Hold'ng oown bolt details Ira-dISCIPnnary A.2.3.2.2 A 
Column sizes Cross·dlsclplinary A3.3.1.1 A 
AEi:4.3 
~I!~"p'@~ details Cross~~linarv A.3.3.1.3.2 A 
Pad Foundation Specifications L Pad: column casing details I: nlra-disciplinary Ai:3.1.4.' B 
Pad calculations I nlra·disclplinary A.2.3.1.4.2.1 B 
Pad GAs details Intra-disclpllnary A2.3.1.4.2.3 C 
Pad foundation layouts I nlra-disclpllnary A.2.3.1.4.2.2 C 
A,;g~~~2 -. G.0..~9 FIOOr-Slfl.~ De~!9!l __ --- -fP-~-~g~~----------- 1!!rt.!:Q~~~iQ!!L __ A,?,~,l~L i-~-~xtemal iiiiormaiiO'"n requirem~--- ~T---- A.O A.2.3.2.1 Ground-Bearing Floor Slab Design H A-O----- -C 
Finishes Information Cross-dlsclpllnary A.1.12.1 B 
Ground floor GAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.1.2.1 A 
Extamal wall design Information Cross-disciplinary A.1.4.2 B 
Internal wall design Information Cross-disclpllnary "-1.5.2 A 
S~e survey Information Intra-disciplinary A.2.2.1.1 A 
Pile foundation design Information lnlra-disciplinary A.2.3.1.1.2 C 
Pad foundalbn design information Intra-disclplinary A.2.3.1.4.2 C 
Ground-bearing floor design infonnalion Intra-disciplinary A.2.3.2.2 A 
S~e survey Infonnation Intra-disclplinary A.2.4.2 A 
External works design information Intra-disclplinary A.2.5.1 C 
Primary structural loading infonnation Cross-disclplinary A.3.2.1 C 
Primary steelworlt loads, sizes & locations Intra-disciplinary A.3.3.1.1 C 
Above ground drainage layout design information Cross-disclpllnary A.4.11.3.3 C 
AClventllatlon system layout design infonnation Cross-discipllnary A.4.2.3 C 
LPHW system layout design infonnation Cross-disciplinary .0.4.3.3 C 
Chilled water system layout design information Cross-disclplinary A.4.4.3 C 
Hot water system layout design Information Cross-disciplinary A.4.5.3 C 
Cold water system layout design Information Cross-disciplinary "-4.5.5 C 
Boiler plant layout design Information Cross-disciplinary "-4.9.3 C 
HV system layout design Information Cross-disciplinary A.5.2.12 C 
LV system layout design information Cross-disclpllnalY A.5.2.2.2 C 
Electrical condu~ design information Cross-diSCiplinary A.5.2.3.1 C 
Trunklng layout design Information C"'ss-<l;"'~IIn!UY A.5.2.3.2 C 
.0.2.322 Suspended Ground Floor Slab Design H Finishes information Cross-disciplinary A.l.12.1 B 
Building elevations GAs: Cross-disclplinary .0.1.3.1.6.1 C 
Primary elements layout information Cross-disclp1inalY .0.1.32 A 
Extemal wall design information Cross-disciplinary A.1.4.2 B 
Intemal wall design in!onnation Cross-diSClplinary .0.1.52 A 
Site survey Information lntra-disciplinary A.2.2.1.1 B 
Pile foundation design information Intra-dlsclpllnary A.2.3.1.1.2 B 
Pad foundation design Information Intra-disclplinary A.2.3.1.4.2.3 B 
Below ground drainage system design information Intra-disclplinary A.2.4.2 C 
Primary Structuralload'ng in!onnation Cross-dlsciplinary A.32.1 C 
Primary steelworlt loads, sizes & locations Cross-disciplinary A.3.3.1.1 C 
Above ground drainage layout design information Cross-dlsclplinary A.4.1t.3.1 B 
AClventllatlon system layout design Information Cross-diSCiplinary "-4.2.3 C 
LPHW system layout design information Cross-dlsclplinary A.4.3.3 C 
Chilled water system layout des~n Information Cross-diSCiplinary A.4.4.3 C 
Hot water system layout design Infonoatlon Cross-disciplinary A.4.5.3 C 
Cold water system layout design information Cross-disclpllnary "-4.5.5 C 
Boiler plant layout design information Cross-dlscipllnary A.4.9.3 C 
HV system layout design information Cross-dlsclpllnary A.5.2.1.2 C 
Electrical conduit design information Cross-disciplinary A.5.2.3.1 C 
Trunking layout design infonnation Cross-disclplinary A.5.2.3.2 C 
A.2.3.3 Retaining Walls Design M Extemal information requirements Extemal "-0 C 
Site system design infonnation Intra-discipllnary A.1.2.2 C 
Primary elements assembly information Cross-dlsclplinary .0.1.3.3 C 
Intemal wall design information Cross-disciplinary .0.1.5.2 C 
Site survey inlormation Intra-disciplinary A.2.2.1.1 A 
Be[ow ground drainage system design information [ntra-disclplinary A.2.4.2 B 
External works design infonnation Intra-di~ID[in8.fV A2.5.1 A 
~~'h- U_nder.9.roun~~rvlce. ~~J~n - - A.O A.2.4.1 Underground Co-ordinated Services Design M Site layout design information Intra-disciplinary A.1.2.2 A 
Site survey Information Intra-disclpllnary A.2.2.1.1 A 
Below ground drainage system design information Intra-diSCiplinary A.2.4.2 A 
External works design lnfonnation Intra-disclpllnary A.2.5.1 B 
Above ground drainage layout design information Cross-disciplinary A.4.11.3.3 B 
AClventilatlon system layout design information Cross-disciplinary A.4.2.3 C 
LPHW system layout design infonnation Cross-disciplinary A4.3.3 C 
Chilled water system layout design infonnation Cross-disciplinary A.4.4.3 C 
Hot water system layout design InformaUon Cross-disciplinary A.4.5.3 C 
Cold water system layout design information Cross-disciplinary A.4.5.5 C 
HV svstem i!llout d~Jgn information Cross-discl linarv A.5.2.1.2 C 
A.2.4.2 Below Ground Drainage Design M Extemal information requirements Extemal "-0 B 
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Uft shaft structure calculations In1ra-disclpIna1Y A,3.4.2 B 
Confirmed above ground drainage system builde Cross-disciplinary A,4.11.3.1 B 
ACivenl11ation equipment details Cross-disclpHnary A4.2.3 B 
Confirmed AC/venlllation system bullderswork ha! Cross-disclplinary A.4.2.3 B 
Confirmed LPHW system builderswork holes Cross-disclplinary M3.3 B 
Confirmed chilled water system bullderswork hol&. Cross-disciplinary A.4.4.3 B 
Confirmed hot water system builderswor1< holes Cross-disciplinary A,4.S.3 B 
Conlinned cold water system builderswol1t holes Cross-disciplinary A,4.S.S B 
Confirmed boiler plant builderswort. holes Cross-disclplinary A.4.9.3 B 
HV sub station GAs Cross-<Iisclplinary A.5.2.1.2 B 
HV transformer GAs Cross-disciplinary A5.2.1.2 B 
Details of electrical services bullderswork holes Cross-disciplinary A5.2.3.1 B 
Standby generator GAs Cross-diSCi~inalY A5.2.5 B 
A3.3.1.2.1.3 Non·Plant Floor Steelwork Layouts M Ground floor planning GAs CroSS-disciplinary A1.3.l.2.2 B 
Primary elements layouts Cross-disclplinary A.1.3.2 B 
Non-plant floor primary members location Intra-dlscipllnary A.3.3.1.1 A 
Non-plant floor section calculations Intra-dlsciplinary A3.3.1.1 A 
Bracing section calculations Intra-dlsclplinary A.3.3.1.1 A 
Structural grid positions CroSS-disciplinary A3.3.U A 
UfI shaft structure calculations Intra-discfpInary A3.4.2 B 
Confirmed above ground drainage system builder. Cross-disciplinary A.4.ll.3.l B 
AClventilation equipment details CroSS-disciplinary A.4.2.3 B 
Confirmed AC/ventllation system bulldersworlt hol Cross-disciplinary A.4.2.3 B 
Confirmed lPHW system bulldersworlt holes Cross-disciplinary A4.3.3 C 
Confirmed chilled water system buildersworlt hol~ Cross-disclplinary A4.4.3 C 
Confirmed hot water system bullderswork holes Cross-disciplinary A4.5.3 C 
Confirmed cold water system bullderswork holes Qoss-disciplinary A4.5.5 C 
Confirmed boiler plant builderswork holes Cross-disciplinary A.4.9.3 C 
HV sub station GAs Cross-disciplinary A.S.2.1.2 C 
HV transformer GAs Cross-disciplinary AS.2.1.2 C 
Details 01 electrical se1Vices builderswork holes Cross-d1sciplinary AS.2.3.l C 
t;,--- S_tand!'l.~~Jor GAs CrosB-2!~~~ A.S.2.S C A.3.3.1.2.l.4 Roof Steelwork Layouts M Roof details Cross-diSCiplinary ATe.1 B 
Roof primary members bcations Intra-disciplinary A.3.3.1.1 A 
Bracing section calculations Intra-disciplinary A3.3.1.1 A 
Structural grid positions Cross-discipflnary A3.3.U A 
Roof purlin spacing requirement Extemal A3.4.l B 
Confirmed above ground drainage system builde!'! Cross-disciplinary A.4.ll.3.l C 
AClvenlllatlon equipment details CroSS-disciplinary A.4.2.3 B 
Confirmed AC/ventilation system bu\lderswork hol CrosS-disclplinary A,4.2.3 B 
Confirmed LPHW system builders\'Klrlt holes Cross-disciplinary A4.3.3 B 
Confirmed chilled water system builderswork hol~ Cross-disciplinary A4.4.3 B 
Confirmed hol watersyslem bullderswork holes Cross-disciplinary A4.5.3 B 
Confirmed cold water system bullderswork holes Cross-disciplinary A.4.5.5 B 
Confirmed boiler plant builderswork holes Cross-disciplinary AA.9.3 B 
HV sub station GAs CroSS-disciplinary A.S.2.1.2 B 
HV transformer GAs Cross-disciplinary A52.12 B 
Detailsof electrical seIVices builderswork holes Cross-disclplinary A52.3.1 B 
t;~--- Stan~.iE!~~9!.QAs Crossjlsciplina'Y ~r,15 B A3.3.1.2.2 Prim~-SteeiWOii(Eivation Dravoi~s M Ground floor primary members locations Intra-disciplinaryl- A.3.3.tl A 
upper floor primary members locations Intra-disciplinary A.3.3.U B 
Primary elevation steelwork locallons Intra-disciplinary A3.3.t1 A 
Roof primary members locations l:ntra-disciPlinary Alat1 A 
Bracing section calculations Intra-disciolinaTV A3.a.1.l B 
A.3.a.l.2.3 Primary Steelwork Section Drawings H Pile foundation details l:ntra-disciPlinary A.2.3.1.1.3 B 
Pad foundal1on detaUs Intra-disciplinary A.2.3.1.4.2.4 B 
Upper floor primary members locations Intra-disciplinary A3.3.l.l A 
Primary elevation steelwork locations Intra-disciplinary A3.3.U B 
Roof primary members locations Intra-disciplinary A3.3.tl A 
Oadding support detal1s Intra-disclllinary A.3.4.1.l B 
Roof purlin details Intra-disciplinary A3.4.1.l B 
Lift shaft structure calculations Intra-dlsclplinary A,3.4.2 B 
Staircase calculations Intra-disciplinary A.3.4.3 B 
A.3.3.l.3 Structural Steelwork Detail Drawi_~Q$ A.O 
A.3.3.1.3.1 Load Conllection Drawings M Plant room primary steelworit layouts Intra-disciplinary A3.3.l.2.l.2 B 
Non-plant floor primal)' steelwork layouts Intra-disclplinary A.3.3.l.2.1.a B 
-- ;.1- f!~~!..P!!.I'!!!l_IY.!!~~1~~Y.!l..~!.S _______ 1~~!~!l_I!!!~ __ ~3J~?:~~4_ --~--A3.3.t3.2 Base Plate Detail Dravoings Pile foundation layouts Cross-disciplinary A,2.3.l.l.3 B 
Pad foundation layouts Cross-disciplinary A2.3.1A.2.2 B 
Pad foundal1on details Cross-disciplinary A.2.3.1.4.2.4 B 
Column & base plate section calculations Intra-disciplinary A3.3.'" A 
Groulld floor primary steelwork layouts Intra-disciplinary A.3.3.l.2.l.1 A 
-
~~U£O~.!if!l!fl!lJ~Y.~~!! 1~!!:!!!!£i.E!!.~ry_ A.3.3.t2.l.2 
-!:---
A.3.3.l.3.3 Non-Ground Floor & Plant Room Steelwork Drawings M Ceilings details l~roSS'disciPlinary A1'Ia---- c 
Non-plant floor section calculations Intra-disciplinary A.3.3.l.l B 
Plant room section calculations Intra-disciplinary Aa.3.l.l B 
Plant room primary steelwork layouts Intra-disciplinary A3.3.1.2.l.2 B 
Non-plant floor primaI)' steelwork layouts Intra-disciplinary A.3.3.1.2.1.3 B 
Plant room !!!~~~~s Intra-d~~Il!l.!Y_ ~J~~.1 B 
A.3.3.1.3.4 Roof Steelwork Detail Drawings M Roofdetalls l~rosS-diSciPlinary Al.6.l -"9--
Roof finishes Cross-disciplinary Al.6.2 B 
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Roof primary steelwOrk layouts Intra-discip[!nary A.3.3.12.1.4 A 
Roof purlin details Intra-disclplinary A.3.4.1 B 
Roof trimmer calculations Inlra-discl linelY A.3.4.1 B 
A.3.3.2 ~ructural Concrete Design A .• 
rH32.1 Concrete Frame calculations A .• A.3.3.2.1.1 Concrei8 Frame Analysis H Frame scheme design External io A 
Internal wall details Cross-dlsciplinary A1.S.2 C 
Required floor tolerances lntra-disclplinary A.3.2.1 C 
Non-plant Hoorsecllon calculations Intra·disciplinary A.3.3.2,1.2 B 
Plant floor section calculations Intra·disclplinary A3.&2.1.2 B 
Column & base plate section calculations lntra-disclplinary A.3.32.U B 
Column sizes Inlra·disclplinary A.3.3.2.1.2 A 
Structural grid positions Intra-disciplinary AS.S.2.1.2 A 
Uti shaft structure details Intra-disclplinary A.3.42 B 
Structural staircase details Intra-disciplinaTY A3.4.3 B 
Preliminary above ground drainage system builde Cross-<Iisciplinary A.4.112.1 C 
Preliminary AC!ventllation system buitderswork ho Cross-disciplinary ,4..4.2.2.2 C 
AQ'ventilation equipment details Cross-disciplinary A.4.2.3 C 
Preliminary LPHW system bunderswork hotes Cross-disc!pflnary A.4.3.2.2 C 
Preliminary chilled watar system bullderswork hol Cross-disciplinary A.4.4.2.2 C 
Preliminary hot water system bui1derswork holes Cross-disciplinary A.4.S.2.2 C 
Preliminary cold water system builderswoIK holes Cross-disciplinary A.4.S.4.2 C 
Preli'ninary boiler plant bullderswork holes Cross-disciplinary A.4.9.2.3 C 
HV sub station GAs Cross-dlsciplinary A.5.2.1.2 C 
HV translonnerGAs Cross-disciplinary A.S.2.1.2 C 
Details of electrical services bul1derswork holes Cross-disciplinary AS.~3.1 C 
Stand~l!.enerator GAs Cross-di~~~L A.5.2.5 C 
A.3.3.2.1.2 Concrete Frame Section Galculaoons H Allowable deflection Extemal ~ .. A 
Maximum allowable section sizes Extemal A. A 
Minimium flange width of members Extemal A. A 
Bu~ding sections planning GAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.1.5.2 A 
Ceilings details Cross-disciplinary A1.7.3 C 
Loads from non-plant floors Intra-disciplinary A32.1 A 
Non-plant floor primary members location lntra-disciplinary A.3.3.2.1.1 A 
Columnlbeam fixing details Cross-dlsciplinary A3.3.12.3 A 
Primary elements layouts Cross-disciplinary A1.3.2 A 
Pile foundation layouts Cross-disclplinary A2.3.1.1.3 B 
Pile foundation details Cross-diSCiplinary A.2.3.1.1.3 B 
Pad foundation layouts Cross-diSCiplinary A.2.3.1.4.2.2 B 
Pad foundation details Cross-discipllnary A.2.3.1.4.2.4 B 
Ground floor primary members locations Intra-disciplinary A.3.3.2.1.1 A 
Roof section calculations Intra-disciplinary A3.3.2.1.2 B 
Non-plant floor section calculations Intra-dlsclplinary A.3.3.2.1.2 B 
Plant floor section calculations Intra-disclplinary A3.3.2.1.2 B 
Columnlbase plate fixing details Intra-discipllnary A3.32.3 B 
loads from roof Intra-disciplinary A3.2.1 A 
Roof orimarv members locations Intra-disciplinalV A.3.3.2.1.1 A 
A.3.3.2.2 Concrete Frame la cuts & Sections A .• 
A.3.32.2.1 Concrete Frame Roof Plan Drawings H Roof details Cross-disciplinary A.1.6.1 B 
Roof primary members locations Intra-disclplinary A.3.3.2.1.1 A 
Bracing section calculations lntra-disciplinary A3.3.2.12 B 
Structural grid pos1t1ons Cross-diSCiplinary A.3.3.2.1.2 A 
Roof purlin spacing requirement Extemal A3.4.1 B 
Confinned above ground drainage system builde Cross-dlsciplinary A.4.11.3.1 C 
AC/ventllalion equipment details Cross-disc!p~nary A4.2.3 C 
Confinned AClventilatlon system builderswork hol Cross-discIplinary A.4.2.3 C 
Confinned LPHW system builderswork holes Cross-dlsclplinary A.4.3.3 C 
Conlioned chilled water system bullderswork hol Cross·disclpllnary A4.4.3 C 
Confinned hot water system buildersworK holes Cross-disciptinary A.4.5.3 C 
Confinned cold water system builderswork holes Cross-disciplinary A4.S.S C 
Confioned boller plant builderswork holes Cross-disciplinary A4.9.3 C 
HV sub station GAs Cross-disciplinary A5.2.1.2 C 
HV transformer GAs Cross-discipKnary .4..5.2.1.2 C 
Deta!\s of electrical S9IVlces builderswork holes Cross-disciplinary A.5.2.3.1 C 
StanCfby generator GAs Cross-discl linary "S.2.5 C 
,4..3.3.2.2.2 Concrete Frame Section Drawings H Pile foundation details lntra-disciplinary A.2.3.1.1.3 B 
Pad foundation details Intra-disciplinary A2.3.1.4.2.4 B 
Non-plantfloorprirnary members location Intra-disciplinary A.3.3.2.1.1 B 
Plant Hoor primary members locations Intra-disciplinary A.3.3.2.1.1 B 
Primary elevation concrete locatiOns Intra-disciplinary A.3.3.2.1.1 B 
Roof primary members locations Intra-dlsclplinary Alla..1 B 
Cladding support details Intra·disclplinary A3.4.1 B 
Roof purlln details Intra-disciplinary A.3.4.1 B 
Uft shaft structure calculations Inlra-disclpllnary A.3.4.2 B 
Staircase calculations Intra-disci Unary A.3.4.3 C 
,4..3.3.2.2.3 Concrete Frame Elevation Drawings H Ground floor primal)' members locations Intra-disciplinary A3.3.2.1.1 B 
Non'plant floor prlmary members location Intra-disciplinary A3.3.2.1.1 A 
Plant floor primary members locations Intra-disciplinary A3.3.2.1.1 A 
Primary elevation concrete locations Intra-disciplinary ,4..3.3.2.1.1 A 
Roof primary members locations Intra-disciplinary A.3.3.2.1.1 A 
BracinQ section ca!Sulations Intra-disci linary A.3.3.2.1.2 A 
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- cross-tlsc~i;;;;Y- AT..T---- 'e-A.3.3.2.3 Concrete Frame Detail Drawings H Roof design information 
Pile foundation design information Cross-disciplinary A.2.3.1.1.2 B 
Pad foundation design Informallon CrosS-disclpllnary A.2.3.1.4.2.2 B 
Primary concrete loads, sizes & locations Inlra-diseiplinalY A3.3.2.1.1 A 
Primary concrete layout design Information Intra-disciplinary A3.3,2.2.1 A 
Oadding support system design Information Intra-discfplinary A,3.4.1 B 
Structural trimmer design Inform~!lon ~nlra.dISC!p'lln.!L- A.3.4.1 .l'_ 
~~~~1 __ StN~!!!~!!.opl.§.I~~~Q~iin A:O"----
A,3.3.2.4.1 Holorib Floor Slabs Design M External information requirements External A_O B 
Primary elements layout Information CroSS-disc\pllnary A.1.3.2 A 
Primary strucluralloading Infonnation Intra-disciplinary A.3.2.1 A 
Primary steelwork loads, sizes & locations Intra-disciplinary A.3.3.1.1 A 
PrimaIY steelwork layout design Informalfon Intra-disciplinary A.3.3.1.2.1.1 A 
Structural trimmer design information Intra-disclpl1naIY A.3A.l B 
Above ground drainage layout design information Cross-disclplinary A.4.11.3.3 B 
ACiventllation system layout design Information Cross-disciplinary A.4.2.3 C 
lPHW system layout design information Cross-disclpllnary A.4.3.3 C 
Chilled water system layout design Information Cross-disclplinary A.4.4.3 C 
Hot water system layout design Information CroSS-disclpllnary A.4.5.3 C 
Cold water system layout design Information Cross-disciplinary A.4.5.5 C 
Boiler planllayout design information CroSS-disclpllnary A4.9.3 C 
Electrical condu~ layout design Infonnation CroSS-disciplinary A.5.2.3.1 C 
TrunklnQlavout desiQn Information Cross-disclpllnary A.5.2.3.2 C 
A.3.3.2.4.2 Precast Roor Slabs Design M Extemal infonnation requirements Extemal A-O B 
PrimaIY elements layout Infonnation CroSS-dlsclplinary A.1.3.2 A 
PrimaIY structural loading Information Intra-disclplinary A.3.2.1 A 
Primary steelwork loads, sizes & locations Intra-discpllnary A3.at1 A 
Primary steelworklayoul design Information lntra-discipllnary A-3.3_12_3 A 
Structural trimmer design information Intra-disciplinary A,3.4.1 B 
Above ground drainage layout design Infonnation Cross-disciplinary A.4.11.3.3 B 
AClventilalion system layout design Information CroSS-disclplinary M2.3 C 
lPHW system layout design Information Cross-disclpllnary A-4.3_3 C 
Chined water system layout design infonnation Cross-disclplinary A.4A.3 C 
Hot water system layout design ilfonnatk:>n CroSS-disciplinary A.4.5.3 C 
Cold water system layout design infonnation Cross-disciplinaTY A.4.S.S C 
Boiler plant layout design information Cross-disc\plinaTY A-4.9_3 C 
Electrical conduit layout design Information Cross-disclplinaTY A.5.2.3.1 C 
~runk~I!93'..Qut design Informati~ ____ ~~~i~!E~_ A.5.2.3.2 _9... 
~~~--~_~ryStru~gn iir---
A.3.4.1 Secondary SteelWOrk Design L Extemal ;nlonnatlon requirements Extemal A-O B 
Window, louvres & tlading bay OOor design lnforrr Cross-disclplinaTY A.1.10.2 B 
Building sections GAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.1.5.1 B 
Extemal wall design Infonnatlon CroSS-disciplinary A.1.4.2 B 
Roof design information Cross-disclplinary A.1.6.1 C 
Door, screen & ironmongeTY design Inlonnatlon Cross-clisclplinary A.1_9 C 
Structural loading information Intra-disciplinaTY A.3.2.1 B 
Primary steelwork layout design information Intra-disciplinary A.3.3.1.2.3 B 
rurShafl Structure Design 
Primary steelwork detaiIna desiQn Information Intra-disclptinarY A.3.3.1.3.4 B ffiT- M External information requirements External AO B 
Site survey Infonnalion Cross-dlsclplinary A2.2.1.l B 
AClventllation system layout design Information Cross-dIsclplinary A.4.2.3 C 
Uft desi n Informallon Cross-disciplinary A.5.7.l A 
A.3.4.3 Structural Staircase Design M Finishes information Cross-disciplinary A.1.l2.l i; 
Stair & ramp deslan Inlormallon Cross-Q!~iE\inary_ A.l.a.l r-L-A.3.4.4 load-Bearing Panel Design M External information requirements External AO---- B 
Ground Hoor GAs Cross-disciplinary A.l.3.1.2.1 B 
Upper floor GAs Cross-cIisclplinaty A.1.3.1.3.1 B 
Intemal wall design infonnatlon Cross-disclplinary A.l.5.2 A 
Structural loading information Intra-disciplinary A.3.2_1 A 
PrimaTY steelwork loads, sizes & locations lntra-discip"nary Aaa 1.1 B 
Electrical condulllayout design In!onnatlon Cross-cllscip1\naty A5.2_3_1 C 
T"~nki~ou~"~~"slg~,~nformation Cross-disciplinary A.5.2.3.2 C 
A-4 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING DES GN • .' :.!.!. __ .!::: ,.:.: -: .·i.!. il' .·::......>."1., .... ':iiJi I --:ii'" :.I.!,. A.O''iliP>, ,J,!ilt; pill£-~_.2 __ AJ~~!!.c.!~"i~!~_~s.!lI.':!_ - AO 
A.4.2.l AC J Ventilation System load Analysis M External information requirements Extemal A-O A 
Window, louvres & loading bay door design Inform Cross-disciplinary A.l.10.1.1 B 
Ground floor GAs CroSS-disciplinary A.1.3.1.2.2 A 
UpperfloorGAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.1.3.2 A 
Rool GAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.1.4.2 A 
Building sections GAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.1.5.2 B 
Building elevations GAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.1.6.2 B 
External wall desIgn Information Cross-disciplinary A.1A.2 C 
Intemal wall design Information Cross-ctisciplinary A.1.5.1 C 
Roof design Inlormatbn Cross-disciplinary A.l.S.1 B 
Generallighling system desIgn in!onnation Cross-disclplinaty A.5.3.2 B 
~peclalistliQ~ system ~~gn lnlorm~~2.n __ ~j~JE~!L_ A.5.3.4 B 
~1.:g!. __ ~9.! Ven!!!~~2!!.§~tem ~hema!~l n i<o--
A4.2.2.2 Preliminary AC { Ventilation Duclwork Routing H Services scheme design External A.O A 
Building sections spatial co-ordination GAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.l.5.2 A 
AClventilation air flow rates Intra-disciplinary - AA.2.1 A 
---A.4.2.2.3 AC J Ventilation Room Pressure Checks L Ground-tioorseNl'ceco.ofdination GAs Cross-disciplinary ';'.1.3.1.2.2 B 
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Upper floor service co-ordination GAs Cross·disclplinary A.1.3.1.3.2 B 
Building sections service co-ordinatIon GAs Cross·dlsclpllnalY A.1.3.1.5.2 B 
~~~.!.n..~Q1venli~~~~E.!!!.P.!!~!~ 1~!!!:2!.sclplina!X_ ~~,!.-- B A.4.2.2.4 Preliminary AC I Ventilation Equipment Selection H ACNentilalion control philosophy External Aa -r 
Manufaclurel's data External Aa 'B 
AClventilation air flow rates Intra-disclplinary A.42.1 A 
AC cooling load Intra-disciplinary A,4.2.1 A 
AC heating load Intra-disclplina!}' A.4.2.1 A 
~_q~!J.!~fL'!.enlila.n.~~lrements Inlra-d~~~rv A.4.9.3 C 
AA2T5 AC { Ventilation Schematics H Preliminary ACivenlilalion ductwork roules Intra·disciplinary A.4.i2.2 A 
Confirmed AC/ventilatlon room pressures Intra·dlsclpllnary A.4.2.2.3 A 
Preliminary A~e~~9.!!.~lpmenl de~lIL- I~!~~S£!E!!!!!!'L-~t2~_- r+ A.4.2.3 AC f Ventilation System Layout Design M External infonnation requirements Extemal AO 
Ground floor GAs Cross-disclplinary A1.3.1.2.2 A 
Upper floor GAs Crossodisciplinary A1.3.1.3.2 A 
Building sections GAs Crossodisciplinary A1.3.1.S.2 A 
Primary elements layout lnloooatlon Cross-disciplinary A1.3.2 B 
Ceiling design Infoooatlon Intra-disclplinary A.1.7.2 B 
Primary AC'ventUatlon system loading information Intra-disciplinary A4.2.1 B 
AClventitation system design Infoooatlon 
__ ~ntra-dlscIPllnary A.4.2.2.2 B 
ldft conc~ual de~gn Info!!!!.~tlon Cross-d!~£le~ AS.7.1 I--~ A4.2.4 ACI Ventilation Specifications M ACiventilation airflow rates Intra-disciplinary A4.2-.'--- B 
AC cooling load Intraodlsclplinary A.4.2.1 B 
AC heating load Intraod1sciplinary A4.2.1 B 
Conflooed AClventilatlon room pressures Intraodisciplinary A4.2.2.3 B 
AC'Ventllatlon schematics Intra-disciplinary A.4.2.2.S B 
AClven~lation ductwork routes & sizes Intraodisclplinary A4.2.3 B 
AC'ventlla~on ductwork fittings Inlra-dlsclpllnary A4.2.3 B 
AClventilation system pressure loss Intra-disciplinary A.4.2.3 B 
AC'venlllation equipment details Intra-disciplinary A4.2.3 B 
AClventllation SyStem drawng9 lntraodisclpllnal}' A.4.2.3 B 
A4.3 LPHW System Design 
-
AO 
A4.3.1 LPHW System Load Analysis M Extemal infoooation requirements Extemal Aa A 
Window, louvres & loading bay door conceptual d Cross-disciplinary A.1.10.1.1 B 
Roof GAs Cross-dlsclplinary A1.3.1.4.1 A 
BuUdlng sections GAs Cross-disciplinary A1.3.1.S.1 A 
Building elevations GAs Cross-disciplinary A1.3.1.6.1 A 
Extemal wall design infoooatlon Cross-disciplinary A1.4.2 A 
Intemal wall design infoooatlon Cross-disclplinary A1.S.1 C 
Roof design infoooatlon Crossodisciplinary A1.6.1 B 
AClventllatlon svstem Ioadina Information Intm-dlsciplinalV A.42.' B 
A.4.3.2 LPHW System Schematic Design Extemal information requirements Extemal AO A 
Roof GAs Cross-dlsclplinary A1.3.1.4.1 A 
Building sections GAs Cross-dlsciplinary A1.3.1.S.1 A 
Building elevations GAs Cross-disciplinary A1.3.1.6.1 A 
AC'ventllation system layout design Infoooatlon Intra-dlsclpllnary A.4.2.3 B 
LPHW system loading information Intra-dlscpInary A4.3.1 C 
Chilled watec~stem l!!yout des.l9.n information Intra-dl~iR1inary __ A.4.4.3 B 
A.4.3.2.1 LPHW Heating Zones DeSign M LPHWload Intra-di~iplinary __ A4.3.1 A 
A.4.3.2.2 Preliminary LPHW PipeWOrk Routes H Roof spatial co-ordination GAs Cross-disciplinalY A1.3.1.4.2 A 
Building sections spatial co-ordination GAs Cross-disclplinary A1.3.1.S.2 A 
Building elevations spatial co-ordination GAs Cross-diSCiplinary A.1.3.1.6.2 A 
ACiventilation layouts Intra-disciplinary A42.3 A 
LPHW heating zones Intra-disciplinary A.4.3.2.1 A 
,.,.,- £I!!!Led W!te~_ts _ in~:~Ls.£~!~!t_ ~4j,!'--- A 
A.4.3.2.3 Preliminary LPHW Equipment Selection H Manufacturer's data Extemal AO ,,-
LPHWload Intra-disciplinary A4.3.1 A 
Preliminary LPHW flow rates Intra-disclpl1nary A4.3.1 A 
LPHW heating zones Intra-disclplinary A4.3.2.1 A 
A.4.3.2.4 LPHW Pipework Heat Losses Calculation L Design guides !;xtemal AO B 
tm:i:, !'..t!llminary LP~lpeWOrk roules \nlra~linary A4.3.2.2 B LPHW Soehematic Drawings H Preliminary LPHW pipework routes Intra-disciplinary A.4.3.2.2 A 
Preliminary LPHW equipment details Intra-disciplinary A4.3.2.3 A 
Conflooed LPHW flow rates Intra-~~~i~_ tWlL-- A A4.3.3 LPHW System Layout Design M Extemal infoooation requirements Extemal AO -r 
Ground floor GAs Crossodisciplinary A1.3.1.2.1 B 
Upper floor GAs Cross-dlsciplinary A1.3.1.3.1 B 
BUilding sectbns GAs Crossodisciplinary A1.3.1.S.1 B 
LPHW system loading information I :ntra-diSCiPlinalY A.4.3.1 B 
T<7:-- LPI-!,W~~ sch~~!9D Infoonation Intra-dlsciplinalV A.4.3.2.S B A.4.3.4 LPHW Spedications M LPHW schematics Intra-disciplinary A.4.3.2.S B 
~PH_W 1~2uts de~~!!!f2on~J!2~ l~tra-dL~£!P.'!.~~!Y A4.3.3 ..l 
A.4.4 CooHn9.21!!!m o!8..!9!1 - - .. A 
A.4.4.1 Cooling System Load Analysis M Extemal infoooalion requirements Extemal AO -'-T-
Window, louvres & loading bay doorronceptual d Cross-diSCiplinary A.1.10.1.1 A 
Roof GAs Crossodisclplinary A1.3.1.4.1 B 
Building sections GAs Cross-diSCiplinary A1.3.1.S.1 A 
Building elevations GAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.1.6.1 A 
Extemal wall design Infoooatlon Cross-disciplinary A.1.4.2 B 
Intemal wall design Information Cross-disciplinary A.1.5.1 C 
Roof design Infoooatlon Cross-dlsclplinary A.1.6.1 C 
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AClventilation system loadinQ Information lntra-disclplina/Y A.4.2.1 A 
A.4.4.2 9£olo~m S.chematic D~lgn AO 
A.4.4.2.1 Preliminal)' Cooling Pipework Routes H Roof scheme GAs Cross-disciplinal)' A,1.3.1.4.1 A 
Building sections scheme GAs CroSS-disclplinalY A.1.3.1.5.1 A 
Building elevations scheme GAs Cross-dlsclpllnary A.t.3.1.6.1 A 
AClventllation layouts Intra-disclpllnalY A,4.2.3 A 
lPHW layouts design infannation Inlra-disclpnnary AA.3.3 C 
A,4.4.2.2 Preliminary Cooling Equipment Selection H Manufacturer's data I~xtemal AO A 
Cooling system load Intra-discIplinary AAA.' A 
pooling system flow rat!s Intra-~~s.£!E!J.n.!.L- A,4.4.1 A 
A.4.42.3 Cooling Pipework Heal Gains Calculation L Design guides External AO C 
Preliminary coolin!! pi~rk routes Intra-disclplinarv A.4.4.2.1 C 
A,4.4.2.4 Cooling Schematic Drawings L Preliminary cooling pipework routes 1:~tra-diSCiPlinary A.4.4.2.' C 
Preliminary cooling equipment details Intra-disciplinary A,4.4.2.2 C 
r-
~c..oolin.9.lE'!"..!!!!'s In!.!,!:discI.e,l!~!lL ~~i?~ C -M.4.3 Cooling System layout Design Extemal infonnation requirements External B 
Ground ftoorGAs Cross-disclplina!), A1.3.12.1 B 
UpperfloorGAs Cross-discipl1nary A,1.3.1.3.1 B 
Building sections GAs Cross-dlsclplinary A1.3.1.5.1 B 
Cooling system loading Infonnallon Intra-disciplinary MA1 B 
Coollnll sYstem schematic desian infonnatlon Intra-dlsclplinarV A,4.4.2.4 B 
A,4.4.4 Cooling System Specifications L CooWng system schematics Intra-disciplinary A.4.4.2.4 B 
",,_. CooI~tem layouts deslan infonnation Intra-disclolinarY A.4.4.3 B 
~~~-- ~!!!!!.1!£JI.~_~.f,!)Jd "!'!ter .~~.t.!'!'J!~li'1 
-- M 
. A.O 
A,4.S.1 Domestic Hot & Cold Water Load Calculations Extemai'infonnation requirements Extemal ;;:0 C 
Sanitary fittings seeclllcation Infonnatlon Cro~s-disclpllnarv A,1.11.3 C 
A,4.S.2 Hot Water S tem Schematic Desi n M 
A,4.5.2.1 Preliminary Hot Water Equipment Selection H Manufacture(s data Extemal M A 
Hot water load Intra-disciplinary A,4.S.1 A 
Preliminary hot water now rate lntra-dlsclpllnary A,4.S.1 A 
Hot water storaQ!! re~~ents I ntra-discl~nnart AA.S.l ~-A,4.522 Preliminary Hot Water Pipework Routes L Design guides Extemal AO C 
Buildina sections soatial cCKlrdination GAs CroSS-disclolinarv A,1.3.1.5.2 C 
A.4.S.2.3 Hot Water Pipework Heat Loss Calculations L Preliminary hot water flow rate Intra-disciplinary A,4.5.1 C 
Preliminary hot water equipment details Intra-discipllna!)' A,4.5.2.1 C 
PrellminalY hot water ~i~ework routl!,s Intra-d!!Clplln~!Y A.4.5.2.2 9. .. 
A,4.52.4 Hot Water Schematic Drawings H Preliminary hot water equipment details tntra-disciplinary A,4:S2.1 B 
Preliminary hot water plpework routes !ntra-disciplinary A,4.5.2.2 B 
Conflnned hot water now rate Intra-d~sclplinary A.4.5.2.3 B 
A.4.S.3 Hot Water System Layout Design L Building sections spatial co-ordination GAs CroSS-disciplinary A,1.3.1.5.2 C 
Preliminary hot water equ Ipment detailS Intra-disciplinary A.4.5.2.1 C 
Preliminary hot water pipework routes Intra-dlsclpllna!)' A,4.S.2.2 C 
Hot water schematics Intra-disclplinal)' A.4.52.4 C 
Cold water layouts Intra-disciplinal)' A,4.5.S C 
Ground floor service co-ordination GAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.t.2.2 C 
Up~!!9.or service co-or.2l!'.ation GAs CroSS-s!!~9!e~!IY. MO A.1.3.1.3.2 .9-
A.4.S.4 Cold WaterS tem Schematic Desi n A.O 
A,4.S.4.1 Preliminary Cold Water Equipment Selection H Manufacture(s data Extemal A.O A 
Cold water load Intra-discipllnal)' A4.S.1 A 
Cold water flow rate Intra-disciplinary A4.5.1 A 
£2!.~~ter .!!.~1"!9!!!.~Lf!!.!!)ents In!~:E~.'!.~!L- A,4.S.1 A 
A4.5.4.2 Preliminary Cold Water Pipework Routes L Design guides Extemal A:O'---- -C·· 
Water company: location of mains Extemal AO C 
Building sections spatial co-ordination GAs Cross-disclplinary A.1.3.1.5.2 C 
External works GAs Cross-disclclinarv A.2.S.1 C 
.,..,-_. 
A.4.S.4.3 coid'waiei1ictiemairc Drawings M CoidW"aierflow rate Intra-diSciplinary A.4.5.1 C 
Preliminary cold water equipment detalls Intra-disciplinary A.4.5.4.1 C 
PrellminJlry cold water Qlpework routes Intra-disciplin~'!y A.4.5.4.2 C 
A,4.S.S Cold Water System Layout Design L Ground ftoorservice CCKlrdination GAs Cross-disciplinary A, 1.3.1.2.2 C 
Upper floor service cCKlrdinab'on GAs CroSS-dlsc~~nary A 1.3.1.3.2 C 
Building sections service co-ordination GAs Cross-disclplinary A.1.3.1.S2 A 
Preliminary cold water equipment details Intra-dlsclplina!), A.4.5.4.1 C 
Preliminary cold water plpemrk routes Intra-disciplinary AA.5.4.2 C 
Cold water schematics Intra-disciplinary A.4.S.4.3 C 
M.S.6 Hot & Cold Water Specifications L Hot water schematics Intra-disciplinary A.4.S.2.4 B 
Hot water layouts Intra-disciplinary A.4.5.3 B 
Hot water equipment details Intra·dlsclplinary A4.5.3 B 
Cold water schematics Inlra-disclpllnary A.4.5A.3 B 
Cold water layouts Intra-disciplinary A.4.S.5 B 
Cold water equipment details Intra-disciplinary A,4.S.5 B 
~4.!~_o_ ~~~!".~.~.~~ls.n ____ . . . A.O B 
A.4.9.1 Boiler Load Calculation H Process load External A.O A 
AClventilation equipment details Intra-disciplinary AA.2.3.4 A 
LPHWload Intra-dlsciplinary A,4.3.1 A 
Hotwaterload Intra-disciD~narY A.4.5.1 A 
A.4.9.2 • ~5>..'l.er Plant Preli!!!i~~.~!I!9,!l !H. AO A.4.9.i:'i Preliminary Boiler Plant EqUipment Manufacture(s data Extemal A.O A 
Boiler load I~!~-dlsc!p~ AA.9.1 A 
A,4.92.2 Preliminary Boiler Fuel Requirements H Design guides External A.O A-
Boiler load Intra-disciplinary A.4.9.1 A 
A,4.9.2.3 Preliminary Boiler House Layout H Roof spatial co-<lrcfnation GAs ICross-disciplinary A,1.3.1.4 .2 A 
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spa:al co:~}n GAs i i I IA1.3.1.5.2 A I IA4.9.21 A 
IA4.92.4 lB.", House SOnemaliC Dra"'ngs IH I I I~:~~~ A I , I 
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la 
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l4" I 
A4.'''' I IAna\'So M I ~:~: I~~ B [local a~ori~ requirements B 
I~at~r aU!h_~niy requirements :.em~1 IA.O B :~'::'_ : I"" .Y~u~ I~:"" B B 
11 I I I " ,,: .. B 
IBulldln; elavallons spallal, I '-1.3.1.6.2 
.B .. 
IA.4.II.2 I Design 
" "'.11.2.' ,Ground Dralnag. I IM I~o" :'-';'~':': ~!,~U~_ I~::"~ , B , C 
Ii I I 1A1~1:52 C 1~::1~i: GAs I ,~1.~".62 C I 1A.242 B 
"" 
I I::;: c ICold wale:;:;ouls IIi B 
IA4."2.2 Ii ,AboVe Ground I ,IS.lection I Local.aumo,,! , I:~:~: I~~ ~ 
IWater aUlhori~ ,reqUirements E.em~ IAO B 
j-dralnage flow rates I IA.4."" B 
"ioe I1lIJte IA4.11.2.' B 
IA4.".2.3 AboV.Groundl I 'drainage flow rales . I I~::~'" B p1pe route , 
, draln~e 'OD select I IA.4.".2.2 C 
'.4. 1.3 AboVe Gro"d Dral"ge layout Design ,,-
IA.4.".3.1 ""Ye Ground Drainage Pipewo~ Roul .. & So .. IM IsanllaJ)'1i I I IA.1.1~,3 . B 
I 
lA:,;" 
c 
I~ool..'palial '. GAs C 
co-<lrdination Gfts ' ;;;'~ C , :.~.~ 
GAs I':'" '.1,6.2 C 
drainage pipe route I IA4,112.1 B 
i_~~~_~~_~ eqp select 1~!:~2.3 c I B 
IA4.'1.3.2 Above Ground Drainage Pipewo~ Fillings 
data I~~:~~ I~~ g 
AboVe groun: ~ralnage ,Ipe roules & sizes , 1~::::~1 g 
IA.4.11.,., ,AboVe Gl1lIJnd Drainage Plpewo~ layouts ~~IIa~,1 I I 1~:::';3 : I",.,,,., i i h 
GAs I B 
GAs i i Ii 1A.1.3.1.3,2 B 
,;;;:;;i, ., .. GAs . i 1i 1A.1.3.1.42 B 
service co-ordination GAs , I "'-, ., C 
I I GAs i tli A.'.3.1.6,2 C 
""" Ql1lIJn: ~rainage PI~ routes & s~es I ~::::;: B I B 
A.4.11.4 :AboVe Ground Drainage' , ~esig~ gUid~ It.emal ~~ g IE.emal 
AboVegroun~, A4.II.2.3 C 
I details I i I1 A4.1 . C 
Abo" Qroun~;'ii i I .1'.3.3 C 
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" 
IPower' I 
i.2.1 I I 
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Ground floor GAs Cross-<fiscilfnary A.1.3.1.2.1 C 
UpperfloorGAs Cross-disciplinary A.ta.1.3.1 C 
Roof GAs CroSS·dlsclplinary A.1.3,1.4.1 C 
BuUding sections GAs Cross-dlsclp1inalY A.1.3.1.S.1 C 
$Ite survey lnforma~on Cross·dlsclplinary A.2.2.1.1 C 
ACfvenlilatlon system loading information Cross·disclpHnary A.4.2.1 C 
lPHW system loading information Cross-disclplinary A.4.3.1 C 
Chilled water system loading information Cross-disciplinary A.4.4.1 C 
Hot walersystem loading Information Cross-discipUnary A.4.S.1 C 
Cold water system loading information Cross-disciplinary A.4.5.1 C 
Boner plant loadinJl information Cross-disci~inalY A.4.9.1 C 
A5.2.1.2 HV System Drawings l External information requirements External A.O C 
Ground floor GAs CroSS·disciplinary A.1.3.1.2.2 C 
Upper floor GAs Cross·disclplinalY A.1.3.1.3.2 C 
Roof GAs CrosS'dlsciplinary A.1.3.1.4.2 C 
Building sections GAs CrosS-disciplinary A,1.3.l.5.2 C 
Site survey Information CroSS-dlsciplinaTY A2.2.l.1 C 
Underground services design information Cross-dlsciplinary A.2.4.l C 
ACJventilation system layout design Information Cross-disciplinary A.4.2.3 C 
LPHW system layout design information Cross-dlsclpffnary A.4.3.3 C 
Chilled water system layout design information Cross-dlsciplinary A.4.4.3 C 
Hotwatersystem layout design information Cross-disclplinary A.4.5.3 C 
Cold water system layout design information Cross-disciplinaTY M.5.5 C 
HV system loading Information Intra-disciplinarv - A,5.2.l.1 C 
A.5.2.1.3 HV Supply & Distribution System Specification l HV sub station location Intra-disciplinary A.5.2.l.1 B 
HV_~~.!!l_~t~~12~~29!!!Jform~~ _____ 1[l1!!~S!PJ!.~'L._ A.5.2.1.2 B 
..6.:5.2.2 LV Power SU.EP..~iBLstribulion Design Ail------1-'--
A.5~22.1 LV Requirements Analysis H Extemal1niOrmation requirements Extemal A.O---I-T 
Roof GAs Cross-diSCiplinary A.1.3.l.4.1 A 
Building sections GM Cross-disclplinary A.1.3.l.5.1 A 
Site survey information Cross-disciplinary A.2.2.l.1 B 
AClventlJation system loading information Cross-disciplinary A.4.2.1 A 
LPHW system loading information Cross-dlsciplinaTY A.4.3.1 B 
Chmed water system loading information Cross-disciplinary A.4.4.1 A 
Hot water system loading information Cross-disciplinaTY A.4.5.l B 
Cold water system loading Information CroSS-dlsciplinaTY A4.5.1 c 
~_~~!J!ta.m.!Q!l_d~lnfo~~.2.n ______ Cross-discl linarv A.4.9.1 B 
A.5.2.2.2 L V-sYStemorawings M Extemallnformation requirements Extemar AO---- 1-1;-
Ground floor GAs Cross-disclplinary A.1.3.1.2.1 C 
Upper floor GM Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.1.3.1 C 
RoolGAs Cross-disciplinary "'1.3.1.4.1 C 
BuUding sections GAs Cross-dlsciplinaTY A.1.3.l.5.l C 
Site survey infonnation Cross-disciplinaTY A.2.2.1.1 C 
Underground servk:es design information Cross-disciplinaTY A.2.4.l C 
ACJventilation system layout design Information Cross-disciplinary A.4.2.3 C 
LPHW system layout design Information Cross-diSCiplinary M.3.3 C 
Chilled water system layout design Information Cross-disciplinary A.4.4.3 C 
Hot water system layout design Information Cross-disclplinaTY A.4.5.3 C 
Cold water system layout design information Cross-disciplinaTY A.4.5.5 C 
LV system loadinglnfonnatlon Intra-d~S£~ ~f1Xl C 
A.5.2.2.3 LV Supply & Distribution System Specfficabon M LV cable schedule Intra-disciplinary A.5.2.2.1 B 
LV sub stallon location Intra-disciplinaTY A.5.2.2.1 B 
LV sub station schedule Intra-disciplinary A.5.2.2.1 B 
LV protection device schedule lntra-disciplinary A.5.2.2.1 B 
LV cable layouts intra-disciplinalY A.5.2.2.2 B 
LV sub station GAs Intra-disciplinary A.5.2.2.2 B 
LV co-ordination extemal services Intra-~isciolinarv A.5.2.2.2 B 
&?&~~-- 9_'!~!!!!!1~'!<5Q~~n 
-
A.O t-c A5.~al Conduit Layouts & Details l - Regulations Extemal A.O 
Ground floor service co-ordinatlon GAs Cross-dlsciplinalY A.1.3.1.2.2 C 
Upper floor service co-ordination GAs Cross-disciplinary A.l.3.1.3.2 C 
Building sections service co-ordination GAs Cross-disciplinary "-1.3.1.5.2 C 
Building elevations service co-ordination GAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.1.6.2 C 
Above ground drainage layouts Cross-disciplinary A.4.11.3.3 C 
ACJventilalion layouts Cross-dlsciplinalY A.4.2.3 C 
LPHW layouts Cross-disciplinalY A.4.3.3 C 
Chilled water layouts Ooss-disciplinary A.4.4.3 C 
Hot water layouts Cross-disciplinary A.4.5.3 C 
Cold water layouts Cross-disciplinary A,4.5.5 C 
HV cable layouts Intra-disciplinary A,5.2.1.2 C 
LV cable layouts Intra-dlsciplinalY A,5.2.2.2 C 
Emergency lighting cable routes Intra-dlsclplinalY A.5.3.1 C 
General1lghting cable routes Intra-disciplinaTY A.5.3.2 C 
Specialist lighting cable routes Intra-disciplinary A.5.3.4 C 
T elecomms horizontal cable routes Intra-disciplinary A.5.4 C 
Telecomms vertical cable routes Intra-disciplinary A.5.4 C 
Data transmission cable routes & sizes Intra-disciplinary A.5.4 C 
Data transmission cable routes & sizes Intra-disciplinary A.5.4 C 
Access control cable routes & sizes Intra-disciplinary A.5.5.1 C 
Security system cable routes & sizes Intra-disciplinary A.5.5.2 C 
CCTV cable routes Intra-disciplinary A.5.5.3 C 
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Fire alarm system cable routes & sizes Intra-dIsciplinary AS.6.1 C 
Earthing & bonding cable roules & sizes Inlra.(!isclpllnary A.S.6.2 C 
Uft cable routes & sizes lntra-disclplinart A.5.7.1 C 
Central monttorinQ system cable routes & sizes Intra-disci Hoary A.S.S C 
A,5.2.32 Trunking layouts & Details M Regulations External A.O C 
External wall assembly details Cross-disclp1inalY A1.4.1 C 
External wall details Cross-d\scipnnary A.1.4.2 C 
Internal wail assembly details Cross-disclplinslY A.1.5.1 C 
Internal wall details Cross-dlsclplinary A 1.5.2 C 
Conduit details Intra-disciplinary A.5.2.3.1 C 
Conduit layouts Intra-disclpllnary A5.2.3.1 C 
General small power layouts Intra-disciplinary A.S.2.4 C 
Equipment small power layouts Intra-disciplinary A.S.2.4 c 
Ei6CiricaiCOnduiiiTrunking specmCaiions---------------IM- ~~_h.!!l~~!.s!!rvlc~ts~~£2..~!~i~~!,s __ ~:~~S!E!l~-- A.S.2.4 --~-m:a-.3- Condultdetalls Intra-dlsclplinary A.52:3]---
Conduit layouts Intra-disciplinary A.S.2.3.l C 
Trunklng details Intra-disciplinary A.S.2.3.2 C 
Trunkl1!9..1..a.Y.2uts In!~~~!pllnarv A.S.2.3.2 C 
A.S.2.4 Small Power System Design M Extemallnformation requirements External A.O B 
Ground floor GAs Cross-disclplinary A.1.3.12 B 
UpperfloorGAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.1.3 B 
Primary elements layout information Cross-dlsciplinary '-1.32 C 
Extemal wan design information Cross-disciplinary A.l.4 C 
Intemal wall design Information Cross-discipflnary A.1.5 C 
Speclalist ductwori<:: system layout design informa Cross-disclplinary A.4.13.3 C 
Specialist pipewori<:: system layout design informa Cross-disclplinary A.4.l4.3 C 
AClventilation system layout design information Cross-disclplinary A.4.2.3 C 
LPHW system layout design information Cross-disclplinary A4.3.3 C 
Chllled water system layout design information Cross-disciplinary A.4.4.3 C 
Hot water system layout design Information Cross-disclplinary A.4.S.3 C 
Cold water system layout design Information Cross-disclpllnary A.4.S.5 C 
Compressed air system layout design information Cross-dlsclplinary A.4.6.3 C 
Steam system layout design information Cross-disciplinary A.4.7.3 C 
Condensate system layout design information Cross-dlsclpllnary A.4.8.3 C 
BOiler plant layout design information Cross-disciplinary A.4.9.3 C 
LV system loading Information Intra-disclplinary A.S.2.2.l C 
~~!!!!!~.Y2~L£E!!9.n Information I~!~,;BL~£!P.!!.~!'L_ A.S.2.2.2 f-~-A.S.2.S Standby Generator Desgn L External Information requirements External AO------
Ground floor GAs Cross-disclpllnary A.1.3.1.2.2 C 
Upper floor GAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.1.3.2 C 
RoolGAs Cross-disciplinary ,6.1.3.1.42 C 
Building sections GAs Cross-dlsclplinary A.l.3.4.1.2 C 
Building elevations GAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.l.S.2 C 
Primary elements layout information Cross-dlsclplinary A.1.3.2 C 
Site survey Information Cross-discip~nary A,2.2.1.1 C 
AClventilation system layout design information Cross-diSCiplinary A.4.2.3 C 
LPHW system layout design information Cross-discipllnary A.4.3.3 C 
Chilled water system layout design information Cross-disciplinary A.4.4.3 C 
Hot water system layout design information Cross-<Iisclplinary A.4.5.3 C 
Cold water system layout design information Cross-disclplinary A.4.5.S C 
Boilerplantlajout design Information Cross-<Iisclplinary A,4.9.3 C 
HV system loading information Intra-disclplinaTY A.5.2.1.1 B 
LV system loading Information lntra-dlsclplinary A.S.2.2.l B 
Sm!!!!J!ower distribution informa~on Intra-dL~I£!l1!~L- A.5.2.4 C 
A.S.2.6 UPS System Design L Extemallnformation requirements Extemal A.O C 
Ground floor GAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.l.2.1 C 
Upper floor GAs Cross-disciplinary '-1.3.1.3.1 C 
Roof GAs Cross-disciplinary A.t3.l.4.1 C 
Building sections GAs Cross-dlsclpllnary A,1.3.1.5.l C 
HV system loading Information Intra-disciplinary A.5.H1 C 
LV _system loading Information lntra-dL~I!!!l~~!Y_ A.S.2;~.1 B 
A.5~ Ughtlng~_ms Design 
- A.O 
A.5.3.l Emergency lighting Design L Extemal information requirements External A.O C 
ROOf GAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.1.4.l C 
Building sections GAs Cross-discipl\naTY A.1.3.1.S.1 C 
Ceiling design inbrmation Cross-disclplinary A.1.7_1 C 
AClventitalion system layout design Information Cross-discipllnary A.42.3 C 
LPHW system lajout design information Cross-disclplinary A.4.3.3 C 
Chilled water system layout design Information Cross-disciplinary A.4.4.3 C 
Hot water system layout design informaUon Cross-disciplinary A.4.5.3 C 
Cold water system layout design information Cross-disclplinary A.4.5.5 C 
General lighting system design information Intra-disclpllnary A.S.3.2 C 
Extemallightlng system design information Intra-disclpllnaTY A.5.3.3 C 
SpeclaliS!.l~g system des!gn infonnation In!..~L~iE!inarv A.S.3.4 C 
A.S.3.2 General lighting Design M Extemal information requirements EKlernal A.O B 
Finishes Informallon Cross-disciplinary A.1.12.l B 
Building sections GAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.1.5.2 B 
BUilding elevations GAs Cross-dlsclpllnary A.1.3.1.6.2 B 
Ceiling design Information Cross-disciplinary A1.7.2 B 
Emergency lighting system design Information Intra-disciplinary A.S.3.1 B 
__ S~~~~!!.~~~i9~(!!Ialion 'ntra-dl~~~~~ ~i3.4 B 
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A.S.3.3 External Lighting Design M External informab'on requirements External A.O B 
Site layout design information Cross-disciplinary A.1.2.2 B 
Externa! wolks design Information Cross-disciplinary A.2.5.1 B 
~~~.!!,q~1i.~~~!!! design Inforrn_f!~ ~~~!P.)~!.ry __ A.S.4 -~--A.5.3.4 Specialist UJhling Design M External information requirements External A.O---- B 
Finishes information Cross-discipnnalY A.1.12.1 B 
Celling design Information Cross-disciplinary A.1.7.2 B 
AClventIlation system Ioarl'ng Information Cross-disciplinary A.42.1 B 
Emergency lighting system design infonnation Intra·disclplinary A.S.3.1 B 
General lighting system design Information Inlra-disciplinary A.S.3.2 B 
~_~~~!iat!!!~.!!~Ja!!.I!!!2.'!!!~~_on __ @~~~~!Y A.S.3.3 B 
"4-- cemmunicatlonSySterii85eslgn L External information requirements External A.O C 
Ground floor GAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.1.2.1 C 
Upper Hoor GAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.1.3.1 C 
Building sections GAs Cross-disciplinary A,1.3.1.S.1 C 
Underground services design information Cross-discipiinary A,2.4.1 C 
HV system layout design Information Intra-disclplinary A.S.2.1.2 C 
LV system layout design Information Intra-disclplinary A.S.222 C 
>: •. , --
~!!!.I!~~L~~~!'l!~Q..n_!~~!!!l~~Q..1!... _____ 1~!!!.-<l!.s.£pJl~.!L- A.S.2.4 _£-
Occupant SecurllyS'Ysi8ni, DeiiQil--- L-- ~O-
A.S.S.1 Access Control System Design M Extemal information requirements Extemal A.O B 
Grou nd floor GAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.1.2.2 B 
Upper floor GAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.1.3.2 B 
Building secllons GAs Cross-dlsciplinary A.1.3.1.S.2 B 
Extemal wall deSign Information Cross-disciplinary A,1.4.2 C 
Intemal wall design information Cross-disciplinary A,1.S.1 C 
Above ground drainage layout design Information Cross-dlscplinary A4.11.3.3 C 
ACivenl!lalion system layout design Information Cross-disciplinary A,4.2.3 C 
LPHW system layout deSign information Cross-disclplinary A.4.3.3 C 
Chllled water system layout design Information Cross-disciplinary A.4.4.3 C 
Hot water system layout design information Cross-disciplinary A,4.S.3 C 
Cold water system layout design information Cross-disciplinary A.4.5.5 C 
LV system layout design information Intra-disciplinary A,S.2.2.2 C 
§.1!!.~r~tnbution hformalbn lntra-di~.i!.1inary A.S.2.4 C m]--- intruder Detection System Design- M Extemal information requirements Extemal A,O B 
Ground floor GAs Cross-disciplinary A, 1.3.1.2.2 B 
Upper floor GAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.1.3.2 B 
Building sections GAs Cross-disciplinary A,1.3.1.S.2 B 
Ceiling design information Cross-disciplinary A.1.72 B 
Above ground drainage layout design Information Cross-disciplinary A,4.11.3.3 C 
ACivenhlation system layout design information Cross-disciplinslY A.4.2.3 C 
LPHW system layout deSign Information Cross·dlsciplinary A,4.3.3 C 
Chilled water system layout design information Cross-disciplinary A,4.4.3 C 
Hot water system tayout design infOlmation Cross-disciplinary A,4.S.3 C 
Cold water system layout design information Cross-disciplinary A.4.S.S C 
l V system layout design inforrnaHon Intra-disciplinary A,S.2.2.2 C 
t.m:a -- r- §.1!l_~1!£o_~!!!.i~~~~Q..n.l~!Q~ation Intra-d~sciplinaI't-- A.S.2.4 C CCiVSystem Design --------- External information raquirements External A.O---- -i!-
Ground floor GAs Cross-disciplinary A,1.3.12.2 B 
UpperfloorGAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.1.3.2 B 
Roof GAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.1.4.2 B 
Building sections GAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.1.S.2 B 
Building elevations GAs Cross-discipiinary A.U1.6.2 B 
Site survey Infol\llation Cross-disciplinary A.2.2.1.1 C 
LMerground services design Information CrosS'disciplinary A.2.4.1.1 C 
External works design Infonnation Cross·disclplinary A,2.S.1 C 
T elecomms system design Information lntra-disclplinary A.5.4 C 
Paging system design Information Intra-disciplinary A.5.4 C 
Data transmission ~tem d~l.9.~ information Intra-discl 1in~!y A.S.4 B 
A.S.6 ~~ild.!!tJL~ecurlly Systems ~_~!in ~mal information requirements --~emaJ Aa --t--,--A:5.6.1 Fire Alarm System Design L A.O B 
Ground floor GAs Cross-discipflnary A.1.3.1.2.2 B 
Upper floor GAs Cross·disciplinary A, 1.3.1.3.2 B 
Building sections GAs Cross-disciplinary A,1.3.1.S.2 B 
intemal wall design Information Cross-disciplinary A.1.5.1 B 
Ceiling design infonnation Cross-disciplinary A.1.7.2 B 
Door, screen & ironmongery design inforrnation Cross-disciplinary A,1.9 B 
Above ground drainage layout design Information Cross-disciplinary A.4.11.3.3 C 
ACiventitation system layout design infonnation Cross-disciptinary A,4.2.3 C 
lPHW system layout deSign information Cross·disciplinary A.4.3.3 C 
Ch!lled water system layout design information CroSS-disciplinary A.4.4.3 C 
Hot water system layout design Inforrnation Cross-disclplinary A,4.S.3 C 
Cold water system layout design information Cross-disciplinary A.4.S.5 C 
LV system layout design inforrnation Intra-disciplinary A.5.222 C 
1;-,----ta-rihTng & sOridi'ng SysiemDesign -------------- 'L-- §.r.!L~~~~~~_!~!Q!',!1ation _____ 1~!"~~~s.£i.E!!!!!.rL_ ~~.2.4 C A,S.6.2 Extemal infonnation requirements External A.O C-
Site layout design information Cross-dlsciplinary A,1.2.2 C 
Ground floor GAs Cross-disciplinary A, 1.3.1.2.2 C 
UpperfloorGAs Cross·dlsciplinary A.1.3.1.3.2 C 
Roof GAs Cross-discipiinary A,1.3.1.4.2 C 
Building sectbns GAs Cross·dlsclplinary A,1.3.1.S.2 C 
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Building elevations GAs Cross.cJlscipllnary A1.3.1.62 C 
Above ground drainage layout design Information Cross-disclpllnary M.11.3.3 C 
ACivanlilation system layout design Information Cross-disciplinary A.4.2.3 C 
LPHW system layout design information Cross-disciplinary M.3.3 C 
Chilled water system layout design Information Cross-disciplinal)' A,4.4.3 C 
Hot waler system layout design Information CroSS-dlsclpl1nary A,4.S.3 C 
Cold water system layout design Information Cross-disciplinary A,4.S.S C 
HV system layout design infolTTlStlon Intra-disclplinary A.S.2.1.2 C 
Ughtnlng protection sy~em design Information Intra-disciplinary A5.6.3 C 
A.S.6.3 Ughlning Protection System Design M Extemallnformation requirements External '-:0 B 
Site layout design Information Cross-disciplinary A.1.2.2 B 
Ground floor GAs Cross-discipl1nary A.1.3.1.2.2 B 
UppertloorGAs Cross-discipllnary A1.3. 1.32 B 
Root GAs Cross-disciplinary A1.3.1.42 B 
Building elevations GAs Cross-discipllnary A.1.3.1.5.2 B 
Site survey information Cross-disciplinary A.2.2.1.1 B 
Primary steelwork specHication information Cross-disciplinary A3.4.1 C 
Above ground drainage layout design Information Cross-disciplinary A4.11.3.3 C 
AC/ventilation system layout design Information CrosS-disciplinary A.42.3 C 
LPHW system layout design Information CroSS-dlscipInary A4.a3 C 
Chilled water system layout design information Cross-disciplinary A.4.4.3 C 
Hot water system layout design Information Cross-disclpUnary A4.S.3 C 
Cold water system layout design Information CroSS-disciplinary A4.5.5 C 
LV system layout design Information Intra-disciplinary A.S.2.2.2 C 
Ea~J~.t~!!'~!!!9.~~~!!!2.~!g~..!!!!2rmati~_ 1~!.ra..:2~~!!!~ A.5.6.2 C 
A.5.r--~~nsportatlon Si!!.ems ~~9n -----------
- -
A.i 
As.u-- Ufts Design M Extemallnformalion requirements External A.O B 
Ground floor GAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.1.2.2 B 
Upper floor GAs CrosS-disciplina!)' A.1.3.1.3.2 B 
Roof GAs Cross-discipiinary A1.3.1.42 B 
Building sections GAs Cross-dlsciplina!)' A1.3.1.S.2 B 
Ground floor steelwork layout design Information CrosS-disciplinary A.3.3.12.1.1 B 
Non·plant floor steelwork layout design informatio Cross-disciplinary A.3.3.1.2.1.3 B 
Roof steelwork layout design information Cross-disciplinary A3.3.12.1.4 B 
UI! shaft structure design Information Intra-disclplinary A3.42 B 
LV system layout design information Intra-disciplinarv AS.2.2.2 B 
A.5.8 Central Monitoring System Design L External informa~on requirements External A.O C 
Ground floor GAs Cross-disciplinary A1.3.122 C 
UpperfloorGAs Cross-dlsciplinary A1.3.1.32 C 
Roof GAs CroSS-disciplinary A.1.3.1.4.2 C 
BUIlding sections GAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.1.5.2 C 
BMS/controls system design information Cross-discipHnary A.4.102 C 
Above ground drainage layout design informallon Cross-disciplinary A4.11.3.3 C 
AClvenUlation system layout design Information Cross-dlscipl1na!)' A.4.2.3 C 
LPHW system layout design Information CroSS-disciplina!)' AA.3.3 C 
Chilled water system layout design information CroSS-dlsciplina!)' A.4.4.3 C 
Hot water system layout design Information Cross-disciplinary A.4.5.3 C 
Cokl water system layout design Information Cross-disclpllnary A.4.S.S C 
LV system layout design information Intra-disciplinary A.5.2.2.2 C 
Small power distribution informaHon I :,ntra-diSCiPlina!)' A.S.2.4 C 
Fire alarm system design information Intra-disciplinaTV A.5.6.1 C 
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CCCR Building Space Evolution in the Conceptual Design Stage, Design Area Component: Staff Office Area 
Design 
Discipline Design Component Description Design Evolution Doe Ref. DPMRef. 
• Space: 10.9 rn', (3.3m x 3.3 m) 9m 'offices stated in the brief were developed into p3 and p9, A1.3.1.2 
• Allows space for a large desk, 2.8m
2 surface area another two alternative options: either 11.9 m2 or p25-p26, A1.3.1.3 
• Comfortably supports 3-person meetings 10.9 m
2
• 10.9 m2 office are signed off finally at stage p34, (in A1.3.2.2 
Architectural • Provides 16 lm storage, 5-high 2m cupboard and 6 lm C. stage C A1.3.2.3 
bookshelves over desk report) A1.4.1 
• Fa,ade studies associated with the window opening plan A 1.4.2, 
• Outline specification of the office floor, internal walls 
and internal doors have been provided (p34). 
• The preliminary information on the ground conditions • Shallow spread foundations (pads) and pile P40, p55 (in A 2.2.1 
available has been outlined. foundations have been considered to be the stage C A 2.2.3 
• More precise site investigation required has been listed alternative foundation options. After discussion, report) A 2.3.1 
to carry out. the Pile foundations are recommended. 
Civil Eng. • The locations of boreholes and trial pots have been • A ground bearing slab system was considered, 
proposed. although a suspended slab is preferred. 
• Pile foundations are recommended. 
• Su~ended slab solution is preferred. 
Structural • Pre-stressed hollow core planks spanning the up to There were another 5 structure frame options: p56-p58 (in A 3.2.1 
Eng. about IOm onto either steel beams or steel trusses with Hybrid structure, Concrete only structure, stage, p54 A3.3 
steel columns. Blockwork & flat slab, Prestressed planks<7m C report) 
• The detailed design load breakdown and totals for each spans, and Composite metal deck & steel frame, 
area are defined and calculated. before the 6th proposed frame option was signed off. 
• Part of the location of penetrations for ventilation duct Two alternative ventilation plans have been p58, A 4.2.2 
and diffusers can be placed in the hollow core of the proposed, namely: 1) Natural ventilation, general p41-p42 (in A4.3.2 
prestressed planks, with holes up to 200mm. extract, or 2) Natural ventilation, mixed mode stage C 
Mechanical • Mechanical services design criteria has been decided, strategy. report) 
Eng. which includes the winter/summer (-3°C/20-29°C) p46-47 
external design temperature, winter/summer 
(21±2°C/24±2°C) internal room temperature and 
humidity (uncontrolled), building occupancy 
(apersonlI4m2), acoustic criteria and air infiltration 
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(1.0aclhr). 
• Mixed-mode ventilation strategy. (Natural 
ventilation-openable windows and new openable 
rooflights will be complemented with mechanical 
ventilation.) 
• Heating: new LTHW trench heating system with old 
MTHW system. 
• Ventilation air supplied to the building shall be tempered 
in winter by heating coil in the air handling unit 
connected to the building heating water circuit. 
• Cooling: a mixed mode ventilation and a full AHU 
coolin~ solution. 
• Electrical services design criteria has been chosen. Fire Engineering strategy and fire protection strategy p42 
• For the electrical power distribution, office lights is still being developed. p37, 
12W/m2, equipment:ISW/m2• p48 
• For artificial lighting, maintained illuminance, 3OO/3S0, 
Glare index, 19. 
• The fire alarm and detection systems have been outlined. 
• Electrical installation will be fed from a new Sub-main 
panel fed from the spare 400A way. 
• The new Sub-Main Board will feed new distribution 
boards. 
• Linear suspended modular low energy TS type 
fluorescent luminaries are proposed. 
• Emergency lighting will be chose to give a light level of 
1 lux in all escape routes including meeting room, 
lecture theatres and computer room. 
• Conduit and tmnking of the small power wiring and data 
wiring/cabling have been proposed, although the 
communication facilities for computer security, 
telephone and other systems will form part of the 
datacabling system to be designed by the University data 
system designers. 
Appendix V 
AS.2.1, 
AS.2.2, 
AS.2.3 
AS.2.4 
AS.3.2 
AS.4.1 
AS.S 
AS.6 
CCCR Building Space Evolution in the Scheme Design Stage, Design Area Component: Staff Office Area 
Design 
Discipline Design Component Description Design Evolution Document Ref. DPMRef. 
• Space: 10.9 m", (3.3m x 3.3 m), Story heights: The location and the number of 3.0, 3.2-3.4, 5.3-5.5 AI.3.1.2.1, 
Architectural 4.953/2.8m, 3.8/2.8m, 3.7S/2.8m (slab to slabl floor to the single academic office have AOlOO,AOlOl, AOlO2, A0200, AI.3.1.3.1 
ceiling); been altered more or less in A020 I, A0202, AI.S.2, AI.S.3, 
• Outline materials specification: internal walls, floors, each floor. A0400, A040l, A1.7.I, A1.7.2, 
internal doors, ceiling finishes; A0402, AOSoo, AOSOI, AOS02 AI.7.S, AI.9, 
• Finishes plan; Al.l0.1.2, 
• Reflected ceiling plan; Al.l0.4, 
• Furniture schedule and layouts. A1.12.I, 
A1.12.2 
• Site investigation is in progress. (the anticipated ground The preferred foundation 9.1, 9.4D report A 2.2.1.1 
Civil Eng. conditions are Keuper marl to a significant depth) option is pad foundations and S060-100: Foundation level GA, A 2.2.1.2 
• The main aim of the site investigation (ground a ground bearing slab (This CIOI: Existing underground A 2.2.2 
condition, soil survey) is to identify a suitable bearing will depend on ground services, C 102: Proposed A2.3.1.4.2 
layer for new shallow pad foundations. investigation results), and underground services site plan, A2.3.2.1 
• The preferred foundation option is pad foundations and alternative solutions are piled CI03: Proposed underground A2.3.2.2 
a ground bearing slab. foundations and suspended services data, electricity, gas, A2.4.1 
• The founding level of the pads will be between 2-3m ground floor slabs. water supply. Cl 04: Proposed A 2.4.2 
below ground level. Stub RC columns, connected to the underground services foul water, 
pads and extending near the ground floor level, will be C 105: Proposed underground 
used to provide a base platform for the steel column. services surface water, C 106: 
• A possible schematic diagram for the areas has been Manhole schedule, C 107/8: 
provided. Drainal(e details. 
• Design & loading specification There are 2 main 9.1,9.2,9.5 D report, A3.2.1 
Structural • 2 superstructure design options have been considered: 1. superstructure options SOlO-lOO: Isometric view of A3.2.3 Insitu concrete flat slab, 2. Steel frame and precast investigated: 1. Insitu steelwork, A3.3.1.1 
Eng. (hollowcore) slabs. The steel frame and precast has been concrete flat slab solution S060-2OO: Ground floor GA, A3.3.1.2.1.1 
selected as the proposed structural system. 300mm; 2. Steel frame and S060-210: Ground floor A3.3. 1.2. 1.3 
• A 3D model of the structural steelwork has been precast (hoIlowcore) slabs. Steelwork GA, S070-100/2OO: A3.3.1.2.1.4 
produced to optimize the weight of the steel and I stl2nd floor GA, S070-3OO: A3.3.1.2.2 
understand the geometry of the frame. Roof level GA, S070-11 0/210: A3.3.1.2.3 
• Stability and robustness check I stl2nd floor steelwork GA, A3.3.2.1 
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• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Mechanical services design criteria has been decided, Two alternative ventilation 
which includes the winter/summer external design plans have been proposed, 
temperature, winter/summer (21±2°C/uncontrolled) namely: I) Natural ventilation, 
internal room temperature and humidity (uncontrolled), general extract, or 2) Natural 
building occupancy, internal heat gains, ventilation rates, ventilation, mixed mode 
acoustic criteria and air infiltration (1.0aclhr). (No big strategy. 
difference from the contents in Stage C report) 
Mixed-mode ventilation strategy (single sided natural 
ventilation complemented by mechanical ventilation). 
Heating: new LTHW trench heating system with old 
MTHW system. 
Ventilation air supplied to the building shall be tempered 
in winter by heating coil in the air handling unit 
connected to the building heating water circuit. 
Cooling: a mixed mode ventilation and adiabatic cooling 
in each of the AHU. 
Electrical services design criteria has been chosen. 
For the electrical power distribution, office lights 
15W/m2, equipment:15W/m2• 
For artificial lighting, maintained illuminance:350, Glare 
index:19. 
The fire alarm and detection systems have been 
designed. 
Electrical installation will be fed from a new Sub-main 
panel fed from the spare 400A way. 
The new Sub-Main Board will feed new distribution 
boards. 
3 options for Cable Management for Power and Data 
cable distribution: 1. Floor boxes, 2. Grommets, 3. 
Sockets built into the furniture. 
Lighting: by local wall mounted switches or by 
combined photocelVmovement sensor. 
3 options for the cable 
managemen t for power and 
data cable distribution are 
offered as follows: 
1. Floor boxes, 
2. Grommets, 
3. Sockets built into the 
furniture. 
3 options for fire engineering 
strategies: 
1. Type M I system, 
2. Type P I system, 
3. Type P2 system. 
Appendix V 
S070-31O: Roof steelwork GA 
8.2,8.6 
MlOO/1011102: Ground/1st/2nd 
floor plan perimeter heating, 
MEPI02I103: Ground/1st floor 
services-low level, M700: 
Heating systems schematic, 
8.2,8.6 
ElOO/101/102: Ground/1st/2nd 
floor fire alarm & lighting, 
A3.3.2.4.2 
A 4.2.2.4 
A4.2.2.S 
A 4.2.3 
A 4.3.2 
AS.2.1, AS.2.2, 
AS.2.3 
AS.2.4 AS.3.2 
AS.4.1 
AS.5 
AS.6 
• 3 fire engineering strategies are recommended. Option I: 
Type MI system, Option 2: Type PI system, Option 3: 
type P2 system. 
• Data & Telecoms are designed by LU IT department. 
• Access control CCTV, intruder detection are required, 
but the exact requirement has not been fully defined. 
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Appendix VI 
Floor Plan of the CCCR Building 
Typical Elevation of CCCR Building 
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Appendix VII 
Multi-stage Design Process Model ( Stage C and Stage D Merged) 
Name 
I .. 
Appendix VII 
Building regula1ions External 6.1 A 
Manufadurer's information External 6.1 A 
Internal wall assembly detailS Intra-disciplinary A 1.5.1 6 
f3!!.9.~i!~!'l~D~l~!l~~_~~!!,!g'!!)!I..s_~!X. _________ fros~:~~£ip..1l!!~ A3.4.4 A 5:3"-------- in1emai'waiis-~BUiide?swori(oetails and fnteiS'·----------------- Internal walls assembly details Intra-disciplinaTY X1:5."r----- 1..--
._-----_._----
---------.-----------------------------------------
L~I!'.[l!ll.!!~~~_~~t'!!!! ___________________________ l~~@:!1~~.e!L~!!rr_ !-.lg ____ A 
.6 Roots Sections External information requirements External 6.1 B--
Finishes information Intra-disciplinary Al.12 6 
Town planning design information Intra-disciplinary A.l.2.2 B 
Roof GAs Intra-disciplinary Al.3.1.4 B 
Building sections GAs 1nl ra-disciplinary Al.3.1.5 B 
~!!~m.~L~_i!!t~~..sJ9D inf0!!!l~ll~_n ________ !'!~iscielin_~ry_ Al.4.1 B :8------ Si~Design .------------------------------- External information requirements External 8:1 A 
Finishes information Intra-disciplinary Al.12 A 
Specialist ballustrade design information Intra-disciplinary Al.13 A 
§!.~~ral slairca_s_~!sjgn Infor!l2ation 9ross-dj~9i.2!l~ ~M} A ]----DOOri'irOnmongery Conceptual Schedules-- External information requirements External B.l B 
External wall types and sizes Intra-disciplinary Al.4.1 B 
InJ~~~P!'~~izes !r.!tra-d~lin'!lL ~1.5.1 B 
m Finishes Schedule External information requirements External B.l A 
External wall assembly details Intra-disclplinary A1.4.1 B 
External wall detaRs Inlra-o'scipKnary A1.4.2 B 
Internal wall assembly detalls Intra-disciplinary A1.5.1 B 
Internal wall details Intra-diSciplinary Al.5.2 B 
Roof finishes Intra-diSciplinary Al.6 C 
Sta~ finishes de~j~ !r.!tr~-di~9P!!!1_'!'Y_ ~!.&_-- L_ 
1.13 Miscellaneous Architectural Design 
Manufacturer's information External B.l C 
Ground «oor scheme Gas Intra-disciplinary A 1.3.1.2 A 
Upper floor scheme GAs intra-disciplinary A 1.3.1.3 C 
Roof scheme GAs Intra-discipUnary Al.at4 C 
Building sections scheme G,4s Intra-disciplinary Al.3.1.5 B 
Building!!.&vations scheme GAs In~~a-di,S~p!!!~ W;!~ ~-Z·,·" CIVIL ENGINEERING DESIGN'" 
-
,,~, '",,~,',' 9.1' 'r' . " ,,' ,,', " 
~;2 ____ ~~~_~~~_P!~!9.~ _________________________________ 
- -
!!:1 __________ 
-
------------------------------------------ ------------ ------g,t~ _______ ~~~t~~P..E!~L ___________________________________ 
--------------------------------------
-
!!:t _______ 
------------ C---2.2.1.1 Site Topography & Services Drawings Existing dient information on site Extemal B.l 
---------
~l~'2_ry_2'.2~,!l: ___________________________________ ~~!!!Il~.!.. ______ B.l c 
ZH2 Or~-nage-SuNey-OrewTng-;--------------------------------- Existing dient information on site Extemal li.1------- -C---
History 01 site External B.l B 
~:--------------.. ------------------------------- Surface features and levels !r.!!!'~.:~l~9P!!!1_'!'Y __ ~g,g,u. ___ c 2:2:1.'3------ Ground Investigation Reports E;iStirig-dreritiiifom;a\ioooris~e-------- Exi.mal al --ii-
History of site Extemal B.l B 
Column loads from concept design Cross-disciplinary A3.2.1 A 
Proposed area usage Cross-disciplinary A.l.2.2 C 
Site setting out Cross-disciplinary A 1.2.2 C 
Site boundaries Intra-disciplinary A.2.2.1.1 C 
Surface features and levels Intra-diSciplinary A2.2.1.1 B 
--
~~l~Ii.r.!9..t!~ainaJlI!.!1.ms !~tra-dis£ip!!r!.'!I}'_ A2.2.1.2 C :2.2T----- Enabling WOrkOesj'gn----------- External information requirements External ii.l C 
Site layout design information Cross-disdplinary A1.Z2 B 
Site survey information Intra-disciplinary A2.2.1.1 A 
Ground water levels Intra-diSCiplinary A2.2.1.3 A 
Topsoil depth Intra-diSciplinary A2.2.1.3 A 
Primary steelwor\<: I~~~!ilzes & 1000tlOlls q,ross-disciPJ!n.~~ A3.3.1.1 A 
,2:2.3 Earthworks Design Site layout design information Cross-disciplinary ,,1:2.2 B-
Topsoil depth Intra-diSciplinary A2.2.1.3 A 
Contamination details Intra-diSciplinary A2.2.1.3 A 
Ground water levels Intra-diSciplinary A2.2.1.3 A 
Soil properties Intra-disciplinary A2.H3 A 
§ite s!!'!~!~-'l~n !~L~.:~l~~p!!!1.!Il_ gg'!L __ A 
- --:-~_.3 __ .__ ~~~.!!.r.!P~t9n f-------------------- t-------- 6_1 -- jiT-::::::::' ~g,3.1 FO~!l_~<l1!2~~_g~jgn ~ernal frliOmi'ation require-me-nts --- --if ~2.3.1.1 Pile Foundations Design Eiemar---- B.l 
Site survey information Intra-diSciplinary A2.2.1.1 A 
Ground-bearing floor design information Intra-disciplinary A2.3.2.1 B 
Suspended ground floor design information Intra-diSciplinary A2.3.2.2 6 
Underground services design information Intra-disciplinary A2.4.1 C 
Primary steelwork loads, sizes & locations Cross-disciplinary A3.3.1.1 A 
._----------
~~!!!~n:_sJ~J~2.r!<_!!i1.~j~Jjg~_!!1J~!!!1~~~ ______ f!2,S_~~j~9iP.!l'l~!l ~~,~,!1 _____ A 
A2.3.1.4 PadFoondaiiooso-esign------------------------------------- Site survey information Intra-diSciplinary A2.2.1.1 --ii 
Ground-bearing floor design information lntra-disdplinary A2.3.2.1 B 
Suspended ground 1100r design information Intra-disciplinary A2.3.2.2 B 
Underground services design information Intra-disciplinary A2.4.1 C 
XiTi----------- ~!~!l~tj~!:§[~~:~~~:::::::::::::::=::=:::==:::= 
~~..m.~!t!L~~~~J.~~~l~l~I!~~lL~~ ________ 9!~&-9j~~El~~!l ~~,~,~J __ _.t, 
B.l 
--: Xi:i"ij"--------- Ground-Bearing Floor Slab Design Extemaiinlo-rmaiiC;irequTrements----------------- Extemar---- 6.1------ C 
Finishes information Cross-disciplinary Al.12 C 
Ground floor GAs Cross-disciplinary A 1.3.1.2 E 
Extemal wall design information Cross-dsciplinary A 1.4.2 C 
Internal wall design inlormation Cross-disciplinary A 1.5.1 E 
Site survey information Intra-disclplinary A2.2.1.1 I 
Pile foundation design information Intra-diSciplinary A2.3.1.1 ( 
Pad foundation design information Intra-diSCiplinary A2.3.1.4 ( 
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Upper floor GAs Cross-disciplinary 1>.1.3.1.3 A 
Building sections GAs Cross-disciplinary 1>.1.3.1.5 A 
Internal wall design information Cross-disciplinary 1>.1.5.1 8 
Pile foundation design information Cross-disciplinary 1>.2.3.1.1 8 
Pad foundation design information Cross-d'sciplinary l>.2.a 1.4 8 
Primary structural loading information Intra-disc.iplinary 1>.3.2.1 A 
Primary steelwork layout design information Cross-disciplinary 1>.3.3.1.2 A 
Structural staircase design information Intra-disciplinary 1>.3.4.3 8 
fJbrNe ground drainage conceptual design information Cross-disciplinary 1>.4.11.2 C 
AClvenlilation system conceptual design i1formation Cross-disciplinary I>.4.Z2 8 
LPHW system conceptual design information Cross-disciplinary 1>.4.3.2 C 
Chilled water system conceptual design information Cross-disciplinary 1>.4.4.2 C 
Hot water system conceptual design information Cross-disciplinary 1>.4.5.2 C 
Cold water system conceptual design Information Cross-disciplinaTY 1>.4.5.4 C 
Bo!ler plant conceptual design information Cross-disciplinary 1>.4.9.2 C 
HV system layout design information Cross-disciplinaTY 1>.5.2.1.2 C 
E1ect~<E!L~Jt~i!!!~~!1A!'!i..~_d_E!~9!l..inform~~~ 9...~kg~~'p+~ 1>.5.2.3 C 
.3.1.2 Stili"ct'Ural Steelwork layouts & Sections Sne tayout design information Cross-disciplinary A.1Ii A-
Ground floor GAs Cross-disciplinary 1>.1.3.1.2 A 
Internal wall conceptual design information Cross-disciplinaTY 1>.1.5.1 C 
Roof conceptual design information Cross-disciplinary 1>.1.6 6 
Pile foundation conceptual design information Intra-disciplinaTY 1>.2.3.1.1 8 
Pad foundation design information Intra-disciplinary 1>.2.3.1.4 8 
Primary steelwork loads, Sizes & locations intra-disciplinary 1>.3.3.1.1 A 
Cladding support system conceptual design information Intra-disciplinary 1>.3.4.1 8 
Structural staircase design information Intra-disciplinary 1>.3.4.3 6 
Above ground drainage layout design information Cross-disciplinary 1>.4.11.3 C 
AClventilation system layout design Information Cross-disciplinary 1>.4.2.3 8 
LPHW system layout design Information Cross-disciplinary 1>.4.3.3 C 
Chaled water system layout design Information Cross-disCiplinary 1>.4.4.3 C 
Hot water system layout design Information Cross-disciplinary 1>.4.5.3 C 
Cold water system layout design Information Cross-disciplinary 1>.4.5.5 C 
Boiler plant layout design Information Cross-disciplinary 1>.4.9.3 C 
HV system layout design information Cross-disciplinary 1>.5.2.1.2 C 
Electrical condJn & trunking Itry'out design information Cross-disciplinary 1>.5.2.3 c 
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3.3.2.1 Concrete Frame Calculations (Option F:Prestressed Planks>-1Om) External information requirements External 6.1 C 
Void & riser design information Cross-disciplinary 1>.1.13 8 
Building sections GAs Cross-disciplinary 1>.1.3.1.5 8 
Building elevations GAs Cross-disciplinary 1>.1.3.1.6 8 
Intemal wall conceptual design information Cross-disciplinary 1>.1.5.1 C 
Pile foundation design information Cross-disciplinary 1>.2.3.1.1 8 
Pad foundation design Information Cross-disciplinary 1>.2.3.1.4 8 
Structural loading information lntra-disciplinary 1>.3.2.1 A 
Primary steelwork layout design information Cross-disciplinary 1>.3.3.1.2 A 
Primary concrete layout design information Intra-disciplinary 1>.3.3.2.2 A 
H%rib floor slab conceptual design information Intra-disciplinary 1>.3.3.2.4.1 A 
Precast floor slab conceptual design Information Intra-disciplinary 1>.3.3.2.4.2 A 
Lift shaft structure conceptual design information Intra-disciplinary 1>.3.4.2 8 
Structural staircase conceptual design information Intra-disciplinary 1>.3.4.3 6 
/txNe ground drainage conceptual design Information Cross-disciplinary 1>.4.11.2 C 
AC/ventilation system conceptual design information CrOSS-disciplinary 1>.4.2.2 6 
LPHW system conceptual design Information Cross-disciplinary 1>.4.3.2 C 
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Hot water system conceptual design information Cross-disciplinary M.5.2 C 
Cold water system conceptual design information Cross-disciplinary 1>.4.5.4 C 
Boiler plant conceptual design Information Cross-disciplinary 1>.4.9.2 C 
HV system layout design information Cross-disciplinary 1>.5.2.1.2 C 
Electrical condJit & trunking layout design information Cross-disciplinary 1>.5.2.3 C 
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Holorib floor slab conceptual design information Intra-disciplinary 1>.3.3.2.4.1 6 
Precasl floor slab conceptual design information Intra-disciplinary 1>.3.3.2.4.2 8 
Cladding support system conceptual design information Intra-disciplinary 1>.3.4.1 6 
Roof safety equpment conceptual design information Intra-disciplinary 1>.3.4.1 C 
UfI shaft structure conceptual design information Intra-disciplinary 1>.3.4.2 6 
Structural staircase conceptual design information Intra-disciplinary 1>.3.4.3 B 
Above ground drainage layout conceptual design inform Cross-disciplinary 1>.4.11.3 C 
AClventilation system layout design Information Cross-disciplinary 1>.4.2.3 8 
LPHW system layout design information Cross-disciplinary 1>.4.3.3 C 
Chilled water system layout design information Cross-disciplinary M.4.3 C 
Hot water system layout design information CrOSS-disciplinary 1>.4.5.3 C 
Cold water system layout design information Cross-disciplinary 1>.4.5.5 C 
Boiler plant layout design information Cross-disciplinary 1>.4.9.3 C 
HV system layout design information Cross-disciplinary 1>.5.2.1.2 C 
Electrical conduit & trunking layout design information Cross-disciplinary 1>.5.2.3 C 
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!Bullding sections GAs Cross-disciplinary A. 
Building elevations GAs Cross-disdpWnary A. 
1.3.1.5 A 
loa 1.6 A 
External wall conceptual design information Cross-disciplinary A. 1.4.2 A 
Internal wall concepllJal design information Cross-disdplinary A. 1.5.1 C 
Roof conceptual design information Cross-disciplinary A. 1.6 B 
AClventilation system loading information Intra-disciplinary A. 4.2.1 B 
,~ __________________________________________ • __________ ~g.L"!~1~~§y§1~!'219~~£L~.!9~_~~~______________ !f2~!l.:~l~c.:!p!~_~1}'_ ~ 
3.2 LPHW System Conceptual Design External information requirements External B 
4.5.1 A r-------- --ii-
Roof GAs Cross-disciplinary A. 1.3.1.4 A 
Building sections GAs Cross-disciplinary A. 1.3.1.5 A 
Building elevations G.A.s Cross-ascipInary A. 1.3.1.6 A 
AClvenlilation system layout design information Intra-disciplinary A. 4.2.3 B 
LPHW system loading information Intra-disciplinary A. 4.3.1 C 
-;;-;---*;;u; ... :::::c:::;;:::""n:c:::::--------------fg!!!~~~!l.!~~~~ign information !l2tra-di~p'lina t: 
.3.3 LPHW System Layout Design External information requirements External B 
4.4.3 B 
.1 B 
Ground floor GAs Cross-disciplinary A 1.3.1.2 B 
Upper floor GAs Cross-disciplinary A 1.3.1.3 B 
Building sections GAs Cross-disciplinary A 1.3.1.5 B 
LPHW system loading information Intra-disciplinary A. 4.3.1 B 
___________________________________________________________________ he..ti~~.!~!'l..s_she~~Q~..c!~~falliQt~!l!L~L _____ !Qtr!l.:2i~plina~ __ ~ 
::~ _________ ~!lJ!!!I_~!!,!I.!!'!_~y.!>.!~!1:!_~!'~l9.'!. _____________________________________ "..______________________________________ :_____________ .! 
A.1 Chilled Water System Load Malysis EKternal information requirements External B. 
4.l2 
--.!!-.r-------- . r------ T 
Roof GAs Cross-disciplinary A. 1.3.1.4 B 
Building sections GAs Cross-disciplinary A. 1.3.1.5 A 
Building elevations GAs Cross-disciplinary A. 1.3.1.6 A 
External wall conceptual design information Cross-disciplinary A. 1.4.2 B 
Internal wall conceptual design information Cross-disciplinary A. 1.5.1 C 
Roof conceptual design information Cross-disciplinary A. 1.6 C 
~7 - ~9J!'!l,!1.!!!!l!i~!~~~~g inf~_ation !~t~ji!9~Cl'L t: ~--- chiliedw;i'te7 System COnreptual Design External information requirements External B 
4.2.1 A r- A 
Void & riser conceplual desIgn Information Cross-disciplinary A. 1.13 B 
Roof GAs Cross-disciplinary A. 1.3.1.4 B 
Building sections GAs Cross-disciplinary A. 1.3.1.5 B 
Building elevations GAs Cross-disciplinary A. 1.3.1.6 A 
AClventilation system layout design Information Intra-disciplinary A. 4.2.3 A 
LPHW system layout design information Intra-disciplinary A. 4.3.3 C 
"',-__ .k;;:o-,;;:=~='""::::""c:::----------_f:9~J!!~~~tem 1~~9..Lnformation !ntra-disciplini!!L t: 
4.4.3 Chilled Water System Layout Design External information requirements External B 
4.4.1 A 
.1 B 
Ground floor GAs Cross-disciplinary A. 1.3.1.2 B 
Upper floor GAs Cross-disciplinary A. 1.3.1.3 B 
Building sections GAs Cross-disciplinary A. 1.3.1.5 B 
Cooling system Ioad'ng information Intra-disciplinary A. 4.4.1 B 
_______________________________________________________ 9~Ln.9...s.Y_s.!~~~~~!!latic _~~~![Qi~C!m!!l.!L~1L ___ !'!tr!l.:9l~~plL"-~ ~ 
4.4.4 Chilled Water Specifications Cooling system schematics Intra-disciplinary A. 
4.4.2 B 4:4r- --B--' 
. ______________________________________________________________ 9P.2!Lnj..s.Y_s1~!1l!~~_~~..2~!.QQ!I!~Q!I.a.tlQ!!.. _______ !'!tr!l.:9l~epl[lJ!''L ~ 
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.4.5.2 Hot Water System Conceptual Design External information requirements External B 
4.4.3 B 
.r---------
f"--c--r--------
r----- --C 
Building sections GAs Cross-disciplinary A. loa 1.5 c 
,,"'"---h~;:;::-;;::::::::7""::-::;""c::-------------t~pt & ~9 water system loading information Intra-discipl!r'_'!!L ~ 
.4.5.3 Hot Water System Layout Design Ground floor service co-oranation GAs Cross-diSciplinary A. 
4.5.1 A 
1.3:1.2 c 
Upper floor service co-ordination GAs Cross-disciplinary A. 1.3.1.3 C 
Building sections seTVice co-ordination GAs Cross-disciplinary A. 1.3.1.5 C 
Preliminary hot water equipment information Intra-disciplinary A. 4.5.1 C 
________________________________________________________________ ~!~~!!1J!l!.'l~P!~~~L.Sl!!~P!!_sj9~_~.!9~~Q~ _____ !~.:~l~t2ipl!r'_'!ry __ A 
.4.5.4 Cold Water System Schematic Design Manufacture~s data External B 
.4.5.2 C r------- f--A-· 
Design guides Extemal B .1 c 
Water company: location of mains External B .1 C 
________________________________________ g91g~~!~rl~~ _________________ !lJ!.r.?.:~l~Slpl!r'_'!ry __ A 
l4.5.5 Cold Water System Layout Design Design guides External B. 
.4.5.1 A r------- f--c 
Manufacture~s dala External B .1 C 
Ground floor GAs Cross-disciplinary A. 1.3.1.2 C 
Upper flOOl' GAs Cross-disciplinary A. 1.3.1.3 C 
Building sections GAs Cross-disciplinary A. 1.3.1.5 A 
Cold water load Intra-disciplinary A. 4.5.1 A 
• ___________________ w __________________________________ ~!~rr~J~!l_ry_~Lc!!~~~~9!llE!!l~P..~.?i~________ Intr!l.:9l~~pl!!t'!ry __ t-_ 
~4.5.6 Hot & Cold Water Specifications Hot water schematics Intra-disciplinary A. 
4.5.4 C 
4:5:2 --6-
Hot water layouts Intra-diSciplinary A. 4.5.3 B 
Cold water schematics Intra-disclpfinary A 4.5.4 B 
.__________ _. ________________________________________ 991~~~~~~1~2~_________________ !111r!l.:~l~t2ipl~!ry __ t:. .~,§,~- --~-M.!t ______ ~p.!!!!'lJ!!!.~~!~f! ____ .... ____ • ________ :.. __________________________ : _____ .!! 
A.4.9.1 Boiler Load Call1J\ation External information requirements EKtemal B 
.1 h-.1---------- A 
AClventilation syslem layout design information Intra-disciplinary A. 4.2.3 B 
LPHW system loading information Intra-disciplinary A. 4.3.1 A 
77= ____ f,===""_==-;:=:-____________ -if,~"oI'-'w!l.!~em loading inf2rmali9fl Intra-disciplin~ t: 
A.4.9.2 Boiler Plant Preliminary Design External information requirements External B 
4.5.1 A 
.1 A 
Roof GAs Cross-disciplinary A. 1.3.1.4 A 
Building sections GAs Cross-disciplinary A. l.at5 B 
---____________ 0..;--------------------------------------------------- ~~~!.P_@_~_I~q)!1i!.nJ.9_f!11~~2.!L ________________ !~jisclpl!!J_'!ry_ t:. 
A.4.9.3 Boiler Plant Layout Design External information requirements External B 
.4.9.1 A r--------- H· A 
Boiler plant loading information Intra-disciplinary A .4.9.1 A 
_____________________________ ~ ________________________________ ~.91Le!.P_L<!.12t£2!)E!!.m~~_~~~~tC!T.!!l.!L~ ___________ l~!.@.:pi~Sl.P.!Ln_'!.Il. ~ 
A.4.9.4 Boiler Plant Specification Boiler plant schematics Intra-diSCiplinary A. 
4.9.2 A 4:9:2----- --e 
Boiler house layouts fntra-disclplinary A. 4.9.3 E 
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:10"------ BMS7coniroiS'Desigij----------------------------- Extemaiiii'iormafiOiirequiiemeni------------ EXtemal---- 6.1------- a-
Ground floor GAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3,1.2 C 
Upper floor GAs Cross-disciplinary A,1.3.1.3 C 
AClventilalion system layout design information Intra-disoplinary A,4.2.3 C 
LPHW system layout design information Intra-disciplinary A,4.3.3 C 
Chllied water system layout design information Intra-disciplinary A.4.4.3 C 
Hot water system layout design information Intra-disciplinary A.4.S.3 C 
Cold water system layout design information Intra·disciplinary A,4.S.5 C 
HV system layout design information Cross-disciplinary A.S.2.1.2 C 
LV system layout design information Cross-disciplinary AS.2.2.2 C 
Small power distribution Information Cross-disciplinary A.5.2.4 C 
, _____________________________________________________________ 9.!!.1l~~!1!~~2_~~~t~!!!_~~~![Il.!1J!.C!~!l.!L01l ___ 9!.£S_s.:-~~£iP.!LIl~!I ~2:.8 __ , ___ • C _ 
'.:1t __________ ~~~!_~!~_!!.IJ~_~l!_l~!i!.~!!!!!!J~!!!g!l_______________________ _____________________________________________ _______________ !-~_________ . 
1.11.1 Above Ground Drainage Load Analysis External information requirements External B.1 A 
Roof GAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.1.4 B 
Building sections GAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.1.5 B 
i:1'r2----- PbOveGrOUnd-oraJnageschemaiicDes;gn-------------------------~~~~~~ir~~;g~u~~nis--------------------~~~~~~£iP.!tll~!I ~~.:~:.1&___ --~-
Manufact1Jrer's data Extemal 8.1 C 
Water authonly requirements External B.l B 
Above ground drainage flow rates Intra-disciplinary A.4.11.1 B 
;-::-;;---+.===-==::-:-:===:------------ E9lJl.t!r_®!l~!lt~lax~ ____________ 9!£S_~Ej~£!P.!1rl~!I Ag!~:.~_____ -B~--
4.11.3 Above Groun.d Drainage Layout Design Intemallandscape layouts CrOSS-disciplinary A.1.13 
Ground floor service co-ordination GAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.1.2 B 
Upper floor service co-ord'nation GAs Cross-disciplinary A.l.3,1.3 B 
Roof service co-ordination GAs Cross-disciplinary A.l.3.1.4 B 
Building sections service co-ordina1ion GAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.1.5 C 
Building elevations service co-ordination GAs Cross-disciplinary A.l,3.1.6 C 
:rrf4------- AbOVe-G'roundDrairiageSPE!cifi;ii"o-ri------------------·------------ 6~;~~~!)~r~9.Y~-9!2~!1-<!!I!~lQ~9~-!~1!?!:Il!~1~~1!£!- ~~~~~~SiPl!D_~~_ ~{!1l~ __ .__ --~--
Manufacturer's data Extemal B.l C 
Above ground drainage schematics Intra-disciplinary A.4.11.2 C 
Above ground drainage equipment details Intra-disciplinary A.4.11.3 C 
Above ground drainage layouts Intra-disciplinary A4.11.3 C 
s .... ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DESIGN·· .... - . .. .. .....,.. - >;; .• 8.1>':' - . 
:~!t _______ ~~!!!!..~~P£!Y..!P..I~J!i.~~lL~I!_~!ilg!l ___________________ • __ : _____ ~.:1 -
&.1,1.. __ ~Yf.'l':!~!.§~P.E.il.~_gi,~l~~~!!!!_g~_'!Q!)__________________________ - B.l 
.5.2.1.1 HV Requirements Analysis ExterriaiinforiTi"aUorirequirEiriieniS------------- Extemai--------- 6T------- -A--
Ground floor GAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.1.2 A 
Upper floor GAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.1.3 A 
Roof GAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.1.4 C 
Building sections GAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.1.5 C 
Site sUlVey information Cross-disciplinary A.2.2.1.1 A 
AClventilation system loading inlormation Cross-disciplinary A.4.2.1 A 
LPHW system loading Information Cross-disciplinary A.4.3.1 B 
Chilled water system loading information Cross-disciplinary A4.4.1 A 
Hot water system loading information Cross-disciplinary A.4.5.1 B 
Cold water system loading information Cross-disciplinary A.4.5.1 C 
__________ _ _____________________________________________________________ !?~J~!.P.'.?_I!!.!.O!:.~i!!a!!'!.f.9_f!'2~~P!' _____________ ~_____ 9!.£Ss-dj~£i.P.!lll~!Y ~~!~:.L___ __9_ 
\.5.2.1.2 HV System Drawings External information requirements Extemal B.l 
Ground floor GAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.12 A 
Upper floor GAs Cross-disciplinary A.l.3.1.3 A 
Roof GAs Cross-disciplinary A.l.3.1.4 A 
Building sections GAs Cross-disciplinary A.l.3.1.5 C 
Site survey information Cross-disciplinary A.2.2.1.1 A 
Underground services design inlormation Cross-disciplinary A.2.4.1 A 
AC/ventilation system layout design information Cross-disciplinary A.4.2.3 B 
LPHW system layout design information Cross-disdplinary A.4.3.3 C 
Chilled water system layout design information Cross-disciplinary A.4.4.3 A 
Hot water system layout design information Cross-disciplinary A.4.5.3 B 
Cold water system layout design information Cross-disciplinary A.4.5.5 C 
_________________________________________ ~Y..~!!!:Illeildin9J!l!2rm~~C!.! _____________ !!.!!.r!l.:~I~Sipl~!r.L A§!~:.L1..____ .}_. 
1\.5.2.1.3 HV Supply & Distribution System Specification HV sub station location Intra-disciplinary A.5.2.1.1 C 
_____________________________________________________ ~Y..!y!!~!'!!~~ d~!ia'!!I]!.'!!!!!~tion _____ !~t.r2.:~!!.~p!~_ ~§.:21~_ -2-
~§!t~ ___________ ~y_~.2!...~l!ep!l!Qi~!d~lI!Lo_IlP..~~!9.Il.. ______________________________________________________________ .: ___________ B.:~ ______ _ 
A.5.2.2.1 LV Requirements Analysis External information requirements External B.l A 
Roof GAs Cross-disciplinary A.l.3.1.4 A 
Building sections GAs Cross-disciplinary A.l.3.1.5 A 
Site survey information Cross-disciplinary A.2.2.1.1 B 
AC/ventilation system loading Information Cross-disciplinary A.4.2.1 A 
LPHW system loading information Cross-disciplinary A.4.3.1 B 
Chilled water system loading information Cross-disciplinary A.4.4.1 A 
Hot water system loading information Cross-disciplinary A.4.5.1 B 
Cold water system loading Information Cross-disciplinary A.4.5.1 C 
r.-;;~~.,,---"''''::;:::n.==---------------- ~Ie.!.£@.~~~g infor~il!ion C~~~~f!IW.~~!X ~~V ~ A.5.2.2.2 LV System Drawings External information requirements Extemal B.l C 
Ground floor GAs Cross-disciplinary A.l.3.1.2 C 
Upper floor GAs Cross-disciplinary A 1.3.1.3 C 
Roof GAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.1.4 C 
Building sections GAs Cross-disciplinary A.l.3.1.5 C 
Site survey Information Cross-disciplinary A.2.2.1.1 C 
Underground services design information Cross-disciplinary A.2.4.1 C 
AC/ventl1ation system layout design information Cross-d'sciplinary A.4.2.3 C 
LPHW system layout design information Cross-disciplinary A.4.3.3 C 
Appendix VII 
Chilled water system layout design information Cross-disciplinary A.4.4.3 C 
Hot water system layout design information Cross-disciplinalY A.4.S.3 C 
Cold water system layout design information Cross-disciplinary A.4.S.5 C 
_________________________________________________ ~Y..~t~T_t~!l~j~t~T~jl'!'.______________ !~tr~:!!!~~ip~~_"'ry __ ~g~L__ C 
.2.2.3 LV Supply & Distribution System Specification LV cable schedule Intra-dscipunary A.S.2.2.1 ~-(r-
LV sub station schedule Intra· disciplinary A.5.2.2.1 C 
LV cable layouts Intra·disciplinary A,S.2.2.2 C 
LV sub station GAs _ !Q!!,,!l.:~l~£ipl~_~r:L A:?~gl.2 C 
2~:r-------- Condur&Trunkin-g Design------------------- eXi'emaiTtiiormatlonrequTrements External B.l A 
Void & riser conceptual design information Cross-disdpllnary A,1.13 A 
Ground floor GAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.1.2 B 
Upper floor GAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.l.3 B 
Building sections GAs Cross-disciplinary A.l.3.l.S C 
Building elevations GAs Cross·disciplinary A.1.3.1.6 C 
External wall conceptual desIgn information Cross-disciplinary A.1.4.2 C 
Internal wall conceptual design information Cross-disciplinary A.1.S.l C 
Primary steelwork layout design Information Cross·disclplinary A.3.3.1.2 6 
Above ground drainage layout design information Cross· disciplinary A.4.11.3 C 
AC/ventilation system layout design information Cross-disciplinary A.4.2.3 6 
lPHW system layout design information Cross·disciplinary A.4.3.3 6 
Chilled water system layout design information Cross-disciplinary A.4.4.3 6 
Hot water system layout design information Cross·disciplinary A.4.S.3 6 
Cold water system layout design information Cross-disciplinary A.4.5.5 C 
HV system layout design information Intra-disclpllnary A.5.2.l.2 A 
lV system layout design information Intra-disciplinary A.S.2.2.2 A 
Small power distribution information Intra·disciplinary A.S.2.4 C 
.-.-" _____ f;===-;;_."'~;;-,=--------------t;R"''',,e ~!!rm system desJgn information ln1ra-di~~~'Y_ ~S.6.1 6 
5.2.4 Small Power System Design External information requirements External 6.1 6 
Ground floor GAs Cross-disciplinary A1.3.1.2 A 
Upper floor GAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.1.3 A 
External wall conceptual design information Cross·disciplinary A.1.4.2 C 
Internal wall conceptual design information Cross·disciplinary A1.5.1 6 
AC/ventilation system layout design information Cross-disciplinary A.4.2.3 B 
LPHW system layout design information Cross·disciplinary A.4.3.3 6 
Chnied water system layout design information Cross-disciplinary A.4.4.3 B 
Hot water system layout design information Cross·disciplinary A.4.S.3 6 
Cold water system layout design information Cross·disciplinary A.4.5.S B 
Boiler plant layout design Information Cross-disciplinary A.4.9.3 B 
lV system loading information Intra-disciplinary A.S.2.2.1 A 
~-,,--.---t====::===--------------t~tem ~~Jgn illformation Intra-disciplina.L A,S.2.2.2 A 
.5.2.5 Standby Generator Design External information requirements External B.1 
Ground floor GAs Cross·discipllna~ A.l.3.1.2 A 
Upper floor GAs Cross-disciplinary A,1.3.t3 A 
Roof GAs Cross·disciplinary A.1.3.1.4 C 
Bundingsections GAs Cross-disciplinary A.l.3.1.S A 
Building elevations GAs Cross-disciplinary A1.3.l.6 A 
Site survey information Cross-disciplinary A,2.2.1.1 B 
AC/ventilation system layout design information Cross·disciplinary A,4.2.3 A 
lPHW system layout design Information Cross-disciplinary A.4.3.3 C 
Chilled water system layout design information Cross-disciplinary A,4.4.3 C 
Hot water system layout design information Cross-disciplinary A.4.5.3 C 
Cold water system layout design information Cross-disciplinary A,4.5.S C 
Boiler plant layout design information Cross-disciplinary A4.9.3 C 
HV system loading information Intra-disciplinary A,52.1.1 A 
LV system loading information Intra-disciplinary A.5.2.2.1 A 
cs:-rS------ UP"S-sysieniDeSign-------------------------------------- ~~:~~ITttir~~~~~~~rr~~~~~-------------- ~~~~~~~Pl~_<!~ __ ~~~~~------ --~. 
Groundl\oorGAs Cross-disciplinary A,1.3.1.2 A 
Upper floor GAs Cross-disciplinary A,1.3.1.3 A 
Roof GAs Cross-disciplinary A.1.3.l.4 C 
Building sections GAs Cross-dis~plinary A,1.3.1.S C 
HV system loading information Intra-disciplinary A,5.2.1.1 A 
~5.r------ [ighiing-Systems-Oesign---------------------------- ~~;J~~~+a~~f~~~~~~!~~-n1S--------------- ~~~~~S~!~_<!~_ ~~~g&~t____ -~ 
Finishes information Cross-disciplinary A,1.12 B 
Building sections GAs Cross-disciplinary A1.3.l.5 B 
_______________________________________ ~~!~g_~~2!!~_§~________ f!E.S_~J~~p.!!.Il~!l ~111:.6 ___ r-~-
A.S.4 CommunIcation Systems DesIgn External information requirements External B.1 C 
Ground floor GAs Cross-disciplinary A,1.3.1.2 C 
Upper floor GAs Cross-disciplinary A,1.3.t3 C 
Building sections GAs Cross-disciplinary A,1.3.1.5 C 
Underground services design information Cross-disdplinary A.2.4.1 C 
HV system layout design information Intra-disciplinary A.S.2.1.2 C 
lV system layout design information Intra·disciplinary A,S.2.2.2 C 
_____________________________________________________________________________ ~!'!~!!P..~_~_~LsJ!!!>_l!.~Q~J~!Q~_<!~~ ___________ !~~l1;~!~~.P.!Ln_'!rr_ ~§~~1 ____ r-~ 
A.S.S Occupant Security Systems DesIgn External information requirements External B.l B 
Ground floor GAs Cross-disciplinary A,1.3.1.2 B 
Upper floor GAs Cross-disciplinary A,1.3.l.3 B 
Building sections GAs Cross-disciplinary A,1.3.1.5 B 
Extemal wall design information Cross-disciplinary A,1.4.2 C 
Internal wall design information Cross·disciplinary A,1.5,1 C 
Above ground drainage layout design information Cross-disciplinary A,4.11.3 C 
AC/ventilation system layout design information Cross-disciplinary A,4.2.3 C 
lPHW system layout design information Cross-disciplinary A,4.3.3 C 
I I 
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water system layout design information 
system layout design information 
ICo,ld ."Ier system layout design information 
syslemda)'out design information 
I:::: !':~:::~~~a1 de"lgn information 
& ironmongery conceptual i 
drainage layout design information 
IAC:lver,tilalion system layout design information 
layout design information 
IChill,,1 waler system layout design information 
system layout design information 
system layout design information 
layout design information 
layout design information 
I information 
layout design information 
layout design information 
waler svsl"m layout design information 
waler svsl"m layout design information 
IHv' ,,,,",m layout design informa1ion 
I 
specification information 
1~:ll~I~~~~:dl~~:'~na~ge layout design information /) layout design information 
IL~~:I:::~ layout design information 
IC '~I.:::~::':;(::: design information 
w layout design information 
layout design information 
design information 
design information 
design information 
informaUon 
information 
design information 
layout design information 
ICold .'aler system layout design information 
design information 
, 
ISII,esulV'Y details 
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Suriace features and levels C ross·disciplinary C.2.2.1.1 A 
___________ _______ _ _______ ~"!!.<!'~.e!rI< I!!~ ____________ le 
.2.3 Town Planning Client's requirements Ex! 
r~~~~l~~pJlf!~!X. 93& __ ~-ernal 6.1 A 
Existing dienl information on site Ex! emal 6.1 A 
History of site Ex! emal 6.1 A 
Planning department records Ex! emal 6.1 A 
Site setting out In Ira-disciplinary C.1.2.2 A 
External works GAs C ".2:-.4'---+'s~"'e-:De:--'Sjg-n-.-:Ad""j"".n"'in-g-:Ow=ne-!S'-------------fAd,-' "j=oin1iig owner's proposals Ext ross.disciElina!I C.2.S.1 A emal 6.1 A 
Client's requirements Ex! emal 6.1 A 
Local aulhomy proposals Ex! emal 6.1 A 
emal Rights of lighting report Ex! 601 A 
Surveyor's report Ex! ema! S.1 A 
Site setting out In tra·disciplinary C.I.2.2 A 
Ground floor scheme GAs In Ira·disciplinary C.1 .3.1.2.1 A 
Upper floor scheme GAs In Ira·disciplinary C.1.3.1.3.1 A 
Roof scheme GAs In tra·disciplinary C.1.3.1.4.1 A 
Building sections scheme GAs In Ira-diSciplinary C.1 .3.1.5.1 A 
Building elevations scheme GAs In Ira·disciplinary C.1.3.1.6.1 A 
. ___________________________________________________ . _______________ . __ ~~~_~~~~tq~t~~~ ____________________________ £ 
1.2.7 Project Specific Data Client's requirements Ex! 
r!1.'_!:J1!!~.P.!lQ~!l: 93,gJL ___ A 
ernal 6.1 --B--
Planning requirements In Ira·disciplinary C.1.2.3 6 
!.T!,;pl~~pl!!'_'!ry_ ________ • ________________________________________________ §l~_~~~l~9..2!!! _________________________ !~ fJ,g,L __ --~--!.:t _____ ~!LI!I_IY_~.!!.~~~_~!.~LI!.'!~!!!!!!P.!!!g!'_________ _ _____ :______ _ _____________ :_ 
!.:~;.1 _____ ~rsh.ll~S!~~~_~_~f!~~~~!l_T~~_ ---------------.fC--------.-----
!,!~;.1:? _____ @~nd FloorGellerc!!~~~9~ls ________ : _____________________ :_ 
1.3.1.2.1 Ground Floor Scheme General Arrangement Drawings Architectural conceptual design Ext 
- -
B.1 
---ii".1"------
------ 6:-1 ----- ----
eniii-- lliTi:2 A 
Client's requirements Ext emal S.1 A 
Structural conceptual design grid layouts E xtemal A.3.3.1.2 A 
Ground floor primary steelwork layouts C ross-disciplinary C.3.3.1.2.1.1 A 
Pb:Ne ground drainage schematiCS C ross·disciplinary C.4.11.2.3 C 
AC/ventllation layouts C ross·disciplinary C.4.Z3 S 
LPHW schematics C ross·disciplinary C.4.3.2.S C 
LPHW layouls C ross·disciplinary C.4.3.3 C 
Chilled water layouts C ross·discip~nary C.4.4.3 C 
Ho1 water schematics C 
Boiler house layouts C 
ross·disciplinary C.4.S.2.4 C 
ross-disciplinary C.4.9.3 C 
HV single line diagram C ross·disciplinary C.S.2.1.2 C 
HV sub station GAs C ross-disciplinary C.S.2.1.2 C 
HV switch gear GAs C ross·disciplinary C.S.2.1.2 C 
HV transformer GAs C ross-discipllnary C.S.2.1.2 C 
LV single line diagram C ross·disciplinary C.S.2.2.2 C 
LV sub station GAs C ross·discipllnary C.S.2.2.2 C 
._____________ _ ________________________________________________ ~Y_~'!'ltc_~.9.e_'!t9..~_________________________ p. 
.1.3.1.2.2 Ground Floor Planning General Arrangement Drawings Ground floor scheme GAs In 
r,?.Ss-dJ~~p.!l~!X Hg,~,~ _____ C 
Ira-disciplinary C.1.3.1.2.1 -T· 
Ira-disciplinary Upper floor planning GAs In C.1.3.1.3.2 A 
Surface features and levels C ross·disciplinary C.2.2.1.1 B 
~~~i~~.mlf!~!X ___________ ___________________ _ ____ ~_~Jrim~~~f!!P!~_L~lion~_______ le 9,Eht_ A 
~1,!~1& ___ ~p~~~~!'~..@!An'.2.!1~_~ _______________ ':-___ __ 
:.1.3.1.3.1 Upper Floor Scheme General Arrangement Drawings Architectural conceptual design E 
6.1 ___ 
-,-_. 
xtemal A.1.3.1.3 A 
Client's requirements E xtemal 6.1 A 
Structural conceptual design grid layouts Ext emal A.3.3.1.2 A 
Upper floor primary steelwork layouts C ross-disciplinary C.3.3.12.1.3 A 
Upper floor spatial co-ordination GAs In tra-disciplinary C.1.3.1.3.2 A 
Above ground drainage schematics C ross-olSCillinary C.4.11.2.3 C 
AClventilation layouts C ross-disciplinary C.4.2.3 6 
LPHW schematics C ross-disciplinary C.4.3.2.S C 
LPHW layouts C ross·disciplinary C.4.3.3 C 
Chilled water layouts C ross·disciplinary C.4.4.3 C 
Ho1 water schematics C ross-disciplinary C.4.S.2.4 C 
Bdler house layouts C ross·dlsciplinary C.4.9.3 C 
HV single line diagram C ross-disciplinary C.S.2.1.2 C 
HV sub slation GAs C ross·disciplinary C.S.2.1.2 C 
HV swilch gear GAs C ross·disciplinary C.S.2.1.2 C 
HV transformer GAs C ross·disciplinary C.S.2.1.2 C 
lV single line diagram C ross·disciplinary C.S.2.2.2 C 
LV sub slalion GAs C ross·disciplinary C.S.2.2.2 C 
. _________ ~:------------------------------------------______________ ~y_~~~m~~c§.~ _______________________ le 
C.l.3.1.3.2 Upper Floor Planning General Arrangement Drawings Upper floor scheme GAs In 
r,2.S_s;~l~~.E!lf!~!X 9,g,~J __ C 
tra·disciplinary C.1.3.1.3.1 -p;. 
!r~.:~l~~p!!!,_,!ry_ ___________ ______________________________________ ~!..O!!..n_~!L~_~L~~ll!Q.§~ ____________ !f! 9,J,!,lJ,~ __ -~-~j~~+:.(--~~-~~e~~ ~~~~!'1~J~gement-6raW;ngs------------- ~iiIi!CiUraiC~tuai des~--- Ext 6.1 'A"-. --emal--- A.1.3Ti----
Clienfs requirements E xtemal S.1 A 
emal Structural conceptual design grid layouts Ex! A.3.3.1.2 A 
~~:~----+~~~~~~~~~==~~~--------------~~L2~~pl~an~S~&~e~le~~ions C C.l.3.1.4.2 Roof Planning General Arrangement Drawings ~~me GAs in 
Town planning details In 
r~t.~~9l.!l.f!~ f S.7.1 S 
tra-disciplinary C.1.3.1.4.1 A 
Ira-disciplinary C.1.2.3 A 
Ground floor planning GAs In Ira·discip(nary C.l.lI.2.2 A 
Upper floor planning GAs In tra-disciplinary C.1.3.1.3.2 A 
Facade access system details In Ira·disciplinary C.I.6.S S 
Roof primary members locations C ross·disciplinary C.3.3.1.1 A 
Above ground drainage schematics C ross-disciplinary C.4.11.2.3 S 
~ ____ ~ ___________ ~~ ________________________________ ~ _____ ~p.Iy!l,!lJ~~!~~IlL~2~~_~ ________________ le 
Q;1'!~1:?. _____ B~~pll!g_§~S!j.?_~~§~~!l~~!Ar!~.!1Jl~I,!l~~f!ts _________________ ~ ____ : ___ ~ ____________________________ : __ 
r,2.S_~~l~pJl~~!X C.4.2.3 ~ 
-----.. 
E:::'-::::::' 
Appendix VII 
3Ts:r----- SUTld1ngSeCiiO'nSsdlemeGeneral Afrangem7niS"15rawTrigs-------------- ArcKIi;ciuraiconCePtuaideSlg-n------------------ 'Extiniai----- )iT.iT5"----- --A' 
Building regulations E~emal B.l A 
Client's requirements External B.l A 
Structural conceptual design grid layouts External A.3.3.1.2 A 
Ceilings GAs (LEVELS ONLy) k1tra-disciplinary C. 1.7. 1 A 
fJbr:J/e ground drainage schematics Cross-disciplinary C.4.11.2.3 B 
AC/ventilalion lavouts 
_ f.!9..S.!:EJ~.!iI!~~ C.4.2.3 B 
.3.1.5.2 Building Section Planning General Arrangement Drawings Building sections scheme G.6s 1nl ra-disciplinary C. 1.3:1.5. 1 A 
Ground floor planning GAs Intra-disciplinary C. 1.3. 1.2.2 A 
Upper floor planning GAs Intra-disciplinary C. 1.3.1 .3.2 B 
Roof planning GAs Inlra-disciplinary C.l.3.1.4.2 B 
Bracing section calCIJlations Cr~jll~~'p'linary C.3.3.1.1 B 
,3.1~,---- 8uil~~!!.~~~.§..~~~al Ar~~~g!l!!!~~ B.l 
.3.1.6.1 Building Elevation Scheme General Arrangement Drawings ArchHectural conceptual design External A.l.3.1.6 A 
Bullding regulations External 6.1 B 
Client's requirements External B.l A 
~EievatiOn Planning -aeneralAirangenienii:Tr'aWTiigS- !~~.E!iinning d~J~~_s ___ !Qt~~l~9PJ~_~ry_ £gL-_ r--~-Tf.6.2---- ~~leVations scheme GAs Intra-disciplin ary C.l.3.1.6.1 A 
Ground floor planning GAs Intra-disciplinary C. 1.3. 1.2.2 A 
Upper floor planning GAs Intra-disciplinary C.l .3.1.3.2 A 
Roof planning GAs Intra-disciplinary C. 1.3. 1 .4.2 A 
Building sections planning GAs Intra-disciplinary C.l.3.1.5.2 A 
External walls assembly details Intra-disciplinary C.l.4.1 A 
Above ground drainage schematics Cross-disciplinary C,4.11.2.3 A 
10::------------------------------------------ ~1y~,!lj~~!~_fl.!i9~ ________________ ~L~~~:~~£l.E!1!l~rx. C,4.2.3 A i:a:r------ Primary Elements Layouts (structural) Manufacturer's information External ii.r---------- -T 
Octupancy information External B.l A 
Security requirements External B.l C 
Ground floor planning GAs Intra-disciplinary C. 1.3. 1.2.2 A 
Upper floor planning GAs Intra-disciplinary C.l.3.1.3.2 A 
Roof planning GAs Intra-disciplinary C.l .3. 1,4.2 A 
Building sections planning GAs Intra-disciplinary C.l.3.1.5.2 A 
-
l}uilding elev'!tions pla..n..nJ!l.a§...As !Q1!'ii.:~l~Siplinary:,_ £1&!~~_ f-~ 1.3.3 Primary Elements Assembly Details (structural) Ground floor planning GAs Intra-disciplinary C. 1.3. 1.2.2 A 
Upper fbor planning GAs Intra-disciplinary C.l.3.1.3.2 A 
Roof planning GAs Intra-disciplinary C.1.3.1.4.2 A 
Building sections planning GAs Intra-disciplinary C.l .3.1.5.2 A 
Building elevations planning GAs Intra-disciplinary C.1.3.1.6.2 B 
Prim~ elements lal~ Intra-di~9P.!!!'!ry C.l.3.2 A 
.1.3.5 Primary Elements Specifications (outline specification) Ground floor plannirg GAs Intra-disciplinary C.1.3.1.2.2 A 
Upper floor planning GAs Inlra-discipli nary C.l .3.1.3.2 A 
Roof planning GAs Intra-disciplinary C.l.3.1.4.2 A 
Building sections planning GAs Intra-disciplinary C.l .3.1.5.2 A 
Building elevations planning GAs Inlra-disciplinary C.l.3.1.6.2 A 
Primary elements layouts Intra-disciplinary C.l.3.2 A 
~rin:!~~_~~~~~ aS~~!!l~~~~t _________ JD1!~l~9PJ~_'!rx._ 9,Jl,L ___ J __ Ir-:::~-:::-_ ~~~!I]!lf~i!ff!]!s}ii!::-.:.:::__=:.._:__=::=_-.: __________________ B.1 
.1.4.1 External Walls Assembly Details ManufaCt'UrSr'sTri't(irmatiOO-------------------- E-xte'Tnai----- B:r----- T 
Building elevations planning GAs Intra-disciplinary C.l.3.1.6.2 A 
Cladding details Intra-disciplinary C.l.4.2 A 
Roof details Intra-disciplinary C.l.6.1 A 
-------------------------------------------------------
~~_~JI.~~~§~ _________________ f!~~91~~.P.Jlfl~!)!. 9,~J,L ____ A :'i:4r--- External Walls Details (Facade Design) Architectural conceptual design External A.1A.2 -A-
Mesh Material information External B.l A 
Roof spatial ccrordination GAs Intra-disciplinary C.l.3.1,4.2 A 
Building sections spatial ccrordination GAs Intra-discip~inary C.l .3.1.5.2 A 
Building elevations spatial ccrordination GAs Intra-disciplinary C.1.3.1.6.2 A 
External wall assembly details Intra-disciplinary C.l.4.1 A 
-
External wall finishes !Q1!'a-dis~pl~_'!Y __ C.l.4.3 ,-+ 
;.1.4.3 External Walls Finishes Acoustics SUIVe;. External ii.-l--- B 
Manufacturer's information External B.1 A 
Cladding details Intra-disciplinary C.1.4.2 A 
External wall details Intr!t;~i~p'liQ.~ C.l.4.2 A 
:;.1.4.4 External Walls Outline Specifications External wall assembly details Intra-disciplinary C.l.4.1 A 
Cladding details Intra·disciplinary C.1.4.2 A 
External wall detalls Intra-disciplinary C.l.4.2 A 
External wall finishes Intr!tji~9P'lin!r.Y.... C.l.4.3 A 
:::.1.4.5 Window & Louvre Scheme Design EXtemaiiniormation requirements External ii.1- A 
Extent of Ground Floor Intra-disciplinary C.l.3.1.2.2 A 
Extent of Upper Floor Intra-disciplinary C.1.3.1.3.2 A 
Extenl of Roof Intra-disciplinary C.l.3.1.4.2 A 
Building sections GAs Intra-disciplinary C. 1.3. 1.5. 1 A 
Building elevations GAs Intra-disciplinary C.l.3.1.6.1 A 
---------- -------.------------------------------------------
g!~Q9l'2g_~~~_~~_sjg!l..L".!9!!!l~ll~ ___________ f!,2.S_s.:!!i~~.P.!l'l~!)!. £~J,L ____ -~ C.1.5 ~n_~_'!l_I!,I_!~~!_P!~!s.I!.. ____________________________________________ :---------------------------------- B.l cIST-------- Internal Walls Layout Ground floor planning GAs intra.dTsdpiifiary- 6".1:3:1:2.2-- -s 
Upper floor planning GAs Intra-disci plinary C.l .3. 1.3.2 B 
-----------------------------------------------
g~!.!.~_g~!'1_~9!1~9,!l.a~!)!.~£!l!~~L*t _____________ !Q1!'!t.:~i~~.P!(rI_'!.1}' __ £l,L _____ C 
---------------
--A C.l.5.2 Internal Walls Details Architectural conceptual design External A.1.5.2 
Building regulations External 8.1 A 
Manufacturer's information External B.l A 
MovemenUexpansion joint details Intra-disciplinary C.l.3.3 E 
Internal wall assembly details Intra-discip(nary C. 1.5. 1 E 
--------- ---------------------------------
J3!!SuJ!~!!!~~19~!~p_~~.?_r!.'29!!l.?_s_~ ______ f!,2.S_~-El~~pji'l~!)!. 9J,~~ _____ L-! 
Appendix VII 
:1r3---~ internal-Wall Outline spediiiitTon--- ----- intemai';aITSassembly details -------- intia':diS"Ciiliiiiary· CI5T- --;;,-
!!2'!1~!i.!..~~s details Intra.di~~L 9,!~·2 ~-
:6 ~,2.Ofs Design - - B.l 
.6.1 Roof Details Arc:hHectural conceptual design External ;"1.6 A 
Manufacturer's information External B.l A 
Roof spatial co-ordination GAs Intra-disciplinary C.l.3.1.4.2 A 
Building sections spatial co-ordination GAs Intra-disciplinary C.1.3.1.5.2 A 
Primary elements assembly 1nl ra-disciplinary C.l.3.3 8 
--------------------------------------------------------
~£.~.EQ~_h_~I! ____________________________ !Q!!'!l.:~l~~p!~ . .'!.I}' __ £!,~:L ____ 8 
-:6:2""------ Roof Finishes Manufacturer's information External 8.1 -T 
--------
13.9.!~L~~t~~ ____________________________ !Qt~1~9Pl\rl_'!.ry __ 9,!~:1 _____ A 
1~6.3------ AOOfHgi1is-oetaits--------------- Manufacturer's information External 8.1 --X-
Roof details Intra-disciplinary C.1.6.1 8 
Roof finishes Intra-disciplinary C.l.6.2 8 
~C/venti!ation reguirements S:r~:~~9~ C.4.2.1 A 
1.6.4 Facade Access Components Manufacturer's information External S.1 8 
Roof service c»ordination GAs Intra-disciplinary C.1.3.1.4 A 
Roof details Intra-disciplinary C.l.6.1 8 
Loads from roof f!~9~~.PJ~f!rY. C.3.2.1 A [6:5-------- FacadeAa:eSs~DetaiiS~-~-~~~ .. ·····-----··-·-- Roor;e;VTce~CO:ordiiiatTOn~GiiS----~~~----- Intra-disciplinary c.;~3T4.2-- A 
Primary elements assembly Intra-disciplinary C.1.3.3 C 
External wall assembly details Intra-disciplinary C.l.4.1 8 
Facade access component details Intra-disciplinary C.1.6.4 8 
Hot water layouts Cross-disciplinary C.4.5.3 C 
----
9p'!g~!'a.!r~~L ________ £~9.E.llQ~~ 9.~M __ -..£.. 
1:6.6 Roof Design Outline Spedii.S--~ Roof detalls Intra-disciplinary C.l.6.1 A 
Roof finishes Intra-disciplinary C.l.6.2 A 
Rooflight details Intra-disciplinary C.1.6.3 8 
Facade access component details Intra-disciplinary C.l.6.4 8 
~!~.~!~.1~~!!!_~~t~~s lDtra-discip!n!!L £~.5 8 If-=:--=_ ~!l~!11ll!J~~!lg!1~ ___ 
--
- -
B.l --~-
.1.7.1 Ceilings General Arrangements -- - Ciierrt's requireme~-------------- Ne'ffiaj--- li.-l---
Finishes schedule Intra-disciplinary C.l.12.1 8 
,~ .. ---~-----~- --------.. ----------------.... ~---.... ------.. ~----------... -~- ~~11.91Q9_~~9!1§_~~.?JL~_~~t;.dj~.?J!2.I2.Q~ __ .... _~ ____ !Qt~.:gl~9P.!!!1_i!.'Y .... H!:L~L_ A 
.1.7.2 Ceilings Layouts CI'ent's requirements External 8.1 --A--
Finishes schedule Intra-disciplinary C.l.12.1 8 
Ground floor service c»ordination GAs Intra-disciplinary C.1.3.1.2.2 A 
Upper floor service c»ordination GAs Intra-disciplinary C.l.3.1.3.2 A 
Building sections service c»ordination GAs Intra-disciplinary C.1.3.1.5.2 A 
External wall assembly details lntra-discipli nary C.l.4.1 8 
Internal wall assembly details Intra-disciplinary C.1.5.1 8 
Ceilings Gas (space allocation) Intra-disciplinary C.l.7.1 A 
AC/ventilation layouts Cross-disciplinary C.4.2.3 8 
Emergency lighting layouts Cross-disciplinary C.5.3.1 8 
General lighting layouts Cross-disciplinary C.5.3.2 A 
---.-------.... ---------~--~----...... -------------------
§~.£!,~!!~g!1!~~1'Y9!!!! ______________________ f!~~9j~~.P.!~I2~~ 9,.?,!:~ _____ 8 
-.... -----.. ~-.. --
-S--
:.1.7.3 Ceilings Details Client's requirements External B.l 
External wall assembly details Intra-disciplinary C.l.4.1 8 
Internal wall assembly detailS Intra-discipl inary C.1.5.1 8 
Ceilings GAs Intra-disciplinary C.1.7.1 A 
Ceiling layouts Intra-disciplinary C.1.7.2 A 
AClventilation equipment size Cross-disciplinary C.4.2.3 8 
Emergency lighting layouts Cross-disciplinary C.5.3.1 8 
Genera/lighting luminaire selection Cross-disciplinary C.5.3.2 8 
-
_ ~_~~list ti9ll1!'!al..~ __ £~S-~~.E.llTl~ C.5.3.4 8 
:.1:7:'4----- ceilings Fi"riishes" Client's requirements External li.i-- C 
External wall assembly details Intra-disciplinary C.1.4.1 C 
Internal wall assembly detafls Intra-diso'plinary C.1.~ 1 C 
Ceilings GAs Intra-disciplinary C.l.7.1 A 
Ceiling layouts Intra-disciplinary C.l.7.2 A 
Ceilings details Intra-disciplinary C.1.7.3 8 
AC/ventilation equipment details Cross-disciplinary C.4.2.3 C 
Emergency lighting layouts Cross-discip~nary C.~al C 
General lighting IUminaire selection Cross-disciplinary C.5.3.2 C 
~alist IiQhinQlavoots Cross-d~~ C.5.3.4 C 
C.1.7.5 Ceilings CMline Specifications Ceilings GAs Intra-disciplinary 1:.1.7.1 A 
Ceiling layouts Intra-disdplinary C.l.7.2 A 
Ceilings details Intra-disciplinary C.1.7.3 8 
0.;:8---------- ~[~_!~~i!:~~~J9..'l_::=_..:::::::::::::::=__-=--=--..::_..::=_..:=: 
g~l~Q9_~Q~~_~L __ ... _________ .. ____________ !Tl!!'~.:gl~~pl~.i!.1J'..... 9c!,r.,~ ___ --~-
:---------- B.l .c.T8T------- Stairs & Ramps Layouts Art'tiliectur;'iconcepiUaideslgn----.. ·----.. - External lm------- -X 
Occupancy information External 8.1 A 
Regulations External 8.1 A 
.,-----------------------------
Finishes schedule !Q!!'~.:g!!~pJ~_i!.I}'_ C.l.12.1 C 0.1:8:2---- Stairs & Ramps Details ATCh-liciuraiconcEijliuaidEislg-n----------- External A.1T------ --A 
Stairs/ramps layouts Intra-disdplinary C.l.B.l A 
_ §!.r.!:!.g~~ stairca_se sP..B.Picat!9"s fross-dis~'p.!!.~~~ 9,3.4.~ A 
C.l.8.3 Stair Finishes (OUTLlN-E) Manufacture~s information External 6.1 8 
Regulations External 8.1 A 
Finishes schedule Intra-disdplinary C.l.12.1 8 
§!'~Lr¥!!TP_s_~~J~fl_s ____ ... _____ • ___ !1!!.T£ljl~~pli!1.'!I}' __ 9c!,~:~ ___ E C.1.a:4-------- Stair rRanipOutline-si;eCiiications----··~----.. -------·· .. --- Stairs/ramps layouts Intra-disciplinary C.1.B.l --1 
Stairs/rarnps details Intra-disciplinary C.tB.2 E 
§l~~.!!Tli~~_~~.9_~t~ll~ ___________ ._ ...... _____ .. _____ .~ !~1!E.:gl~~pl!!' .. '!ry __ £.j.:~~~ .... ~ ____ 
--! 
Appendix VII 
------- ------------------------------ ------~ Door & Ironmongery Design Building regulations External 6.1 A 
Arcllltectural Conceptual design External A.l.9 A 
External wall types and sizes 1nl ra-disciplinary C.1.4.1 A 
Internal wall'!y~ a~~es ~ntr!l~p~_ ~,5.1 A __ 
10 '!Y.1!1_~~!!!..~_g!'!!!~H~.1!~!~:..~~_P!!!i!! - 6.1 10:;---- ~.!!1~_~~_t~1~~_9~~~~~_~f~~~'!.!~.!'J~ _______________________ F;,--------------------------------- !lL. ___ -"6-10:1:1"----- Windows Components Acoustics survey Externar--- 6.1 
Client's requirements External 6.1 A 
Building regulations External 6.1 6 
Town planning details Intra-disciplinary C.1.2.3 A 
External walls details Intra-disciplinary C.l.4.2 A 
-----------.---------------------------
~ry!Il~I~lLC!.'2!£.hJ~.'!)~L':! ______________________ 9!~~!!!~~.P.!L'2~~ 9..j,g,~~ _____ A 
10:1:2---- Glazed Door/Screen Components Acoustics survey External 6.1 --if-
Town planning de-tails Ittra-diScip'inary C.1.2.3 A 
~_':!~_~EI~lion es.l!.ip~~n.!.~~~~ils £~~~:dJ~£Il!!~~ C.4.2.3 C ToT------ WindoWi-fGiaied Door/S-creenDefaTls-- Manufacturer's inlormation I~xtemal S.1 A-
External wall assembly details fra.diSciPlinalY C.1.4.1 A 
Unlel schedules Intra-disciplinary C.l.9 C 
Elevation trimmer section details Cross-di~,~~ C.3.4.1 6 
.10.4 Windows & Glazed Door/Screen Outline Spedlications Windows cOmpo;i'6riiS-- Ini'r8:(fiSCiplinary (;.1.10.1.1 6 
Louvres components Intra-disciplinary C.1.10.1.2 6 
Louvres details intra-disciplinary C.l.l0.2 6 
~!,do~_~~ll!iL ___ ._- ~Qtr~;~l~9Pl~_f!.ry_ C.l.l0.2 6 ~1 FI~.tu'!!!!~'!.9!~.!'Jgn - 8.;-------- -,-
.11.3 Sanitary Fittings Design Building regulations Extemal 6.1 6 
Ground lIoor GAs Intra-disciplin ary C.l.3.1.2 A 
Upper floor GAs intra-disciplinary C.1.3.1.3 A 
---
~l!,!~~~!_c!~~~form~~ _______ !Qtr~.:~i~9Pl~i!.ry_ C.l.5.2 --~-
.11.4 Storage Fittings Design Client's requirements External 6.1-------
Ground floor GAs Intra-disciplinary C.l.3.1.2.2 A 
---_._-------- ._---_ .. _-_._---_._--_ .. _-_ .... _--_ .. _----------------._-
~pp_~1J!!?Sl!_g~ _______ • ________________ !r.!!!'2.:~i~~p!tt!.i!ry __ 9Jd.!,.~L --~--1.12 ~!~L~~!!J_~!!!.ill!!.. ______________________________ 
- -
6.1 
-,--i:12.1---- Finishes Schedule Ai-CtiiiectijraiC'oncePtiiild;isign-------------- Extemar---- ;':;:;2"--- A 
External wall assembly details Intra-disciplinary C.l.4.1 6 
External wan details Intra-disciplinary C.l.4.2 6 
Internal wan assembly details Intra-disciplinary C.l.5.1 6 
Internal wall details Intra-disciplinary C.l.5.2 6 
Rool finishes Intra-disciplinary C.1.6.2 C 
Ceiling finishes Intra-disciplinary C.1.7.4 6 
---------------------------
Stair finishes details l~tra-di~~.!1L ga.3 6 1:12.2"---- Floor Finishes Layout ArChhectlifilconceptual design External A.l.12 i 
Ground floor GAs intra-disciplinary C.l.3.1.2.2 A 
Upper lloor GAs Intra-disciplinary C.1.3.1.3.2 A 
RooIGAs ~ntra-di~£iE.!!!l~ C.1.3.1.4.2 C 
[13 ~j!E.!'J~~.?_~_~!:~_'1I!£!~!!!.P!~!Sm ____________ r-- . !I.l i:13:4"---- ~~~9J£3.P..~.Q~2iq~ _____________________________________________ • ___ 6.1 
m:4T----- Landscape General Arrangement Arciiitecturaiconceptuaide"ilgn------------ Eifemar---- ;':,:13--- -i-· 
Manulacture~s information External 6.1 C 
Ground lloor scheme Gas Intra-disciplinary C.1.3.12.1 A 
Uppe r floor scheme GAs Intra-discipli nary C.l.3.1.3.1 C 
Roof scheme GAs Intra-disciplinary C.1.3.1.4.1 C 
Building sections scheme GAs Intra-disciplinary C.l.3.1.5.1 6 
, ~~!fi~~~~~~~.!£i1~~§f's !~;~i~!ry_ 9':!"!!&1 __ 6 
.1.13.4.2 landscape layout Architectural conceptual design External 6.1 -T 
Manufacture~s information External 6.1 C 
landscape GAs Intra-disciplinary C.1.13.4.1 A 
Roof scheme Information GAs Intra-disciplinary C.1.3.1.4.1 C 
Building sections scheme Information GAs Intra-discipl inary c.1.a 1.~ 1 6 
~l1£l~9~~ons scheme information Gfs Intra-dl~p~ C.q.l.6.1 6 
:.1.13.4.4 Landscape Schedule landscape GAs Intra-disciplinary C.l.13.4.1 A-
T:"'-------------------------------------------------- 1!I.!1_c!~S'!e~_I,!i.Y..~l!ts ____________________________ J11!r2;~l~~P.!!!'_l!ry_ 9,1J~~,~- A 
:.;:13:4:5"---- ,--\--Landscape Outline Specilications landscape GAs Intra-disciplinary C.1.13.4.1 A 
landscape layouts Intra-disciplinary C.1.1l4.2 A 
landscaP<l schedules Intra-disciplinary C.l.13.4.4 C 
~.2 ' ';;"'3/(:: " ~!VIL_§"NllINE~~l!I_G D~SlGN "~~,-:,/,<,, .. '" .( <- - j., 6.1 'c. 
:.2.2 ~Lt,!I_~~!~_P.!l!!s.~ _________________ • _________________ 
-
6.1 
;'2~2~f-----·- ~y.!Y~~~~~~!m! _____________________________ -------------------------------------- -------------- ~F:-.:--~::. -----f-,-. :'21:1:1--- Site Topography & Services Drawings Eilsting-clieni'i'riteirrnaUoo"Oristte--------- Externr----- A 
Hist.2!Y_ct~ite External 6.1 A 
;'2T1-.2--- Drainage Survey Drawings Existing client inlormation on site External 6.1 A 
History of site External 6.1 A 
-------------------
~y!!.~.!~21~!~~_~£lJ~.Y..~t __________________ !~!!'2;~l~~p!!!'!IJ' __ 9,~,gJ,!... ____ A 52:2.(3----- Ground InVeStigatiOn Reports Existing client information on s~e External al --X 
History of site External 6.1 A 
Column loads from conceptual design External A.2.2.1.3 6 
Column loads Intra-disciplinary C.3.2.1 6 
Proposed area usage Cross-disciplinary C.l.2.2 6 
Site setting out Cross·discip~nary C.1.~2 C 
Site boundaries Intra-disciplinary C.2.2.1.1 C 
Surface features and levels Intra-disciplinary C.2.2.1.1 6 
-------------- -------------------_._-----------------------------------------
~~l~~r.!~L~~aj~!l.n.~!~!l~ ____________________________ !~!!'2.:9i~~pl!!'_'!.1}' __ 93,g,!,l. ___ 6 
.2.2.2 Enabling Work Design External information requirements External 6.1 -;; 
Conceptual design Information External A.2.2.2 A 
Site layout design information Cross-disciplinary C.1.2.2 A 
2:3"----
~ :ir-----
:i:1:'r------
.3.1.1.1 
~.3.1.1.2 
------2.3.1.1.3 
.3.1.1.4 
,!,!1 _____ = 
.3.1.4.1 
3T4"r-----
·.2 
:2 .3.1.4.2.1 
;:-2-
.lt4.iT--
.3.1.4.2.3 
----.. -.-----
.3.1.4.2.4 
-_.---------
.3.1.4.3 
.3.2 Tfr-------
Appendix VII 
Site survey Information 
External walks design information 
Ground water levels 
Topsoil depth 
Prim~!l..sl~l'!".£r!t_L~q~!.!~~~_~~tions 
Eartli'WoTkS" Design Conceptual design Information 
Site layout design Information 
Site survey information 
Topsoil depth 
Contamination details 
Ground water levels 
Soil properties 
§~~I wOfks ~;;19~.!..~~ll2~ 
---~~k:.~t'! .. ~!~_~-!!i~ -
~!?~!L~'!~2~1'_~~_sj9~ ____ • _____________ • _________________________ 
.-------------------------------'=l!~££l~,!l_~l> Design 
CciJmn Casing Design Fire casing requirements ---
Conceptual design Infonnatlon 
g.2!~~~_~i!t,!!ls 
---pile-Design Trial pile data 
Conceptual design Information 
Stabnity element loads 
Existing drainage runs 
Soil properties 
Ground-bearing floor ground beam loads 
Suspended ground floor ground beam loads 
Underground services site details 
Structural grid positions 
-
PUe ~~2.'2g 
Pile Cap Design Ground-bearing floor ground beam GAs 
Suspended ground floor ground beam GAs 
Ground-bearing floor ground beam RC requirements 
Ground-bearing floor ground beam construction details 
Ground-bearing floor/ground beam RC interlaces 
Suspended ground floor ground beam RC requirements 
Suspended ground floor/ground beam RC interlaces 
Suspended ground floor ground beam construction det 
T~aI ~~!?er of p~~~ 
Pile Foundation Specifications Capacity of foundations 
Pile posllion and number 
Pile schedules 
Pile cap construction details 
Pile cap RC details 
~~mn casing details 
~~E_E.9Y..'!q~~!l!lJ-2.~~~n _____ ._. ___________________ . ____ ... 
---.----.... ----.----... -----.. ---.. --------Column Casing Design COnceptual design Information 
Pad calaJlations 
Column sizes 
~~~f~i:gn--------·-----·-·----·-----··-----·----·-·---·.--- . --------------------------------------
Pad Calculations Conceptual design Information 
Existing drainage runs 
Ground water levels 
Soil properties 
Ground-bearing floor ground beam loads 
Suspended ground floor ground beam loads 
Und_~¥~.'2t~~iCS!.'2!~_ground details 
Pad Layouts Pad calculations 
Column sizes 
--- -----.. ----Pad Genera! Arrangement Details Pad calcuiations 
Pad foundation layouts 
Holding down bolt details 
Column sizes 
---_ .. _----------------------------------------_._--_.--
~1l!J_p!~t~~!l1~ll~. ________ • _________________ 
Pad RC Details Pad calculations 
Pad foundation layouts 
Pad RC layouts 
Holding down bolt details 
Column sizes 
----------------------_ .. --------------.---------_.-----
~1l!J_p!'!t~~!J1~~~ ____ • ______________________ 
Pad Foundation Specifications Pad: column casing details 
Pad calculations 
Pad GAs dotajls 
Pad foundation layouts 
Pad_~~.details 
~!p.Y~n..~.fJP2!.§!~~.g~~!9!:! _______________________ • _____ • ______ Fr,----------------------------------Ground-Bearing Floor Slab Design Externai infonnation requirements 
Conceptual design information 
Finishes information 
Ground floor GAs 
External wall design information 
Internal wall design information 
Site survey information 
Pile foundation design information 
Pad foundation design information 
Intra-disciplinary C.2.2.1.1 6 
Intra-discip~nary C.~~l A 
1nl ra-disciplinary C.2.2.1.3 A 
Intra-disciplinary C.2.2.t3 A 
p!2,.Ss·dl~~~~Il~!l. C.3.3.1.1 r+. External A.2T3--
Cross-disciplinary C.l.2.2 A 
Intra-disciplinary C.2.2.1.1 A 
1nl ra-disciplinary C.2.2.t3 A 
Intra-disciplinary C.2.2.t3 A 
Intra-disciplinary C.2.2.t3 A 
Intra-disciplinary C.2.2.1.3 A 
~ntra.diS£iB!Ln_,!rr... f~,?"! __ 2_ 
6.1 
&1 
-.--------- ----&1--------
~em~--- S.l C-
External A.U.l.l A 
!~a·di~Sipl!!1_'!.ry_ C.3.3.t2.tl 6 
External ar----- --ii-
Extemal A.2.3.1.1 A 
Cross-disciplinary C.3.2.3 C 
Intra-disciplinary C.2.2.1.2 C 
Inlra-disciplinary C.2.2.1.3 A 
Intra-disciplinary C.2.3.2.1 6 
Inlra-disciplinary C.2.3.2.2 6 
Intra-disciplinary C.2.4.1 C 
Cross-disciplinary C.3.3.1.1 6 
Intr!lj!~~~ C.2.3.tt3 A 
Intra-disciplinary C.2.3.2.1 A 
Inlra-disciplinary C.2.3.2.2 A 
Intra-disciplinary C.2.3.2.1 C 
Intra-disciplinary C.2.3.2.1 C 
Intra-disciplinary C.2.3.2.1 C 
lntra-disciplinary C.2.3.2.2 6 
Intra-disciplinary C.2.3.2.2 8 
Intra-disciplinary C.2.3.2.2 6 
Intra-dis£lP.!L~~ C.2.3.1.1.2 A 
Intra-disciplinary lfii 1.1.2 6 
Intra-disciplinary C.2.3.H2 6 
Intra-disciplinary C.2.3.1.1.2 A 
Intra-disciplinary C.2.3.1.1.3 A 
Intra-disCiplinary C.2.3.1.1.3 A 
~ntra-discip,l!!1_Cl'Y... C.2.3.1.1.1 6 
.-.. --------. 
E ________ 
T External A.2.3.1.4 
Intra-disciplinary C.2.3.t4.2.1 A 
9!~~91~~.P.!L~~!X. C.3.3.1.1 --~--. E:=::: 
----.---- T· External A.2~.1.4 
Inlra-disciplinary C.2.2.1.2 A 
Intra-disciplinary C.2.2.t3 A 
Intra-disciplinary C.2.2.t3 A 
lnlra-disciplinary C.2.3.2.1 A 
Intra-disciplinary C.2.3.2.2 A 
Intra-dL~9P~_ C.2.4.1 6 
Intra-disciplinary C.2.3.t4.2.1 A 
9!£.Ss-di~£i'p'!~~ C.3.l1.1 --~-Intra-disciplinary cIaT.4".2T A 
Inlra-disciplinary C.2.3.t4.2.2 6 
Intra-disciplinary C.2.3.2.2 6 
Cross-disciplinary C.3.3.1.1 6 
9..~~-.2!~~.P.!L!l~!X. £~&!,~~---- 6 
Intra-disciplinary C.2.3.t4.2.1 -p,-
Intra-disciplinary C.2.3.1.4.2.2 6 
Intra-disciplinary C.2.3.t4.2.3 6 
Intra-disciplinary C.2.3.2.2 A 
Cross-disciplinary C.3.3.1.1 A 
.9!~:~~EiP..~I!!! £§,~,L~ ____ A 
Intra-disciplinary C.2.3.1.4.1 --S-
Intra-disciplinary C.2.3.1.4.2.1 6 
Intra-disciplinary C.2.3.1.4.2.3 C 
Inlra-disciplinary C.2.3.1.4.2.2 C 
~ntra-dis£ip'!~_'!!L ~,2·3.1.i~ 6 
6.1 -:-Exteriiar----- &r-------- C 
External A.2~.2.1 A 
Cross-discipUnary C.t12.1 6 
Cross-disciplinary C.l.3.t2.1 A 
Cross-disciplinary C.l.4.2 6 
Cross-disdplinary C.tS.2 A 
Intra-disciplinary C.2.2.1.1 A 
Intra-disciplinary C.2.3.1.1.2 C 
Intra-disciplinary C.2.3.t4.2 C 
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Ground·bearing floor design information Intra·disciplinary C.2.3.2.2 A 
SHe SUlVey information Intra·disciplinary C.2A.2 A 
External works design information Intra·disciplinary C.2.5.t C 
Primary structural loading information Cross·disciplinary C.3.2.1 C 
Pn'mary steelwork loads, sizes & locations Intra· disciplinary C.3.3.1.1 C 
Above ground drainage layout design information Cross·disciplinary CA.l1.3.3 C 
AClventilation system layout design information Cross·disciplinary C.4.2.3 C 
LPHW system layout design information Cross·disciplinary C.4.3.3 C 
Chilled water system layout design Informal1on Cross· disciplinary CAA.3 C 
Hot water system layout design information Cross·disciplinary C.4.5.3 C 
Cold water system layout design information Cross·disciplinary C.4.5.5 C 
Boiler plant layout design information Cross·disciplinary CA.9.3 C 
HV system layout design information Cross·disciplinary C.5.2.1.2 C 
LV system layout design information Cross·disciplinary C.5.2.2.2 C 
Bectricai conduft design information Cross·disciplinary C.5.2.3.1 C 
~~~_~ __ ~~ __ ~~~ __ ~~~~~~~~~~_~~~~~~~~_~_~~~~~_~~~_~_~~~_~~ ____ w T~~~L'!9J~:t~~~L~~~![121~t~~~J!2!L _________________ P"r:2,S_s:!'l~~.pJLI2~!I. 9.:p.:g&.~_ ~_9_ 
~.3.2.2 Suspended Ground Floor Slab Design Conceptual design Infonnatlon External A.2.3.2.2 A 
Finishes information Cross·disciplinary C.l.12.1 B 
Building elevations GAs CrOSS-disciplinary C.1.3.1.e.1 C 
Primary elements layout information Cross·disciplinary C.l.3.2 A 
External wall design information Cross·disciplinary C.1A.2 B 
Internal wall design information Cross·disciplinary C.1.5.2 A 
Site SUlVey information Intra·disciplinary C.2.2.1.1 B 
Pile foundation design information Intra·disciplinary C.2.3.1.1.2 B 
Pad foundation design information Intra·disciplinary C.2.3.1A.2.3 B 
Below ground drainage system design information Intra-disciplinary C.2.4.2 C 
Primary Structural loading information Cross-disciplinary C.3.2.1 C 
Primary steelwork loads, sizes & locations Cross·disciplinary C.3.3.1.1 C 
Above ground drainage layout design information Cross-disciplinary CA.tl.3.1 B 
AClvenll1ation system layout des;gn information Cross-disciplinary CA.2.3 C 
LPHW system layout design information Cross·disciplinary CA.3.3 C 
Chilled water system layout design Information Cross-disciplinary C.4A.3 C 
Hot water system layout design Information Cross-disciplinary CA.5.3 C 
Cold water system layout design information Cross-disciplinary C,4,5.5 C 
Boiler plant layout des;gn information Cross-disciplinary C.4.9.3 C 
HV system layout design information Cross-discipl1nary C.5.2.1.2 C 
Electrical conduit design information Cross-disciplinary C.5.2.3.1 C 
w ________ ~~_--------------------------- T!!!~~_'!9.!:t2!!L~~~!.qnjnf0f.!TIJ!.!Lon 9!..~~dplina!X. 9.:p.2.3.2 C 
2.3.3 Retaining Walls Design External information requirements External B.l C 
Conceptual design infonnatlon External A.2.3.3 A 
SHe system design information Intra-disciplinary C.1.2.2 C 
Primary elements assembly information Cross-disciplinary C.l.3.3 C 
Internal wall design Information CrOSS-disciplinary C.1.5.2 C 
SHe survey information Intra·dlsciplinary C.2.2.1.1 A 
Below ground drainage system design information Intra·disciplinary C2A.2 B 
• ___________ w ___________________________________________________ s&~~~L~_~rkJ:Jl,!!pl9~ inf~!T_~~~ _____ .__ !Q~~epl~_~L f.:?.:~~L- _ A 
:!L ______ ~.!1_~!!9~_I2~_~!!!!£!S D.!'_!!.Iar! __________________ w ____ ~_w ____ : ___________________________________ : __________ w __ ~:1_________ __ 
.2.4.1 Underground Co-ordinated SelVices Design Conceptual design InfonnatJon External A.2A.l A 
SHe layout design information Intra-disciplinary C.l.2.2 A 
Site SUlVey information Intra-disciplinary C.2.2.1.1 A 
Below ground drainage system deSign information Intra·disciplinary C.2A.2 A 
External works design information Intra-disciplinary C.2.S.1 B 
PDove ground drainage layout design information Cross-disdplinary C.4.11.3.3 B 
AClventilation system layout design information Cross·disciplinary CA.2.3 C 
LPHW system layout design Information Cross-disciplinary C.4.3.3 C 
Chilled water system layout design information CrOSS-disciplinary C.4.4.3 C 
Hot water system layout design information Cross-disciplinary CA.5.3 C 
Cold water system layout design information Cross-disciplinary C.4.5.S C 
c;;-",.---f;;o:======---'::----------------.-- ~Y..~~rn~l~~~~~!aT!.lQt~~~!!9.!l ______________ 9!s!'s!'!1l~2Eilna!X. 9.:§.!g1~ _____ r--9-
;.204.2 Below Ground Drainage Design External information requirements External B.l B 
Conceptual design infonnatlon External A.2.4.2 A 
Sanitary fittings specification information Cross·disciplinary C.1.1t.3 C 
SHe layout design Information Cross-discipllnary C.l.2.2 A 
Site SUlVey information Intra·disciplinary C.2.2.1.1 B 
Pile foundation design information Intra·disciplinary C.2.3.1.1.2 B 
Pad foundation design information Intra·disciplinary C.2.3.1A.2.3 B 
Ground-bearing floor design Information Intra-disciplinary C.2.3.2.1 C 
Underground selVices design information Intra·disdplinary C.2A.l B 
External works design information Intra-disciplinary C.2.5.1 B 
• _____________________________________ w ___________ w _____ ~~!lI..T9.!_!.I2~.!!B:!~~9!Pl.e!_~~~s ~~L~i! ___________ Q~C!~:.~~9.Pi!12~!X.. Q:!Ht~~~__ __~_ 
9_.2,5 Extem,' Wori<s ~~g~ - __ ",B.,' ____ -+,.." 
C.2.5. 1 External WorKs Layout Design Drainage philosophy Extemal B.l B 
External work requirements External B.1 A 
Fencing requirements External B.l B 
Site furniture requirements External B.1 B 
Underground selVices above ground details Intra-disciplinary C.2A.1 B 
Site setting out CrOSS-disciplinary C.1.2.2 A 
Retaining wall details Intra-disciplinary C.2.3.3 A 
C.3 STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING DESIGN C, ' 
~~1~r------ ~r~~~~~i~~~~~fw~tr~:~!'.L---------w-------~------ fx1em~"Triforma-lio-n -req-uirem:~.::nl::s -------- i~xt::e::m::a;-, ---jB~B:7;----+-B 
Conceptual load calculation External A.3.2.1 A 
Finishes information Cross-disciplinary C.1.12.1 A 
Site layout scheme design information Cross-disciplinary C.1.2.2 A 
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Cladding system schemem design information Cross-disciplinary C.1.4.2 B 
Internal wall schemem design information Cross·disciplinary C,I.5.2 B 
Roof schememe design information Cross·disciplinary C.l.6.1 A 
Ground-bearing floor schemem design information Cross-disciplinary C.2.3.2.1 A 
Suspended ground floor schemern design information Cross-disciplinary C.2.3.2.2 A 
Primary steelwork loads, sizes & locations Intra·disciplinary C.3.3.1.1 A 
Primary steelwork layout design Information Inlra·disciplinary C.3.3.1.2.1.' A 
Cladding support design Information Intra-disciplinary C.3.4.1 B 
AC/ventilation system layout scheme design [n!annalio Cross-disciplinary C.4.2.3 C 
:2~2----- StructurairoacH5rawlngs.----------------------------------____ MM. ~~!~lf~f~~~~~~~~uTr~~~~~t~~I!)!ilL~~--------- ~~~~~~~?.ml~~ ~.f.:gJ~~----- --~-
Conceptual load drawings External A.3.2.2 A 
Roof GAs Cross-disciplinary C.1.3.1.4.1 A 
Building sections GAs Cross-disciplinary C.l.3.l.S.l B 
Building elevations G.As Cross-disciplinary C.1.3.l.S.l B 
Roof design infonnation CrOSS-disciplinary C.l.6.l A 
Structural loading infonnation Intra-disciplinary C.3.2.1 A 
""::-__ -t;;=====~--------------fL;-oa:"'d:::-7be~~~ign inf0f!l1~!ion Cross-di~.Elinary Q.,?4.4 A 
1.2.3 OVerall Stability Check Loads from roof Intra-disciplinary C.3.2.l B-
Wind loads on structure Intra-disciplinary C.3.2.1 A 
Column loads Intra-disciplinary C.3.2.1 A 
Loads from plant room floor Intra-disciplinary C.3.2.1 A 
. _____________________________________________________________ ~~9~11'!'_~Q..0!].:p!'!~l!IP2!§ _____________________ ~!i.:~l~pl!!'_!!.ry_ 9.:~.:?:.1___ ~ __ 
~.:! ____________ ~rL'!!__ry_~!~~~!!!£.I!.I!1_I!.P..~!!9~ ______________________________________ :._____________________________________ :_____________ !!.J _________ _ 
~~~+f---~iii~~~~~~~~tm~~~cUiaiions----------------- ~emaiirifom;atiorirequrre-riie-ritS---------------- ~e-mal------- ~t-------- C--
Conceptual calculation Intonnatlon External A.3.3.l.1 A 
Ground floor G.As Cross-disciplinary C.1.3.1.2 A 
UpperfloorG.As Cross-disciplinary C.l.3.1.3 A 
Bu'lding sections GAs Cross-disciplinary C.1.3.l.S.l A 
Primary elements layout infonnation Cross-disciplinary C.1.3.2 A 
Internal wall design infonnation Cross-disciplinary C.l.S.l B 
Pile foundation design information Cross·disdplinary C.2.3.l.1.2 B 
Pad foundation design information CrOSS-disciplinary C.2.3.1.4.2.2 B 
Primary structural loading information Intra-disciplinary C.3.2.l A 
Primary steelwork layout design Information Cross-disciplinary C.3.3.1.2.1.1 A 
Structural staircase design information Intra-disciplinary C.3.4.3 B 
Above ground drainage design information Cross-disciplinary C.4.11.2.3 C 
AC/ventilation system design infonnation Cross-disciplinary C.4.2.2.S B 
LPHW system deSign information Cross-disciplinary C.4.3.2.S C 
Chilled water system design information Cross-disciplinary C.4.4.2.4 C 
Hot water system design information Cross-disciplinary C.4.S.2.4 C 
Cold water system design infonnation Cross-disciplinary C.4.S.4.3 C 
Boiler plant conceptual deSign information Cross-disciplinary C.4.9.2.4 C 
HV system layout design information Cross-disciplinary C.S.2.l.2 C 
___ ~!£1..ri_ca1 CC!l.M!1~~~~Jl_~sign infp_T!~~~ 9!..~-.fIl~!?.p.lli!~ £:1i.:?3.3 £_ 
:'?':~j:..L-_ §t~g~_~.§.t~_~~~~!!lI.~_~_~lons ___ :... ____________ - _____ ~_1 __ _ 
~~~~~}t.1:1--- ~~~~1~~~~~~~!!f~~rt~~~------~------------------ ConcePiuaidesign InfonnailOn-------- ~Xtemal---- l~1TI -A-' 
Site setting out Cross-disciplinary C.l.2.2 A 
Ground floor planning G.As Cross-disciplinary C.l.3.l.2.2 A 
Pile foundation details Intra-disciplinary C.2.3.1.1.3 B 
Pad foundation details Intra-disciplinary C.2.3.1.4.2.4 B 
Ground floor primary members locations Intra-disciplinary C.3.3.1.1 A 
Bracing section calculations Intra-disciplinary C.3.3.1.1 B 
='"'",,-;;--f========c--____________ E9P!~!.E.I!i.!!!~~~ICUl~!L~s Intra-d!!~!!. 9~J:'!:'1. ~_ 
~3.3.1.2.12 Plant Room Steelwork Layouts Ground floor planning GAs CrOSS-disciplinary C.1.3.1.2.2 B 
Detailed intemal wall setting out Cross-disciplinary C.1.5.2 B 
Plant floor section calculations Intra-disciplinary C.3.3.1.1 A 
Bracing section calculations Intra-disciplinary C.3.3.l.1 A 
Structural grid pOSitions Cross-disciplinary C.3.3.1.l A 
Column & base plate section calculations Intra-disciplinary C.3.3.1.1 B 
Uft shaft structure calculations Intra-disciplinary C.3.4.2 B 
Confinned above ground drainage system builderswork Cross·disciplinary C.4.11.3.l B 
AClventitation eqUipment details Cross-disciplinary C.4.2.3 B 
Confinned AClventilation system builderswork holes Cross-disciplinary C.4.2.3 B 
Confirmed LPHW system buUderswork. holes Cross-disciplinary C.4.3.3 B 
Confinned chilled water system bUllderswork. holes Cross-disciplinary C.4.4.3 B 
Confirmed hot water system builderswork. holes Cross-disciplinary C.4.S.3 B 
Confirmed cold water system builderswork holes Cross-disciplinary C.4.S.S B 
Confirmed boiler plant builderswork holes Cross·disciplinary C.4.9.3 B 
HV sub station G.As CrOSS-disciplinary C.S.2.1.2 B 
HV transformer GAs Cross-disdplinary C.S.2.1.2 B 
Details of electrical services builderswork holes Cross-disciplinary C.S.2.3.l B 
G.3.3~i2I3---- Non--PlanrFioOr'SieelwOrk LayoiiiS------~----------------------- g~R~~~~~~~~~ormailo-n---------------- ~~~~~f~~P-~~ *~~~~h--- --~-
Ground floor planning GAs Cross-disciplinary C.l.3.1.2.2 B 
Primary elements layouts Cross-discipVnary C.1.3.2 B 
Non-plant floor primary members location Intra-disciplinary C.3.3.1.1 A 
Non-plant floor section calculations Intra-disciplinary C.3.3.1.l A 
Bracing section calculations Intra-disciplinary C.3.3.1.1 A 
Structural grid pOSitions Cross-disciplinary C.3.3.1.l A 
Uft shaft structure calculations Intra-disciplinary C.3.4.2 B 
Confinned above ground drainage system builderswork. Cross-disciplinary C.4.l1.3.1 B 
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AClventila!ion equipment details Cross·disciplinary C.4.2.3 B 
Confirmed AClventffation system builderswork holes Cross-disciplinary C.4.2.3 B 
Confirmed LPHW system builderswork holes Cross-disciplinary C.4.3.3 C 
Confirmed chilled water system builderswork holes Cross-disciplinary C.4.4.3 C 
Confirmed h01 water system builderswork holes Cross-disciplinary CA.S.3 C 
Confirmed cold water system builderswork. holes Cross-disciplinary C.4.5.S C 
Confirmed boiler plant builderswork holes Cross-disciplinary C.4.9.3 C 
HV sub station GAs Cross-disciplinary C.S.2.1.2 C 
HVtransformerGAs Cross-disciplinary C.S.2.1.2 C 
Details of electrical services builderswor\( holes Cross·disclplinary C.S.2.3.1 C 
:§T2".I4---- ROO1Steelwork LayouiS------------------------------------ ~~~9~t:ff£-e!~Ji'!-~~--------.--------------- t~;~~~*:t~~~ §{~~~f------ --~-
Roof primary members locat!ons Intra-disciplinary C.3.3.l.l A 
Bracing section calculations Intra-disciplinary C.3.3.l.l A 
Structural grid posnions Cross-disciplinary C.3.3.l.l A 
Roof purlin spacing requirement Extemal C.3.4.l B 
Confirmed above ground drainage system builderswork Cross-disciplinary C.4.ll.3.l C 
AClventilation equipment details Cross-disciplinary C.4.2.3 B 
Confirmed AClventilation system builderswOrk holes Cross-disciplinary C.4.2.3 B 
Confirmed LPHW system buildersworl< holes Cross·disdplin"Y C4.a3 B 
Confirmed chilled water system builderswork holes Cross-disciplinary C.4A.3 B 
Confirmed hot water system builderswork holes Cross-disciplinary C.4.S.3 B 
Confirmed cold water system builderswork holes Cross-disciplinary CA.5.5 B 
Confirmed boiler plant builderswork holes Cross-disciplinary CA.9.3 B 
HV sub station GAs Cross-disciplinary C.S.2.l.2 B 
HVtransformerGAs Cross-disciplinary C.5.2.l.2 B 
Details of electrical services builderswork holes Cross-disciplinary C.S.2.3.1 B 
".,.""":.-_-+-~-,=,-.,...~,--."..~~------------f~Sta~~£tgenerator GAs Cross.:!'l~.p.!!!!~!i £§.2.5 B 
3.3.1.2.2 Primary Steelwor1< Elevation Drawings Ground floor primary members locations Intra-discip"nary C.3.3. 1.1 A 
upper floor primary members locations Intra-disciplinary C.3.3.l.l B 
Primary elevation steelwork locations Intra-disciplinary C.3.3.1.1 A 
Roof primary members locations Intra-disciplinary C.3.3.l.1 A 
3.3.12.-3 --- Primary -Steelwork Section Drawings 
. ____ ._ ~!~?.!lQ!~~~L~J~!LO!1_s ____________ 1~!!'ii.:~l~~!~_l!.ry __ f.:~.:~JJ __ ~_~ 
Pile foundation details Intra-disciplinary C.2.3.1.1.3 B 
Pad foundation details Intra-disciplinary C.2.3.l.4.2A B 
Upper floor primary members locations Intra-disciplinary C.3.3.1.1 A 
Primary elevation steetwor\( tocations Intra-disciplinary C.3.3.1.1 B 
Roof primary members locations Intra-disciplinary C.3.3.1.1 A 
Cladding support details Intra-diSciplinary C.3A.1 B 
Roof pur1in detans Intra-diSciplinary C.3.4.1 B 
Uft shaft structure calculations Intra-diSciplinary C.3A.2 B 
"".,.." ___ k"..c--.,,,,...,--..,c=-~,,---~-----------__IStaircase calculations Intra-disciplinal\o C.3.4.3 B &~!~:t _____ §!r.!l_gy!~!~!!!~_O'!!~_~l!..9!~.!~.a~ _______________ :-:-------=- -' ------ ~.!--~=- -B 
.3.3.1.3.1 Load Connection Drawi~s Plant room primary steelwork layouts Intra-disciplinary C.3.3.l.2.1.2 
Non-plant floor primary steelwor\( layouts Intra-diSCiplinary C.3.3.1.2.1.3 B 
---·-_--1-------------------------------------- ~~~!!l~~§!~!!!'9~JiiY.£l!t.L __________ !Qtrii.:~l~9P!\.rlAf)'_ f~.:~~!:?.:.:!A_ --~B---
;.3.3.1.3.2 Base Plate Detail Drawings Pite foundation layouts Cross-disciplinary C.2.3.1.l.3 
Pad foundation layouts Cross-disciplinary C.2.3.1A.2.2 B 
Pad foundation details Cross-disciplinary C.2.3.1.4.2A B 
Column & base plate section calculations Intra-diSciplinary C.3.3.1.1 A 
Ground floor primary steelwor\( layouts Intra-diSciplinary C.3.3.1.2.1.1 A 
------------- ------------------------------------------------------ ~LI!.Q!!~.Q.Tl~_l!.ry_~t'!~~~~!~~~J~____________ !Qtrii.:~l~~p![l_l!.ry__ Q.'~.:~:.1:.2.:.:!.:t_ --C~-' 
:.3.3.1.3.3 Non-Ground Floor & Plant Room Steelwork Drawings Ceilings details Cross-disciplinary C.l.7.3 
Non-plant floor section calculations Intra-diSciplinary C.3.3.1.1 B 
Plant room section calculalions Intra-disciplinary C.3.3.U B 
Plant room primary steelwork layouts Intra-disciplinary C.3.3.1.2.1.2 B 
Non-plant floor primary sleelwor\( layouts Intra-diSciplinary C.3.3.l.2.1.3 B 
~.3.3~1:a:4---- RooTSteeiWOrkDeiiirDrawTrigs----------------------------- ~~a~~~ti!ll!!l~~L~~~~--------------- ~~s~~~~~T~ri §'f.~~f--- -~-
Roof finishes Cross-disciplinary C.l.6.2 B 
Roof primary steelwor\( layouts Intra-diSciplinary C.3.3.1.2.1.4 A 
Roof purlin details Intra-disciplinary C.3.4.1 B 
______ ___ R~~~~!~ll~_ Intra-~l~£i£!!!1..Bfi. £~A.l B 
;~,tL _____ §1'!J_~~!~!f!!)E!~~_~~!il.~ _______________________________ ~ __________________________ . _________ ~_.1 _____ _ 
:::.3.3.2.1 Concrete Frame Calculations - B.1 
c.3T2.-,~r------ (:'Oncrete-FraiiieAnaiysis------------------------------------- Frameconceptuaidesign----------------- Extemai------ A.3.3.2:1--- -'A-
Intemal wall details Cross-disciplinary C.1.5.2 C 
Required floor tolerances Intra-diSciplinary C.3.2.1 C 
Non-plant floor section calculations Intra-disciplinary C.3.3.2.1.2 B 
Plant floor section calculations Intra-diSciplinary C.3.3.2.l.2 B 
Column & base plate section calculations Intra-diSciplinary C.3.3.2.1.2 B 
Column sizes Intra-diSciplinary C.3.3.2.1.2 A 
Structural grid positions Intra-dISciplinary C.3.3.2.1.2 A 
lift shaft structure detailS Intra-diSciplinary C.3.4.2 B 
Structural staircase details Intra-disciplinary C.3.4.3 B 
Preliminary abcwe ground drainage system bullderswo Cross-disciplinary CA.ll.2.1 C 
Preliminary AClventnation system builderswork holes Cross-disciplinary C.4.2.2.2 C 
AClventllation equipment detailS Cross-disciplinary C.4.2.3 C 
Preliminary lPHW system builderswork hotes Cross-disciplinary C.4.3.2.2 C 
Preliminary chilled water system builderswork holes Cross-disciplinary C.4A.2.2 C 
Preliminary hot water system builderswork holes Cross-disciplinary CA.S.2.2 C 
Preliminary cold water system builderswork holes Cross-disciplinary C.4.5.4.2 C 
Preliminary boiler plant builderswor\( holes Cross-disciplinary C.4.9.2.3 C 
HV sub station GAs Cross-disciplinary C.5.2.1.2 C 
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HV transformer GAs Cross-discipJinalY C.S.2.1.2 C 
DetailS of electrical services bUllderswork holes Cross-disciplinary C.'2.l1 C 
""'-------------------------------
§~'!~2py_g~,!1_I!!!!l~_~AL ______________ 9!~~21~~!P.!!n.~ 9,§,g,~ ______ C Sll2"--- Concrete Frame Section Calculations Allowable deflection External 6.1 ---,;-
Maximum allowable section sizes External 6.1 A 
Minimium flange width of members External 6.1 A 
Building sections planning GAs Cross-disciplinary C.1.3.1.S.2 A 
Ceilings details Cross-disciplinary C.l.7.3 C 
Loads from non-plant floors Intra-disciplinary C.3.2.1 A 
Non-plant floor primary members location Inlra-disciplinary C.3.3.2.1.1 A 
CoIumn/beam fixing details Cross-disciplinary C.l3.1.2.3 A 
Primary elements layouts Cross-disciplinary C.l.3.2 A 
Pile foundation layouts Cross-disciplinary C.2.3.1.1.3 B 
Pile foundation delalls Cross-disciplinary C.2.3.1.1.3 B 
Pad foundation layouts Cross-disciplinary C.2.3.1.4.2.2 B 
Pad foundation details Cross-disciplinary C.2.3.1.4.2.4 B 
Ground floor primary members locations Intra-disciplinary C.3.3.2.1.1 A 
CoIumnibase plate fixing detailS Intra-disciplinary C.3.S.2.3 B 
Loads from roof 1nl ra-disciplinary C.3.2.1 A 
Roof P~~~!! memb~~~Jions ]nJr~,!!:!!:i>~ f~J&!L I--~-!1~~:..~ ___ Cong2J!.~r~_~Q4A!!~dions - B.l 
1.3.2.2.1 Concrete Frame Roof Plan Drawings iiOOf detai. Cross-disciplinary C.l.e.l B 
Roof primary members locations Intra-disciplinary C.3.3.2.1.1 A 
Bracing section calculations Intra-disciplinary C.3.3.2.1.2 B 
Structural grid positions Cross-disciplinary C.3.3.2.1.2 A 
Roof purlin spacing requirement External C.3.4.1 B 
Confirmed above ground drainage system builderswork. Cross-disciplinary C.4.11.3.1 C 
AClventilation equipment details Cross-disciplinary C.4.2.3 C 
Confirmed AClventilation system bunderswork holes Cross-disciplinary C.4.~3 C 
Confirmed LPHW system builderswork holes Cross-disciplinary C.4.3.3 C 
Confirmed chilled water system builderswork holes Cross-disciplinary C.4.4.3 C 
Confirmed hot water system builderswork holes Cross-disciplinary C.4.S.3 C 
Confirmed cold water system builderswork holes Cross-disciplinary C.4.S.S C 
Conf(rmed boiler plant builderswork holes Cross-disciplinary C.4.9.3 C 
HV sub station G.As Cross-disciplinary C.S.2.1.2 C 
HV transformer G.As Cross-disdplinary C.S.2.1.2 C 
Details of electrical services builderswork holes Cross-disciplinary C.S.2.3.1 C 
§!~nd~!l.!1.!@J!lr G~ ____________ P!£.Ss-di~~.m~Il'!~ C.S.2.S P.-aT22.1r------ Co-ncrele Frame-section-Efrawlngs------------------ conceptual concrete frame design External A.3T2:2-- A 
Pile foundation details Intra-disciplinary C.2.3.1.1.3 B 
Pad foundation details Intra-disciplinary C.2.3.1.4.2.4 B 
Non-plant floor primary members location Intra-disciplinary C.S.3.2.1.1 B 
Plant floor primary members locations Intra-disCiplinary C.3.3.2_1.1 B 
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LPHW system layout design information Cross-disciplinary C.4.3.3 C 
Chilted water system layout design information Cross·disciplinary C.4.4.3 C 
Hot water system layout design information Cross-disciplinary C.4.5.3 C 
Cold water system layout design information Cross·disciplinary C.4.5.S C 
·.K22~:r-------- Lv·§llpplyT5Tstiib"Ut1onSystemsPetiiTeatioo------------------ ~~-;;t~;-~~~~l~L~~T~~----------------- t~~~:~i~~1~i~-- ~~~~~~}---- --~-
LV sub station location Inlra-disciplinary C.S.2.2.1 B 
LV sub station schedule Intra-disciplinary C.S.2.2.1 B 
LV protedion de';," schedule Inlra-disdplinary C.5.2.2.1 6 
LV cable layouts Intra-disciplinary C.S.2.2.2 B 
LV sub station G~ Intra-disciplinary C.5.2.2.2 B 
. ____ ~ __________________________ ~ ________________ ~_. ________ ~y_£2:.~~~!D.<¥!£t.:!_~~e_f!l~!I!~~~ ________ ~ !r!tr~9l~9plinalY, £2.:?1~____ _~ __ _ 
~~~~}1------ g~~G~-~~~~i.9.~ii~·--·-------·-----~---·-~--------------- ~eguTations---------------------~---- Kxternai~----- ~~---------- MC-M. 
Conceptual layout desIgn External A.S.2.3 A 
Ground floor service co-ordination G~ Cross-disciplinary C.1.3.1.2.2 C 
Upper floor service co-ordination G~ Cross-disciplinary C.l.3.1.3.2 C 
BUkfng sections service co-ordination G~ Cross·disciplinary C.l.3.1.5.2 C 
Building elevations service co-ordination GAs Cross-disciplinary C.l.3.1.6.2 C 
Above ground drainage layouts Cross·disciplinary C.4.11.3.3 C 
AClventilation layouts Cross-disclplinary C.4.2.3 C 
LPHW layouts Cross·disciplinary C.4.3.3 C 
Chilled water layouts Cross-disciplinary C.4.4.3 C 
Hot water layouts Cross·disciplinary C.4.S.3 C 
Cold water layouts Cross·disciplinary C.4.S.S C 
HV cable layouts Intra·disciplinary C.S.2.1.2 C 
LV cable layouts Intra·disciplinary C.S.2.2.2 C 
Emergenc.y lighting cable routes Intra·disciplinary C.S.3.1 C 
General lighting cable routes Intra·disclplinary C.5.3.2 C 
Specialist lighting cable routes Intra-disciplinary C.S.3.4 C 
Telecomms horizontal cable routes Intra·disciplinary C.S.4 C 
Telecomms vertical cable roules Intra-disciplinary C.S.4 C 
Data transmission cable routes & sizes Intra·disciplinary C.S.4 C 
Data transmission cable routes & Sizes Intra-disciplinary C.5.4 C 
Access control cable routes & sizes Intra-disciplinary C.S.S.l C 
Security system cable routes & sizes Intra·disciplinary C.S.S.2 C 
CCTV cable routes Intra·disciplinary C.S.S.3 C 
Fire alarm system cable routes & sizes Intra·disciplinary C.S.6.t C 
Earthing & bonding cable roules & sizes Intra-disciplinary C.5.6.2 C 
Uft cable routes & sizes Intra·disclplinary C.S.7.1 C 
1,,;;=:;;-__ f""::w:=::::c=·o:=:----------------fg!"J!~tpon~~~-~J..SJ~.!" ~~!2Y.!~~_tsj!~__ !Q!!'~jl~p!!r'~i!.I}',,_ f.:.?.:~_____ - CC--
C.S.2.3.2 Trunking layouts & Details Regulations External B.l 
External wan assembly details Cross·disciplinary C.l.4.1 C 
External wall details Cross-disciplinary C.l.4.2 C 
Internal wall assembly details Cross· disciplinary C.1.5.1 C 
Internal wan details Cross-disciplinary C.l.5.2 C 
Conduit detailS Intra· disciplinary C.S.2.3.1 C 
Conduit layouts Intra·disciplinary C.S.2.3.1 C 
General small power layouts Intra· disciplinary C.S.2.4 C 
Equipment small power layouts Intra·disciplinary C.5.2.4 C 
'-_____ . .L.. _______________________ .1~_~q,~~~~~~!'!~~.£2~_E!!'_ta.Y..~uts !Qtr~l~~p!!r'..a.!Y. C.:.?2.4 9 
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2.3.'3---- Eiectrica! Coiiduii&Truiiking speCliicaiiOns --.----- condurdeiaii;------------------ Intra·disdplinary- C.5.23:1-- --C--
Conduit layouts Inlra-disciplinary C.5.2.3.1 C 
Trunking details Intra-disciplinary C.5.2.3.2 C 
,, ___ +.::::;-;;::::::""':;:::-;;=:::-_____________ -t,T~nkin~s Intra-discipl!!'la f.~?~~:.2 C 
'2.4 Small Power System Design External infonnation requirements External B.l B 
Conceptual design Information External A.5.2.3 A 
Ground floor GAs Cross·disciplinary e.1.3.1.2 B 
Upper floor GAs Cross-disciplinary C.1.3.1.3 B 
Primary elements layout information Cross-disciplinary C.1.3.2 C 
External wall design information Cross-disciplinary C.1.4 C 
Internal wan design information Cross-disciplinary C.1.5 C 
AClventilation system layout design Information Cross·disciplinary C.4.2.3 C 
LPHW system layout design information Cross-disciplinary CA.3.3 C 
Chilled water system layout design information Cross-disciplinary CA.4.3 C 
Hot water system layout design information Cross-disciplinary C.4.5.3 C 
Cold water system layout design Information Cross-disciplinary CA.5.5 C 
Boiler plant layout design information Cross-disciplinary C.4.9.3 C 
LV system loading information Intra-disciplinary C.5.2.2.1 C 
__ hY..!!!!.~~_l'!):~9~~9~J!1!orm~~Q!l______ l~~~;9!!.9p'lina!L £§,g,g,il.._ C [2-.5----- Standby GeneratOr Design -------- External information requirements External B. 1 C 
Conceptual design Infonnatlon External A.S.2.S A 
Ground floor GAs Cross-disciplinary C_l .3.1.2.2 C 
Upper floor GAs Cross-disciplinary C. 1.3.1 .3.2 C 
Roof GAs Cross-disciplinary C.1.3.1.4.2 C 
Building sections GAs Cross-disciplinary C.1_3.1.S.2 C 
Building elevations GAs Cross·disciplinary C.l.3.1.6.2 C 
Primary elements layout information Cross-disciplinary C.l.3.2 C 
Site survey information Cross-disciplinary C.2.2.1_1 C 
AClvent~ation system layout design information Cross-disciplinary C.4.2.3 C 
LPHW system layout design inlormation Cross-disciplinary C.4.3.3 C 
Chilled water system layout design Information Cross-disciplinary C.4.4.3 C 
Hot water system layout design information Cross-disciplinary C.4.S.3 C 
Cold water system layout design information Cross-disciplinary C.4.S.5 C 
Boiler plant layout design information Cross-disciplinary C.4.9.3 C 
HV system loading information Intra-disciplinary C.5.2_1.1 B 
LV system loading information Intra-disciplinary C.S.2.2.1 B 
5~2]--------UP'SsystemDesig-n----------------------------------- ~:~~l~r~~~~J~i~~fr~~~*;~L--------- ~~~~~~9P!~_t!ry_ ~~~------ --~--
Conceptual design Infonnatlon External A.S.2.6 A 
Ground floor GAs Cross-disciplinary C.l.3.1.2.1 C 
Upper floor GAs Cross-disciplinary C. 1.3.1.3. 1 C 
Roof GAs Croos-disdplinary C.l.3.1.4.1 C 
Building sections GAs Cross-disciplinary C. 1.3.1.5. 1 C 
HV system loading information Intra-disciplinary C.S.2.1.1 C 
._______ _________________ _ ________ l1..~tem tOC!~!!!.Q.!!!formaJLt!l__ lntra-dis~p!~_t!1J... 9.:§.:~~2_.1__ _lL. 
~~~~~i---------- ~~~~~;!]Jg~fi~g~!:------------------------------ ~emaiTnjormatiOn-requirEjinents---------- ~-xTernai-- ~{----- -C---
Conceptual design Infonnatlon External A.S.3 A 
Roof GAs Cross-dis~linary C.1.3.1.4.1 C 
Building sections GAs Cross-disciplinary C.l .3.1 .5.1 C 
Ceiling design information Cross-disciplinary C.l .7.1 C 
ACfventilation system layout design information Cross-disciplinary C.4.2.3 C 
LPHW system layout design information Cross-disciplinary C.4.3.S C 
Chilled water system layout design information Cross-disciplinary C.4.4.3 C 
Hot water system layout design Information Cross-disciplinary CA.5.3 C 
Cold water system layout design information Cross-disciplinary C.4.S.5 C 
General lighting system design information Intra-disciplinary C.5.3.2 C 
External lighting system design information lntra-discipfnary C.5.3.3 C 
---------_______ ----________________________________________________ §P!!_~~~~t~g!1JL'lQ..sJ..S1~.!!L~~!a121~t~~~~1LC!.I2 _______ !f!!!'~.:~l~~_'!ry_ £§~~~1_____ --9
6
-
~.5.3.2 General Ughting Design External information requirements External B.1 
Finishes information Cross-disciplinary C.1.12.1 B 
Building sections GAs Cross·disciplinary C.1 .3.1.5.2 B 
Building elevations GAs Cross-disciplinary C.l.3.1 .6.2 B 
Ceiling design information Cross-disciplinary C.1.7.2 B 
Emergency lighting system design information Intra-diSciplinary C.S.3.1 B 
""=---k='""""'''''''"'''''""---------------- §p~~~~~g!l~~m ~~~ign inforT~ion Intra-dis9p'lin'!ry_ £§J.4 B 
::;.5.3.3 External Ughting Design External information requirements External 8.1 a-
Site layout design information Cross-disciplinary C.1.2.2 B 
External works design information Cross-disciplinary C.2.S.1 B 
____________ ___ _ _________________ §p~.2~~~~9!!!LI2q,.sF_tem d~~!a'!l~t~rmatLq,n !I}tr~lsciplint! Q . ?:L- ~6-
C.5.3.4 Specialist lighting Design External information requirements External B.l 
Finishes information Cross-disciplinary C.l.12.1 B 
Ceiling design information Cross-disciplinary C.1.7.2 B 
AClventilation system loading Information Cross-disciplinary CA.2.1 B 
Emergency lighting system design information Intra-disciplinary C.S.3.1 B 
General lighting system design information Intra-diSciplinary C.5.3.2 B 
C.SA--- cO'mmu.iiCaiiOn'SySi'emsDeslgn---------------------- ~;~~~1~~~~t;~&~~~~2!~~liP!l----- ~~~~9P!~_'!ry._ ~f~~~t------ -~ 
Conceptual design Information External A.SA A 
Ground floor GAs Cross-disciplinary C.1.3.1.2.1 C 
Upper floor GAs Cross-disciplinary C.l.3.1.3.1 C 
Building sections GAs Cross-disciplinary C.l.3.1.S.1 C 
Underground services design information Cross-disciplinary C.2.4.1 C 
HV system layout design information Intra-diSciplinary C.5.2.1.2 C 
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LV system layout design information Intra-disciplinary C.S.2.2.2 C 
~er distrib~ion information Intra-disdp~ C.S.2.4 C 5 ____ ~!~e!.'!~S;!:..t!~_~~t.!'_'!!.P..e.3n - B.l 
S.l Access Control System Design External information requirements External B.l B 
Conceptual design Information External 1\.5.5 A 
Ground floor GAs Cross-disciplinary C.1.3.1.2.2 B 
Upper floor GAs Cross-disciplinary C.1.3.1.3.2 B 
Building sections GAs Cross-disciplinary C.l.3.1.S.2 6 
External wall design Information Cross-disciplinary C.1.4.2 C 
Internal wall design Information Cross-disciplinary C.l.S.l C 
NxNe ground drainage layout design information Cross-disciplinary C.4.11.3.3 C 
AClvenUlation system layout design information Cross-disciplinary C.4.2.3 C 
LPHW system layout design information Cross-disciplinary C.4.3.3 C 
Chilled water system layout design information Cross-disciplinary C.4.4.3 C 
Hot water system layout design information Cross-disciplinary C.4.S.3 C 
Cold water system layout design information Cross-disciplinary C.4.5.5 C 
LV system layout design information Intra-disciplinary C.S.2.2.2 C 
--------- ----------------------------------------------------
§!)!~ll.P..Q~!I!.~~J!!?_~l~~J~!Q~.?Jl~ ________________ !~~!ljl~C?pJ!.n_'!.r.Y._ 9,El ____ C 
i_5.2 Intruder Detection System DeSign External information requirements External 6.1 --B--
Ground floor GAs Cross-disciplinary C.l.'1.2.2 B 
Upper floor GAs Cross-disciplinary C.l.3.1.3.2 6 
Building sections GAs Cross-disciplinary C.l.at~2 B 
Ceiling design information Cross-disciplinary C.l.7.2 6 
ftba./e ground drainage layout design infonnation Cross-disdplinary C.4.11.a3 C 
AC/ventilation system layout design information Cross-disciplinary C.4.2.3 C 
LPHW system layout design information Cross-discipKnary C.4.3.3 C 
Chilled water system layout design information Cross-disciplinary C.4.4.3 C 
Hot water system layout design information Cross-discipfnary C.4.5.3 C 
Cold water system layout design information Cross-disciplinary C.4.S.S C 
LV system layout design Information Intra-ascipInary C.S.Z2.2 C 
§~~!I!.~~.!!!?uti~~~~.?Jlon ________ !Q~!l-dis9P.!!D_'!.ry __ 9,g1... __ C 
5.S.3 - CCTv System Design External information requirements External 6.1 T 
Ground floor GAs Cross-disciplinary C.l.3.1.2.2 B 
Upper Hoor GAs Cross-dsdpHnary C.1.at3.2 B 
Roof GAs Cross-disciplinary C.l.3.1.4.2 B 
Building sections GAs Cross-asdplinary C.1.at~2 B 
Building elevations GAs Cross-disciplinary C.l.3.1.6.2 6 
Site survey information Cross-d'sdpHnary C.2.Z 1.1 C 
Underground services design information Cross-disciplinary C.2.4.1 C 
External wor\(S design information Cross-disciplinary C.2.5.1 C 
Telecomms system design information Intra-disciplinary C.S.4 C 
Paging system design information Intra-disciplinary C.M C 
Data transl'!ission system pesign information Intra-dlsci~r.Y... C.S.4 B 
.5.6 ~!Illding_~E.!!.~_~!!!!!!-l?!si9n - 6.1 
.~al Fire Alarm System Design External information requirements External B.l 6 
Conceptual design Information External A.s.a 1 A 
Ground floor GAs Cross-disciplinary C.l.3.1.2.2 B 
Upper floor GAs Cross-d'sdpInary C.1.l1.3.2 B 
Building sections GAs Cross-disciplinary C.l.3.1.S.2 B 
Internal wall design Information Cross-disciplinary C.1.5.1 B 
Ceiling design information Cross-disciplinary C.l.7.2 B 
Door, screen & Ironmongery design Information Cross-discillinary C.1.9 6 
Above ground drainage layout design information Cross-disciplinary C.4.11.3.3 C 
AClvenlllation system layout design information Cross-dis~!inary C.4.2.3 C 
lPHW system layout design information Cross-discipiinary C.4.3.3 C 
Chilled water system layout design information Cross-dis~!inary C.4.4.3 C 
Hot water system layout design information Cross-disciplinary C.4.5.3 C 
COld water system layout design information Cross-dis~!inary C.4.S.S C 
LV system layout design information Intra-disciplinary C.5.2.2.2 C 
§."!~ll.P.2~.!l!.~~J!lp_uJiQ~i~!~~I!l.?Jl~ _________ ~ _____ !~~~pl~e~lll!.C!!}' __ C.~2.4 C 
-IsT------ Erlrt"tiing&SOriding sysiemDeslgn----------------------------- External information requirements External 6.r------- -C--
Conceptual design Infonnellon External A.5.U A 
Sne layout design information Cross-disciplinary C.1.2.2 C 
Ground floor GAs Cross-disciplinary C.1.3.1.2.2 C 
Upper floor GAs Cross-disciplinary C.1.3.1.3.2 C 
Roof GAs Cross-disciplinary C.1.11.4.2 C 
Building sections GAs Cross-disciplinary C.1.3.1.S.2 C 
Building elevations GAs Cross-disciplinary C.l,"'6.2 C 
Above ground drainage layout design information Cross-disciplinary C.4.11.3.3 C 
AClventilation system layout design information Cross-disciplinary C.4.2.3 C 
LPHW system layout design information Cross-disciplinary C.4.3.3 C 
Chilled water system layout design information Cross-disciplinary C.4.4.3 C 
Hot water system layout design information Cross·disciplinary C.4.S.3 C 
Cold water system layout design information Cross-disciplinary C.4.S.S C 
HV system layout design information Intra-disciplinary C.5.2.1.2 C 
C 
'=!ahtnin9~~~l~~~m ~~~!Qrmation !~~!~~9Pl~ C.S.6.3 C 
.5.6.3 Lightning Protection System Design External information requirements External il-:;----- -ii 
Conceptual design Information External A.5.6.3 A 
Site layout design information Cross-disciplinary C.1.2.2 B 
Ground floor GAs Cross-disciplinary C.l.3.1.2.2 6 
Upper floor GAs Cross-disciplinary C.l.3.1.3.2 B 
Roof GAs Cross-disciplinary C.l.3.1.4.2 6 
Building elevations GAs Cross-disciplinary C.1.3.1.S.2 B 
sne survey informa~on Cross-disciplinary C.2.2.1.1 B 
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Primary steelwork specification information Cross-disciplinary C.3.4.1 C 
Above ground drainage layout design information Cross·disciplinary C.4.11.3.3 C 
AC/ventUation system layout design information Cross-disciplinary C.4.2.3 C 
LPHWsystem layout desgn information Cross-disciplinary C.4.3.3 C 
Chilled water system layout design information Cross-disciplinary C.4.4.3 C 
Hot water system layout design information Cross-disciplinary C.4.5.3 C 
Cold water system layout design information Cross-disciplinary C.4.5.5 C 
LV system layout design information Intra-disciplinary C.5.2.2.2 C 
.• _._ ••• _ ••.••• _ •••• _ •• _ •• _ .. _ •••. _. __ •• _._._. ___ .•••• _ .•••• _ se!!.~rJlH~r.~rJl'y'!!!!!JlYE9!'.~J!!.'!.'2"!'!'. __ •.. !Qtre'~!<!P~.'!'L 9,§.&L._. _9 .. 
~! ___________ !!!!I~£~!tl!.~~.!!.~.Y.!!~!._~!!9~ ____________________ . _____ : __________ ~-__ -__ -____ -_--__ -_-_ :. ____________ ~:t ______ r-i:--
1.7.1 Lifts Design External information requirements External a 1 B 
Conceptual design Information External A.5.7.1 A 
Ground floor GAs Cross· disciplinary C.l.3.1.2.2 B 
Upper floor GAs Cross-disciplinary C.1.3.1.3.2 B 
Roof GAs Cross-disciplinary C.l.3.1.4.2 B 
Building sections GAs Cross-disciplinary C.l.3.1.S.2 B 
Ground floor steelwork layout design information Cross-disciplinary C.3.3.1.2.1.1 B 
Non·plant /loor sleelworK layout design infonnation Cross· disciplinary C.3.3.1.2.1.3 B 
Roof steelwork layout design information Cross-disciplinary C.3.3.1.2.1.4 B 
Lift shaft structure design Information Intra·disciplinary C.3.4.2 B 
r.r--------- CentrBiMo-nHOrlng-Syste-mDeslgn-------------------------:- ~;~~~~~to~-~:;~:~~~~~---------- ~:~~~9p.1in~~_ ~~.:g~~~---- --g-
Conceptual design Information External A.5.8 A 
Ground floor GAs Cross-disciplinary C.1.3.1.2.2 C 
Upper floor GAs Cross·disciplinary C.l.3.1.3.2 C 
Roof GAs Cross-disciplinary C.1.3.1.4.2 C 
Building sections GAs Cross·disdplinary C.l.3.1.S.2 C 
BMS/controls system design information Cross-disciplinary C.4.l0.2 C 
~ove ground drainage layout design information Cross-asdplinary C.4.11.3.3 C 
AC/ventilation system layout design information Cross-disciplinary C.4.2.3 C 
LPHW system layout design information Cross-disciplinary C.4.3.3 C 
Chilled water system layout design information Cross-disciplinary C.4.4.3 C 
Hot water system layout design information Cross-disciplinary C.4.S.3 C 
Cold water system layout design information Cross-disciplinary C.4.S.S C 
LV system layout design information Intra·disciplinary C.S.2.2.2 C 
Small power distribution Information Intra·disdplinary C.S.2.4 C 
Fire alarm system design information Intra·disciplinary C.S.S.l C 
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Design Product Model for Lecture Theatre Project 
IESIGNTASK 
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~1~;J~.1. ...... __ .. !\!.c:~!~~~!~!!lJ_~~!!~!!lJ.~!!~~9.~~~!!1~._ ... __ ... __ .... _ ........ __ ... __ ........ __ .... _ ... _ .... _ ... _ .. 
~1~~·.1.~~. ___ .. _ ~~~~!!9.f..1£~!.~.~~_~!~!f_!!~!!9~~~!!~~ .. _ .... _ ... __ .... _ ....... _ .... _ .... _ .... __ ........ _ ... __ ... _ 
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~1;!._._ ... __ ..... ~~!~!!9~.~.~~~9..~ ... __ ... _ .... _ ... _ .... _ ..... _ ... _ .... _ .... _ .... _ .... _ .... _ .... _._ .. _ .... _ ... _ .... _ .. 
~1~~_ ... _._ .. __ . !>.~£~.~.~~~!!~£~jl~!)[_I?~~!9!!_ ... __ ......... _ ... __ .... _ ......... _ .... _ ... _ .... __ ........ _ ... _._ .. _ 
IU.10 Windows, Louvres & Loading Bay Door Design 
1l..2!! CIVIL ENGINEERING DESIGN- ..... ; '" .!:.:-'~~-~''--;--'~''-.~.. --I . 
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,~~?~~~.1.._ ..... _ .. ~~!Y~)[.~Sl!~~~.~~~._ ......... _._. __ ............. __ .... _ ... _ .... _ .... _ .... _ .... __ ... _ .... _ ... __ ... _ 
,~~?~~~~ .... _..... ~~§l.~~!1.I!.~~!~~~~~~ .. _ ........ _ .... _ ......... __ ... __ ... _ .... __ ... _ .... _ .... _ .... _ ........ _ .... _ .. 
~~?~~~~. ___ .. ___ .. ~.~rt.I!~~!~!'_~~~~\!~ ... _ ........ _ ... __ .... _ .... _ ... __ .... _ ... __ .... _ .... _ .... _ .... _ .... _ ... _ .... __ .. . 
~;?;~. __ .. ___ ..... ~.~~:~!!!I.~!!I!.£.~.£~~9.~._ ........ _ ..... _._ ...... _ .... __ ........ __ .... _ ........ __ .... _ ... _ .... _ .... _. 
~~?~;!~~ ....... _.. ~~~!1.Q§l.l!9!!~.!?~~i9!! .. _ .... _ ... _ .... __ ......... _ ... __ ........ __ .... _ ......... _ .... _ ........ _ .... _ .. . 
~~?~;!~~~1.. __ ._... ~J!~.~~~!!Q~l!9!!~.~~i9!! .... _ .... _ .... _ ........ __ ... __ ......... _ .... _ .... _ .... _ ............. _ .... _. 
~~?~;J~~ .. __ .. ___ . ~!9!l!!9.f.~2!.~J§l.~_!?~~i\!!! .... __ .... _ .... _ ......... _ ......... _ .... __ ........ _ .... _ ........ __ ... _ .. . 
~~?~~~~~L ___ .... ~!2~~~:.§~.~!~t![.~JSl.q!.~!~P..~~.~~\!~ .... _ .... _ ... __ .... _ .... _ .... __ ... _ .... _ .... _ .... _ ...... _. __ ... _ 
~;?;~ .... __ ...... \!.~!!~!Jl~~~!'.'!.~.~~~~.~~.~~.~~I!!! .... _ .... _ .... _ .... _ ......... _ ......... _ .... __ ........ _ .... _ ... _ .. 
~~?~~~] .. _._ .. __ .. ~.~~.~!9!Sl_~!1.c!_~~:9!~1~.~1~~.!'_~~19~~.!?~~i9!! .... _ ......... _ .... __ ........ _ .... _ ......... _ ... __ .. . 
~;?,;.4J .. -.---_-'"~!~~-~~!1_d_~!~L~~.f!~~~_--..... .....,_ ... -. ____ • ___ ..,"" ... -.. --~-.'"""TI, fA;3j!!;:m;]!?·!···.·~·'··· STRU~TUR~t!·ENGI~EERI~G!DESIGN?!jf:i!!'!·.'!.·,. ·!!;!!;Wi~i!1)jii!iir!!·!!i·.!.!i!;:;;l{HfJm~~;!!:.!.·.!!.!.!!;!@f;W"~lfi!i!i'!.!.!!.~~ 
~;;J~~............ ~~.l!~~~~~~.~~~!!~~Jl~~~~.~~.I!!~!!! ............................................................... . 
A.3.2.1 Structural Load Calculations 
~----------------- -----------------------------------------------------.-------------------------------------------------~~~~?;~ .. _ .... _ .. ~~!~.~.~~~!.~Sl~9.~!~~~t!9!'_ .............. _ ..................................... _ .. _ .... __ ........... . 
~~;!~?~~ .. _....... ~~~1'~~.~~§l.~~~1)[~!l.~9.~ ......................................... _ ............................. _._._. 
~~;S;~ ....... _.... ~1'}~.~~.!>.!~~~!l!!!IJ.!::r.~~~!?~~!9!! .............................................................. . 
~~~~;J~] ... __ . __ ... ~~!l.c:1~!~!.~~~~~£~~.Q.~~i9~ ....... _ .... _ .............. _ ........................................... . 
~~;J~~~~. __ .. __ ... ~t!~c:1~!~!_~.q!1!?1'.~1~.~~~l9cf! .......... _._ ................. _ .............. _ ......................... . 
A.3.3.2.1 Concrete Frame Calculations 
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